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Introduction
By Maryam Rajavi
President of  the National Council of  the Iranian Resistance

The right to life is the principal right available to every human being and there-
fore violating it is the greatest of  crimes. It is written in the Qur’an that killing a per-
son is killing all men; a logic reported in other books and in the thoughts of  many
philosophers.

My homeland, Iran, has been the place of  the most horrible hangings, for polit-
ical reasons and not, by two dictatorships for a century: first the monarchical dicta-
torship, and the theocratic dictatorship later. Since the 1980s, 120,000 people have
been hanged in Iran, including thousands of  girls and women and even thirteen-
year-olds, pregnant women and elderly women. Personally, in addition to my political
experience, I have experienced this tragedy on my skin: one of  my sisters was mur-
dered in the early 70’s by the shah and another, pregnant and together with her hus-
band, by mullahs in 1982. The oppression of  the Iranian regime is not limited to the
hanging of  women, the numerous discriminations, the inhuman punishments, up to
the disfigurement with the acid on their faces with “the accusation of  being ill-
veiled”, have made life an authentic hell for tens of  millions of  women.

Thirty years ago in this period, in the summer of  1988, 30,000 political prisoners
were hanged following a Khomeini fatwa. This fatwa condemned to the gallows who
was not willing to repudiate the People’s Mujahedin.

Most of  the hanged men had been sentenced to a few years in jail by the regime’s
own judicial system and were serving prison sentences and many had even already
served their sentences. The hangings of  the summer of  1988 were certainly a crime
against humanity and genocide. With this massacre the mullahs’ regime thought of
freeing itself  once and for all of  its organized opposition.

The Iranian regime did not kill only in prisons, but considered it indispensable
for its survival to do so even abroad against its dissidents. In recent years many dis-
sidents of  the Iranian regime have been murdered in Rome, Paris, Berlin, Vienna,
Istanbul and Iraq.

Recently, two terrorist plans of  the mullahs’ regime have been neutralized at the
last moment: one in March in Albania, the other in France in June, with the intention
in both cases to massacre dissidents.

On 1 September 2013 at the Ashraf  camp in Iraq 52 members of  the
People’s Mujahedin, with their hands tied behind their backs, were murdered by the

Iranian regime’s killers.
It is not only the Iranian population subjected to this daily massacre; thousands

of  political prisoners in Iraq and Syria and hundreds of  thousands of  citizens,
including innocent women and minors, have been hanged, murdered and decimated
in these countries by the Iranian regime. Iran is the center of  the perpetual violation
of  human rights and the right to life, and of  ruthless hangings. Therefore, in order
to fight against the death penalty, we must focus on the Iranian regime that truly
inspires capital punishment and terrorism.
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The Iranian Resistance, we have said it many times over and over again, wants an
Iran where there is full respect for the right to life and the abolition of  the death
penalty and torture. In this situation the efforts of  Hands Off  Cain for the abolition
of  the death penalty are really important and will remain forever in the historical
memory of  humanity.

Maryam Rajavi
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COUNTRY STATUS ON THE DEATH PENALTY
(as of 30 June 2018)

Abolitionist: 106

Albania, Andorra, Angola, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belgium,
Benin, Bermuda*, Bhutan, Bolivia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso,
Burundi, Cambodia, Canada, Cape Verde, Czech Republic, Colombia, Cook Islands*,
Costa Rica, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Djibouti, Dominican Republic, East Timor,
Ecuador, Estonia, Fiji, Finland, France, Gabon, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Guinea,
Guinea Bissau, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Ivory Coast, Kiribati,
Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia (The former
Yugoslav Republic of ), Madagascar, Malta, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Mexico,
Micronesia (Federated States of ), Moldova, Monaco, Mongolia, Montenegro,
Mozambique, Namibia, Nauru, Nepal, Nicaragua, Norway, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Palau, Panama, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Rwanda, Samoa, San
Marino, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Serbia, Seychelles, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Solomon Islands, Spain, South Africa, Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland, Togo, Turkey,
Turkmenistan, Tuvalu, Ukraine, United Kingdom, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Vanuatu,
Vatican City* and Venezuela. 

Abolitionist for Ordinary Crimes: 7 

Brazil, Chile, El Salvador, Israel, Guatemala, Kazakhstan and Peru. 

De Facto Abolitionist (countries that have not carried out any executions for at least
10 years or countries which have binding obligations not to use the death penalty; date
of last known execution in parenthesis): 43

Antigua and Barbuda (1991), Bahamas (2000), Barbados (1984), Belize (1985), Brunei
Darussalam (1957), Cameroon (1997), Central African Republic (1981), Comoros
(1997), Congo (1982), Cuba (2003), Democratic Republic of the Congo (2003),
Dominica (1986), Eritrea (no death penalty since independence in 1993), Ethiopia
(2007), Ghana (1993), Grenada (1978), Guyana (1997), Jamaica (1988), Kenya
(1987), Laos (1989), Lebanon (2004), Lesotho (1995), Liberia (2000), Malawi (1992),
Maldives (1953), Mauritania (1987), Morocco (1993), Myanmar (1988), Niger (no
executions or death sentences since 1976), Papua New Guinea (1957), Qatar (2003),
Saint Lucia (1995), Saint Vincent and the Grenadines (1995), Sierra Leone (1998),

COUnTRy STATUS On THE dEATH PEnAlTy  VII
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South Korea (1997), Sri Lanka (1976), Swaziland (1982), Tanzania (1994), Tonga
(1982), Trinidad and Tobago (1999), Tunisia (1991), Zambia (1997) and Zimbabwe
(2005).

Retentionist Countries Observing a Moratorium on Executions: 6

Algeria, Equatorial Guinea, Gambia, Mali, Russia and Tajikistan. 

Retentionist: 36

Afghanistan, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Belarus, Botswana, Chad, China, Egypt, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Jordan, Kuwait, Libya, Malaysia, Nigeria, North Korea,
Oman, Pakistan, Palestine*, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Somalia,
South Sudan, Sudan, Syria, Taiwan*, Thailand, Uganda, United Arab Emirates, United
States of America, Vietnam and Yemen.

Source: Hands Off Cain

Underlined: countries (2) which have binding obligations not to use the death penalty
In bold: liberal democracies1 (6) that retain the death penalty
In italics: changes (4) with regard to 2016

* Non-UN member States

1 The classification “liberal democracy” is based on the rigorous analytic standards employed
by Freedom House in its Freedom in the World 2018 report on the state of political rights
and civil liberties around the world ().

HAndS OFF CAIn
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EXECUTIONS IN 2017 
At least 3.118 executions were carried out in 22 Countries and territories in 2017.

China: at least 2000
Iran: at least 544 
Saudi Arabia: at least 140
Iraq: at least o 125
Vietnam: at least 100
Pakistan: 66
Egypt: at least 31
Somalia: at least 24 
United States: 23
Jordan: 15
Singapore: 8
Kuwait: 7
Bangladesh: 6
Palestine (Gaza Streep): 6
Afghanistan: 5
Japan:: 4
Malaysia: almeno 4
South Sudan: at least 4
Bahrein: 3
Belarus: 2
United Arab Emirates: 1
North Korea: unknown 

In 2017, no executions were reported in 5 Countries – Indonesia, Nigeria, Sudan,
Taiwan and Botswana – that carried out executions in 2016. 
On the other hand, 4 countries, which had not carried out executions in 2016,
resumed them in 2017: Jordan (15), Kuwait (7), Bahrain (3), United Arab Emirates
(1).It could not be confirmed if judicial executions took place in Libya, Syria and
Yemen in 2017.

Source: Hands Off Cain

In bold: liberal democracies1 (2) that carried out executions (27) in 2017.
In italics: changes in 2017 (4) with regard to 2016.

* Non-UN member States

1 The classification “liberal democracy” is based on the rigorous analytic standards
employed by Freedom House in its Freedom in the World 2018 report on the state of polit-
ical rights and civil liberties around the world ().

WWW.HAndSOFFCAIn.InFO
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EXECUTIONS IN ISLAMIC COUNTRIES IN 2017 
(as of 31 December)

Countries by Hanging byFiring Squad by Beheading by Stoning*
2016 2017 2016 2017 2016 2017 201 2017

Afghanistan 6 5
Saudi Arabia +4 +150 +140
Bangladesh 10 6  
Barhein 3
Egypt +16 +31  
United Arab 
Emirates 1
Jordan 15
Indonesia 4
Iran +530 +544  
Iraq +92 +125  
Kuwait 7
Malaysia +9 +4  
Nigeria 3 3
Pakistan +87 +66  
Palestina (Gaza) +1 +5 +2 1
Somalia +14 +24  
Sudan 2  
Totale +756 +808 +27 +29 +150 +140

Where “+” appears next to the figure it means that this is the minimum number of
executions in the country

It could not be confirmed if judicial executions took place in Libya, Syria and
Yemen in 2017..
* In 2017, there were no reports of judicial executions carried out by stoning.
However, extra-judiciary sentences by stoning were carried out in Somalia in the
zones controlled by Al-Shabab, in Syria and Iraq by the predominantly Sunni
jihadist group called Islamic State (IS)
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Country 2016 2017
Afghanistan 6
Saudi Arabia 47 +4
Bahrein +3
Bangladesh 6 +3
China
Egypt 1 15
United Arab 
Emirates
Jordan 10
Iran +24 +25
Iraq +88 +125
Pakistan 7 44
Somalia +3 +21
Total +182 +250

Where “+” appears next to the figure it means that this is the minimum number
of  executions in the country.

ExECUTIOnS In 2017                                                                                                                  xI
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EXECUTIONS FOR DRUG-RELATED CRIMES 
IN 2017

(as of 31 December)

EXECUTIONS FOR TERRORISM IN 2017
(as of 31 December)

Country 2016 2017
China unknownun unknownun
Indonesia 4
Iran +309 +257
Saudi Arabia +23 +60
Singapore 2 8
Total +338 +344
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EXECUTIONS FOR NON-VIOLENT CRIMES 
OR POLITICAL MOTIVES IN 2017

(as of 31 December)

Country                                           2016                                  2017
China                                            unknown                          unknown
north Korea                                     +70                              unknown
Iran                                                    +4                                    +5
Vietnam                                                                                 unknown
Total                                                 +74                             +unknown

Where “+” appears next to the figure it means that this is the minimum number
of  executions in the country.

EXECUTIONS OF JUVENILE OFFENDERS
2015-2017 

(as of 31 December)

Country 2015 2016 2017
Iran +3 +5 +6
Pakistan +6
Saudi Arabia +3
South Sudan 2
Total +9 +8 +8
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THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTS OF 2017 

THE SITUATION TODAY
Developments on the Death Penalty Worldwide

The worldwide trend towards abolition, under-way for twenty years, was con-
firmed in 2017 and during the first six months of 2018.

There are currently 162 countries and territories that, to different extents, have
decided to renounce to the death penalty. Of these: 106 are totally abolitionist; 7 are
abolitionist for ordinary crimes; 6 have a moratorium on executions in place and 43
are de facto abolitionist (i.e. countries that have not carried out any executions for at
least 10 years, or countries which have binding obligations not to use the death
penalty). 

Countries retaining the death penalty worldwide have gradually declined over the
last ten years: in 2017 there were 36 retentionist countries, compared to 38 in 2016
and 51 in 2007.

Executions

In 2017, executions were carried out in 22 countries, compared to 23 in 2016
and 25 in 2015.

In 2017, there were at least 3,118 executions, compared to at least 3,135 in
2016, at least 4,040 in 2015 and at least 5,735 in 2008. 

In 2017, there were no recorded executions in 5 countries where executions were
carried out in 2016: Indonesia, Nigeria, Sudan, Taiwan and Botswana.

On the other hand, 4 countries, which had not carried out executions in 2016,
resumed them in 2017: Jordan (15), Kuwait (7), Bahrain (3), United Arab
Emirates (1). 

It could not be confirmed if judicial executions took place in Libya, Syria and
Yemen in 2017.

The death penalty in illiberal countries

Of the 36 countries worldwide that retain the death penalty, 30 are dictatorial,
authoritarian or partly free States. Twenty of these countries were responsible for
approximately 3,091 executions, more than 99% of the world total.

China alone carried out at least 2,000 executions, about 64%, of the world total;
Iran put at least 544 people to death; Saudi Arabia, at least 140; Iraq, at least 125;
Vietnam, at least 100; Pakistan, 66; Egypt, at least 31; Somalia, at least 24;
Jordan, 15; Singapore, 8; Kuwait, 7; Bangladesh, 6; Palestine (Gaza Strip), 6;
Afghanistan, 5;  Malaysia at least 4; South Sudan, at least 4; Bahrain, 3; Belarus,
2 and North Korea, unknown. It could not be confirmed if judicial executions took
place in Libya, Syria and Yemen in 2017.

WWW.HAndSOFFCAIn.InFO
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Many of these countries do not issue official statistics on the practice of the death
penalty, therefore the number of executions may, in fact, be much higher.

This is the prevalent situation worldwide concerning the practice of the death
penalty. It points to the fact that the fight against the death penalty entails, beyond
stopping executions, a battle for transparency of information concerning capital
punishment, for democracy, for respect of the rule of law and for political rights and
civil liberties.

The terrible podium of the world’s top executioners is composed by three author-
itarian States in 2017: China, Iran and Saudi Arabia.

Democracy and the Death Penalty

Of the 36 retentionist, only 6 countries are considered liberal democracies. This
definition, as used here, takes into account the country’s political system and its
respect towards human rights, civil and political liberties, free market practices and
the rule of law. 

There were only 2 liberal democracies that carried out executions in 2017, and
they accounted for 27 executions between them, 0,8% of the world tally. These
were: United States of America (23) and Japan (4).

In 2016 there were 4 (United States, Japan, Botswana and Taiwan), and they car-
ried out 25 executions. 

In many of these countries considered “democratic”, the system of capital pun-
ishment remains, for several aspects, veiled in secrecy.

Regional Overview

Once again, Asia tops the standings as the region where the vast majority of exe-
cutions are carried out. Taking the estimated number of executions in China to be
at least 2,000 (more or less as in 2016), the total for 2017 corresponds to a minimum
of 3,034 executions (97%), down just a little from the 2016 number when there
were at least 3,073, and from 2015 when executions recorded were 3,946. 

In the Americas, the United States of America was the only country to carry
out executions in 2017 (23). In several Caribbean countries, no new death sen-
tences were imposed and death rows were once again empty at the end of the year.

In Africa, in 2017, the death penalty was carried out only in 3 countries (3 less
than in 2016), but there were at least 59 executions, an increase compared to 38 in
2016: Egypt (at least 31), Somalia (at least 24) and South Sudan (at least 4). 
In 2017, there were no executions in Botswana, Nigeria and Sudan, countries that
in 2016 had carried out executions.

In May 2017, at its 60th Ordinary Session in Niamey, Niger, the African Commission
on Human and Peoples’ Rights adopted a resolution on the Right to Life in Africa. The res-
olution urges State Parties to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights that have
established a moratorium on executions to take steps towards the abolition of the death
penalty, and those State Parties that have not abolished the death penalty to immediately
establish a moratorium on executions with a view to the abolition.

 2 THE dEATH PEnAlTy WORldWIdE
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In Europe, the only blemish on an otherwise completely death penalty-free zone
continues to be Belarus, a country that has continued to execute its citizens regular-
ly. In 2017 at least 2 executions have been recorded, while 4 were recorded in 2016.
With the exception of Russia where a moratorium on executions is still in effect
since 1996, all other European countries have abolished the death penalty in all cir-
cumstances.

Abolition, De Facto Abolition and Moratoriums

In 2017, 6 States joined the list of abolitionist countries: Guinea which com-
pletely abolished the death penalty, repealing it also from the military code while the
Central African Republic abolished the death penalty from the military code but
retains it formally for ordinary crimes; Guatemala became abolitionist for ordinary
crimes, after a historical decision by the Constitutional Court abolished it, except for
military crimes; Gambia which declared a moratorium on executions; Ethiopia
became de facto abolitionist after ten consecutive years without executions and, in
Mongolia, the new abolitionist Penal Code, approved in 2015, entered into force on
1 July 2017. 

On 1 June 2018, Burkina Faso, which did not carry out executions since 1998,
became completely abolitionist. 

Two already abolitionist countries –Madagascar and Sao Tome and Principe –
acceded to the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights. 

In the United States of America, in four States –Colorado (since 2013, con-
firmed in 2015 for four years), Oregon (since 2011), Pennsylvania (since 2015)
and Washington (since 2014, confirmed by Governor Inslee on December 29,
2016) – the Governors granted a stay of executions and essentially put executions on
hold because of concerns about the death penalty system. 

Towards Abolition

In 2017, significant political and legislative steps towards abolition or restriction
on the use of the death penalty and a de facto moratorium on capital punishment
have been made in 30 countries. 

In 3 countries – Afghanistan, Chad and Thailand – laws have been proposed
or adopted to abolish the death penalty or reduce the number of capital crimes.

In Kenya, the Supreme Court declared the mandatory use of the death penalty
for murder unconstitutional.

Nine other countries have confirmed their policy of de facto moratorium on the
death penalty or executions in place for many years: Ghana, Guyana, Malawi,
Morocco, South Korea, Swaziland, Tanzania, Tunisia and Zambia.

In the Caribbean Region, in 8 countries – Antigua and Barbuda, the Bahamas,
Belize (PC), Cuba, Dominica, Guatemala, Jamaica and Saint Lucia – no new
death sentences were imposed and death rows were still empty at the end of 2017.

THE MOST IMPORTAnT FACTS OF 2017                                                                                            3
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In 3 other countries of the region –Grenada, Saint Kitts and Nevis and Saint
Vincent and the Grenadines – no new death sentences were issued and there was
only one death row inmate.

Furthermore, other than in the case of Morocco and Tanzania, collective commu-
tations of death sentences by the President or the indefinite suspension of executions
were granted in 5 countries: Benin, Nigeria, Papua New Guinea, Sri Lanka and
Zimbabwe.

In India, the Supreme Court has continued to contain the use of the death penal-
ty. 

The sixth UN Resolution for a universal moratorium on executions 

On 19 December 2016, the General Assembly of the United Nations advanced
its call to end the use of the death penalty again with the adoption of a new
Resolution calling on States to establish a moratorium on executions, with a view to
abolishing the practice. It was the sixth time such text was adopted since 2007.  The
new Resolution was adopted by 117 votes in favour (as in 2014) and 40 against (+
2 compared to 38 in 2014), with 31 abstentions (- 3 compared to 2014) and 5
absent during the vote (+ 1 compared to 2014). New votes in favour came from
Guinea, Malawi, Namibia, Solomon Island, Sri Lanka and Swaziland. A further
positive sign is Zimbabwe’s move from opposition to abstention.

On the contrary, Burundi and South Sudan moved from a vote in favour to a
vote against the Resolution, while Equatorial Guinea, Niger, Philippines and
Seychelles went from a vote in favour to abstention. Maldives moved from absten-
tion to a vote against. 

Some States were, for different reasons, absent during the vote: Democratic
Republic of Congo, Gambia and Senegal which previously abstained, as well
Rwanda, previously favourable.

Especially noteworthy are the votes in favour, for the first time, of Swaziland and
Malawi, which were targeted by a mission of Hands Off Cain with the financial sup-
port of the Italian Ministry for Foreign Affairs, aimed at getting its vote in favour of
the Resolution, while Zimbabwe was targeted by a mission of Hands off Cain in
2014. 

Although the text contains an amendment, voted in the Third Commission in
November on Singapore’s proposal, referring to the prerogatives of States to decide
what kind of punishment be used for the most serious crimes, the positive steps
recorded in the reinforcement of the text are much more significant. The Resolution
has been strengthened as it calls on States to “make available relevant information
about the use of the death penalty” (inter alia by disaggregating, by sex, age and race,
data on the practice of the death penalty, as well as providing the number of
detainees on death row and information on enforced executions). The General
Assembly recognized for the first time the role played by national human rights bod-
ies in support of local, national and regional debates on the death penalty, as well as
for the first time has highlighted the need that those who risk the death penalty are

 4 THE dEATH PEnAlTy WORldWIdE
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treated with humanity and respect for their dignity as it is defined by international
human rights law. Confirmation of votes in favour of a universal moratorium on exe-
cutions is very important at a time when, in the face of terrorist emergency, we face
the risk of abdicating the principles of the Rule of Law instead of strengthening
them. 

What is more, on 29 September 2017, the UN Human Rights Council  on the
death penalty (A/HRC/36/L.6) calling for an end to the death penalty. The resolu-
tion is the first of its kind in the UN. The resolution passed with 27 votes in favour,
13 against, and 7 States choosing to abstain. 

The information contained in this report is the result of the daily monitoring of news
and developments concerning the death penalty worldwide. It offers a comprehensive
overview of relevant events that took place in 2017. All information contained in this
report, including sources, dates of reports and more is available on Hands off Cain’s online
death penalty news database at  

THE MOST IMPORTAnT FACTS OF 2017                                                                                            5
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THE DEATH PENALTY IN ILLIBERAL 
COUNTRIES: CHINA, IRAN AND SAUDI ARABIA

TOP EXECUTIONERS FOR 2017
Of the 36 countries worldwide that retain the death penalty, 30 are dictatorial,

authoritarian or partly free States. Nineteen of these countries were responsible for
approximately 3,091 executions, more than 99% of the world total.

China alone carried out at least 2,000 executions, about 64%, of the world total;
Iran put at least 544 people to death; Saudi Arabia, at least 140; Iraq, at least 125;
Vietnam, at least 100;  Pakistan, 66; Egypt, at least 31; Somalia, at least 24;
Jordan, 15; Singapore, 8; Kuwait, 7; Bangladesh, 6; Palestine (Gaza Strip), 6;
Afghanistan, 5;  Malaysia at least 4; South Sudan, at least 4; Bahrain, 3; Belarus,
2 and North Korea, unknown. 

It could not be confirmed if judicial executions took place in Libya, Syria and
Yemen in 2017.

Many of these countries do not issue official statistics on the practice of the death
penalty, therefore the number of executions may, in fact, be much higher.

The terrible podium of the world’s top executioners is composed by three author-
itarian States in 2017: China, Iran and Saudi Arabia.

CHINA: OFFICIALLY THE WORLD’S RECORD-HOLDER FOR EXECUTIONS
(DESPITE A CONTINUED REDUCTION)

China executes more people every year than the rest of the world combined,
although the exact figure is not published and considered a State secret. In 2016, the
country carried out about 2,000 death sentences, according to estimates by the Dui
Hua Foundation, a human rights NGO based in the United States of America. It is
likely that the same number of executions, about 2,000, was recorded in 2017.

This number of executions represents a drop of 30 % from 2012, when Dui Hua
estimated that China executed 3,000 people, and a precipitous drop from 6,500 exe-
cutions in 2007 and 12,000 in 2002.

A major turnabout came after the introduction of a legal reform on January 1,
2007, which required that every capital sentence handed down in China by an infe-
rior Court is reviewed by the Supreme People’s Court (SPC). Furthermore, since
February 2010, the Supreme People’s Court has recommended to use a policy of
“justice tempered with mercy,” suggesting to the Courts to “suspend the death sen-
tence for two years for all cases that don’t require immediate execution”.

According to the Dui Hua Foundation, the reduction was likely brought about
by: greater use of the death sentence with a two-year reprieve provision (which is
nearly always commuted to life imprisonment or a fixed-term sentence), improve-
ments in due process rights recently codified in revisions to the Criminal Procedure
Law (CPL), continued review by the Supreme People’s Court, and the decision to
move away from using executed prisoners as the country’s primary “organ donors”. 
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In August 2015, the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress
(NPC) amended the Criminal Law, eliminating the death penalty for nine crimes,
including smuggling weapons, ammunition, nuclear materials or counterfeit curren-
cy; counterfeiting currency; raising funds by means of fraud; arranging for or forcing
another person to engage in prostitution; obstructing a commander or a person on
duty from performing his duties; and fabricating rumours to mislead others during
wartime. The maximum penalty for those crimes has become life in prison. The
removal of the death penalty for these nine offences does not put much of a dent in
China’s world-leading use of capital punishment, which largely focuses on homicide,
rape, robbery, and drug offences. It does, however, show the Government continuing
to make good on its pledge to work towards gradual abolition of the death penalty.

It was the second time that China reduced the number of crimes that could be
subject to the death sentence since 1979, when the current Criminal Law took effect.
In February 2011, the National People’s Congress passed an amendment to the
Criminal Law, reducing the number of crimes punishable by death from 68 to 55.
The 13 crimes were economic-related and non-violent offences.

At the moment, therefore, China has 46 crimes punishable by death in its
Criminal Code.

On December 19, 2016, China voted against the UNGA Resolution for a mora-
torium on capital executions.

On September 29, 2017, China voted against the Resolution on the death penal-
ty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.

Policy of “Justice Tempered with Mercy”

On March 9, 2018, in his report to the annual session of the National People’s
Congress, the President of the Supreme People’s Court (SPC), Zhou Qiang, in keep-
ing with the Government’s customary secrecy, gave no figures for the number of
death sentences or executions.

Chinese Courts have strengthened efforts to protect human rights in judicial
practices, according to the report for 2013-2017. Death penalty decisions were
strictly reviewed to make sure that death sentences only apply to an extremely small
number of criminals for extremely severe offences, it said. The report noted that the
SPC has worked with the Ministry of Justice to enhance the legal aid system. A total
of 31,527 prisoners were granted amnesty across China in the past five years, the
work report of the Supreme People’s Court stated.

Supreme Court’s Reforms

The reform, which took effect on January 1, 2007, is considered one of the most
significant reforms concerning the death penalty in the last twenty years. It signals a
turn-around from the “hit hard” approach taken on in the Eighties that brought the
Supreme Court to delegate final decisions regarding capital punishment cases to the
lower provincial Courts.

HAndS OFF CAIn
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According to the new provision, each case should be reviewed by three Judges of
the Supreme Court, who must re-examine all evidence, the laws applied, the appro-
priateness of the sentence, the arguments of the preceding trial, and they must hear
the accused in person or by letter before reaching a final decision. If the Judges find
the evidence insufficient, the sentencing inappropriate, or the trial arguments illegal,
they present the case to the Judicial Committee of the Supreme Court. The
Committee examines the case along with a Prosecutor from the Office of the
Attorney General Supreme of the People.

Since the 2007 reform, China has continued to adopt new measures to limit the
number of death sentences and prevent wrongful convictions in capital cases.

In May 2008, China’s Supreme Court and Ministry of Justice jointly issued reg-
ulations on the protection of defence lawyers’ roles in capital cases to ensure that
defendants’ legal rights were upheld. Some provisions of the regulations include:
legal aid institutions must designate lawyers with criminal defence experience in cap-
ital cases; lawyers shall not transfer such cases to assistants and must meet the defen-
dant before trial; the Court must inform “interested parties”, lawyers and Prosecutors
of any date change for Court hearings three days ahead of time; the Court must noti-
fy lawyers if Prosecutors submit new evidence or re-evaluate the case before a re-trial.

In 2011, the Supreme Court recommended the Courts to “suspend the death sen-
tence for two years for all cases that don’t require immediate execution”. In normal law
practice, a sentence of death with two years’ reprieve is ultimately commuted to lifetime
imprisonment after two years. The Court has also recommended to “apply the death
penalty to a very small minority of criminals committing extremely serious crimes”.

In March 2012, the National People’s Congress, once again, amended the 1979
Criminal Procedure Law, highlighting human rights protection. The new clause
requires Judges from the Supreme Court to interrogate offenders sentenced to death
and listen to defendants’ lawyers when a capital punishment case is under review.
The amendment, for the first time, also made clear that confessions extorted through
illegal means, such as torture, and witness testimony and depositions of victims
obtained illegally, such as by violence or threats, should be excluded during the trials.
To institutionally prevent extortion of confession, the amendment has regulated that
suspects be sent to a detention facility for custody after being detained or arrested
and be interrogated there. The process of interrogation shall be audio- or video-
taped.

On January 22, 2015, the Supreme People’s Court reiterated the criteria for cap-
ital punishment should be strictly observed to ensure “the penalty is only used on an
extremely few convicts whose crimes are extremely serious”.

Transparency of Court Proceedings

Acquittals in China’s Communist-controlled Court system have been extremely
rare in the past, given that almost all of defendants were found guilty, according to
official statistics. China has occasionally exonerated those wrongfully convicted after
others came forward to confess their crimes, or in some cases because the supposed
murder victim was later found alive.
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In the 2013-2017 period, Chinese Courts reopened trials in 6,747 criminal cases
and rectified the sentences, according to the work report of the Supreme People’s
Court (SPC), delivered on March 9, 2018, at the first session of the 13th National
People’s Congress. A total of 2,943 suspects prosecuted by the State were acquitted,
compared to a total of 6.07 million suspects who were convicted in the first trials in
5.49 million criminal cases, for a conviction rate of 99.96 %.

According to the plan for 2018, the SPC “will provide better judicial service for
ordinary people, respect lawyers’ right to exercise their duties, and ensure the execution of
court orders”. According to the work report, the SPC “will continue pushing judicial
reforms and further enhance transparency of Court proceedings and legal documents”.

On September 12, 2017, a man sentenced to death for homicide was acquitted
because of “insufficient evidence” after a retrial in Fujian province. Miao Xinhua, 40,
was convicted in 2004 of killing a woman in Ningde and then chopping up the
body. Four of his relatives, including his father, were also jailed for supposedly aiding
in the cover-up of the crime. Yet Judges at the Fujian High People’s Court exonerated
all five, saying the original verdict was based on “unclear facts and insufficient evi-
dence”. Police claimed at the first trial that all five had confessed during interroga-
tion, but Mao Lixin, the lawyer representing Miao, said none of the men confessed
in Court or entered a guilty plea. “Their confessions were obtained illegally, because
each one was not the same, or was inconsistent”, he said, adding that officers may have
used torture during the interrogations. Mao was thrilled when his client was declared
not guilty. “This shows the country’s progress in the rule of law and also exemplifies the
principle of not handing down punishments in doubtful cases”, he said. 

IRAN: SLIGHT INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF EXECUTIONS

The election of Hassan Rouhani as President of the Islamic Republic on June 14,
2013, and his reconfirmation in the elections of May 19, 2017, have led many
observers, some human rights defenders and the international community to be
optimistic. However, the new Government has not changed its approach regarding
the application of the death penalty, and indeed, the rate of executions has risen
sharply since the summer of 2013. At least 3,288 prisoners have been executed in
Iran since the beginning of Rouhani’s presidency (between July 1, 2013 and
December 31, 2017).

From July 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013, there were at least 444 executions; in
2014 there were at least 800 executions; at least 970 executions in 2015; at least 530
executions in 2016; and at least 544 executions in 2017.

While the number of executions is lower than previous years, the country con-
tinues to record the highest number of per capita executions in the world also in
2017.

In 2017, only 112 execution cases (20%) were reported by official Iranian
sources (websites of the Iranian Judiciary, national Iranian broadcasting network,
and official or State-run news agencies and newspapers); 432 other cases (80%)
included in the annual numbers were reported by unofficial sources (other human
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rights NGOs or sources inside Iran). The actual number of executions is probably
much higher than the figures included in the Annual Report of Hands Off Cain. 

The crimes that have motivated death sentences are divided as follows in terms
of frequency: drug-related offences: 257 cases (about 47%), 20 of them reported
by official Iranian sources; murder: 233 (about 43%), of which 59 announced by
official sources; Moharebeh (waging war against God), “corruption on earth”,
armed robbery, and extortion: 25 (about 5%), including 15 officially reported;
rape: 16 (about 3%), of which 14 announced by official media; crimes of a sexual
nature (adultery, immoral relations and sodomy): 5 (1%), of which 3 officially report-
ed; political offences or “terrorism”: 2 (0.3%), including 1 officially reported. In
at least 4 other cases (0.7%), the crimes for which the convicts were found guilty
remained unspecified.

Hanging is the preferred method with which to apply Sharia law

Public executions by hanging continued into 2017. At least 36 people were
hanged in public in 2017.

In 2017, executions of women have slightly increased: there were at least 12
(compared to 10 in 2016), of which 3 reported by official sources (2 for sexual
crimes and 1 for murder) and 9 by unofficial sources (5 for murder and 4 for drugs).
In 2015, Iran had hanged at least 19 women.

Executions of child offenders continued into 2017, in open violation of two
international Treaties to which it is Party, the ICCPR and the CRC, both of which
outlaw the execution of people who had committed their crimes when they were
under the age of 18. At least 6 juvenile offenders were hanged in 2017, including 2
cases reported by official sources (for murder) and 4 by non-official sources (2 for
murder, and 2 for drugs). 

In 2017, at least 2 people were hanged for clearly political offences. But it is
probable that many of the people put to death for ordinary crimes or for “terrorism,”
are in fact political opponents, in particular members of Iran’s ethnic minorities,
including: Iranian Azerbaijanis, Kurds, Baluchis, and Arabs. Accused of being
Mohareb – enemies of Allah – those arrested are often subject to rapid and severe tri-
als that often end with a sentence of death. The punishment for Moharebeh is death
or amputation of the right hand and left foot, according to the Iranian Penal Code.

However, the death penalty is not the only punishment dictated by the
Iranian implementation of Sharia. There is also torture, amputation, flogging and
other cruel, inhuman and degrading punishments. These are not isolated incidents
and they occur in flagrant violation of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights that Iran signed and which expressly prohibits such practices. Every
year, thousands of youths are whipped for consuming alcohol or attending parties
with the opposite sex or for outrages against public decency. Authorities consider
whipping an appropriate punishment to combat immorality, and such punishments
are publicly inflicted as a “lesson to those who watch”.

On December 19, 2017, with 80 votes in favour, 30 against and 70 abstentions,
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the UN General Assembly adopted a new resolution expressing serious concern over
numerous human rights violations in Iran, including the systematic use of arbitrary
detention and discrimination against women and minorities. Specifically, the UN
Resolution expressed “serious concern at the alarmingly high frequency of the imposi-
tion and carrying-out of the death penalty by the Islamic Republic of Iran, in violation
of its international obligations, including the imposition of the death penalty against
minors and persons who at the time of their offence were under the age of 18”. It also
expressed “concern at the continuing disregard for internationally recognized safe-
guards, including executions undertaken without notification to the prisoner’s family
members or legal counsel”. The Resolution called upon the Government “to abolish,
in law and in practice, public executions, which are contrary to the 2008 Directive
seeking to end this practice issued by the former head of the judiciary.”

On December 19, 2016, Iran voted against the Resolution for a Universal
Moratorium on Capital Executions at the United Nations General Assembly. 

SAUDI ARABIA

In 2017, Saudi Arabia executed at least 140 people. Among those executed, 2
were women and 138 men; 87 were Saudi Arabian citizens and 53 were foreign
nationals, including the two women. Most of them have been executed for murder
(72), followed by drug related crimes (60), terrorism (4), rape (3), and 1 for
“Istidraj” [revealing the unknown during unawareness and displaying weird acts].
However, according to the European Saudi Organization for Human Rights
(ESOHR), in 2017, 146 people were beheaded, with 90 of them Saudi citizens
while the other 56 were foreigners. Of those, 60 were charged with drugs offences.
In 2016, Saudi Arabia executed at least 154 people. 

Saudi Arabia had among the highest number of executions in the world in the
past – the record number was established in 1995 with 191 executions –, but in
recent years the numbers had decreased considerably, due, in part, to some reforms
in the penal system.

The new surge in executions began towards the end of the reign of King Abdullah,
who died on January 23, 2015, and further accelerated this year under his successor
King Salman, who has adopted a more assertive foreign policy. In April, the King pro-
moted his powerful Interior Minister Mohammed bin Nayef to be crown prince and
heir to the throne. Some diplomats in Riyadh have said that judicial reforms, including
the appointment of more Judges, have allowed a backlog of appeals cases to be heard,
leading to a short-term rise in executions. Others have argued that regional instability
may have led Saudi Judges to impose more draconian sentences.

On December 19, 2016, Saudi Arabia voted against the Resolution for a
Universal Moratorium on Capital Executions at the General Assembly of the United
Nations. 

On September 29, 2017, Saudi Arabia voted against the Resolution on the death
penalty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.
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DEMOCRACY AND THE DEATH PENALTY
Of the 36 retentionist countries, only 6 are considered liberal democracies. This

definition, as used here, takes into account the country’s political system and its
respect towards human rights, civil and political liberties, free market practices and
the rule of law. 

There were only 2 liberal democracies that carried out executions in 2017, and
they accounted for 27 executions between them, 0,8% of the world tally. These
were: United States of America (23) and Japan (4).

In 2016 there were 4 (Botswana, Japan, Taiwan and United States), and they car-
ried out 25 executions. 

In many of these countries considered “democratic”, the system of capital pun-
ishment is, in several aspects, veiled in secrecy.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: EXECUTIONS
AND DEATH SENTENCES CLOSE TO HISTORICAL LOWS

The United States, from an administrative point of view, are composed of 50
States and 3 Jurisdictions (District of Columbia, Federal Government and Military
Administration). 

To date, the death penalty no longer exists in 19 of the 50 US States and the District
of Columbia, better known as the nation’s capital city Washington, DC. 

The death penalty is still in effect in 31 States and in 2 jurisdictions (Federal
Government and Military Administration). Of these 33 “retentionists”, 3 have not
carried out an execution in the last 50 years, 4 in 20 years, 9 in 10 years, and 5 in 5
years.

In 2017, 23 executions were concentrated in 8 States. In 2016 there were 20, and
they were in 5 States. In 2017 there were 39 new death sentences, imposed in 14
States, plus 1 by the Federal System. In 2016, there were 30 convictions in 13 States.

The number of inmates on death row also decreased: as of July 1, 2017 there were
2,817 convicts awaiting execution. The previous census, carried out on October 1, 2016,
had 2,902 (+85). This marks the 17th consecutive year that the total number of prisoners
in the various US death rows has decreased, and once again the number of prisoners who
left death row for acquittal, had their sentences reduced after appeals, or passed away
from natural causes, is higher than those who were executed.

The controversies that followed several failed («botched») executions, the many disputes
over the sources of the lethal drugs, the acquittal of unjustly condemned persons, the avail-
ability of life without parole and the cost of capital punishment are the main factors that are
causing the constant decline of executions, death sentences and prisoners on death row.

Executions

The 23 executions of 2017 took place in 8 different States: Texas (7), Arkansas
(4), Alabama and Florida (3), Ohio and Virginia (2), Georgia and Missouri (1).
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23 executions in a year is the 2nd lowest number since 1991. Since the death penalty
was reintroduced in 1976 until December 31, 2017, the United States has completed
a total of 1,465 executions.

Compared to population, the States that have carried out more executions since
1977 are, in declining order, Oklahoma, Texas, Delaware, Virginia and Missouri.

As is known, Texas is the State that carries out more executions (545 at December
31, 2017), but it is also a very populous State (over 28 million). Oklahoma instead
has less than 4 million inhabitants, which is why, with 112 executions, it has, in pro-
portion, more executions.

Since the death penalty was reintroduced in 1976, three States have executed
only “volunteers”, i.e. death row inmates who voluntarily hastened the execution
process: Pennsylvania, Oregon and Connecticut. In total, since 1976, 145 inmates
have been executed as “volunteers”, just under 10% of the total number of executed.

All executions in 2017 were carried out by means of lethal injection, all involving
men.
The average age of those executed in 2017 is 47 years. The average time between sentenc-
ing and execution of those put to death in 2017 was 19.5 years. At the extremes of this
average there is a Texas detainee who was executed after 8 years (he was not a “volun-
teer”) and a detainee from Alabama, killed after 34 years on death row.

As for race, 13 of those executed in 2017 were White, 8 African Americans, and 2
Latino. The 23 executed in 2017 had been convicted of 36 murders: the victims were
27 White, 6 African Americans, and 3 Latino.

Death Sentences

Besides the executions, death sentences are also constantly decreasing, due to the
lower propensity of Juries to hand down the maximum penalty and the increasingly
widespread tendency of Prosecutors to “content” themselves with minor sentences in
exchange for shorter and more secure trials.

According to the Death Penalty Information Center, there were 39 new death sen-
tences in 2017. It is the second lowest number since the death penalty was reinstated
in 1976. The maximum was in 1996, with 315 capital sentences.

Divided by gender, those sentenced are 36 males and 3 females. They are 15
Whites, 15 African Americans, 7 Hispanics and 2 Native Americans. The sentences
were issued in 14 States, plus one by the Federal System. As always, the largest num-
ber of death sentences has been issued in California (11), but it is also the most pop-
ulous State in the US, with 40 million inhabitants. The others were issued in
Arizona, Nevada and Texas (4), Florida (3), Alabama, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania (2)
and Arkansas, Idaho, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, and the Federal System
(1)

Death Row

According to figures from NAACP-LDF “Death Row USA”, as of July 1, 2017,
there were 2,817 inmates on death rows across the country, 26 less than on April 1,
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2017, and 85 less than the previous census, which was updated as of October 31,
2016 (2,902).

The highest number of death row prisoners was recorded in 2001, with 3,670
recorded. Since then the decline has been regular and constant.

California continues to have the largest death row population (746), followed by
Florida (374), Texas (243), Alabama (191), and Pennsylvania (169). California, with
40 million inhabitants, is by far the most populous State in the US (Texas is second,
with 28 million, Florida third with 21 million). Its death row is so populated in part
in relation to the high number of death sentences issued, but partly because it has
carried out very few executions, 13 from 1976 to today. The last execution dates back
to January 2006.

The racial demographics of death row nationwide are 42.4% white, 41.4%
African American, 13.2% Latin American, 1.8% Asian, and 0.9% Native American.
Overall, 57% of inmates on death row belong to racial minorities.
Divided by gender, there are 2,764 men (98.12%) and 53 women (1.88%).

At the general population level, non-Hispanic Whites make up 64% of the pop-
ulation, Hispanic Whites 16%, African Americans, 12.6%, Asians 4.8%, and other
minorities, including Native Americans, make up the remaining 2.6%. Although
non-Hispanic whites make up 64% of the population, more than 57% of death row
inmates belong to minorities.

As of December 31, 2017, 134 death row inmates were of foreign nationality, 53
of whom were Mexican.

Abolitions and “de facto” moratoriums

To date, the death penalty no longer exists in 19 of the 50 US States and 1
Jurisdiction (District of Columbia) [Between brackets the year of abolition]: Alaska
(1957), Connecticut (2012), Hawaii (1957), Illinois (2011), Iowa (1965), Maine (1887),
Maryland (2013), Massachusetts (1984), Michigan (1846), Minnesota (1911),
Nebraska (2015), New Jersey (2007), New Mexico (2009), New york (2007), North
Dakota (1973), Rhode Island (1984), Vermont (1964), West Virginia (1965), Wisconsin
(1853), and District of Columbia (1981).

In 2015, the death penalty had been abolished inNebraska, but was reintroduced
in November 2016 after a ballot question reversing the legislature’s repeal of the
death penalty and restoring capital punishment in the State passed with 57% of the
vote. In four other States –Washington, Colorado, Pennsylvania andOregon – the Governors
granted a stay of executions and essentially put executions on hold because of concerns
about the death penalty system.

In addition to the moratoriums decided by the highest State political office, the
Governor, in some States executions have been stopped for some time for other rea-
sons.

On September 14, 2016, in Oklahoma, State Attorney General Scott Pruitt said
the executions would be suspended for at least another 2 years. In Oklahoma, exe-
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cutions have been suspended since it was discovered that on January 15, 2015, the
prison administration used potassium acetate instead of potassium chloride to execute
Charles Warner. A Grand Jury charged with investigating the case found a series of seri-
ous defaults on the part of the prison administration in more than one of the execu-
tions carried out since 2014. On August 22, 2017 the Attorney General confirmed that
executions will not resume shortly.

On September 18, 2016, inNorth Carolina, Robeson County District Attorney,
Johnson Britt, and several experts agreed that executions will not resume for “several
years”. Following a series of legal actions, the latest execution in the State dates back
to August 2006, and since January 2007, the State is considered in a condition of
“informal moratorium” after a Court has suspended executions.

Not a moratorium, but a massive annulment of death sentences was decided on
December 22, 2016 in Florida. The State Supreme Court, in Asay v. State andMosley
v. State, considered the approximately 200 death sentences issued from 2002 to today
unlawful, while it upheld the constitutionality of the over 150 sentences issued before
that date. As is well known, in January, the United States Supreme Court with Hurst v.
Florida had declared that part of the capital law that allows death sentences without
the unanimity of the Jury unconstitutional. Annulments cannot be carried out en bloc,
but must be decided on a case-by-case basis by the State Supreme Court.  As of
December 31, 2017, 124 death sentences were cancelled.

Of the 33 jurisdictions where the death penalty is still in effect, 3 have not carried
out executions for over 50 years (New Hampshire, 1939; Military, 1961; Kansas,
1965). 4 States have not carried out executions for over 20 years: Wyoming, 1992;
Colorado, 1997; Nebraska, 1997, and Oregon, 1997. In 6 jurisdictions for over 10
years (Pennsylvania, 1999; Federal Government, 2003; Nevada, 2006; North
Carolina, 2006; Montana, 2006; California, 2006). In 5 other States there have not
been any executions for at least 5 years (Kentucky, 2008; Louisiana, 2010; Utah,
2010; Washington, 2010; South Carolina, 2011).

Legislation

During 2017, there were many legislative proposals concerning the death penalty,
some towards abolition, others to create stricter norms regarding its application, and
others to facilitate its application. Many of these bills were short-lived, blocked in the
preliminary phases of the legislative review process. 

In this regard  it must be noted that the United States Parliaments focus legislative
action early in the year, and each State has a deadline by which the new laws are to
go, otherwise they should be re-presented in the following year. The following bills
have passed at least the early stages of discussion.

In Alabama, the Governor has ratified 2 new laws coming from the Parliament:
SB 16-HB 32 resolves a complaint from the Supreme Court and deprives the Judge
of the power to “overrule” the Jury’s opinion. The other law SB 187 called “Fair
Justice Act”, shortens the time allowed to those sentenced to death to present appeals. 

In California, Governor Jerry Brown ratified the law AB 1443 which provides for
the indefinite preservation of evidence in all capital cases.
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In Delaware, the House approved bill HB 125 for the reintroduction of the death
penalty. The bill, called “Extreme Crimes Protection Act” aims to resolve the impasse
created when on August 2, 2016, the State Supreme Court had declared the capital
law of the State unconstitutional because the Judge held a power superior to that of
popular Jurors. The Attorney General did not appeal the sentence. In the following
months, the Department of Corrections - considering that the Supreme Court sen-
tence had become final and therefore the death penalty was no longer in force in the
State - emptied the death row, moving the 12 prisoners there to the maximum secu-
rity circuit. A bipartisan group of Parliamentarians, led by Republican MP Steve
Smyk, proposed to amend the old law in the part where the Judge was not obliged
to respect the judgement of the popular Jury. The new law allows the Judge to count-
er the popular Jury only if he intends to issue a lower sentence. The bill has not made
it through the parliamentary process.

In Florida, Governor Rick Scott ratified bill HB 527 / SB 280, by which only a
unanimous Jury can issue a death sentence. In 2016, the State Supreme Court had
declared Florida’s law unconstitutional for the part in which it did not provide for
unanimity of the Jury. Since then, the State did not have a valid law in force, and
this blocked new trials. The new law immediately entered into force, and it is esti-
mated that around 50 capital trials will be unblocked, some still in the phases of
investigation. There are still 3 States that do not yet require a unanimous Jury to
issue a death sentence. In Indiana the Judge can intervene if the Jury does not reach
unanimity, and he may decide for the death sentence. Montana and Nebraska
require the unanimity of the Jury only in determining the existence of at least one
aggravating circumstance valid for a possible death sentence, a sentence that is how-
ever decided directly by the Judge.

In Mississippi, Governor Phil Bryant ratified HB 638 law to add a gas chamber
(nitrogen) and the electric chair as a possible method of execution, in case a Court
blocks the use of lethal injection drugs. The original version of the law also included
the possibility of a firing squad, but it was cancelled with an amendment.

In Oklahoma, the House approved bill HB 1306 called “Blue Lives Matter”,
seemingly in response to the popular “Black Lives Matter” movement that protested
against the violence that the police use against racial minorities in the last year. HB
1306 raises the penalties for those who kill people in uniform, whether they are
policemen, correctional officers, or civil servants of the two bodies. Even in case of
confession pleas, the sentence can not be lower than be life without parole. The bill
did not pass the Senate.

In Utah, the House approved bill HB 187 to study the costs of the death penalty,
a law seen by some as a preliminary step in view of a possible abolition. The bill takes
its cue from a quick investigation by Parliament, which, a few years ago, quantified
the additional cost of a death sentence at 1.6 million dollars compared to a sentence
of life without parole. The bill passed the Senate Justice Commission but was not
voted in the full Senate.

In Washington, an abolitionist bill (SB 6052) sponsored by governor Jay Inslee
and Attorney General Bob Ferguson has not been scheduled for vote, and for the
third consecutive year, the bill was put aside. The bill was presented by a large num-
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ber of Deputies, and according to the title promised to “reduce the costs of justice
by eliminating the death penalty”. The press conference for the presentation of the
initiative was made on Martin Luther King Day, a day recalling the themes of civil
and human rights in the United States. The bill stated that the maximum sentence
would be life without parole, with the obligation to work to compensate the victims.
The President of the House Justice Committee, Laurie Jinkins (D), said that he is
personally in favour of abolition, but that more urgent things are to be done in the
State at the moment. In Washington, a moratorium issued by Governor Jay Inslee
has been in force since February 2014 “until the end of his term”. His first mandate
expired in January 2017, but the governor was re-elected for another term, so until
January 2021.

Methods of Execution

All US States as well as the Federal Government use lethal injection as the pri-
mary method of execution. The US Military provides for lethal injection as the sole
method of execution.

Some States provide a second, possible, method that can be, depending on the
State, the gas chamber, shooting or hanging. Some Parliaments have begun to discuss
(but for now only approved in Oklahoma and Mississippi) a new method of execu-
tion, the “nitrogen gas chamber”, also called “nitrogen asphyxiation”.

As is known, nitrogen is the inert gas - not poisonous in itself - which makes up
for 79% of the air we breathe, together with 21% of oxygen. A gas chamber, or a
mask, which would be filled only with nitrogen would cause asphyxiation due to
total lack of oxygen.

“Nitrogen hypoxia” is used by vets for euthanasia on very small animals, such as
birds. The American Veterinary Medical Association recommends pairing with a
sedative if this method of euthanasia is to be used on larger animals. It seems that a
mask to be placed on the face or around the head of the prisoner is being studied.

Returning to the main method of execution: some States use a lethal injection
protocol with three drugs, others use the two-drug protocol, others one with a single
drug.

The three-drug protocol uses an anaesthetic, followed by a muscle-relaxant to
paralyse the inmate and potassium chloride to stop the heart. The two-drug protocol
involves a dose of sedative followed by a lethal dose of anaesthetic. The single drug
protocol uses a lethal dose of an anaesthetic.

The work of several key human rights groups focusing their efforts on the phar-
maceutical industry that produces the drugs used for lethal injection has rendered
the acquisition of appropriate pharmaceuticals difficult for US prison authorities.
This has, in recent years, brought about numerous changes in lethal injection protocols
as prison authorities attempt to work their way around the reluctance of pharmaceu-
tical companies to collaborate in providing the drugs traditionally used in the lethal
injection process.

In an effort to thwart advocacy campaigns by anti-death penalty organisations
that utilize freedom of information laws and the media to convince the drug’s makers
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to cut off the supply, some States have also passed laws to provide a cloak of secrecy
around the names of suppliers. [For further info, see Chapters: “Top Secret Death” and
“The ‘Humane’ Lethal Injection”]

In some States the “old methods” are still available upon request by the condemned
and generally only for crimes committed before the adoption of the lethal injection
method.

The electric chair is still available in 9 States: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Kentucky, Mississippi, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia.  

The “normal” gas chamber remains available in 5 States: Alabama, Arizona,
California, Missouri, and Wyoming.

The nitrogen gas chamber was introduced in Oklahoma (in 2015) and Mississippi
(2017).

Firing squad is available in 3 States: Mississippi (reintroduced on May 3, 2016
and usable in case lethal injection becomes either too expensive or impossible to
implement), Oklahoma and Utah. 

Hanging remains available in 3 States: Delaware, New Hampshire and
Washington.

Of the 1,465 executions carried out in the USA since the death penalty was rein-
troduced in 1977 and until December 31, 2017, 1,290 were carried out by lethal
injection, 158 on the electric chair, 11 in the gas chamber, 3 by hanging and 3 by shoot-
ing.

The Supreme Court

As is known, the Judges of the Supreme Court are appointed “for life”, and then,
because of the very slow replacement of the Judges, the guidelines of the Court change
very gradually.

In recent years, the Supreme Court of the United States has made “milestone” deci-
sions, on one hand, in prohibiting the execution of minors (2005) and the mentally
disabled (2002) and, on the other, confirming the constitutionality of lethal injection
(2008). More recently the Court is considering, albeit with the prudence proper to it, the
issues of mental disability and unanimity of Juries.

In 2014, (Hall v. Florida, 27/05/2014) the Court declared Florida’s law uncon-
stitutional, for  the part in which it assessed the intellectual disability of the defen-
dants in a rigid manner. 

In 2002, the Court banned the execution of people with “mental retardation”
(definition that was later updated with “intellectual disability”) but allowed States
leeway in selecting a process for determining who would qualify for that exemption. 

In 2014, the Court ruled that using rigidly based IQ parameters in capital cases
is unconstitutional. According to the Florida law (and others similar as in Virginia
and Kentucky) no one who has an IQ of more than 70 points can be declared men-
tally disabled, regardless of what pathologies they may have. This way of assessing
mental retardation, the Judges decided, does not take the established medical prac-
tice that disregards the use of IQ as the primary method of diagnosis  into account.
The Court recalled that unlike Florida, some States, while using the IQ, at least take
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into account a margin of error in the measurement. Even one point beyond the score
of 70 precludes further insights in the mental condition of the accused. The Court
ruled that when the results of the test conducted on a defendant fall within the mar-
gins of error that are unavoidable and recognized by science, a defendant must have
his right to submit further evidence to prove his intellectual incapacity recognized,
including testimony about their adaptation deficits.

In 2017, the US Supreme Court returned to the subject with Moore v. Texas
(28/03/2017), reiterated a few weeks later in Carroll v. Alabama (01/05/2017).

In Moore v. Texas the Court declared the method to assess the intellectual disabil-
ity used in Texas unconstitutional. In 2014, a State Judge examined the appeal of
Bobby Moore, and, after hearing several experts, concluded that Moore, whose IQ
was measured at 70.6 points, fell within the standards of mental retardation, and so
he could not be executed. The sentence was challenged by the Prosecutors, and the
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals annulled the appeal sentence. The Supreme Court
annulled the Appeal Court’s decision, and confirmed the validity of the previous sen-
tence. For the Supreme Court, the appellate Court assessment method, based on 25-
year-old protocols, must be considered scientifically outdated since it is largely based
on stereotypical concepts known as “Briseño factors” (from the name of a 1992 ruling
in which 7 criteria of judgement were listed for the first time). The Court of Appeal
also referred to a 2004 ruling that cited a famous literary character, Lennie Small, in
the novel “Men and Mice” by John Steinbeck, as an example of a person against
whom one should not proceed with execution. In Moore v. Texas the Supreme Court
said neither the Briseño factors, nor mentioning Lennie Small as a parameter of who
is or is not mentally retarded is a scientific method.

Citing his 2014 ruling (Hall v. Florida), the Court reiterated this point, but indi-
cated that in addition to cognitive impairment, adaptive deficits must also be taken
into account. The same thing was repeated in Carroll v. Alabama, granting Taurus
Carroll a new assessment of mental conditions, which at the time of the trial were
assessed as “sufficient”, starting from an estimate IQ of 71 points. At the moment
these judgements, which could extend to many dozens of cases, perhaps hundreds,
have had limited effects. The linked theme of mental illness remains in the back-
ground. For a long time the Supreme Court refused to treat it. In trials, the concepts
of intellectual disability and mental illness are separate and distinct, and executing a
mentally ill person is not unconstitutional at the moment. Moreover, mental illness
often emerges, or worsens, during the years of detention, and this causes that a rela-
tively “healthy” person at the time of the crime, and even at the time of the trial, may
be in much worse conditions at the time of execution. But, as we said, lawyers have
not yet managed to bring the equivalence of intellectual disability and mental illness
to the Supreme Court.

If the changes in the mental conditions field are slow, a sentence issued in 2016
has rocked the capital systems of 3 States.

On January 12, 2016, the US Supreme Court declared the capital law of Florida
unconstitutional, with repercussions on other two States with very similar laws,
Alabama and Delaware. Addressing the case of Hurst v. Florida, the Court declared
the law unconstitutional to the extent that the Judge has more power than the Jury
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in deciding a death sentence. By an 8-1 vote, the Court overturned the death sen-
tence of Timothy Hurst, and simultaneously declared the greater power of the Judge
with respect to the Jury in deciding the sentence unconstitutional. According to the
Supreme Court, the Sixth Amendment was violated, which guarantees the right of the
indicted to be judged by a “Jury of peers”. If a member of the judging panel (in this case
the Judge) has a greater power than that of the other members, the Jury clearly does not
consist of “peers”. After this sentence, Alabama and Florida amended their laws, binding
the Judge to respect the majority vote, but without inserting, as many observers deemed
appropriate, the obligation that the death sentences be issued unanimously. In Delaware,
on the other hand, the Parliament (deliberately) has not acted, and a Judge has blocked
all past and present proceedings. What appeared as a mere “technical” question con-
cerning the very few cases in which a Judge had modified the vote of a Jury, has
instead had a cascading effect.

Despite the new laws, the Supreme Court has again undermined the capital sys-
tem of the three States: with a series of judgements (Bart W. v. Alabama of May 2,
2016; Wimbley v. Alabama of May 31, 2016; Kirksey V. Alabama of June 6, and
Russell v. Alabama of October 3, 2016) it cancelled the related death sentences
because they were issued under a law that has since been declared unconstitutional.

It became clear at that point that all the death sentences issued in these decades
in Florida, Alabama and Delaware - States that had over 600 people on death row -
could be put into question. And in fact, first Delaware (sentence v. Rauf of August
2, 2016, limited to the theme of the Judge’s greater power than the Jury), then
Florida (judgements Timothy Lee Hurst v. State of Florida and Larry Darnell Perry v.
State of Florida of October 14, 2016, expanded to the issue of unanimity) have
declared the unconstitutionality of their capital law.

However, in two subsequent sentences (Asay v. State and Mosley v. State, both of
December 22, 2016) the Court established that only convictions that became definitive
after June 24, 2002 (the date of the Ring v. Arizona ruling) should be annulled, while
the older ones, issued before the unanimity solicitation contained in Ring, remained
valid. Since then, as we said in a previous chapter, up to December 31, 2017, 124 death
sentences were cancelled in Florida. It is foreseeable that one of the issues that the US
Supreme Court will face in the coming years will be the appeals of those to whom, for
a simple matter of dates, the death sentence has not been cancelled. As for Alabama, its
State Supreme Court in 2017 issued several judgements in which it assesses that its law
is “sufficiently different” from those declared unconstitutional in Florida and Delaware,
and that therefore the State is not obliged to adopt drastic changes. Delaware instead,
replicating what happened in New York State in 2007, has not made decisions. The
wanted outcome of this lack of political action is that the State finds itself not to have a
valid capital law (and therefore can not issue death sentences) without obliging politi-
cians having to risk the unpopularity of a true abolition.

Following this series of rulings by the Supreme Court in Washington and those
of the various States, Delaware no longer has a valid law (and has emptied its death
row) and Florida has amended the law and now provides for unanimity, while
Alabama has only eliminated the possibility that a Judge issues a death sentence even
against the will of the Jury.
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On the theme of unanimity, almost all States provide for it. Alabama considers a
10-2 majority to be sufficient. Missouri and Indiana allow the Judge, in case of non-
unanimous Jury, to declare the so-called “hung Jury”, practically a deadlock. In a
deadlock the Judge can either have the trial re-run before a new Jury, or decide the
sentence. This has never happened in Indiana in recent years, while it has happened
twice (one in 2017, the Marvin Rice case) in Missouri. Five States (Alabama,
Arizona, California, Kentucky, Nevada) provide for, in case of a “hung Jury”, the rep-
etition of the trial; and two States, Montana and Nebraska, always leave the final
decision to the Judge after a Jury unanimously voted for a guilty verdict and are
unanimous about the existence of aggravating circumstances.

Exonerations and Commutations

“Exoneree” is a technical term that, in the US justice system, indicates an individ-
ual convicted in the first degree but absolved on appeal. As is well noted, appeals in
the United States are not one-time, unrepeatable events, but can be presented every time
the defence feels that it has discovered new elements relevant to exonerate the con-
demned. It is not rare that certain “appeals” can be presented 20 years or more after
initial sentencing. In some cases, the “exonerees” are obviously innocent (in cases
where DNA evidence proves the guilt of someone else, for instance); in other cases,
there is dismissal on appeal for “lack of evidence” or because, after so many years from
the actual crime, the Public Prosecutor no longer has credible witnesses to testify.

The Death Penalty Information Center (DPIC) keeps a list of these “exonerees”,
according to which, since 1973 up to December 31, 2017, there have been 161 exonera-
tions in 28 different States. According to “The Innocence List”, the average time
between sentencing and the recognition of one’s innocence is 11.3 years. In 20 cases,
proof of innocence was obtained through new DNA testing. According to the criteria
set by DPIC, in 2017, 5 death row inmates were exonerated.

On January 19, 2017, Isaiah McCoy, 29, was released in Delaware. McCoy was sen-
tenced to death on October 11, 2012, on charges of killing Jeffrey Munford (30)  on May
4, 2010, following a drug-related dispute. The State Supreme Court had annulled the
guilty verdict on  January 20, 2015, for serious misconduct of the prosecution. The same
Supreme Court, on July 27, unanimously voted to suspend Deputy Attorney General R.
David Favata from practice for six months and one day because of his misconduct at
McCoy’s trial. Favata had laughed at the defendant who had decided to represent himself,
and made intimidating comments during a break in proceedings, then lied to the Judge
about making the comments. McCoy waived his right to a Jury for his retrial, leaving the
decision in the hands of Judge Robert B. Young. In acquitting McCoy, Judge Young
noted that there was no physical evidence against him and that two alleged accomplices
had given contradictory testimony. One of the accomplices, Deshaun White, received a
sentence reduction for testifying against McCoy. Upon his release, McCoy said, “I just
want to say to all those out there going through the same thing I’m going through ‘keep faith,
keep fighting. Two years ago, I was on death row. At 25, I was given a death sentence – and
I am today alive and well and kicking and a free man.” McCoy was added with No. 157
to the Exoneration List of the Death Penalty Information Center.
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On April 17, 2017, a Court in Louisiana formally exonerated Rodricus
Crawford. Three days earlier, Prosecutors dismissed all charges against him. He is the
158th person exonerated from death row in the US since 1973. Crawford, 29,
African American, was sentenced to death in Caddo Parish in November 2013 on
charges that he had murdered his 1-year-old son, Roderius Lott, on February 16,
2012. After the trial, medical evidence showed that the child had sepsis and most
likely died of pneumonia. On November 16, 2016, the State Supreme Court over-
turned the conviction of Crawford and ordered that he be given a new trial because
of irregularities in the formation of the Jury (the Prosecutor striked Jurors on the
basis of race when he exercised peremptory challenges to exclude five African
Americans from serving on the Jury). The case had been largely circumstantial, as the
signs of maltreatment were not particularly conspicuous. The doctor called to testify
by the prosecution did not give any relevance to the autopsy data indicating that the
child was suffering from bronchial pneumonia. After the trial the defence presented
several testimonies of specialists, who attributed the cause of death to bronco-pneu-
monia. However, the Supreme Court found no particular irregularities in the testi-
mony of the doctor called by the Prosecutor. Instead, it found irregularities in the
way in which the Public Prosecution had excluded five African American candidates
from the Jury. A new District Attorney, James E. Stewart, re-examined the case, and
concluded that in fact, even from a scientific point of view, the initial trial had major
shortcomings. Crawford had been released on bond on November 22, 2016.

In Florida, Ralph Wright was freed on July 18, 2017. Wright, 48, African
American, is Florida’s 27th Exonerated Death Row Survivor and the 159th person
exonerated from death row in the United States since 1973, according to the Death
Penalty Information Center. Florida continues to have by far the nation’s highest
number of exonerations of wrongfully convicted people on death row, highlighting,
some say, the serious and tragic flaws in Florida’s death penalty system. Wright had
been sentenced to death on February 7, 2013, after a 7-5 vote of the Jury. He was
found guilty of killing, on July 6, 2007, his ex-girlfriend Paula O ‘Conner (39) and
their 15-month-old son, Alijah. According to the indictment, Wright, who in the
meantime had married another woman, did not want to pay the costs of maintaining
the child that the former girlfriend was asking for through legal action. A Judge had
formalized the death sentence on August 15, 2014, but on May 11, 2017, the
Florida Supreme Court annulled the guilty verdict, and in sending the case back for
retrial ordered the indictment to be withdrawn, and possibly reformulated, given
that at present it was based on “purely circumstantial” evidence. The prosecution
deemed to have insufficient elements (beyond those precluded by the Supreme
Court) and renounced to repeat the trial. Responding to Wright’s release, Mark
Elliott, Director of Floridians for Alternatives to the Death Penalty stated: “If an Air
Force Sergeant and former Orange County Deputy Sheriff with no criminal record can
be wrongfully convicted and sent to death row, it can happen to anyone. The exonerations
of twenty-seven innocent people on Florida’s Death Row demonstrate the catastrophic fail-
ure of a pretentious government program trying to play God. It’s time to pull the plug on
this wasteful, mistake-ridden, and unnecessary big government program that puts blood
on all our hands.”
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On October 11, 2017, Rickey Dale Newman was freed in Arkansas after spend-
ing 16 years in custody, of which no less than 12 on death row. Newman, 59, White,
became the 160th person since 1973 to be exonerated after having having been
wrongly convicted and sentenced to death. Newman, a former Marine with major
depression, chronic post-traumatic stress disorder from childhood abuse, and an IQ
in the intellectually disabled range, was seriously mentally ill and homeless at the
time he was charged with murdering Marie Cholette. He was convicted and sen-
tenced to death in June 2002 after a one-day trial in which the Court permitted him
to represent himself. No physical evidence linked Newman to the murder, but dur-
ing trial an expert for the prosecution falsely testified that hair found on Newman’s
clothing came from the victim. Newman also told the Jury he had committed the
murder and asked them to impose the death penalty. He subsequently sought to
waive his appeals and be executed. However, four days before his scheduled execu-
tion on July 26, 2005, Newman permitted Federal public defenders, including his
current counsel, Julie Brain, to seek a stay of execution. DNA evidence on the blan-
ket on which the victim was found excluded Newman’s involvement, and the Federal
defenders obtained DNA testing of the hair evidence that disproved the prosecution’s
trial testimony. They also discovered that Prosecutors had withheld from the defence
evidence from the murder scene that contradicted what Newman had described in
his confession. A Federal Court hearing disclosed that the State mental health doctor
had made significant errors in administering and scoring tests he had relied upon for
his testimony that declared Newman competent to stand trial. Crawford County
Circuit Judge Gary Cottrell signed an order approving a motion by Special
Prosecutor Ron Fields to dismiss the 1st-degree murder charge against Newman in
the February 7, 2001, mutilation slaying of Marie Cholette, 46. After the cancella-
tion of the confession, against Newman there was practically nothing left but the fact
that, as recorded by a surveillance camera, Newman had entered a liquor store in the
company of the victim the same day of the disappearance of the woman, whose body
was found few days later with very serious mutilation of the genital organs.

On December 21, 2017 in Illinois, Cook County Prosecutors dropped charges
against Gabriel Solache and his co-defendant Arturo Reyes after Circuit Court Judge
James Obbish overturned their convictions, finding that disgraced Chicago detective
Reynaldo Guevara had told “bald-faced lies” under oath when he testified to having
no memory of interrogating Solache and Reyes and denied having beaten false con-
fessions out of the men. Solache had been sentenced to death, and Reyes had been
sentenced to life imprisonment without parole. Solache, 43, a Mexican national, is
the 161st person wrongly convicted and sentenced to death in the United States to
have been exonerated since 1973. Solache, whose death sentence was one of 157
commuted by Governor George Ryan in January 2003, was exonerated after twenty
years of wrongful imprisonment. While Prosecutors said they still believe Solache
and Reyes are guilty, they told Judge Obbish that they had no choice but to drop the
charges after their confessions were thrown out the window. Solache and Reyes were
convicted in separate trials in 2000. Jurors sentenced Solache to death and Reyes to
life without the possibility of parole for the 1998 stabbing deaths of Jacinta and
Mariano Soto during a home robbery. No physical or biological evidence linked
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either man to the murder, but they were convicted based upon confessions they have
long said were coerced by Guevara over the course of three days of interrogation in
which they were denied their right to consular assistance by the Mexican
Government, deprived of sleep, and given little food or drink until they falsely impli-
cated themselves. Solache’s purported confession was written entirely in English by
an Assistant State Attorney who did not speak Spanish.

Solache did not speak or read English and said that Guevara never translated the
written statement for Solache before getting him to sign it. Guevera has been accused
of framing defendants of murder in 51 cases. According to Northwestern University’s
Center on Wrongful Convictions, Solache and Reyes are the sixth and seventh defen-
dants freed in the last two years as a result of misconduct by Guevara. To date, nine
defendants have been released in cases in which Guevara had allegedly beaten them
or coerced witnesses into providing false testimony. Solache is the 161st person
wrongly convicted and sentenced to death in the United States to have been exoner-
ated since 1973, and the twenty-first in Illinois. At least a dozen of those exonera-
tions have involved misconduct by Chicago police, including five cases in which the
notorious “Burge Squad” beat or tortured confessions out of innocent defendants.
Aaron Patterson, Leroy Orange, Madison Hobley, and Stanley Howard—members
of the “Death Row Ten,” who asserted that their convictions were the product of
false confessions obtained as a result of police torture at the hands of notorious
Chicago Police Commander Jon Burge—received full pardons by Governor Ryan.
Ronald Kitchen, another member of the Death Row Ten, was exonerated in July
2009. Among the tactics the “Burge Squad” employed to elicit confessions were
shocking suspects in the genitals with cattle prods, beating suspects over the head
with phone books, and pointing guns in the faces of minors. Burge was suspended
in 1991 and fired in 1993. In 2011, Burge was sentenced to four years and six
months for two counts of obstruction of justice and one of perjury.

In addition to the exonerations, five men had their death sentence “commuted”.
On January 17, 2017, just before leaving office, President Barack Obama com-

muted the death sentences of Abelardo Arboleda Ortiz, a Federal death row prisoner,
and Dwight Loving, a military death row prisoner.  As is known, it is customary for
US Presidents to conclude their mandates by issuing a series of pardons. On January
17, 3 days before the swearing in of the new President, Donald Trump, Obama
issued 209 commutations and 64 pardons. The case that most attracted the attention
of the media is that of “soldier Manning”, sentenced to 35 years for having passed
the confidential information of the Wikileaks case on to Snowden and Assange.
Ortiz and two others had been convicted for the murder on November 26, 1998, of
a drug dealer, Julian Colon. In May 2000, a Federal Jury in Kansas City, recom-
mended a death sentence for Ortiz. The other men did not receive death sentences.
All the defendants were Colombian citizens. Ortiz maintained that officers who
questioned him never told him he had a right to an Attorney or a right to remain
silent. His attorneys said he never learned to read or write in any language. Ortiz’s
lawyers sought clemency from the President on the grounds that Ortiz was intellec-
tually disabled, his right to consular notification under the Vienna Convention had
been violated, he did not himself commit the murder and was not in the room when
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it occurred, and he had been denied effective assistance of counsel at trial. Ortiz’s
lawyers said they were “incredibly grateful” to President Obama for the commuta-
tion. In a statement, Amy Gershenfeld Donnella said, “Mr. Arboleda Ortiz’s case high-
lights several of the glaring problems that plague the Federal system no less than State sys-
tems: dreadful lawyering by defence counsel; disproportionate sentencing even among co-
defendants; significant racial, economic and geographic disparities in the choice of those
who will be tried capitally; and procedural constraints that make it virtually impossible
to correct a conviction or sentence imposed, even in violation of the Constitution, when
new evidence comes to light”. His case, she said, “epitomizes the broken Federal death
penalty system.” Although Federal law and the US Constitution both prohibit using the
death penalty against persons who are intellectually disabled, Ortiz’s trial lawyer never
investigated his intellectual disability,” Donnella said. “As a result, the jurors made their
decision on life or death “in a complete vacuum” and “an intellectually disabled person of
colour with an IQ of 54 who was never able to learn to read, write, or do simple arith-
metic, and could not even tie his shoes until he was ten years old” was sentenced to die.
Dwight J. Loving, 49, African American, was one of six military personnel on death
row until the commutation. Loving, a private in the United States Army, was sen-
tenced to death on April 3, 1989, by the US Army Court Martial. On the night of
December 11, 1988, Loving committed two armed robberies of convenience stores,
netting less than $100. He then decided to rob some cab drivers. On December 12,
during the course of those robberies, Loving murdered two taxicab drivers and
attempted to murder a third. He was stationed at Fort Hood, Texas at the time of
the murders. Loving’s attorneys argued for clemency on the basis of ineffective assis-
tance of counsel, racial and gender bias in the selection of members of his court-mar-
tial, and Supreme Court rulings that called into question the constitutionality of the
process by which the military imposes the death penalty. In Loving’s clemency peti-
tion, his lawyers state, “Issues of command influence, racial discrimination, and improp-
er panel voting procedures – which were ignored by the Courts based on technical legal
evidential rules – will forever overshadow Loving’s death sentence”. Both Ortiz and
Loving will now serve sentences of life in prison without the possibility of parole.

On April 20, 2017, in Virginia, Governor Terry McAuliffe commuted the death
sentence of Ivan Teleguz, whom the Commonwealth had scheduled to be executed
on April 25. Teleguz, 38, White, was sentenced to death on July 25, 2006 after he
was found guilty of ordering the July 23, 2001, murder of his ex-girlfriend,
Stephanie Sipe, because he was angry about child support payments. During trial,
Michael Hetrick said he killed Sipe and testified that Teleguz paid him $2,500 for
the job. His alleged accomplice, Edward L. Gilkes Jr., also testified against Teleguz.
Gilkes was sentenced to 15 years in prison. The Governor issued a statement explain-
ing that he was convinced of Tleguz’s guilt, but that he had also found serious irreg-
ularities in the trial, and that he still considered it not fair that Teleguz had a more
serious sentence than the person who had materially killed the victim, Hetrick, sen-
tenced to life without parole in exchange for his testimony against Teleguz. The main
irregularity of the trial was that the Public Prosecution, to give more weight to the
intrinsic dangerousness of Teleguz, told the Jurors that he was also involved in anoth-
er murder in Pennsylvania. McAuliffe recalled that the murder never happened, and
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could never be attributed to the accused. While acknowledging that the Public
Prosecution had “certainly been in good faith”, McAuliffe felt that the influence on
the Jury had been both large and negative. “To allow a sentence to stand based on false
information and speculation is a violation of the very principles of justice our system holds
dear,” McAuliffe said. Teleguz maintains that he is innocent of the crime, and his
clemency petition received support from numerous political, religious, and business
leaders, including from billionaire Richard Branson, three former Virginia Attorney
Generals and former Maryland governor Robert L. Ehrlich Jr. 

On December 29, Governor McAuliffe commuted a second conviction, that of
William Burns. Burns is accused of killing his mother-in-law Tersey Elizabeth
Cooley, 73, in 1998. On January 15, 2010, the State Supreme Court ordered a new
assessment of Burns’ mental condition. A series of hearings in Shenandoah County
stated the defendant’s mental retardation to be of the kind that leaves no room for
improvement. As is known, the execution of what are now called “intellectually dis-
abled” individuals was judged unconstitutional by the US Supreme Court in 2002,
and this led to the commutation. The Governor also explained the clemency with
the aim of saving human and economic resources, as well as to reduce stress on the
victim’s family members. Without the Governor’s intervention, Burns’ defence
would have proceeded with a series of legal appeals, inevitably leading to the same
conclusion.

On October 10, 2017, in Arkansas, Governor Asa Hutchinson officially com-
muted the death sentence of Jason McGehee to life without parole. McGehee, 41,
White, was one of the eight prisoners the State had scheduled for execution in April.
His execution date was April 22. The Arkansas Parole Board voted 6-1 on April 5 to
recommend clemency and Governor Hutchinson announced his intention to grant
clemency on August 25. The Governor’s recommendation is followed by a 30-day
comment period, after which it was formalized. In a statement on August 25,
Hutchinson, 66, White, Republican, wrote: “My intent to grant clemency to Mr.
McGehee is based partly on the recommendation of the Parole Board to commute his sen-
tence from Death to Life Without Parole,” said Governor Hutchinson. “In making this
decision I considered many factors including the entire trial transcript, meetings with
members of the victim’s family and the recommendation of the Parole Board. In addition,
the disparity in sentence given to Mr. McGehee compared to the sentences of his co-defen-
dants was a factor in my decision, as well.” McGehee was sentenced to death on
January 8, 1998, along with two accomplices, for the  August 19, 1996, killing of
15-year-old John Melbourne, who had confided to the police on a traffic of stolen
checks in which they were involved. In 2008, a Federal Judge overturned the death
sentence (not the guilty verdict), considering that the trial Judge should have given
more space to the defenders to illustrate the defendant’s difficult childhood. That
sentence was cancelled on December 15 by the Court of Appeal. McGehee’s clemen-
cy petition drew support from both the former Director of the Arkansas Department
of Correction, Ray Hobbs, and the trial Judge who presided in his case, Robert
McCorkindale. Speaking on McGehee’s behalf, Hobbs told the Board, “He has
learned his lesson, and he still has value that can be given to others if his life is spared”.
The Parole Board determined Mr. McGehee warrants clemency instead of death
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because of his exemplary behaviour, his youth at the time of the crime, and also
because his sentence is not proportional. Two of McGehee’s co-defendants, whom
his lawyers argued were at least as culpable as McGehee, had received lesser sen-
tences. The Fair Punishment Project chronicled numerous mitigating factors that,
because McGehee’s lawyer at trial barely investigated the case, his Jury never heard.
This included evidence that McGehee had been diagnosed with bipolar disorder and
that he had experienced severe abuse and neglect as a child that led him to use drugs
and alcohol as early as sixth grade. 

Furthermore, on April 18, 2017, in Florida, the House, with a unanimous vote
(117-0), apologized for a serious miscarriage of 1949. Representatives voted to for-
mally apologize for the prosecution and persecution of the “Groveland Four” —
Charles Greenlee, Walter Irvin, Samuel Shepherd and Ernest Thomas. The incident
began on July 16, 1949, when a 17-year-old woman, Norma Padgett, and her hus-
band claimed that the four men raped her near Groveland in Lake County. Three of
the men were tortured until two confessed to the crime. Thomas, who initially
escaped, was killed in Madison County after a manhunt. The other three men were
convicted, with Greenlee receiving a life sentence and Irvin and Shepherd con-
demned to death. An appeal of Irvin and Shepherd’s convictions, spearheaded by
future US Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall (at that time a civil rights
lawyer working for the NAACP), prompted the High Court to overturn the verdict
in 1951. Irvin and Shepherd were shot several months later, purportedly in self-
defence, by Sheriff Willis McCall and a Deputy. Shepherd was killed. After Irvin was
convicted and sentenced to death again, Gov. LeRoy Collins commuted his sentence.
Irvin was paroled in 1968 and died two years later. Greenlee, who was paroled in
1962, died in 2012. DuBose, a Fort Lauderdale Democrat sponsored the House pro-
posal (HCR 631). On April 27, the Senate also unanimously approved (36-0) the
provision, which among other things requires that Governor Rick Scott be asked to
quickly consider posthumous pardons, which is the formula that initiate the practice
for compensation.

The Cost of the Death Penalty

Besides the consideration of misplaced justice, which has been the subject of political
debate in recent years, questions of the “cost of the death penalty” are coming to the fore.
As is well known, in the United States the various Courts have very precise budgets, which
must be accounted for to the last cent. If Prosecutors wish to try cases involving the death
sentence they must provide more evidence, more lab results, more testimony and the
State must provide the accused with better legal counsel. This all has its costs, which
increase in successive phases of the legal process, because those who risk death have a
right to increased free legal assistance, lab analysis to contrast that of the Prosecution
(at cost to the State), to hire expert witnesses (also at cost to the State) and to present a
series of appeals and recourse that are not available to those who risk imprisonment.
This means that when Prosecutors initiate death penalty cases, they start a process
which drains funds from the State, and that, often, because of these expenses, there are
fewer funds for other activities.
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An alternative idea is increasingly taking hold: giving up on capital punishment,
which usually involves people for which there is already ample proof for conviction,
and using the money saved to solve cases where criminals have yet to be identified.

In debates pro or against the abolition, the suspicion is often raised that capital
trials are to the sole benefit of few Prosecutors who seek visibility, often in order to facil-
itate political careers, while the high costs fall on the entire community.

The February 2017 Fiscal Impact Report of the New Mexico Parliament
(Legislative Finance Committee, Fiscal Impact Report, HB72) estimated that rein-
troducing the death penalty in the State would cost up to $ 7.2 million in the first
three years. The report notes that “Between 1979 and 2007, when the death penalty
was an option for Prosecutors, more than 200 capital cases were initiated, but only 15
men were sentenced to death, and only one executed”. The Public Defender’s offices
report that the defence costs for the two cases remaining in the system following the
abolition of the State’s death penalty were $ 607.000 for one case and $ 1.3 million
for the other case (New Mexico abolished the death penalty in March 2009, but
since the law is not retroactive, two men remain on death row). The report on the
tax impact also contains an investigation into the costs incurred by a number of
other States in the administration of their statutes relating to the death penalty.

An independent study of the costs of seeking and imposing the death penalty in
Oklahoma, prepared for the Oklahoma Death Penalty Review Commission and
published on April 29, 2017, found that seeking the death penalty in Oklahoma
“incurs significantly more time, effort, and costs on average, as compared to when the
death penalty is not sought in first degree murder cases”. The report — prepared by
Seattle University criminal justice professors Peter A. Collins and Matthew J.
Hickman and law professor Robert C. Boruchowitz, with research support by Alexa
D. O’Brien — determined that, on average, Oklahoma capital cases cost 3.2 times
more than non-capital cases. Reviewing 15 State studies of death penalty costs con-
ducted between 2000 and 2016, the study (Appendix 1B to The Report of the
Oklahoma Death Penalty Review Commission) found that, across the country, seek-
ing the death penalty imposes an average of approximately $700,000 more in case-
level costs than not seeking death sentences. The researchers wrote that “all of these
studies have found ... that seeking and imposing the death penalty is more expensive than
not seeking it”. The Oklahoma study reviewed 184 first-degree murder cases from
Oklahoma and Tulsa counties in the years 2004-2010 and analysed costs incurred at
the pre-trial, trial, sentencing, and post-sentencing (appeals and incarceration)
stages. Capital prosecutions, it found, cost the Counties more than 1½ times the
amount of incarceration costs than did non-capital trials because capital defendants
spent an average of 324 more days in jail prior to and during death penalty trials.
Prosecutors spent triple in pre-trial and trial costs on death penalty proceedings,
while defence teams spent nearly 10 times more. Oklahoma capital appeal proceed-
ings cost between five and six times more than non-capital appeals of first-degree
murder convictions. The study “conservatively estimated” that an Oklahoma capital
case cost $110,000 more on average than a non-capital case. The researchers said
their results were “consistent with all previous research on death penalty costs, which have
found that in comparing similar cases, seeking and imposing the death penalty is more
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expensive than not seeking it”.They concluded, “It is a simple fact that seeking the death
penalty is more expensive. There is not one credible study, to our knowledge, that presents
evidence to the contrary”.

A journalistic inquiry published on September 24, 2017, in North Carolina
highlighted how the combination of cost concerns and more effective representation
have made death sentences progressively rare. In an interview with The Hickory
Daily Record, David Learner, District Attorney for the 25th Prosecutorial District
encompassing Catawba, Caldwell, and Burke Counties, who has personally tried two
death-eligible cases, says “It’s extraordinarily difficult to get a death verdict. ... You come
to realize it’s very difficult for a Jury seated in that box to say ‘yes, you need to kill that
man’”. Murder cases in which the death penalty may be sought are defended by five
regional capital defender offices, which have a record of effectively investigating cases
and negotiating non-capital outcomes. According to statistics maintained by the
North Carolina Office of Indigent Defense Services (NCIDS), from 2007 to 2015,
nearly 60% of capital prosecutions ended with non-capital convictions for second-
degree murder or less, and only 2.2 percent of all capital cases in the State resulted
in death sentences. In Wake County, Juries have returned life verdicts in eight con-
secutive capital sentencing trials. With representation by the regional capital defend-
ers, there have been only 5 death sentences in the State over the past five years, down
from 140 death sentences imposed 20 years ago in the five years spanning 1992-
1996. No one has been executed in the State since 2006 and most of the 262 pris-
oners who the North Carolina Department of Public Safety (NCDPS) says have
been removed from death row have been re-sentenced to life in prison without the
possibility of parole after their convictions or death sentences were overturned.
Although 98% of North Carolina cases that start out as capital do not end up with
a death sentence, pursuing the death penalty has had significant financial conse-
quences. NCIDS reports that, in fiscal years 2007 to 2015, the average costs were
4.4 times higher in a capital case ($93,231 per case) than when Prosecutors did not
pursue the death penalty ($21,022 per case). A Duke University study in 2009 con-
cluded that repeal of the death penalty would have produced approximately $10.8
million in annual savings from reduced expenditures on murder cases. Between 2008
and 2013, the percentage of cases in which Prosecutors have sought the death penal-
ty has fallen from 28.1% to 11%, and budget cuts to the North Carolina Attorney
General’s office have shifted the cost of criminal appeals that used to be handled by
State Prosecutors to local district attorneys. Learner said: “Realizing the reality of the
death penalty in North Carolina through the court system, it’s really about worthless.”
“Looking to the future”, he said, “I wouldn’t be surprised if North Carolina eventually
had a moratorium or completely dismantled the death penalty.”

The Stance of the “Executioner”… and the Victims’ Families

The effects of the death penalty on those who carry it out were clearly described
by those who have worked for years on death row.

On March 29, 2017, 23 former correction officials of various States wrote a letter
to the Governor of Arkansas, Hutchinson, asking him to reconsider the rush to per-
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form 8 executions between April 17 and 27. They included State and Federal officials
from 16 States. They cited their own experiences in talking of the “psychological
challenges” and the “severe toll” on the well-being of those who participate in the
executions. The letter notes the botched double execution recently in Oklahoma,
which also used the anaesthetic Midazolam, whose short supply prompted
Hutchinson to speed the execution schedule. From the letter: “After the 2014 execu-
tion of Clayton Lockett in Oklahoma, during which the medical team struggled to insert
an IV (which eventually became dislodged, causing officials to halt the procedure before
all the drugs had been administered), the State Department of Public Safety found that
having two executions scheduled for the same night contributed to increased stress on staff
— even in a State that had already carried out several executions that same year. The
Department subsequently recommended scheduling no more than one execution per seven-
day period.” The former corrections officials state: “A State’s interest in justice and
finality are not served by a botched execution.” 

A few days later (April 1) the news that Arkansas did not find enough volunteers
to assist as “public” followed this initiative by former correction officials. The State
Code requires that no fewer than 6 “respectable citizens” be present at each execu-
tion. There is one problem: It is having a hard time finding enough volunteers to
witness them. The volunteer pool is apparently thin enough that State Department
of Corrections Director Wendy Kelley invited members of a local Rotary Club to
volunteer. “Temporarily, there was a little laugh from the audience because they thought
she might be kidding,” Bill Booker, acting president of the Little Rock Rotary Club,
told CNN affiliate FOX16. “It quickly became obvious that she was not kidding.”
Kelley’s “informal efforts” continue, the Department told CNN on Friday. “We
remain confident in our ability to carry out these sentences,” spokesman Solomon
Graves said. Who watches executions? The people who are allowed to witness an exe-
cution vary by State, said Robert Dunham, Director of the Death Penalty Information
Center in Washington, DC. Typically, family members of the inmate and relatives of
the victims are present, he said. Sometimes, a State requires that lay people who have
no stake in the case are present, too. That could be a member of the media or a cit-
izen witness, such as in Arkansas. The Arkansas Code does not require that witnesses
vary from execution to execution. So, it is conceivable that some of the volunteers
could witness more than one execution, Dunham said. The 8 death row inmates
were to be put to death between April 17 and April 27, a move that death penalty
opponents have called “unprecedented.” In Arkansas, executions had stopped since
2005. It was Governor Asa Hutchinson (White, Republican) who set the executions
with a concentration that had never occurred before in the history of the United
States. It seems that the “haste” of the Governor (in this solicited by Attorney
General Leslie Rutledge, also White and Republican) derives from the fact that at the
end of April the lot of Midazolam available in the State expires. The lot is sufficient,
in fact, for 8 executions. For the record, the rush of executions, after some suspen-
sions and a commutation, led to the execution of 4 people between April 20 and 27,
2017.

On March 27, 2017, a Texas newspaper published the story of the parents of a
victim who asked for clemency for Paul Storey. The Fort Worth Star-Telegram sum-
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marized the story of Glenn and Judy Cherry, whose son Jonas Cherry was killed on
October 16, 2006, during a robbery. The couple wrote a letter to State and local
authorities requesting that Storey’s death sentence be commuted to life without
parole. The State scheduled Storey’s execution for April 12. In a letter to Tarrant
County District Attorney Sharen Wilson, Gov. Greg Abbott, State District Judge
Robb Catalano, and the Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles, the Cherrys asked State
officials to commute Storey’s sentence to life without parole. They wrote, “Paul
Storey’s execution will not bring our son back, will not atone for the loss of our son and
will not bring comfort or closure”. The Cherrys are White, Storey is African American.
Storey’s commutation efforts have also drawn support from one of the Jurors in his
case, Sven Berger, who has provided an affidavit for the defence. Berger, a 36 year-
old software engineer now living in Washington State, voted for the death penalty
along with the other 11 Jurors at the end of Storey’s trial in 2008. Berger says the
Jury was unaware of evidence of Storey’s mental impairments at the time it rendered
its verdict, and that, had that information been available, it would have affected his
decision. He was also affected by learning that Tarrant County Prosecutors had
agreed to give Storey’s co-defendant, Mike Porter, a plea deal for a life sentence. “It
seemed clear to me that Porter was the leader,” Berger said. “It was infuriating to see
Porter get life and Storey get death.” But most importantly, Berger said knowing the
Cherrys’ stance would have led him to vote differently because the Prosecutor had
misled Jurors during the trial stating that the Cherrys wanted Storey to be sentenced
to death. “If the family of the deceased did not want the perpetrator executed, that would
have been important for me to know, and I believe it would have been important to the
other jurors,” Berger wrote. The Cherrys have also released a video explaining why
they oppose Storey’s execution and their desire to spare Storey’s family the pain they
felt at the loss of their son: “We have never been in favour of the death penalty. However,
in the current situation before us, it pains us to think that, due to our son’s death, another
person will be purposefully put to death. Also motivating us, is that we do not want Paul
Storey’s family, especially his mother and grandmother, if she is still alive, to witness the
purposeful execution of their son. They are innocent of his deeds.” The Cherrys said they
recently learned that Storey had been offered the same deal as Porter, but had turned
it down. Ten days later, on April 7, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals issued a stay
of execution and sent Storey’s case back to a lower Court for review.

On November 30, 2017, the parents of Ann Grosmaire, participated in the
“International Day of Cities for Life” to put an end the death penalty. The last day
of November marks the annual International Day of Cities for Life. Pushing that
fight in Florida are parents Andy and Kate Grosmaire. Their daughter, Ann, was shot
and killed by her boyfriend Conor McBride, now 26, after an argument. It happened
on March 28, 2010. Ann was 19. She and McBride were dating for 3 years. Charged
with 1st-degree murder, McBride could have received the death penalty, but
Grosmaire’s parents plead with the State Attorney to lessen his charge. “Instead of
turning to anger and bitterness, we forgave him for that,” said mother Kate. “We worked
with the State Attorney to send him to prison for life.” Their appeal got him 20 years in
prison instead, with 10 years probation. “We worked through a process called restorative
justice,” she said. “We were able to sit down in a room and share with him what our
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daughter’s loss meant to us and he was able to tell us the details of what happened that
night.” By choosing to forgive their daughter’s killer, they’ve joined the national
movement to end the death penalty. The Grosmaires say the better alternative is life
without parole. The death penalty won’t bring their daughter back or give her justice.
Turning their pain into purpose, they hope their story will help others. “It’s not that
we forget our loved ones but through forgiveness we are no longer tied to the person who
has caused us so much harm,” father Andy said.

The relationship between crime and punishment

On September 25, 2017, the latest edition of the BJS - Uniform Crime Report
(UCR) was published. The massive collection of data and statistics is maintained by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). The Criminal Report 2016, with data updat-
ed up to 2016, is compiled by assembling the data of 18.481 local and national
police bodies, and covers approximately 323 million inhabitants, including 3.5 mil-
lion in Puerto Rico. In Crime in the United States, 2016, it is noted that the rate of
homicides in the US has increased compared to previous years, reaching 5.3 homi-
cides per 100,000 inhabitants (it was 4.9 in 2015, 4.4 in 2014 and 4,5 in 2013). The
first survey carried out at national level by the BJS, in 1993, gave a percentage of
9.5x100.000. Overall, it is estimated that in 2016 the killings (except manslaughter)
were 17.250, 8.6% more than in 2015, when there were 15,883 (the figure was set-
tled compared to the estimate of 15.696 in last year’s report). The killings were
14,164 in 2014, and 14,139 in 2013. As an absolute number, the killings are close
to the highest levels reached in 2006 (17.309) and in 1997 (18.208), but in the
meantime the population has increased by 56 million (compared to 1997). It is also
estimated that the increase in recent homicides are the result of two extensive studies
conducted by the mass media on these data collected by the FBI, according to which
about 2,000 murders per year were not recorded. The FBI itself has added in its
tables that data are provided “on a voluntary basis by more than 18,000 national, uni-
versity or college, State, tribal and Federal police bodies who voluntarily participate in the
program”. To the 17,250 murders, so-called “justifiable homicides” must be added, i.e.
those committed by police in carrying out their functions, or by individuals for what
is considered self-defence. In 2016 police officers killed 435 people. Private citizens
have killed, respecting the law, 331 people. The data of the murders committed by the
police have been challenged by some online databases compiled by volunteers that
estimate police victims to be about over 1,000 a year. According to the Washington
Post’s Fatal Force, in 2016, 987 people were killed by the police. According to Fatal
Encounters there were 1,587 dead in 2016, and 1,750 in 2017. According to The
Counted (The Guardian), the victims were 1093 in 2016, including 20 minors.

The FBI recognizes the incompleteness of its data, due to the fact that local police
forces are not obliged to provide updates related to this type of “crime”.

A scientific article published on October 10, 2017, on “PLoS Medicine” com-
pares the various independent databases, and tries to calculate the statistical discrep-
ancies. It concludes that “The Counted” is reliable, but that the total victims are at
least 7% more. Other discrepancies concern the fact that police forces tend to pro-
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vide only data on “justified homicides” as they try to glare on people killed “by mis-
take”, while independent databases do count them in. In databases, for example,
there are cases of police victims who were 3 months, 4 months, 7 months, 11
months, 1 year, 2 years, 3 years, 6 years, 7 years of age... victims that the police cer-
tainly cannot categorize as “felons” killed respecting the law.

The FBI also has a field of study called LEOKA, which stands for Law Enforcement
Officers Killed and Assaulted, meaning the policemen killed and wounded in service. In
2017 there were 93, 46 due to deliberate killings, 47 due to accidents. The same report
last year gave higher numbers, 66 kills and 52 incidents.

A study by the Death Penalty Information Center (DPIC) published on September
12, 2017, shows that the death penalty does not protect policemen. The DPIC, proba-
bly the most important US organization against the death penalty, examined the US
murder data from 1987 through 2015, and found no evidence that the death penalty
deters murder or protects police. Instead, the evidence shows that murder rates, includ-
ing murders of police officers, are consistently higher in death-penalty States than in
States that have abolished the death penalty. DPIC has created a third position, that of
the States “in transition”, i.e. the States that have abolished the death penalty from 2000
to today. For reasons that the study does not explain, these are the States (Connecticut,
New Jersey, Delaware, New York, Illinois, New Mexico and Maryland) that have a lower
percentage (compared to the population) of killed policemen. According to the study,
1,599 police officers were killed in the United States between 1987 and 2015. Of these,
1,227 in States with the death penalty, 171 in States without the death penalty, and 201
in “transitional States”. As for the generally understood “murders”, in the same period
of time in the United States there were 526,064. Of these, 374,814 in States with the
death penalty, 51,528 in non-death penalty States, and 99,722 in “transitional” States.
These data obviously must be related to population numbers in those States and the rel-
ative blocks in which the study divides them. After this split, the so-called “homicide
rate” of police is, in the US as a whole, 0.195 per million inhabitants. 0.218 in the States
with the death penalty. In States without the death penalty it is 0.159, and in transition-
al States it is 0.136. The “normal” rate of homicides, again in 1987/2015, is, in the US,
6.424 per 100,000 inhabitants. In States with the death penalty it is 6,646, in States
without 4,788, and in transitional States it is 6,767. The data come from FBI Uniform
Crime Reports (“UCR”) and from FBI annual data on Law Enforcement Officers Killed &
Assaulted, Officers Feloniously Killed (“LEOKA reports”). The Director of DPIC, Robert
Dunham, summarized the data arguing that there is no evidence that the death penalty
acts as a deterrent either in the “normal” killings, nor in those of policemen. On the con-
trary, it seems that in States where the death penalty is in force, the police are killed more
often. “This too is a topic to keep in mind in the debate on the death penalty.”

Another area of study concerns “clearance rates”, i.e. case resolution rates. In 2016,
59.4% of the killings were resolved, meaning that a certain identification has been
achieved, or an arrest followed by indictment. This figure includes any suspects killed
during the arrest stages. Obviously the other part of the data shows that over 40% of the
murders remain unresolved. The high percentage of unresolved cases is often one of the
topics of those who suggest to abolish the death penalty because it is expensive, and con-
centrates resources on cases where the evidence is abundant (otherwise it would be dif-
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ficult to obtain a sentence), removing them from cases that are more difficult, where
more resources would be needed.

Returning to the general FBI report and the murders, the United States is divided
into four macro zones. As has been the case for a long time, the lowest homicide rate
(3.5 cases per 100,000 inhabitants) is recorded in the North-East, in an area of the coun-
try where the death penalty has been almost completely abolished for some time.
Within the North-East macro zone, New England (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont, all abolitionist States, except New
Hampshire, which has not carried out executions since 1939) has an even lower rate:
2x100,000.

The highest homicide rate (6.5) is that of the South, where the use of the death
penalty is by far the highest in the country. To have a measure of comparison, in Italy
(“Crimes reported by police forces to judicial authorities” by ISTAT in 2016 there were
397 murders, and 355 in 2017. According to data from the Ministry of the Interior
(“Report on crime in Italy”) the murders were a little less: 389 in 2016 and 343 in 2017.
With these numbers, the Italian homicide rate is less than 0.6/100.000.

According to Eurostat data published in June 2017 (referred to 3 years earlier), the
average in the European Community countries is 0.7 homicides per 100,000 inhabi-
tants.

Overall, in 2016, little less than 10.7 million were arrested and taken into custody
in the United States. The largest groups are 1.46 million property crimes, 0.5 million
violent crimes, 1.57 million drug offences, and 1 million driving under the influence of
alcohol or drugs. In 2016, 69.6% of those arrested were White, 26.9% African
American, and the remaining 3.6% of other races.

Two official reports with data updated to December 31, 2016, trace the profile of
US detainees: Prisoners in 2016 (NCJ 251149) and Correctional Populations in the
United States, 2016 (NCJ 251211). At that time in the 102 Federal prisons there were
189.192 people, in the 1,719 State prisons 1,316,205, and in the 3,163 local/County
jails another 740,700 people.

Over 4.5 million people are on probation or parole. Adding these different cate-
gories, the total number of people who are defined “under the supervision of adult cor-
rectional systems” is 6,613,500 (62,700 less than the previous year): 2,162,400 people
actually held, and 4,537,100 in alternative regimes.

According to study by Prison Policy Initiative (Mass Incarceration: The Whole Pie
2017), women in Federal, State and local prisons were 219,000, just under 10% of the
total. Minors a little less than 50,000.

About 128,300 prisoners from 30 States and the Federal circuit are held in privately
operated prisons. The total number of prisoners is decreasing slowly but steadily from
2007 to today. In proportion to the population the decline in 10 years was 18%.

Life imprisonment

If the number of death row inmates is slowly decreasing, the number of prisoners
sentenced to extremely long prison terms increased by several thousand a year.
Inmates sentenced to life imprisonment without parole in the US are more than
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53,000; 108,000 are serving “normal” life sentences; and 44,000 are serving “de
facto” life sentences. A study and an article allow us to take stock of the situation on
life without parole in the United States. With data updated at the end of 2016, the
prisoners sentenced to Life without Parole were 53,290, according to a report by The
Sentencing Project: Still Life: America’s Increasing Use of Life and Long-Term
Sentences, published May 3, 2017. The “life sentences” are divided into three cate-
gories: those that will never have parole (LWOP, Life With Out Parole), those who
could take it (LWP, Life With Parole - usually in the various States the minimum
term of sentence to be served before being able to ask for early release is 25 years),
and those “Virtual”, i.e. “de facto”, people formally not condemned to life imprison-
ment, but to sentences so high, and with the possibility of parole “not before 50
years” to be considered equivalent to life imprisonment. The Sentencing Project
report counts, as we have seen, at the end of 2016, 53,290 “LWOP”, 108,667
“LWP”, and 44,311 “Virtual”. In total there are 206,268 inmates who are serving
one or more of these 3 types of sentence. This number has quadrupled from 1984 to
today. 48.3% of these prisoners are African American, 32.4% are White, and 15.7%
are Hispanic. Among the normal population (just over 325 million), Whites are
about 50%, African Americans are 13% and Hispanics 16%. Nearly 12,000 people
have been sentenced to life or virtual life for crimes committed as juveniles; of these
over 2,300 were sentenced to life without parole.

More than 17,000 individuals with an LWP, LWOP, or virtual life sentence have been
convicted of non-violent crimes. Of these, 80% for drug offences. Of these “LWOP”
prisoners for “minor” crimes, 65% are African American, 18% White and 16% Hispanic.
According to the ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union) the disproportion of African
Americans sentenced to life imprisonment, and the even higher disproportion of African
Americans convicted of non-violent crimes is evidence of “serious racial disparities”.
Some people are serving a life sentence for crimes such as petrol theft from a van, or
shoplifting. This happens in cases of people considered “habitual offenders”. In
California there is a so-called “three-strikes law” that leads to a life sentence for a person
convicted of three crimes. Alaska is the only US State that does not provide LWOP. The
Federal system has abolished parole for any (Federal) crime committed after December
1, 1987, so all life sentences are “without parole”. Nationwide, 6,781 women are serving
life or virtual life sentences. This figure represents 3.5% of all life sentences. Women con-
victed of one of the 3 life sentences are numerous especially in California (19.8% of the
total, and 182 in LWOP) and in Texas (9.9%). LWOP do not prevent the granting of
any clemency. At State level they should be signed by the Governor, in the Federal system
by the President of the United States. An article appeared in Time magazine (Garrett, The
Moral Problem of Life-Without-Words Sentences, October 26, 2017), integrates some
data. Garrett, a professor at the University of Virginia, says States are just beginning to
rethink the need for such lengthy sentences. The Governor of California, Jerry Brown,
for example, has granted parole to thousands of life sentences, even for violent crimes.
According to a report by the California Prison Administration (CDCR’S Lifer Report
Series, “Lifer Parolee Recidivism Report”, January 2013) the recidivism rate among those
who obtained parole is very low and markedly lower than that of prisoners released at the
end of the sentence. For most prisoners, no lawyer will examine the facts of their cases
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carefully. As the late Supreme Court Judge Antonin Scalia said in a 2015 opinion, “The
reality is that any innocent defendant is infinitely better off appealing a death sentence than
a sentence of life imprisonment”, because a person sentenced to death has rights, for exam-
ple legal assistance, which accompanies him to the last, rights that instead cease after the
normal appeals for “plain” prisoners.

Opinion Polls

In recent years, opinion polls show a basic ambivalence: when given a simple “yes” or
“no” option to the question whether one supports the death penalty, the answer “yes”
maintains favour, and its decline, year by year, is slow. Instead, when opinion polls include
a question offering life imprisonment without parole, things change drastically.

In 2017, only Gallup conducted a survey of the entire US population, which record-
ed the lowest consensus from 45 years to date. The survey, published October 26, 2017,
indicates 55% of citizens as favourable to the death penalty, compared with 60% in
October 2016. The consensus recorded this year is the lowest since March 1972. A few
months before that, in June, the US Supreme Court declared the various laws that
imposed the death penalty unconstitutional. They are also 25 percentage points lower
than the time of maximum consent for the death penalty, registered in September 1994,
when 80% were in favour. A poll of the Pew Research Center of September 29, 2016,
indicated a favourable rate of 49%, the first time in 45 years that the figure fell below
50%. In both cases these surveys were defined by many observers as “incomplete”, as
they include only the two positions favourable / contrary to the death penalty, and do
not include the alternative proposal of life without parole, which in other surveys in the
last years has often obtained the majority. 

However, the unpacking of data shows that the division between Democrats and
Republicans on this issue is still clear, but at the same time it is among the Republicans
that there is the most notable drop in consensus. 39% of the Democrats, 58% of the
Independents, and 72% of the Republicans are favourable. The Republican component,
however, surveyed in October 2016, just before the Presidential elections, was
favourable to 82%. The 2017 result indicates a 10% drop in a year. The decline in con-
sensus among the Democrats is instead compared to the 2002 survey, when the
favourable Democrats were 65%. Arrived in 2017 at 39%, the decline is 26 points, 40%
in 15 years. Even among those who define themselves as Independent, the decline was
significant: in 2000 68% were in favour, now 58%. As to the side questions: 51% said
they believed the death penalty was applied fairly, and 39% thought it should be used
more often. Nowadays, 41% of US citizens are clearly against the death penalty. This is
the second best result since the opposites turned out to be 47% in May 1966. The sur-
vey was conducted on 1028 adults interviewed between October 5 and 11, 2017.

JAPAN: 21 EXECUTIONS UNDER ABE GOVERNMENT

In 2017, Japan executed 4 people, bringing to 21 the total number of death sen-
tences carried out since the Liberal Democratic Party of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
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regained the reins of Government in December 2012. Of the four who were execut-
ed, three had been awaiting news about their requests for retrials. Of the three, one
was aged 19 at the time of the crime. The hangings of inmates seeking retrials were
the first since December 1999, while that of an inmate who committed a crime as a
minor was the first since August 1997. In 2016, Japan executed 3 people, the same
number as in 2015.

As of December 31, 2017, the number of death row inmates had dropped to
123, compared to 129 in December 2016, however, continuing to exceed the thresh-
old of 100 since 2007. The decrease in the number of death row inmates in 2017,
in addition to the four executions, is due to the fact that four others died of illness,
while two people were newly added to the list of such inmates after death sentences
against them were finalized.

On July 13, 2017, Japan’s Ministry of Justice announced the execution of two
male convicts on death row. Masakatsu Nishikawa, 61, and Koichi Sumita, 34, were
both executed by hanging. Justice Minister Katsutoshi Kaneda ordered the execu-
tions. In December 1991, Nishikawa killed four women – Kyo Harada, Noriko
Murakami, Kumiko Masaki and Fumiko Takahashi – by strangulation or stabbing.
In September 2011, Sumita raped Misa Kato, 27, inside a warehouse of a company
where she was employed. He then stabbed her about 10 times. 

On December 19, 2017, Japan hanged two death-row inmates, including a 44
year-old man who killed four people when he was a minor, the Justice Ministry said.
Teruhiko Seki became the second inmate to be hanged for a crime committed as a
minor in the first such execution in 20 years, after Norio Nagayama, who killed four
people when he was 19, was executed in 1997. Seki was 19 when he killed a 42 year-
old corporate executive, his wife, 36, their 4 year-old daughter and the executive’s 83
year-old mother, while injuring the only survivor, a daughter who was 15, in 1992.
The other executed inmate Kiyoshi Matsui, a 69 year-old former plumber, killed his
girlfriend and her parents in Gunma Prefecture in 1994. “These crimes were very
heinous and utterly deplorable for the victims and their families. The death penalties were
finalized following adequate trials in the courts. I gave orders to execute them after careful
consideration,” said Justice Minister Yoko Kamikawa in a press conference. The Japan
Federation of Bar Associations has called for the death penalty to be abolished by
2020, demanding lifetime imprisonment instead. “A minor is less able to judge things
than adults and easily affected by family and social circumstances. It is not appropriate to
put responsibilities on individual minors and they should not be executed,” said Yuji
Ogawara of the Bar Association in charge of abolition of the death penalty. However,
the Bar Association has met strong opposition from lawyers who support victims of
murder cases. Hidemichi Morosawa, a former principal of Tokiwa University, said it
is “not appropriate” to avoid the death penalty based on “an unscientific reason that
young people can restore their lives”. “Capital punishment is inevitable, considering vic-
tims’ feelings and the effects of the crimes on society”, he said.

The death penalty in Japan is provided for 13 crimes, but, in practice, is applied
only to homicide cases. Death is by hanging: the detainee, hooded and tied, is placed
over a trap-door which gives way without warning.
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In May 2009, a lay Judge system was introduced as a part of a larger judicial reform
project in order to reflect “common sense” in criminal trials. Lay Judges comprise the
majority of the judicial panel of three professional Judges and six ordinary citizens. They
do not form a Jury separate from the Judges, like in a common law system, but partic-
ipate in the trial as inquisitorial Judges who actively analyse and investigate evidence pre-
sented by the defence and Prosecutor, in accordance with civil law tradition. In Japan,
there is no special procedure for selecting citizens to serve as lay Judges in potential cap-
ital trials. Obtaining a judicial review or a commutation on appeal is a rare event in
Japan. However, after 2009, with the introduction of Courts composed of laymen
Judges, some cases of commutation on appeal have occurred. 

The Japanese justice system continues to rely heavily on “confessions” obtained
through torture or other ill-treatment. There are no clear limits on the length of
interrogations, which are not fully recorded and which lawyers are not permitted to
attend.

In October 2016, the Japan Federation of Bar Associations, for the first time,
adopted a public statement calling for the abolishment of the death penalty by 2020,
citing the possibility of wrongful convictions and international trends against capital
punishment. 

Yoko Kamikawa, who became Minister of Justice on August 3, 2017, said she
would “act carefully and strictly as required by the law” regarding capital punishment,
respecting the sentences handed down by Courts. “The death penalty is an extremely
serious punishment that ends a person’s life, and I feel we must approach its use with the
most cautious of attitudes,” Kamikawa said at her first news conference after the
appointment. “At the same time, this is a country ruled by laws, and we must rigorously
carry out finalized court rulings. Death penalty rulings in particular are handed down
by courts after careful deliberation to people who have committed heinous and grave
crimes,” she said. Kamikawa previously served as Justice Minister in the Abe
Administration between 2014 and 2015, during which time she ordered the execu-
tion of another death-row inmate. 

In November 2017, Japan was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of
the UN Human Rights Council. Japan believes that each sovereign country should
be allowed to make decisions on the issue of the death penalty independently.
Domestic public opinion, the existence of extremely vicious crimes and other factors
made it inappropriate to abolish the death penalty. A moratorium was also inappro-
priate, since the final judgement must be executed impartially and thoroughly under
the rule of law.  Japan reported its progress in improving prison conditions, including
medical care and heating and cooling, and indicated that inmates sentenced to death
were treated in appropriate conditions. It rejected all the recommendations regarding
the death penalty, including introducing a moratorium on executions with a view to
full abolition. When defending Japan’s use of the death penalty, the Government
always cites overwhelming public support for the policy. In the latest poll, conducted
in November 2014, 80.3 % of respondents considered the death penalty a “permis-
sible” sanction, and just 9.7 percent of them felt it should be abolished. 
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On December 19, 2016, Japan voted against the UNGA Resolution calling for a
Universal Moratorium on Capital Executions. 

On September 29, 2017, Japan voted against the Resolution on the death penalty
(L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.
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EUROPE: DEATH PENALTY FREE 
BUT FOR BELARUS AND RUSSIA

Europe would be a death penalty free continent if not for Belarus, a country that
has continued to execute its citizens regularly, unlike many of the former Soviet-bloc
States. The situation in Russia is different for its commitment to abolish the death
penalty as member of the Council of Europe, and for a 1996 moratorium on execu-
tions that is still in effect. 

BELARUS

The death penalty in Belarus is envisaged for 14 crimes, ranging from murder to
terrorism, crimes against humanity and a number of military crimes. Article 24 of
the Constitution reads that “the death penalty can be applied as an exceptional measure
of punishment for grave crimes in accordance with the law and only under court sentences
until it is abolished”.

Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko has also been sharply criticized in the
West for his authoritarian rule. Partly due to the country’s stance on the death penal-
ty, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) suspended Belarus’
special guest status in January 1997. In a 1996 referendum, which was not recog-
nised by the international community due to serious irregularities, the majority of
voters (80.44%) voiced their support for the continued use of the death penalty. 

On May 4, 2015, Belarus was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of
the UN Human Rights Council. The Government accepted recommendations to
consider introducing a moratorium on the use of the death penalty with a view to its
permanent abolition, and to carry out public campaigns explaining the arguments
for the abolition with the aim of ratifying the Second Optional Protocol to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

On December 19, 2016, Belarus abstained on the Resolution on a Moratorium
on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

In April 2017, the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Belarus
said that  there is a lack of fair trials and of an independent judiciary in capital cases. 

In 2017, 2 men were executed for murder [see Chapter: “Top Secret Death”], less
than in 2016 when Belarus resumed executions (since 2014): at least 4 people were
executed and 4 death sentences imposed. At least 3 executions were carried out in
2014. In 2013, for the first time in many years, Belarus had not practiced the death
penalty. In 2012, there were at least 3 executions. In 2011, two men were executed
for murder and another two murderers were executed in 2010. In 2009, there were
no executions, while four people were executed in 2008 and 1 in 2007.

Belarusian Courts handed down 5 death sentences and three life sentences in
2017, Belarusian Supreme Court First Deputy Chairman Valery Kalinkovich made
public at a press conference in Minsk on January 31. “Five people received death sen-
tences and three people got life sentences in 2017,” Kalinkovich said. 
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On March 17, the Gomel Regional Court sentenced 32 year-old Alexey
Mikhalenya to death. He had killed two pensioners. In the summer of 2017, the
Mogilev Regional Court sentenced Igor Gershankov and Semen Berezhnoy to death.
They were found guilty of six murders and preparation of another one, as well as kid-
nappings and fraud. They appealed the verdict, but in December the Supreme Court
left it unchanged. Another death sentence passed by the Vitebsk Regional Court was
reported by the human rights centre Vyasna. According to unconfirmed reports, a
man was sentenced to death for killing a cell mate. The verdict was not appealed and
came into force. The fifth death row inmate, Kiryl Kazachok, was executed in
October.

At the end of the year 2017, there were 4 people on death row.

RUSSIA

The situation in Russia is different for its commitment to abolish the death
penalty as a member of the Council of Europe since 28 February 1996. In August
1996, then-President Boris Yeltsin, in maintaining international obligations,
imposed a moratorium on executions, still in effect. However, executions were
reportedly carried out between 1996 and 1999 in the Chechen Republic.

In 1996, Russia signed the Protocol Number Six to the European Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms concerning the aboli-
tion of the death penalty, but it has not ratified the document yet. 

The moratorium has gone on, despite the continued resistance of the Duma (the
Lower House of Russian Congress) to abolish the death penalty. 

In December 2006, the Russian Duma approved the extension of the moratori-
um on the death penalty by three years, fixing its end-date in 2010. However, in
November 2009, Russia’s Constitutional Court prolonged the moratorium, which
was due to expire on January 1, 2010, until capital punishment is banned complete-
ly. After the Constitutional Court’s decision, 697 death sentences were commuted to
life imprisonment.

For his part, President Vladimir Putin has repeatedly called for its abolition,
explaining that “The most efficient weapon in the struggle against crime is the inevitabil-
ity of punishment, and not the cruelty of punishment.” 

Since the moratorium came into force, Russian politicians and State officials have
repeatedly proposed reintroducing the death penalty for crimes such as terrorism,
corruption, paedophilia and war crimes. Most recent proposal of this kind came
from the nationalist party LDPR in March 2016 – it promised to draft a bill rein-
stating the death penalty for terrorists and foreign citizens convicted of drug traffick-
ing. The Government and the Supreme Court expressed their opposition to the bill. 

The Head of the Chechen Republic, Ramzan Kadyrov, has also repeatedly urged
the authorities to introduce the death penalty for terrorism, arguing that keeping
convicted extremists in prisons is too expensive and also that there is a threat that ter-
rorists serving life sentences would recruit new supporters inside prisons.
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On February 8, 2017, the independent public opinion research centre Levada
reported that its latest poll had uncovered a major split in the Russian society over
the death penalty controversy. According to the research 44 % of Russians want the
death penalty reinstated. Of these, 32 % said that in their opinion, the death penalty
should be used under the same rules that existed in the 1990s, before the moratori-
um. 12 % said that they wanted the use of death penalty expanded. At the same
time, 41 % of respondents said that they were against death penalty – 25 % said that
Russia must maintain the moratorium and 16 % think that the authorities should
take one more step and abolish it from the legislation. 15 % of respondents said they
did not have any opinion on the issue. Researchers also noted in their release that the
public attitude towards death penalty had not changed significantly over the past
years. In 2015, the share of those who supported it was 41%, while 44 % opposed
the measure.

Levada Centre’s Deputy Director Aleksey Grazhdankin said that the slightly
growing opposition to the death penalty must be connected with the falling crime
rate. 

On June 9, 2017, the Head of the State Duma Committee for Security has pro-
posed allowing Russian Courts to sentence convicted terrorists to death under con-
dition that the execution of the sentence is delayed until the current moratorium on
capital punishment is lifted. Vladimir Putin’s Press Secretary Dmitry Peskov noted
that the Kremlin position on the issue was well known and that it had not changed.

In April 2013, the Russian Federation was reviewed under the Universal Periodic
Review of the UN Human Rights Council. In its responses to the recommendations
received, the Government rejected those to consider ratifying the Second Optional
Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and take steps
towards a “de jure” abolition of the death penalty. 

In December 2016, Russia voted in favour, but did not co-sponsor, the
Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General
Assembly.
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ABOLITION, DE FACTO ABOLITION 
AND MORATORIUMS

In 2017, 6 States strengthen the list of abolitionist countries: Guinea which com-
pletely abolished the death penalty, repealing it also from the Military Code in 2017
as well as the  Central African Republic, which abolished it from the Military Code
but maintains it in the ordinary Penal Code; Guatemala became abolitionist for
ordinary crimes, after a historical decision by the Constitutional Court abolished it,
except for military crimes; The Gambia introduced a moratorium on executions;
Ethiopia became de facto abolitionist after ten years without executions  and, in
Mongolia, the new abolitionist Penal Code, approved in 2015, entered into force on
July 1, 2017. 

On June 1, 2018, Burkina Faso, which did not carry out executions since 1998,
became completely abolitionist. 

In the United States, in four other States – Washington, Colorado,
Pennsylvania and Oregon – the Governors granted a stay of executions and essen-
tially put executions on hold because of concerns about the death penalty system. 

GUINEA

On May 31, 2017, the National Assembly of Guinea unanimously adopted a
new Military Criminal Code abolishing the death penalty also for military crimes –
entered into force in December - following the favourable vote of a revised Criminal
Code on July 4, 2016, which removed the death sentence from the list of applicable
penalties, promulgated on October 26, 2016, by President Alpha  Condé. The max-
imum sentence is life imprisonment, which cannot exceed 30 years. The new crim-
inal framework adopted on July 4, 2016, also implements the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court (ICC), which Guinea ratified on July 14, 2003. The
law also incorporates in the Penal Code acts of torture as an autonomous offence,
pursuant to Article 1 of the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment that Guinea ratified on October 10, 1989.

The last executions were carried out in 2001, after a de facto moratorium lasting
since 1984. Eight people were executed in two separate cases: five people sentenced
to death for murder, were put to death on February 5, and three people sentenced to
death for armed robbery, were shot on April 21.

At the end of 2017, there were 12 people on death row.
On January 20, 2015, Guinea was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review

of the UN Human Rights Council. The Government rejected the recommendations
to immediately establish a de jure moratorium on executions with a view to abolish-
ing the death penalty and adhering to the Second Optional Protocol to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

However, Guinea reiterated its determination to observe the de facto moratori-
um, adding that it intends, in due course, to secure the abolition of the death penalty
by means of a national campaign.
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In December 2016, Guinea moved from abstention to a vote in favour of the
Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General
Assembly.

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC

On March 24, 2017, the new Code on Military Justice which abolished the death
penalty came into force. It was approved on March 7 by the National Assembly. The
new Code introduces additional guarantees, denying Military Tribunals power of
judgement over civilians or minors, and introducing a composition of civil
Magistrates who swear to serve in the Military Tribunals.

The draft reform of the Code of Military Justice was initiated in 2008 with a
Review Committee of the Penal Codes, criminal procedure and military justice sys-
tem, with the goal of replacing the rules of 1985. After a suspension, the project was
presented by the Minister of Justice, Flavien Mbata, and Minister of Defence, Joseph
Yakété, to the Council of Ministers, which adopted it on  December 9, 2016, after
which it was forwarded to the National Assembly. 

The Code of Military Justice is the second text which does not provide for the
death penalty, after the Special Criminal Court, established in 2015, had excluded it
by integrating the Rome Statute into domestic law, in line with the rules of interna-
tional criminal justice. Now, only the Penal Code remains to be harmonized with the
International Conventions ratified by the Central African Republic.

The last execution took place in January 1981, when six high ranking
Government officials were executed by firing squad. 

Currently, there are no prisoners on death row. At least during recent years, the
CAR has not sentenced any individuals to death. 

In December 2012, the CAR was plunged into an uprising by Seleka rebel forces
that condemned the Bozizé Government for not honouring peace agreements. In
March 2013, President François Bozizé fled to Cameroon after the rebel forces
attacked the capital city of Bangui and took control of the presidential palace.

In June 2015, the transitional Government promulgated a law passed in April to
establish a Special Criminal Court inside the national judicial system, consisting of
national and international staff, to investigate and prosecute the gravest crimes com-
mitted in the country since 2003, including war crimes and crimes against humanity.
The maximum sentence of life imprisonment under the law would help bring about
international support for the Special Criminal Court and be a logical step for the
Central African Republic away from the death penalty.

In 2012, Hands off Cain carried out a mission to the country and obtained a vote
in favour of the UNGA Resolution on the Universal Moratorium on Capital
Executions.

In October 2013, the Central African Republic (CAR) was reviewed under the
Universal Periodic Review of the UN Human Rights Council. The Government
accepted all recommendations regarding capital punishment, including those to
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speed up the legal process toward the abolition of the death penalty and to accede to
the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR aimed at the abolition of the death
penalty.

In December 2016, for the third time, the Central African Republic voted in
favour of the Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the
UN General Assembly. In 2007, 2008 and 2010 it had abstained on the Resolution. 

GUATEMALA

On October 24, 2017, Guatemala’s highest Court abolished the death penalty for
civil cases in a landmark ruling announced on October 26. The Constitutional
Court’s decision is final and will take effect once it is published in the Government’s
Official Gazette. Until now, Guatemalan law has allowed for the death penalty in
cases of murder of people younger than 12 or older than 60; kidnappings where the
victim is severely hurt or dies; assassination of the President or Vice-President; or in
certain crimes related to drug trafficking. “We cannot allow us to be one of the last
countries that apply that penalty,” said Jose Alejandro Valverth Flores, one of the
lawyers who had petitioned the Constitutional Court to declare the pertinent articles
of the Penal Code and a law governing drug crimes unconstitutional. “We believe it
is necessary for the respect of human rights in Guatemala,” he added.

Legislative proposals to abolish the death penalty, as well proposals aimed at the
implementation of capital punishment remained pending before Congress at the end
of 2017.

The last execution in Guatemala took place in 2000 when two people, business-
man Luis Amilcar Cetin and farmer Tomas Cerrate, were put to death for the kid-
napping and murder of businesswoman Isabel de Botran, whose family owned the
country’s largest alcoholic beverage producer.

On July 27, 2002, Guatemala’s then President Alfonso Portillo introduced a
moratorium on executions for the duration of his mandate up to 2004. The move
was made in response to a request by Pope John Paul II and was announced just prior
to his visit to the country. 

On January 23, 2012, the Criminal division of the Supreme Court of Justice
reviewed the cases of all prisoners under death sentence in the country and commut-
ed the death sentences of 53 prisoners to 50 years of imprisonment.

In November 2017, Guatemala was reviewed under its third Universal Periodic
Review (UPR) by the UN Human Rights Council.  In the Report published in
March 2018, it was reported that the Public Criminal Defence Institute had brought
two cases before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights that had enabled the
Supreme Court of Justice to review and commute the death penalty to imprisonment
for previous and subsequent cases. On October 24,  2017, the Constitutional Court
upheld the application for constitutional review brought against the application of
the death penalty contained in the Criminal Code and the law against drug traffick-
ing. However, Guatemala did not accept recommendations to ratify the Second
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Optional Protocol to the ICCPR, or to consider the abolition of the death penalty
in the country’s domestic legislation.

On December 19, 2016, Guatemala voted again in favour of the Resolution on
a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

THE GAMBIA

On February 19, 2018, Gambian President Adama Barrow announced a suspen-
sion of the death penalty in his country, in a break from the former regime of dicta-
tor Yahya Jammeh. Jammeh had ruled The Gambia with an iron fist for 22 years.

The death penalty was last used under Jammeh in 2012, when between August
23 and 24, eight men and a woman were executed by firing squad, followed by great
international outrage.

In a speech marking the 53rd anniversary of independence from Britain, Barrow,
a one-time security guard in London, elected President in December 2016, said: “I
will use this opportunity to declare a moratorium on the use of the death penalty in The
Gambia, as a first step towards abolition.” Barrow also said: “We have won the war
against dictatorship, which is the easy part. Maintaining the peace for our democracy to
thrive will be our utmost challenge.”

On March 23, 2017, the Attorney General and Minister of Justice, Baboucarr
Tambedou, said he wants to see the death penalty abolished in The Gambia. Personally,
he is an advocate for the abolition of death penalty in The Gambia, he added.

He said they are preparing for victims under the former Government, and when
the truth and reconciliation commission is set up they will look at issues surrounding
justice, “which will soon be done”. The Ministry of Justice, in consultation with the
Interior Ministry, has established a ‘criminal case’ and detention review panel – com-
posed by lawyers from the Ministry of Justice, staff members from the Interior
Ministry, a representative from the Gambia Police Force and the Gambia Prison
Service - to review ongoing criminal cases against current or former public officers
or cases linked to political activities.

In 2017, according to Amnesty Interational, 3 death sentences were issued and 23
people were on death row at the end of the year.

On September 20, 2017, The Gambia signed the Second Optional Protocol to
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of
the death penalty.

On December 19, 2016, The Gambia was absent during the vote on the
Resolution for a Universal Moratorium on capital executions at the UN General
Assembly. It abstained in 2014.

ETHIOPIA

In 2017, Ethiopia became a de facto abolitionist State, after 10 consecutive years
without executions.

The last execution took place on August 6, 2007, when Tsehaye Woldeselassie,
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an army major, was executed for murdering Kinfe Gebremedhin, the head of the
intelligence and security services in 2001. Before that, the last known execution was
carried out in 1998.

No death sentence was issued in 2017.
On August 15, 2017, the House of Representatives voted to abolish the death

penalty for all crimes in Ethiopia by 279 votes for to 276 votes against in a free vote.
Prime Minister Azmera Sirak personally urged Representatives to ban the barbaric
practice in an impassioned speech, however many in the Ethiopian National Liberal
Party voted against the measure - it only passing with the votes of the socially liberal
Ginbot7. It is expected the bill will pass the House of Federation and receive
Presidential assent.

Ethiopian Courts routinely sentence prisoners to death and there are currently 68
prisoners sentenced to such in the country.

Capital crimes include treason, military offences, murder, and aggravated robbery
- all subject to the death penalty under the Ethiopian Constitution. 

A previous attempt to end the death penalty in 2008 passed through the House
of Representatives, but was later ruled invalid - as under public pressure many
Representatives claimed they had voted against the death penalty in error. Indeed,
even in 2016, the death penalty maintained strong public support - with 64% of
respondents in a poll showing their support for the practice.

On May 6, 2014, Ethiopia was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of
the UN Human Rights Council. The Government rejected recommendations to
adopt a de jure moratorium on executions with a view to abolishing the death penal-
ty, and sign and ratify the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of the death penalty.

On December 19, 2016, Ethiopia voted against the Resolution on a Moratorium
on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

On September 29, 2017, Ethiopia voted against the Resolution on the death
penalty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.

MONGOLIA

On July 1, 2017, the new Criminal Code that abolishes the death penalty for all
crimes, approved in 2015, entered into force. With this Mongolia became the 18th
abolitionist State for all crimes in the Asia-Pacific region.

The last execution in Mongolia took place in 2008 and the death penalty
remained classified as a State secret.

Since then, the country had taken a series of steps towards abolition, culminating
in the historic Parliamentary vote. In 2010, the country’s President, Tsakhia
Elbegdorj, commuted all death sentences and announced a moratorium on all exe-
cutions. In 2012, Mongolia acceded to the Second Optional Protocol to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), committing the
country to the abolition of the death penalty.
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In 2011, Hands off Cain awarded President Tsakhia Elbegdorj with the
“Abolitionist of the Year Award”.

However, new President Khaltmaagiin Battulga repeatedly invoked the death
penalty and on November 27 submitted an official proposal on Restoring Death
Penalty for Offenses of Child Sexual Abuse, Cruelty and Murder to Minister of Justice
Ts. Nyamdorj. “Offenses of violence, particularly violence against minors and abusing
children to satisfy own sexual desires, have become an urgent problem in our society,” the
letter begins. In the official letter, the President cited from a National Human Rights
Commission Report, which has included information about a case of sexual abuse of
a 16-month-old baby. The report also says 298 children between 2 and 7 years of age
were sexually assaulted within the last year. Also, 1,613 teenage mothers of ages
between 12 and 17 gave birth, and 1,668 teenagers under 20 years of age had abor-
tions. “All of these numbers obviously point to the hidden issues of unwanted pregnancy
and sexual violence against children,” wrote the President. At the end of his proposal,
President Battulga asked the Minister of Justice to formulate a draft law to be sub-
mitted to the State Great Khural (Parliament), as it is the Minister of Justice who
administers matters of legal renovations, combating and preventing crimes, on the
basis of his authorities in pursuance with the laws.

On December 19, 2016, Mongolia co-sponsored and voted again in favour of the
Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General
Assembly.

On September 29, 2017, Mongolia voted in favour of the Resolution on the
death penalty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.

BURKINA FASO

On June 1, 2018, a new Penal Code was approved with 83 votes in favour and
42 against. It abolishes the death penalty and modifies the law n°043-96/ ADP of
November 13, 1996, on the previous Penal Code. The bill proposing the abolition
of death penalty was introduced in 2015 in Parliament by the then head of the
National Transition Council Cheriff Sy.

According to Rene Bagoro, Burkina Faso’s Justice Minister, the newly adopted
Penal Code will promote a “more credible, equitable, accessible and effective justice in
the application of criminal law”.

The decision to abolish the death penalty comes amid a landmark trial this year
over a failed 2015 coup. Two former Presidential aides are among more than 80 peo-
ple facing the Military Tribunal.

Local  report this move will pave the way for the extradition of Francois
Compaore – the younger brother of former Burkina Faso Blaise Compaore – from
France.

The death penalty was carried out for the first time in 1960, the same year
Burkina Faso gained its independence from the United Kingdom. The last execu-
tions took place in 1988, when seven people were put to death for killing an army
officer and his wife. 
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As of end 2017, 12 people were on death row.
In April 2013, Burkina Faso was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review

of the UN Human Rights Council. The country’s delegation noted that no consen-
sus was reached on the abolition of the death penalty during the relevant consulta-
tions held by the Consultative Council for Political Reforms in 2011. Nevertheless,
a draft bill was prepared ratifying the Second Optional Protocol to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of the death penalty. 

On December 19, 2016, Burkina Faso voted again in favour of the Resolution
on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

In the United States, Governors of four States have suspended executions “until the
end of their mandate” due to the obvious defects inherent to the capital system:
Colorado (from 2013, reiterated in 2015 for 4 years), Oregon (from 2011, reiterated in
2015 for 4 more years) Pennsylvania (from 2015) andWashington (from 2014, reit-
erated by Governor Inslee on December 29, 2016).

In addition to the moratorium decided by Governors, occasionally, executions in
some States may be “suspended” for technical reasons, either because the capital law or
the execution protocol is undergoing an update or a review, or because some Court is
examining claims of unconstitutionality.  It happens that “while waiting” for a final rul-
ing on a given case, a blanket suspension may be issued “for all executions in the State”.

On September 14, 2016, in Oklahoma, Attorney General Scott Pruitt said the exe-
cutions will remain on hold for at least 2 more years. In Oklahoma, executions are sus-
pended since it was discovered that to execute Charles Warner on January 15, 2015, the
Prison Administration used potassium acetate instead of potassium chloride. A Grand
Jury charged with investigating the case found a series of serious non-compliance to pro-
tocols by the Prison Administration in more than one of the executions since 2014. On
August 22, 2017, the Attorney General confirmed that the executions would not resume
shortly. On September 18, 2016, in North Carolina, Robeson County District Attorney
Johnson Britt, and several experts, agreed that executions would not resume before “sev-
eral years”. In the State, following a series of legal appeals, the last execution dates back
to August 2006, and from January 2007 onward the State is considered as on an “infor-
mal moratorium” after a Judge has suspended all executions.

Not a moratorium or a suspension, but a massive annulment of death sentences was
decided in Florida on December 22, 2016. The State Supreme Court, with the cases of
Asay v. State and Mosley v. State, has deemed the 200 death sentences issued since 2002
to be illegal (see also Chapter: “The Supreme Court”). On May 31, 2016, in Louisiana,
Federal Judge James Brady suspended all executions for another 18 months, at least until
January 2018. On January 4, 2018, after Judge Brady’s death due to illness, the suspen-
sion was further extended by Federal Judge Shelly Dick, without an expiration date. Since
2010, a series of appeals block executions in the State. The prolongation of the suspen-
sion had been proposed to the Judge by Attorney General Jeff Landry because the State,
at the moment, is churning out of lethal drugs and there is no foreseeable solution to the
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problem on the short term. “Given the situation, it would be a waste of time and resources
to discuss something that is still in a liquid state,” the Prosecutor said. Governor John Bel
Edwards, through a spokesman, said he agreed with the initiative of the Attorney
General.
[See more in Chapters: “Democracy and the death penalty”, “United States”, “Abolitions
and de facto moratoriums”]
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TOWARDS ABOLITION
In 2017, significant political and legislative steps towards abolition or a de facto

moratorium on capital punishment have been seen in 30 countries, both internally
and in international fora. 

LEGISLATIVE STEPS TOWARDS ABOLITION

In 3 countries – Afghanistan, Chad and Thailand – laws have been proposed
or adopted to abolish the death penalty or reduce the number of capital crimes.

In Kenya, the Supreme Court declared the mandatory use of the death penalty
for murder unconstitutional.

AFGHANISTAN

A significant step towards restricting the use of the death penalty was taken in
Afghanistan, where President Ashraf Ghani Ahmadzai endorsed the new Penal Code
on March 4, 2017. The new Penal Code entered into force on February 14, 2018.

The adoption was welcomed by the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan
(UNAMA) , considering it a milestone in the country’s criminal justice reform process
and a vital part of efforts to strengthen the rule of law. With the new Penal Code,
Afghanistan adopted its first-time comprehensive Criminal Code, which also incorpo-
rates the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court covering war crimes, crimes
against humanity and genocide; expands the definition of the crime of torture and sig-
nificantly reduces the number of crimes for which the death penalty applies. 

The new Constitution adopted in 2004 makes no explicit reference to Sharia law.
However, the Constitution declares Afghanistan to be an ‘Islamic republic’ and states that
“no law shall be contrary to the beliefs and provisions of the sacred religion of Islam”. The
Islamic provisions do foresee capital punishment, namely for crimes against Islam (armed
robbery, adultery, and apostasy or blasphemy), and for crimes against the person (murder). 

The President of the Republic has the final say over whether executions ordered
by Afghan Courts will be carried out.

Executions in Afghanistan have been infrequent since the fall of the Taliban
regime in 2001, partly because former President Hamid Karzai in his thirteen years
in office had been reluctant to sign death warrants.

In 2010, for the second consecutive year, no executions were reported in
Afghanistan. Several people were executed in 2008, fifteen people were executed by
firing squad at a prison in Kabul in 2007, and one execution took place in 2004. 

Afghanistan resumed executions in June 2011 when two men were hanged.
Executions continued in 2012 (14), 2013 (2), 2014 (6), 2015 (1) and 6 in 2016. 

Five more executions were carried out in 2017. At least 11 new death sentences
were imposed in 2017 according to Amnesty International. The number of those on
death row is unclear. While the Government stated before the UN Committee
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Against Torture that around 600 people are currently on death row, at least 750 indi-
viduals result sentenced to death by the end of the year, according to Deputy
Attorney General Office Abdul Fatah Azizi and Director General of Prisons Brig.
Gen. Abdul Halem Kohistani who, on December 20, 2017, briefed lawmakers
before the upper house about the situation of prisoners. Deputy AGO Abdul Fatah
Azizi said the implementation of the death penalty needed a more careful approach,
reason for which the executions had to be delayed. 

In 2016, Afghanistan Analysis Network (AAN) documented that, of the 400
people under death sentence, around 100 had been approved by the Supreme Court
at the time and were awaiting the President’s signature. The remaining 300 had yet
to be approved by the Supreme Court. 

In January 2014, Afghanistan was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review
of the UN Human Rights Council. In its response to the recommendations received,
the Government rejected those to establish a moratorium on executions with a view
to removing the death penalty from criminal statutes and ratifying the Second
Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

In 2017, the UN Committee against Torture considered the second periodic report
of Afghanistan (CAT/C/AFG/2) and on June 12, 2017, published a report welcoming
the delegation’s information that a separate Committee had been established to review
death penalty sentences and to discuss a plan to declare a moratorium on the death
penalty. However, the Committee remains concerned by the high number of prisoners
on death row, which currently amounts to 600 according to the Afghan Government -
which however did not provide any disaggregated data as requested on the use of the
death penalty - the tremendous delay in carrying out their sentences, and the conditions
of detention of prisoners awaiting execution. The Committee is deeply concerned by the
recent cases of executions of minors and recommended that the State Party should:
promptly consider taking measures for an immediate moratorium on executions and a com-
mutation of sentences; respect international standards that provide safeguards guaranteeing
the protection of the rights of those facing the death penalty; immediately end the practice of
the execution of minors and commute all existing death sentences for offenders on death row
who committed the crime for which they were sentenced while under the age of 18. While
taking note of the State Party’s affirmations that informal parallel judicial mechanisms,
in particular Jirga Courts, may only hear civil cases, the Committee expressed serious
concerned that Jirga Courts still sentence women, notably for so-called “moral crimes”,
including the death sentence. 

On December 19, 2016, Afghanistan voted against the Resolution on a
Moratorium on the use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

CHAD

On May 8, 2017, the revised Penal Code  approved on December 11, 2016,
which abolishes the death penalty except for “terrorism”, entered into force. The new
Code, repealing the 1967 Code, abrogates the death penalty except in cases of ter-
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rorism as the country faces attacks by Boko Haram around its borders. “This Penal
Code is modern, it takes account of our customs and also our international commit-
ments,” Minister of Justice Hamid Dahalob said. The new Penal Code, however,
punishes homosexuality which is no longer considered a crime but punishable by a
fine or suspended prison sentence. No execution, nor death sentence has been
recorded in 2017.

The 1996 Constitution makes no reference to the death penalty. However,
Article 17, as amended in July 2005, states that, “the human person is sacred and invi-
olable. Every person has the right to life, physical integrity, safety, freedom, and the pro-
tection of his/her private life and property,” implying that the death penalty could be
challenged as unconstitutional.

After the termination of the Military Court in 1991, a de facto moratorium was
in effect in Chad until November 2003, when 9 men were executed within a period
of 4 days, although they had not exhausted their appeals. Following the sharp criti-
cism and censure generated by the 2003 executions, all death penalties were com-
muted to life sentences. There have been no reported executions since 2003.
However, Chadian Courts have continued to hand down death sentences.

In 2012, Hands off Cain carried out a mission to Chad which moved to a vote in
favour of the UNGA Resolution on the universal moratorium on capital executions. 

On August 29, 2015, Chad resumed executions after twelve years of suspension.
Ten members of Nigerian Islamist militant group Boko Haram were executed by fir-
ing squad, a day after they were sentenced on terrorism charges.

In March 2014, in its oral response to the recommendations received under the
Universal Periodic Review of the UN Human Rights Council, the Government
accepted the following: the ratification of the Second Optional Protocol to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; taking appropriate measures to
abolish the death penalty for all crimes from its criminal justice system; promoting
an official moratorium on executions, and commuting death sentences to imprison-
ment. In September 2014, the Chad Government adopted a Penal Code aimed at
abolishing the death penalty and replacing it by life imprisonment with no possibil-
ity of conditional release in future. 

In December 2016, for the third time, Chad had voted in favour of the
Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General
Assembly. 

THAILAND

On January 15, 2017, the new Narcotics Act approved  by the National Assembly
on November 24, 2016, entered into force. The changes to Thailand’s Narcotics Act
were unanimously voted 196 Yes and 0 No. 

These legislative amendments also modify how culpability is determined, replac-
ing mandatory sentences (in cases where the amounts seized exceed a designated
threshold) with a rebuttable presumption of the intention to sell controlled drugs. In
this new framework, the role of lawyers could be significantly more important, as the
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legal defence is given broader latitude to put forward evidence and arguments to con-
test the presumed supply offence. 

On January 16, 2017, the National Institute for Development Administration
(Nida) delivered a survey showing that 56.5% are in favour of the death penalty for
rape and murder; 22% mentioned repetition of serious crimes; 10.6% picked pre-
meditated murder; 3.1% chose drug offences; 2.48% opted for robbery and murder;
1.4% picked physical assault resulting in death; 1.1% went for corruption; 1.47%
chose other crimes such as terrorism while 1.1% were uncertain. Asked whether the
death penalty should be executed without being commuted, 86.3% said “yes”;
11.2% picked “no”, saying that wrongdoers should be given a chance to make
amends as they could have committed crimes unintentionally; and 2.48% were
uncertain.

Thailand may abolish the death penalty under the Third National Human Rights
Plan for the years 2014-2018. “The goal of the plan is to abolish death penalty,” said
Chanchao Chaiyanukit, Deputy Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Justice.
Bowornsak Uwanno, Head of the junta-appointed Constitutional Drafting
Committee (CDC), said he planned to add a clause in the new Constitution to
explicitly ban the death penalty in Thailand.

In 2017, for the eight consecutive year, no execution has been recorded in
Thailand. Although Thailand did not perform any judicial executions between 2004
and 2008, the practice resumed in August 2009, when two men convicted of drug traf-
ficking were executed by lethal injection in the Prison of Bang Khwang in Bangkok.
Thailand has executed 325 convicts, including 3 women, since 1934, when it began
using firing squads instead of beheadings, according to Government figures. 

On July 9, 2017, the Anti-Corruption Law became effective, making the most
serious offences under the law punishable by death and extending its scope to foreign
nationals working for foreign Governments and international organizations.

On October 17, 2017, the Rights and Liberties Protection Department’s
Director-General, Pitikan Sithidej, said that as many as 447 convicts are now on
death row in Thailand, which is reviewing the use of the death penalty. “We have
started with the move to allow Judges to exercise their judgement to decide whether a con-
vict should be sentenced to death or life imprisonment - instead of prescribing death sen-
tence as the only penalty for certain offences,” she said. She added that, in the next
phase, the country might consider abolishing the death penalty for crimes that do
not affect the lives of others. Thai laws now prescribe the death sentence for those
convicted in 63 offences, including drug offences. Of the 447 convicts on death row,
157 have already been condemned through final Court rulings. Of these, 68 were
found guilty of drug-related crimes.

Figures provided to Amnesty International by Thai authorities state that 75 new
death sentences were imposed in 2017 and that a total of 192 people, including 19
women had their death sentences finalized in 2017, 86 out of the 192 (45%) had
finalized death sentences being imposed for drug-related offences. Death sentences
had a fluctuating trend during last years, with 216 new capital sentences in 2016, 7
in 2015 and 55 in 2014.
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On May 11, 2016, Thailand was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review
of the UN Human Rights Council. The Government only supported limited recom-
mendations with regard to the death penalty, that is: to take concrete steps towards
abolishing the death penalty; to reconsider the abolition of the death penalty as a sentence
for various crimes; and to review the imposition of the death penalty for offences related
to drug trafficking. In the final remarks, the Thai delegation led by the Minister of
Justice orally mentioned that even though some 80 % of Thais are against the abo-
lition of the death penalty, the Government is committed to work towards abolition.
The country’s intention was reaffirmed in the Third National Human Rights Plan.
The delegation said that Thailand’s plan towards abolition will be carried out in three
stages. In the first stage, there will be a return of discretion in sentencing to Judges
for offences that carry the death penalty. In the second stage, there will the abolition
of death penalty for certain offences. And lastly, the death penalty will be abolished. 

On December 19, 2016, Thailand abstained on the Resolution on a Moratorium
on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

KENYA

On December 14, 2017, the mandatory death sentence is no longer lawful in
Kenya, after the Supreme Court declared Section 204 of the Penal Code, which stip-
ulates mandatory death sentence, as unconstitutional. However, the top Court spec-
ified that this decision does not affect the validity of the death sentence. The decision
means the death sentence is still lawful but not mandatory.

Murder and robbery with violence are the offences in the Kenyan criminal law
that attract a death penalty.

The Supreme Court Judges directed the Attorney-General, the Director of Public
Prosecutions and other relevant agencies to prepare a detailed professional review of
all murder and robbery with violence cases similar as pertains sentencing.

They also ordered that a copy of the judgement be forwarded to Speakers of
Parliament and the National Council for Law Reporting to give way to any necessary
amendments to the death sentence.

The Judges also ordered that the two Kenyans who filed suit should have a pri-
ority hearing before the High Court and be freshly sentenced. Death row convicts
Francis Karioko Muruatetu and Wilson Thirimbu Mwangi, who have been in jail for
the last 14 years, filed the case. They asked the Apex Court to scrap mandatory death
penalty from Kenyan law. The duo were convicted alongside five others— including
the wife of former Lands Commissioner Wilson Gachanja for the murder of busi-
nessman Lawrence Githinji Magondu.

On October 24, 2016, President Uhuru Kenyatta signed commutation docu-
ments commuting all death sentences to life jail terms. Following the signing of the
documents some 2,747 death row convicts will now serve life imprisonment. This
includes 2,655 male convicts and 92 female convicts who will be removed from
death row to serve life sentences. Invoking his Power of Mercy provided for under
Article 133 of the Constitution, President Kenyatta also signed a pardon warrant and
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released 102 long-term serving convicts. The reprieve for the 102 convicts came after
a thorough vetting by the Power of Mercy Advisory Committee. Previously, the last
commutation of death sentences to life imprisonment was done in 2009 by then
President Mwai Kibaki. 

Since the October 24 commutation, the number of death row convicts at the
Kamiti prison has risen to 130 over the course of one year, according to The Star.

In November 2016, Hands off Cain carried out a mission to Kenya to call for a
vote in favour of the UNGA Resolution for a Universal Moratorium on capital exe-
cutions. The delegation met with Attorney General Githu Muigai who is personally
against the death penalty and in favour of its abolition he is intent to speed up. He
said he adviced the Ministry for Foreign Affairs to vote in favour of the UNGA
Resolution for the universal moratorium on capital executions.  The delegation also
met with two Members of Parliament, Hon. Agostinho Neto and Hon. John
Muriithi Waiganjo (one of the ruling party and the other from the opposition but
both in favour of the UNGA Resolution) as well the Executive Director for Kenya
of the International Commission of Jurists.

The last hanging in Kenya took place in 1987, when August 1982 coup plotters
Hezekiah Ochuka and Pancras Oteyo Okumu were executed following a court-mar-
tial ruling. 

In 2017, 21 new death sentences were issued..
On January 22, 2015, Kenya was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review

of the UN Human Rights Council. The Government accepted the recommendation
to establish a moratorium on executions with a view to abolishing the death penalty
for all crimes. However, the recommendation to abolish capital punishment and rat-
ify the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights did not enjoy the support of Kenya that requested for support
towards human rights awareness campaigns, including the abolition of the death
penalty. 

On December 19, 2016, Kenya abstained again on the Resolution for a
Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

On September 29, 2017, Kenya abstained on the Resolution on the death penal-
ty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.

COMMITMENTS AT INTERNATIONAL LEVEL

Two already abolitionist countries –Madagascar and Sao Tome and Principe –
acceded to the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights. The Gambia, a retentionist country, signed the Second Optional
Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, taking a step
towards complete abolition.

On September 20, 2017, The Gambia signed the Second Optional Protocol to
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of
the death penalty.

Madagascar ratified it on September 21, 2017, together with the Optional
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Protocol to the Convention against Torture and Sao Tomé and Prince on January 10,
2017. 

POLICY OF “DE FACTO” MORATORIUM

Nine other countries have confirmed their policy of de facto moratorium on the
death penalty or executions in place for many years: Ghana, Guyana, Malawi,
Morocco, South Korea, Swaziland, Tanzania, Tunisia and Zambia 

In the Caribbean Region, in 8 countries – Antigua and Barbuda, the Bahamas,
Belize(PC), Cuba, Dominica, Guatemala, Jamaica and Saint Lucia – no new
death sentences were imposed and death rows were still empty at the end of 2017.
In 3 other countries of the region – Grenada, Saint Kitts and Nevis and Saint
Vincent and the Grenadines – no new death sentences were issued and there was
only one death row inmate.

GHANA

The last time the State executed death row convicts was in 1993 when former
President John Rawlings ordered the execution of 12 convicted armed robbers and
murderers in and around Accra.

In 2017, there are more than 149 persons, including 5 women on death row, but
they will not be executed because, as Director of Administration at the Prison Service
Stephen Coffie has disclosed  on July 13, 2017, the hangman whose duty it was to
professionally execute the death sentence has long left the system. What is more,
there is a long-standing policy of clemency in the country by the Presidents.

On July 4, 2016, President John Dramani Mahama granted amnesty to another
896 prisoners to commemorate the 56th Republic Anniversary and three prisoners
sentenced to death saw their penalty commuted to life imprisonment. Another was
exonerated. In 2015, he granted an amnesty to 900 prisoners. Mahama served as
Vice President of Ghana from 2009 to 2012, and he took office as President on July
24, 2012, following the death of his predecessor, President John Atta Mills. He was
elected to serve his first term as President after the December 2012 election.
President Mahama’s clemency measures were part of a long series of amnesties grant-
ed by his predecessors, especially by President John Kufuor, devoted Catholic and
known as “the good giant of Africa.” Between June 2003 and January 7, 2009 - his
last day in office as President of Ghana -, President Kufuor granted clemency to 327
prisoners, who saw their death sentences commuted to life imprisonment. 

In March 2014, the Constitution Review and Implementation Committee (CRIC)
submitted a draft bill for the amendment of entrenched provisions in the 1992
Constitution to the Attorney General and Minister of Justice. The draft bill calls for
the abolition of the death penalty and asks for it to be substituted with life impris-
onment. On April 24, 2014, Cabinet approved the abolition of the death penalty.
The penalty, however, remained on Statute books because it was an entrenched pro-
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vision in the Constitution, hence the need to overcome a number of legal hurdles,
including a national referendum which was not held until 2017.

In November 2017, Ghana was revised under its third cycle of Universal Periodic
Review. In March 2018, Ghana  supported recommendations concerning the intro-
duction of a moratorium, the abolition of the death penalty and the ratification of
the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, as documented in the Report of the Working Group on the UPR.

In line with its commitment to abolish the death penalty, Ghana had voted in
favour of Council resolution 36/17 entitled “The question of the death penalty” during
the thirty-sixth Council session.

In December 2016, Ghana abstained on the Resolution for a Moratorium on the
Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

On September 29, 2017, Ghana voted for the Resolution on the death penalty
(L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.

The death penalty has been in Ghana’s Statute books since the inception of
English common law in the country in 1874.

In 2017, there were 7 new death sentences, according to Amnesty International,
while  Hands off Cain recorded 2, of which one woman.

GUYANA

The last execution was actually a double-hanging in August 1997, when Mike
Archer and Peter Adams were put to death for a fatal robbery attempt. 

In 2017, at least two new death sentences were handed down and 24 people were
on death row at the end of the year, according to the Government.

On February 10, 2017, almost 9 years after the horrific Bartica massacre, gang
members Mark Royden Williams, called ‘Durant’ and ‘Smallie’; and Dennis
Williams, called ‘Anaconda’ were sentenced to seven death sentences by hanging for
seven murders while the third accused, Roger Anthony Simon, called ‘Goat Man’,
was freed. Rodney Williams escaped from Camp Street Prison, in the capital of
Georgetown, on July 10, 2017.

Guyana, which is a Member State of the Commonwealth, “severed its ties” with
the Judicial Committee of the London-based Privy Council since 1970. In 2001,
Guyana was one of eleven States to ratify an agreement to establish the Caribbean
Court of Justice (CCJ) to replace the Privy Council as the final Court of Appeal in
the region. The Caribbean Court of Justice was inaugurated in Trinidad on April 16,
2005, and Guyana is one of the States that have already decided to switch to its juris-
diction. 

On June 20, 2016, President David Granger, speaking on his weekly televised
programme The Public Interest, clearly stated his position on the death penalty issue
in Guyana, noting that he has no intention of executing anyone. According to the
President, the death penalty remains on the Statute books but Government has yet
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to pronounce itself on whether it will be abolished or not. “I don’t have any intentions
of executing anyone. Some people feel that the death penalty is a deterrent; some feel that
it is not, but I do not have any intentions of approving the execution of anyone.” He said
some people think that, “it is best on the books as a last resort. There is a difference and
there is no single statement out of the government whether it will abolish the death penalty
or not. In due course, we will arrive at a position, but right now, no. I agree there are two
points of view.”

However, following the gruesome death of 13-year-old Leonard Archibald of
Brothers village East Bank Berbice last week, the Guyanese took to social media
requesting signatures to a petition calling on Government to restore the death penal-
ty. On September 29, 2017, the Attorney General and Minister of Legal Affairs Basil
Williams told national media that, even though the Government had not taken a
formal decision on the issue, a “de facto abolition” was in place and Guyana had
committed to join the worldwide efforts to abolish capital punishment.

In 2010, Guyana’s Parliament voted to partially abolish the mandatory death
penalty for people convicted of murder. 

However, the death penalty remains mandatory for certain categories of murder
that include the killing of a law enforcement official while on duty, prison officers,
members of the Judiciary and legal officers, witnesses, as well as Jurors while in the
execution of their duties. 

On December 30, 2015, Parliament approved legislation that provides for the
mandatory death penalty for acts of terrorism resulting in death.

On January 28, 2015, Guyana was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review
of the UN Human Rights Council. Regarding the abolition of the death penalty or
the establishment of a moratorium raised by many delegations, the country’s delega-
tion affirmed that, whilst not having reached the point of abolishing the death penal-
ty, discussions were continuing. Guyana accepted the recommendations to consider
taking all necessary steps to introduce a de juremoratorium on capital executions and
continue advancing towards the abolition of the death penalty. 

On December 19, 2016, Guyana voted against the Resolution on a Moratorium
on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

MALAWI

The last execution was carried out on September 26. 1992, in the Zomba prison
by a hangman coming from South Africa.

In 1994, Bakili Muluzi won the first multi-party elections. He was credited for
improving Malawi’s human rights record and pledged to never sign a death warrant
throughout his tenure, which lasted until May 2004. His successors, until now, have
not changed attitude on the death penalty. 

In 2007, the Malawi High Court struck down the mandatory death penalty
under the Malawian Constitution. Since then, Professor Sandra Babcock’s students
at the International Human Rights Clinic have assisted in the representation of
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approximately 170 prisoners, all of whom were once sentenced to death under the
unconstitutional mandatory sentencing regime.

On June 28, 2017, Malawian prisoner Ishmail Gome was released from death
row, nearly 12 years after he was convicted and sentenced to death for a crime he did
not commit. He was assisted by the International Human Rights Clinic. Ishmail
Gome had been accused of killing a rival for the chieftainship of his village. All of
the physical evidence, however, pointed to his co-defendant, Pitilizani Chabuka. Mr
Chabuka testified against Mr Gome at trial in exchange for the Prosecution’s agree-
ment to reduce the charges against him. Ten years later, he came forward and admit-
ted that he had fabricated the charges against Mr Gome.

The High Courts have now held 152 re-sentencing hearings at which Malawian
defence attorneys presented mitigating evidence obtained by Malawian paralegals
trained by the clinic. Volunteers funded by the NGO Reprieve and Cornell’s Center
on the Death Penalty Worldwide have played a crucial role in this project by interview-
ing prisoners and their families, drafting legal documents, and serving as a liaison
with local stakeholders.

As a result of this work, 121 former death row prisoners have been released, and
another 28 have received a determinate sentence. None have been re-sentenced to
death, and only one has received a life sentence. 

In 2017, no new death sentence was issued and 15 inmates were on death row at
the end of the year.

In November 2016, Hands off Cain carried out a mission to Malawi to call for a
vote in favour of the UNGA Resolution for a Universal Moratorium on capital exe-
cutions. The delegation met with the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Francis Lazalo
Kasaila who announced a vote in favour of the Resolution and called for an aware-
ness activity of Hands off Cain in the country with a view to the complete abolition
which he personally supports. A favourable position was expressed also by the
Minister of Justice, Samuel Tembenu. 

On May 5, 2015, Malawi was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of
the UN Human Rights Council. The recommendations to continue the moratorium
on the death penalty were examined by Malawi and enjoyed its support, while those
to abolish the death penalty and to ratify the Second Optional Protocol to the
ICCPR were rejected.

In December 2016, Malawi moved from abstention to a vote in favour of the
Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General
Assembly.

MOROCCO

Morocco continues to observe the moratorium on executions that has been in
place since 1993, while the abolition of capital punishment is the subject of intense
debate among various sectors of Moroccan society. 

King Mohammed VI has not signed an execution Decree since he took the
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throne on July 23,  1999. Since then, many people on death row had their sentences
commuted to life imprisonment, a further sign towards the abolition of capital pun-
ishment in the country, a process which came to a halt after the attacks in
Casablanca. The terrorist attacks in Casablanca, first in May 2003 and then in early
2007, led to resistance on the part of State authorities to continue the process of abo-
lition of the death penalty under-way in the country. Instead, a new Law approved
by Parliament in May 2003, extended the death penalty to crimes of terrorism.

However, on August 19, 2017, Moroccan King Mohammed VI has granted par-
don to 415 convicts found guilty of terrorism, the Ministry of Justice said.

Another convict got his sentence reduced from the death penalty to a 30-year
prison term, the ministry said in a statement. The convicts “officially expressed their
attachment to the nation’s immutable values and national institutions, voiced their rejec-
tion of extremism and terrorism, while showing good conduct in prison,” the statement
noted.

The announcement came one day before Morocco’s 64th anniversary of the
Revolution of the King and the People.

Among the freed convicts are several arrested over links to the terror attacks tar-
geting the Moroccan city of Casablanca in May 2003, which left 45 people, includ-
ing 12 suicide bombers, dead.

On July 1, 2011, the Constitutional reforms called for by Mohammed VI were
approved by a public referendum with a landslide 98% vote. Reforms included: free-
dom for political parties, the separation of the Government’s executive from its judi-
cial branch, women’s rights and minority rights. For the first time, the Constitution
affirms life as a fundamental right.

Since 2013, Morocco has embarked on a major reform of the justice system, in
accordance with the provisions of the Constitution and international standards on
the establishment of an independent, impartial judicial system that guarantees
respect for human rights and the primacy of the Law. The reform involves the draft-
ing of two bills, on the Code of Criminal Procedure and the Criminal Code.

The draft Criminal Code provides for a considerable reduction in the number of
offences subject to the death penalty, down from 31 to 9. Under the new Military
Courts Act, the number of such offences has dropped from 16 to 5. In that connec-
tion, under article 430 of the draft Code of Criminal Procedure, a death sentence
may be pronounced only if the Judges reach a unanimous verdict. Moreover, the
record of their decision must state that the death sentence was unanimously agreed
on and must be signed by all Judges involved in the ruling. 

However, since 2013, 28 individuals had been sentenced to death. In 2016, the
prison service reported a total of 92 prisoners on death row. 

On June 16, 2014, addressing the two Houses of Parliament, the Chairman of
the National Human Rights Council (CNDH), Driss El Yazami, stressed the need to
implement the main institutional recommendations of the Equity and Reconciliation
Commission, including the ratification of the Rome Statute of the International
Criminal Court and the abolition of the death penalty. Although this provided cam-
paigners with some hope that the Kingdom was moving towards the abolishment of
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the capital punishment, Morocco’s Islamist-led Parliament has not yet done so.
On February 19, 2018, the President of the General Prosecutor Mohamed

Abdennabaoui said, during a meeting with ambassadors in the Kingdom, that
Morocco currently has 115 prisoners condemned to death. This means that around
20 people have been sentenced to death in Morocco in 2017.

During the third cycle of the UPR, civil society reported that 67% of prisoners
who had been sentenced to death suffered from serious mental health problems.
They are placed in solitary confinement and there is no right to receive visits estab-
lished by law.

Since 1973, only two people were put to death. The last execution took place in
1993 when Mohammed Tabet, Chief of Police and Chief of Intelligence of the coun-
try, was executed for abuse of power and the rape of hundreds of women and girls.

On February 6, 2017, Morocco’s High Religious Committee has retracted its
Islamic ruling stating that apostasy is punishable by death and has decided to permit
Muslims to change their religion. [see Chapter: “Death penalty for blasphemy and
apostasy”]

In May 2017, Morocco had its third cycle of the  Universal Periodic Review of
the UN. It was noted that Morocco had not yet ratified the Second Optional
Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, even though it
had accepted the recommendation made in that regard at the time of its second uni-
versal periodic review.

Morocco rejected the recommendation to immediately and completely abolish
the death penalty. However, in September 2017, when the UN Working Group
report was published, Morocco said that the recommendations on the death penalty
will be examined and responses will be provided in due time, but no later than dur-
ing the thirty-sixth session of the Human Rights Council.

In December 2016, Morocco abstained on the Resolution on a Moratorium on
the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

SOUTH KOREA

Nobody has been executed since February 1998, when President Kim Dae-jung,
who had been on death row himself, was sworn in.

The last execution was carried out in December 1997. In 2017 there was no new
death sentence and according to 61 people were on death row at the end of the year,
four of them soldiers.

On November 6, 2017, a poll commissioned by local broadcaster CBS was
released by Realmeter. It shows about one out of every two South Koreans remains
in favour of the death sentence. The poll was conducted on over 500 adults, with
52,8% of respondents supporting executing death row inmates. 32% said capital
punishment should be maintained but not carried out, while just over 9% said the
death penalty itself should be abolished. Realmeter said that in a 2009 survey, 66%
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of respondents supported maintaining the death penalty, while 21% wanted it
scrapped. The pollster noted that people supporting abolishment are on the rise. The
survey had a 95% confidence level with a margin of error of plus or minus four-
point-three percentage points.

Lawmakers proposed seven draft bills from 1999 to 2015 proposing to abolish
the death penalty but none was approved yet. 

However, on March 2, 2016, the National Assembly passed a controversial anti-
terror law that provides for the death penalty for any person found guilty of forming
a “terror organisation”. 

In November 2017, South Korea was revised under its third cycle of Universal
Periodic Review. South Korea supported a general recommendation to study the pos-
sibility of ratifying, among others international treaties, also the Second Optional
Protocol but  merely noted recommendations to abolish the death penalty.

On December 19, 2016, South Korea abstained again on the Resolution on a
Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

On September 29, 2017, South Korea abstained on the Resolution on the death
penalty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.

SWAZILAND

Swaziland has executed 34 convicted murderers since gaining independence from
Great Britain in 1968. The last person was put to death in 1982, when a prominent
businesswoman, Phillipa Mdluli, was hanged for the ritual murder of her domestic
worker’s daughter.

In 2017, no death sentences were imposed in Swaziland, where no prisoner was
under death sentence at the end of the year. 

Capital punishment is mandatory for murder without extenuating circum-
stances, while treason carries a discretionary death sentence.

All death sentences are automatically referred to the Court of Appeal. If the sen-
tence is confirmed on appeal, the convicted person has the right to appeal to the
King for mercy. The King is advised by the Committee on the Prerogative of Mercy
(Justice Minister plus two other ministers and the Attorney General). 

Until now, King Mswati III has developed a reputation for leniency, using official
holidays and royal celebrations to commute death sentences to life terms and life
terms to 15 or 20 years.

In November 2016, Hands off Cain carried out a mission to Swaziland calling for
a vote in favour of the Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty
at the UN General Assembly. The delegation met with the Minister for Foreign
Affairs Chief Mgwawa Gamedze, princes Hlangusemphi Dlamini, Minister for
Economy and Development and Guduza Dlamini, former Chairperson of the
Parliamentary Assembly (both of them are brothers of the King Mswati III),
Minister of Justice and Sen. Edgar Hillary and the Hon. Jan Sithole, President of the
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Swazi Democratic Party. The authorities explained the constitutional and judicial
system of the Country where, after recent commutations by the King of capital sen-
tences, only one man is currently on death row. They considered a vote in favour of
the Resolution important and said that the point would be submitted to the Prime
Minister who, with the Minister for Foreign Affairs has the power to decide during
the period in which the King is in “seclusion”.

On May 10, 2016, Swaziland was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review
of the UN Human Rights Council. The delegation took note of but did not accept
recommendations for a legal moratorium on executions, the abolition of the death
penalty and ratify the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR aiming at the aboli-
tion. Swaziland said that there is a de facto moratorium on the death penalty in the
country. 

In December 2016, for the first time, Swaziland voted in favour of the Resolution
on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

TANZANIA

A de facto moratorium is exercised under the President’s prerogative. Since 1994,
hundreds of death sentences were commuted to life imprisonment by the President. 

Records collected by the Legal and Human Rights Center (LHRC) show that since
gaining independence in 1961, 238 people (232 men and 6 women) were executed
after being convicted of murder. The last executions were carried out in 1994, when
21 men were hanged. 

On September 11, 2017, Tanzanian President John Magufuli clearly stated that
he cannot assent to an execution of the death penalty which is legal in the East
African country.

He spoke during the swearing in of Chief Justice Ibrahim Hamis Juma in Dar es
Salaam, that he cannot make that “difficult decision” on the execution of convicted
murderers, in reference to the 491 – 20 of whom are women – on death row. “I am
aware of the difficulties in implementing such sentences, so I am telling the courts not to
submit to me the list of names of the prisoners who are in line to be hanged to death […
] I am told there are many people waiting to be executed, but please don’t bring the list of
those people to me. As politicians, we are not happy about carrying out such death sen-
tences,” he said.

According to the Legal Aid Clinic of LHRC, the Presidential support will enable
lawyers to challenge the mandatory death penalty before the High Court. Even
though it is impossible to know with certainty how Judges will react to the
President’s statement, the Judiciary will probably concur with the executive branch
according to local observers. Indeed, , a strong dissent from the judiciary seems
unlikely. “Now is the right time to engage with the Attorney General and to advocate for
mass commutation. The signature of the United Nations Moratorium on the Death
Penalty would be a first step,” said Fulgence TM, head of the Clinic.

President Magufuli made the declaration after the Parliamentary Committee on
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Constitution and Legal Affairs has advised the Government, on April 4, 2017, to
review death penalty laws to allow death row prisoners who have been in prison for
a long time to have their sentences commuted to life imprisonment. The Committee
Chairman, Mr Rashid Shangazi, said that the revision of the laws should also con-
sider putting a time limit for execution of the punishment and allow it to automat-
ically change to life imprisonment if not implemented.

On December 9, 2017, President John Magufuli pardoned some 61 death row
inmates. He also pardoned another 8,157 prisoners who were convicted of various
offences.

According to Dr Magufuli, those who were jailed for criminal offences will not
be included in the President’s clemency. The President granted mercy as he addressed
the nation during celebrations to mark the 56th independence anniversary of
Tanganyika at Jamhuri Stadium in Dodoma on December 9. “Some of those prisoners
who have been charged for death sentence are aged above 80 years. They have been in
prison for over 45 years. In accordance with Section 45 of the Constitution, I want them
to be released today,” he said. Tanzania has over 39,000 prisoners, out of whom 2,000
are female and 37,000 are male, according to Dr Magufuli.

Tanzania still retains the death penalty as one of the punishments under the Penal
Code and the National Defence Act. There are three offences punishable by the
death sentence: murder, treason and misconduct of commanders or any military
service man in the presence of an enemy. The provision of death penalty for convic-
tion of murder is a mandatory sentence. 

On May 20, 2016, with the publication on the Gazette of the United Republic
of Tanzania No.21. Vol.97, entered into effect the Prevention of Terrorism Act (CAP
19) as amended through the Written Laws (Miscellaneous Amendment) Act, No. 2
of 2016. The death penalty was added as a penalty for terrorism where the act causes
death, referring to section 197 of the Penal Code, CAP 16, which provides for the
death penalty.

The death penalty is only passed by the High Court. Free legal aid service is pro-
vided to accused persons facing charges that attract death penalty to ensure that in
the process of trial the accused is legally represented. A person sentenced to death by
the High Court has an automatic right of appeal to the Court of Appeal which is the
highest Court in Tanzania. Once a death sentence is passed and confirmed by the
Court of Appeal there is an Advisory Committee on the prerogative of mercy which
advises the President with regard to the execution of the sentence. In advising the
President, the Committee considers the views of the relatives of both the victim and
the convict, including the convicts’ own petition for mercy to the Committee. In
addition to the Committee, also the sentencing Court is requested to submit a writ-
ten report on the case to the President. These mechanisms mostly provide a safeguard
against arbitrary execution of the death penalty. 

In 2017, at least 4 men were sentenced to death. 
On May 23, 2017, the Mbeya Zone High Court sentenced four men to death,

including an old man, age 74, after they were convicted of murder. The High Court’s
Judge, Atuganile Ngwala, named the convicts as Edson Mbukwa, 74, and Eliasi
Mwaitambila, 39, residents of Vwawa Mbozi, while the others are Baraka Daniel, 28,
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and Leonard Mkisi, 34, both from Tunduma in Songwe Region. Reading the sen-
tence, Judge Ngwala said he was satisfied, beyond reasonable doubt, with the evi-
dence produced by the Prosecution in Court, handing down the punishment to serve
as a deterrent to others with similar behaviour. Earlier, it was alleged in Court that
on January 18, 2008,  the accused stormed into four shops in the area of Black in
Songwe Region’s Tunduma Town, which is on the border between Tanzania and
Zambia, and killed two people, Justin Simkoko and Kefasi Sichalwe, guards at the
shops. It was further alleged that the accused, armed with firearms, shot the guards
and made away with Sh 1.2 million in cash and other valuables.

Recent statistics show an increase in the number of death row inmates: 410 in
2014, 472 in 2015 (452 men and 20 women), 465 in 2016 and 491 in 2017.

On November 6, 2017, 

There is an ongoing Constitutional Review process under-way in Tanzania.
According to the final draft for the proposed new Constitution, approved by the
Constituent Assembly (CA) in October 2014, “Every one has the right to life and to
the protection of his life by the State and the society in accordance with the law”.
Nevertheless, the death penalty remains as a Constitutional provision. In September
2013, then Minister of Justice and Constitutional Affairs Mathias Chikawe proposed
that the death penalty be removed from the new Constitution. He said life impris-
onment should be an alternative as to enable criminals to change their behaviour.
Though the Government was scheduled to conduct a nationwide referendum on the
proposed Constitution in April 2015, the National Election Commission (NEC) that
month announced an indefinite delay of the poll, citing an inability to register citi-
zens using a new biometric system in time for the vote.

On May 9, 2016, Tanzania was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review
(UPR) at the UN Human Rights Council. It did not support recommendations to
establish an official moratorium on executions, abolish the death penalty and ratify
the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR), aiming at the abolition of the death penalty. The delegation said
the death penalty was a lawful sanction. It added that measures, including mandato-
ry representation and fair trial guarantees, were in place to protect the rights of sus-
pects charged with capital offences. No position could be offered on the issue of a
moratorium on the death penalty, as that was a policy issue.

On December 19, 2016, Tanzania abstained from the Resolution on a
Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly such as
in 2007, 2008, 2010, 2012 and 2014.

TUNISIA

Tunisia has observed a de facto moratorium on executions since 1991 but carried
out 135 death sentences since its independence from France in 1956.

After the one-year long parenthesis without imposing death sentences in 2011,
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Tunisian Courts have begun condemning people to death again. At least 3 new death
sentences were imposed in 2014, all for murder. Thirteen more convicts, including
six jihadists, were sentenced to death in 2015. In 2016, in the name of the war on
terrorism, 36 death sentences were issued. In 2017, Hands off Cain monitored 25
death sentences, 22 of which for terrorism. [see Chapter:  “The War on Terror”]. 

According to the 2017 Report, presented in April 2018 by the Organisation
against torture in Tunisia, 77 people were on death row at the end of the year and
according to a survey conducted by the Institute 3CStudies, quoted in the OATT
Report, 70% of Tunisians are in favour of the death penalty.

On January 26, 2014, Tunisia adopted a new Constitution, which maintains cap-
ital punishment. The three parties forming the National Constituent Assembly’s rul-
ing majority – Ennahda, Congrès pour la République and Ettakatol – have consistently
advocated that Tunisian society is not ready to abolish the death penalty. They relied
on a literal and restrictive reading of the Quran. Yet the Constitution states in Article
21: “The right to life is sacred”. The Constitution allows exceptions to the right to life
in the second part of Article 21: “No one can violate it, except in extreme cases set by
law”. The introduction of such exceptions means the death penalty can still be used
in Tunisia. On January 6, 2014, the National Constituent Assembly passed Article
21 with 135 votes out of a total of 174. During the discussion of Article 21, a pro-
posal of an amendment to abolish the death penalty was rejected by 102 votes. 

On September 21, 2017, the Human Rights Council adopted the final docu-
ments resulting from the Universal Periodic Review (UPR) on Tunisia. Tunisia
accepted the recommendations to continue the dialogue at national level with a view
to reaching a consensus on the abolition of the death penalty in the Constitution, to
maintain its de facto moratorium on the application of the death penalty with a view
to abolish it entirely and to facilitate a public debate on the death penalty with the
assistance of the Commission on Human Rights and other relevant constitutional
and civil society bodies with a view to the ratification of the Second Protocol
Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, aim-
ing at the abolition of the death penalty. Tunisia did not accept the recommenda-
tions to ratify the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights and to abolish the death penalty.

In December 2016, for the third time, Tunisia voted in favour of the Resolution
on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

On September 29, 2017, Tunisia abstained on the Resolution on the death penal-
ty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.

ZAMBIA

Zambia has not executed anyone since 1997, thanks to a Presidential moratorium
on executions that has been upheld by three consecutive Heads of State: Levy
Mwanawasa, Rupiah Banda, and Michael Sata, who each personally opposed the
death penalty.
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President Mwanawasa, a Christian Baptist of abolitionist leanings, refused to sign
orders of execution from his election in 2001 until his death in August 2008, com-
muting hundreds of death sentences. “People can’t be sent to the butcher like they were
chickens, and as long as I am President, I will not sign any orders of execution. I don’t
want to be the executioner’s boss,” Mwanawasa said.

His successor, Rupiah Bwezani Banda, also said he would not sign a death war-
rant for any condemned inmate despite the death sentence still being enshrined in
the Constitution. Banda, who was Deputy President of Zambia under President
Mwanawasa from 2006 until the latter’s death in 2008, said he would follow in the
footsteps of his predecessor. In fact, President Banda commuted death sentences of
more than one hundred prisoners during his tenure, which ended in September
2011, when opposition leader Michael Sata defeated him in the Presidential elections
of 20 September 2011.

Also President Michael Sata followed the policy of his predecessors. In May 2013,
he pardoned 113 death row inmates who had their death sentences commuted to life
imprisonment. On December 25, 2013, President Sata, in a Christmas gesture,
spared 10 other prisoners from the hangman’s noose by commuting their death sen-
tences to life. Following the death of President Michael Sata in October 2014, Edgar
Lungu was sworn in as new President in January 2015.

On May 25, 2015, President Lungu pardoned and released 177 prisoners in com-
memoration of Africa Freedom Day. The President also commuted the sentences of
54 prisoners who were serving death sentences to life imprisonment, while 41
inmates initially sentenced to life imprisonment had their sentences reduced to 25
years. This was the first time in the history of Zambia that some inmates from
Mukobeko Maximum Prison were considered for release during the commemoration
of Africa Freedom Day.

On July 16, 2015, all prisoners awaiting death by hanging were removed from
death row at Mukobeko Maximum Security Prison. President Lungu commuted the
death sentences of 332 prisoners to life imprisonment to ease maximum security
prison congestion. During a visit to Mukobeko prison, Lungu said it was unaccept-
able for a prison with a capacity of 51 inmates to house hundreds. “It goes without
saying that this is an affront to basic human dignity apart from the health and sanitation
challenges that it has created,” Lungu said. The Zambian leader further said his
administration was committed to improving the situation in the country’s prisons,
which were built before Zambia attained independence in 1964, with a capacity to
accommodate only 8,200 inmates nationally. Currently, there are about 19,000
inmates in the country’s prisons, a situation that has caused congestion. 

On April 27, 2017, Zambia Correctional Services Commissioner General Percy
Chato said there are 170 inmates on death row. The 170 comprise 168 males at
Mukobeko Maximum Security Facility in Kabwe. The two women are confined to
the female section. The number had augmented again since July 16, 2015, when
President of the Republic Edgar Chagwa Lungu gave clemency to 332 inmates. 

On November 29, 2017, Minister of Justice Given Lubinda said his Ministry’s
agenda for the next year will also include sensitizing citizens on the need to abolish
the death penalty, as well as refinement of the country’s Constitution. The Zambian
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Minister made the declaration during a bilateral meeting with Italian Minister of
Justice Andrea Orlando on the sidelines of the 10th International Congress of Justice
Ministers in Rome organized by the Italian Government under the theme “A World
Without the Death Penalty.”

On April 18, 2013, the National Constitution Convention voted to retain the
death sentence in clause (3) of Article 28 of the First Draft Constitution. When the
clause was first put to a vote on April 16, delegates reached a deadlock and pushed
it to a secret ballot, where 177 delegates voted for its retention while 138 rejected it.
On April 13, the Bill of Rights thematic group at the National Constitution
Convention had rejected Article 28 on the controversial death penalty provision in
the draft Constitution. Article 28 (3) of the First Draft Constitution states that, “A
person may be deprived of life if that person has been convicted of a capital offence and
sentenced to death”.

Since 1964, when Zambia gained its independence, 53 people have been execut-
ed by hanging. The last execution occurred in January of 1997, when former
President Frederick Chiluba authorized the hanging of 8 detainees on the same day.
According to Amnesty International, 94 new death sentences were issued in 2017 and
at the end of the year there were 210 death row inmates. 

In November 2017, Zambia was revised under its third cycle of Universal Periodic
Review. In March 2018, Zambia merely noted recommendations to abolish the death
penalty as documented in the Report of the Working Group on the UPR. The Zambian
delegation said that the death penalty was provided for in the Bill of Rights in the
Constitution, which could be amended only by referendum. Strides have been made
since 1997 in efforts to abolish the death penalty, which is why there have been no exe-
cutions since 1997. In 2016, a referendum that could have led to the abolition of the
death penalty was held, but the people rejected the motion and the Bill of Rights
remained unchanged. The President commuted all death sentences in 2016 and, cur-
rently, there were some 174 inmates on death row, only 13 of whom had their appeals
processed. 123. In its efforts to abolish the death penalty, the Government is currently
working on ways to amend the Penal Code so that the death penalty could be handed
down at the discretion of Judges, rather than being mandatory. In addition, the
Government is carrying out awareness-raising campaigns in the hopes that in due time,
the Zambian people will be ready to abolish the death penalty

In December 2016, Zambia abstained from the Resolution on a Moratorium on
the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

CARIBBEAN REGION

In many countries of Caribbean Region, there are at least two external constraints
that prevent the execution of death sentences.

A first important limitation on the imposition of the death penalty was placed in
1993 by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council (JCPC) in the Pratt and Morgan
v. Jamaica case, where it held that executions carried out over five years after sentenc-
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ing constitute inhuman or degrading punishment. The Privy Council remains the
final Court of Appeal for eight Independent Commonwealth countries in the region:
Bahamas, Antigua and Barbuda, Grenada, Jamaica, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint
Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, and Trinidad and Tobago. However, other
countries of the Caribbean Community have decided to switch to the jurisdiction of
the Caribbean Court of Justice (CCJ), replacing the Privy Council as the region’s final
Court of Appeal. Caribbean countries view the CCJ as a means to throw off the last
vestiges of colonialism, but human rights groups have warned that the Court may be
a hanging court. The Caribbean Court of Justice was inaugurated in Trinidad on
April 16, 2005 and, as of 2017, only four countries – Barbados, Belize, Dominica
and Guyana – have passed under its jurisdiction. 

The second limitation on the imposition of the death penalty lies in the land-
mark April 2001 decision by the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court (ECSC) that
struck down the mandatory death penalty as unconstitutional. The ECSC’s decision
also stated that the death penalty may be “imposed only in the most exceptional and
appropriate circumstances”. In March 2002, the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council confirmed the April 2001 decision by the Eastern Caribbean Supreme
Court, which serves as High Court of Justice and Court of Appeals for the
Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS), including six independent States:
Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica, Grenada, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, and
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines. 

However, on March 23, 2017, regarding a case of two men - who had their death
sentences commuted by the Court of Appeal because of the prolonged period they
had spent on death row –, the JCPC questioned the constitutionality of the manda-
tory death penalty  for those with intellectual disabilities. While reiterating the exe-
cution of those “of unsound mind” was unconstitutional and prohibited under com-
mon law as well as international standards, the JCPC held that the prohibition on
cruel and unusual punishment did not invalidate the mandatory death penalty for
murder, which was part of the laws of Trinidad and Tobago when the Constitution
was adopted and preserved by it. The JCPC further stated that, in the absence of sen-
tencing discretion in murder cases, the Presidential power of mercy was a sufficient
mechanism to ensure that those with mental and intellectual disabilities were not
subjected to the death penalty. 

In another case, on July 31, 2017, the JCPC dismissed an appeal from a group of
41 convicted murderers. The group challenged a decision to commute their mandatory
death sentences to terms of life imprisonment and 75 years in prison by former
President Noor Hassanali. The Court confirmed that as these prisoners did not have an
opportunity to see the reports about them and to make individual submissions when
their cases were being considered for Presidential pardon – because Hassanali had
employed the wrong process, as he was required to have the Mercy Committee consider
each of their cases individually as opposed to grouping them together -, their cases
should be referred back to the President, so the appropriate sentences could be deter-
mined following a fair procedure. However, the JCPC did not suggest they would be
automatically successful in getting their sentences reduced.
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In 8 countries in the Caribbean Region – Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas,
Belize, Cuba, Dominica, Guatemala, Jamaica and Saint Lucia – no new death
sentences were imposed and death rows were still empty at the end of 2017.

Antigua and Barbuda commuted the death sentences of the last remaining people
on death row after the High Court decided, on November 23, 2016, on the cases of
Michael Lorriston Cornwall and Michael Mason, who had been detained since 1994
and 1996 respectively. The revision of the case was based on the Privy Council decision
in 2002 on the unconstitutionality of the mandatory death penalty. Both of them were
sentenced for murder. The last execution was carried out on  February 2, 1991, and no
new death sentence was issued since 2000. In 2013, Parliament abolished the manda-
tory death penalty for murder. On May 9, 2016, Antigua and Barbuda was reviewed
under the UPR of the UN Human Rights Council. The Government rejected recom-
mendations to establish a formal moratorium on the death penalty and ratify the Second
Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, with a
view to abolishing capital punishment both in practice and in law. On December 19,
2016, Antigua and Barbuda voted against the Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use
of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

On September 1, 2016, the Court of Appeal of the Bahamas quashed the convic-
tion and death sentence of the last death row inmate, Kofhe Goodman. A retrial has
been ordered for as soon as possible. Goodman was sentenced to death in October 2013
for the murder of 11-year-old Marco Archer, on Brougham Street. The last hanging in
the Bahamas took place in January 2000 when convicted murder David Mitchell was
executed. On March 8, 2006, the mandatory death penalty in the Bahamas was abol-
ished by the five British law lords of the Privy Council when they held it to be in breach
of international human rights. In 2012, further judicial restrictions were imposed by the
Privy Council ruling that the death penalty should only be imposed where the offence
was deemed to be the “worst of the worst” or the “rarest of the rare”. On December 19,
2016, the Bahamas voted again against the Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of
the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

The last man held on death row in Belize was reprieved on July 13, 2015, when the
Supreme Court confirmed that Glenford Baptist would never be executed. His death
sentence has been quashed as it was found to be unconstitutional. The last execution in
Belize was carried out in June 1985, when Kent Bowers was hanged. On December 19,
2016, Belize voted again against the Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the
Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. In 2017, the  (CCJ) found that Judges have
discretion to impose a fixed term sentence for individuals convicted of murder, instead
of life imprisonment or the death penalty. At least 44 prisoners currently serving life sen-
tences in Belize will be re-sentenced following the decision. The two appellants in this
case, Gregory August and Alwin Gabb, had both initially been sentenced to mandatory
life imprisonment without the possibility of parole. 

In April 2013, after ten consecutive years without carrying out executions, Cuba
became a “de facto abolitionist” country. Since the decision to commute all death
sentences in April 2008,  and since the last three inmates on death row saw their sen-
tences commuted in December 2010, no death sentences have been handed down
by the Courts and no new executions have been carried out in Cuba. On December
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19, 2016, Cuba abstained on the Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the
Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. On September 29, 2017, Cuba
abstained on the Resolution on the death penalty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the
UN Council on Human Rights.

In Dominica, the death penalty has not been carried out since 1986. On May 1, 2014,
Dominica was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of the UN Human Rights
Council. The head of the delegation highlighted that there had been a self-imposed mora-
torium on the use of the death penalty since 1986. However, the popular sentiment in the
country is for the reintroduction of executions for cases of murder. Therefore, the
Government has taken the position that the death penalty will remain within the jurisdic-
tion of the Judiciary and will continue to be guided by the existing law.  On July 3, 2014,
Dominica’s Parliament approved a bill to make the Caribbean Court of Justice (CCJ) the
country’s final Court of Appeal, replacing the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in
London. Dominica completed the move with the accession to the Appellate Jurisdiction
of the CCJ on March 6, 2015. Dominica’s decision made it the first country within the
Organization of Eastern Caribbean States to accede to the CCJ. On December 19, 2016,
Dominica voted again against the Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death
Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

Jamaica’s death row was empty at the end of 2017, after a former Jamaican
Defence Force soldier, Leslie Moodie, had his death sentence commuted to life
imprisonment by the Appeal Court on July 31, 2015. On May 13, 2015, Jamaica
was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of the UN Human Rights
Council. The recommendations to introduce a de jure moratorium on capital execu-
tions with a view to fully abolish the death penalty and to ratify the Second Optional
Protocol to the ICCPR did not enjoy the support of Jamaica. On December 19,
2016, Jamaica voted again against the UNGA Resolution for a universal moratorium
on capital executions.

The last execution in Guatemala took place on June 20, 2000, when two people,
Luis Amilcar Cetin and Tomas Cerrate, were put to death for the kidnapping and
murder of businesswoman Isabel de Botran. In 2017, the Supreme Court of
Guatemala abolished the death penalty for ordinary crimes [see Chapter: “Abolition,
de facto abolition and moratoriums”].

Saint Lucia can be considered a de facto abolitionist country since its last execu-
tion took place on October 17, 1995, when Joseph Solomon was hanged after being
sentenced to death for murder in 1994. On November 5, 2015, Saint Lucia was
reviewed under the UPR of the UN Human Rights Council. In its response to the
recommendations received, the Government did not support recommendations to
ratify the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR, establish an official moratorium
on executions and abolish the death penalty. However, Saint Lucia stressed the fact
that there has been a de facto moratorium in place since 1995. On December 19,
2016, Saint Lucia voted against the UNGA Resolution for a universal moratorium
on capital executions.

In 3 other countries of the Region – Grenada, Saint Kitts and Nevis and Saint
Vincent and the Grenadines – no new death sentences were issued and death row
inmates were few.
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Grenada has not carried out any executions since 1978, when three men were
hanged for rape and murder. No death sentence has been recorded in 2017, and
Kyron McFarlane was the only man on death row at the end of 2016. On January
26, 2015, Grenada was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of the UN
Human Rights Council. The Government did not support recommendations to
establish an official moratorium on executions, abolish the death penalty and ratify
the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR. However, the Government said there
currently exists a de facto moratorium on executions and the application of the death
penalty in place since 1978. On December 19, 2016, Grenada voted against the
UNGA Resolution for a universal moratorium on capital executions.

The last execution in Saint Kitts and Nevis took place on December 19, 2008,
when Charles Elroy Laplace was hanged after 10 years of suspension of executions in
the country. At the end of 2017, only one person remained under sentence of death.
Everson Mitcham was sentenced to death in June 2001, but he was still on death
row, in violation of the Pratt and Morgan judgement of the Privy Council, according
to which the stay of more than five years under sentence constitutes inhuman or
degrading punishment. On November 11, 2015, Saint Kitts and Nevis was reviewed
under the UPR of the UN Human Rights Council. The Government did not sup-
port recommendations to establish an official moratorium on executions, abolish the
death penalty and ratify the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR. On December
19, 2016, Saint Kitts and Nevis voted against the UNGA Resolution for a universal
moratorium on capital executions.

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines can be considered a de facto abolitionist
country since its last execution took place on February 13, 1995, when three people
were put to death after having their death warrants issued only four days earlier. The
three executions were the first on the island since 1991. At the end of 2017, Patrick
Lovelace remained the country’s lone death row inmate. On June 15, 2017, the
JCPC allowed his appeal and referred his case to the Court of Appeal to consider
whether he should be granted an extension of time to appeal to the JCPC against his
conviction and sentence. Lovelace was convicted of murder and sentenced to death
after his second trial in 2010. The Court of Appeal rejected his appeal in 2012 and
he notified the JCPC of his intention to appeal against the 2012 decision, but did
not submit the petition within the set time-line. On December 19, 2016, Saint
Vincent and the Grenadines voted against the UNGA Resolution for a universal
moratorium on capital executions.

COMMUTATION OF DEATH SENTENCES OR SUSPENSION OF EXECU-
TIONS

Other than the aforementioned cases of Morocco and Tanzania [see Chapter:
“Policy of de facto moratorium”], collective commutations of death sentences by the
President or the indefinite suspension of executions were granted in 5 countries:
Benin, Nigeria, Papua New Guinea, Sri Lanka and Zimbabwe.

In India, the Supreme Court continued to contain the use of the death penalty.
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BENIN

On February 21, 2018, the Government of Benin commuted the death sentence
of all 14 men on death row to life imprisonment. This came after the 2016
Constitutional Court’s decision to  abolish the death penalty for all crimes after the
entry into force of the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of the death penalty.

In March 2017, a bill was submitted to Parliament for consideration and adop-
tion, including  inter alia, a provision on the abolition of the death penalty.
Unfortunately, the bill was not  adopted due to lack of quorum. The new Criminal
Code, to be adopted in the first quarter of 2018 by Parliament, would formally con-
firm the abolition of the death penalty in Benin.

On July 5, 2012, Benin became part of the Second Optional Protocol to the
ICCPR. Ratification of the Protocol was approved by the National Assembly by a
large majority.

“The Abolitionist of the Year 2014” Award, promoted by Hands off Cain in recog-
nition of the person, who, above all others, has demonstrated an extraordinary com-
mitment to the struggle for a moratorium on executions and the abolition of the
death penalty, was conferred on Boni Yayi, President of the Republic of Benin.

During the summer of 2014, Benin hosted a pan-African conference to lobby
African Governments on a vote in favour of the 2014 UNGA Resolution for a Universal
Moratorium on capital executions and for the adoption of a Protocol to the African
Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights for the abolition of the death penalty. 

In November 2017, Benin was revised under its third cycle of Universal Periodic
Review. In March 2018, Benin accepted recommendations on the abolition of the
death penalty as documented in the Report of the Working Group on the UPR.

On December 19, 2016, Benin confirmed its co-sponsorship and the vote in
favour of the UNGA Resolution. 

NIGERIA

In 2017, no executions were carried out in Nigeria. The Nigerian Prisons Service
informed Amnesty International that 17 pardons were granted, 28 people under sen-
tence of death were exonerated and that a total of 68 death sentences were commut-
ed during the year. 

On February 11, 2017, Governor Ibikunle Amosun of Ogun State ordered the
release of three prisoners and commuted the death sentence of two other inmates to
life imprisonment. The cases are those of on Nurudeen Suleima and Isikilu
Olamilekan, both males, who were convicted for robbery by the High Court of
Ogun State sitting at Ijebu Ode on December 14, 2006.

During his visit to the Ibara Prison in Abeokuta on January 25, Governor
Amosun, as part of activities to mark his 59th birthday, promised to review cases of
those who deserved to be pardoned.
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According to a report of February 5, 2018, by the New Telegraph, the current
prison population on death row is 2,277. This implies that, between December
2016 and now, an additional 837 suspected criminals have been sentenced to death.
A source said that in Ogun State, no fewer than 254 inmates are currently on death
row. As of last year, 90 inmates in Kaduna Prisons had been condemned to death for
offences ranging from murder, armed robbery to rape. In Lagos, 202 inmates are on
death row while there are 179 condemned inmates in Enugu Prison. The number of
awaiting trial inmates now stood at 48,702, with the total population of inmates ris-
ing to 71,443.

The Public Relations Officer of the Nigeria Prisons Service, Mr. Francis Enobore,
a Deputy Comptroller of Prisons, confirmed the report in a text message.

On January 31, 2018, based on alarming data provided by Prisoners’
Rehabilitation and Welfare Action (PRAWA), as well as the Nigerian Prison Service
(NPS), Rep. Olufemi Fakeye (Osun -PDP) presented a motion, unanimously
approved by the House of Representatives, saying that the level of congestion in pris-
ons across the country had become so alarming that they no longer served as correc-
tional facilities or reformation centre for inmates. As a consequence, the House of
Representatives mandated its Committees on Interior, Human Rights, Federal
Judiciary, FCT, Judiciary and Police Affairs to conduct an investigative hearing on
prison reforms and identify specific challenges, in terms of infrastructure, adminis-
tration of criminal justice system and other factors that could facilitate the de-con-
gestion and reform of the prison system.

Nigeria’s Federal legal system is based on English common law. However, since
1999, twelve predominantly Muslim Northern States have introduced Islamic Sharia
law in criminal justice. The Nigerian Authorities have insisted numerous times that
the Federal Constitution does not allow for stoning and other punishments called for
by the Sharia.

In 2016, other Nigerian States have advocated the death penalty in response to the
increase in kidnapping cases in the country. On April 8, 2016, Oyo State Governor
Abiola Ajimobi signed a kidnapping prohibition bill into law, making kidnapping a cap-
ital offence in the State. On July 14, 2016, the Niger State House of Assembly passed
into law the criminalization of kidnapping and cattle rustling. The law states that armed
cattle rustlers face death sentence while kidnappers will be liable to life imprisonment.
On November 23, 2016, Kano State Governor Abdullahi Umar Ganduje signed the
State Kidnapping, Abduction and Forced labour bill into law, which prescribes the
death penalty to culprits of kidnapping offence.

In 2017, three States - Benue, Bauchi and Lagos - enacted laws providing for the
death penalty for kidnapping and such a proposal is under review at the National
Assembly. 

On February 2, 2017, Lagos State Governor Akinwunmi Ambode signed the
anti-kidnapping bill recently passed by the Lagos State House of Assembly into law. 
The Law imposes a penalty of life imprisonment on kidnapping for ransom, howev-
er, should the kidnapped victim die in the custody of the kidnappers, the law also
stipulates that the suspect is liable of conviction to death. 
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Since March 7, 2017, kidnapping in Bauchi State is punishable with death or life
imprisonment as Governor Mohammed Abdullahi signed a bill in that direction into
law. State Attorney General and Commissioner for Justice, Mr Ibrahim Umar, made
this known while briefing newsmen in Bauchi.

On May 22, 2017, the anti-kidnapping bill signed into law by Governor Samuel
Ortom has slammed death penalty on any kidnapper found liable. On  October 4,
2017, the Nigerian Senate approved death sentence for whoever engages in the act
of kidnapping and a 30 years jail term for anybody that colludes with an abductor.

The lawmakers at the upper chamber of the National Assembly also passed a bill
which outlaws abduction, wrongful restraint or confinement for ransom.

Since the move from military rule to democracy in May 1999, at least 29 people
were executed in Nigeria. 

In March 2014, in its oral response to the recommendations received on October
22, 2013, when Nigeria was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of the
UN Human Rights Council, the Government rejected all the recommendations
dealing with the abolition of the death penalty, including: recommendation to com-
mute all death penalties, progressively reduce the number of crimes that can be pun-
ished with the death penalty and eventually adopt measures for the complete aboli-
tion of the death penalty including accession to the Second Optional Protocol to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. However, the Government
assured the Human Rights Council that Nigeria “shall respect” the ECOWAS Court
of Justice order restraining the Nigerian Government from carrying out executions
of condemned persons, “even as we continue with a national dialogue on the abolition
of the death penalty”.

In December 2016, Nigeria abstained on the Resolution on a Moratorium on the
Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

On September 29, 2017, Nigeria abstained on the Resolution on the death
penalty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.

SRI LANKA

On February 2, 2017, Sri Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena decided to com-
mute the sentences of 60 prisoners on death row to life sentences, on account of the
69th Independence Day on February 4. The death row convicts will be considered
for parole only after they served a minimum sentence of 20 years and their pleas for
any relief will be referred to the parole board once in four years after that.

Although Sri Lanka’s Courts impose the death penalty in serious crimes such as
murder, rape and drug trafficking, no executions have been carried out since 1976.

With the commutations of 2017, President Maithripala Sirisena has commuted a total
of 247 death sentences to life imprisonment since he assumed office in January 2015.
President Sirisena first granted such concession to 34 death row inmates in December
2015. Another batch of 83 such prisoners got their sentence commuted to life on April
22, 2016; and 70 more prisoners had their sentences commuted on May 27, 2016. 
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All the death sentences were commuted upon recommendations made by an
expert committee established by the previous Government in October 2013 and
headed by retired Supreme Court Judge Nimal E. Dissanayake. The committee
includes the Secretary to the Justice Ministry, the additional Solicitor General and
the Prisons Commissioner. The committee has inquired into cases of nearly 400 con-
victs out of nearly 1,200 on death row and recommended the commutation of their
death sentence. Some prisoners on death row have served between 20 to 30 years
inside their cells.

Many attempts have been made by various Governments to resume executions,
but with no result due to large-scale protests in the country.

On January 4, 2016, the Human Rights Commission of Sri Lanka (HRCSL), in a
letter to the President, recommended the abolition of the death penalty in Sri Lanka.
The Commission, set up by the Government in 1996 to promote and protect human
rights in the country stated that the death penalty should be abolished in keeping
with Sri Lanka’s commitment to a more humane society consonant with human
rights principles and values.

On April 9, 2017, a special Task Force (TF), appointed by the Cabinet to look
into congestion in prisons, tabled a report in Parliament by Chief Government
Whip, Parliamentary Reforms and Mass Media Minister Gayantha Karunatileka.
The report proposes that the Government consider commuting death sentences to
life imprisonment, and consider parole for those serving life sentences according to
the existing laws. “The Govt. has to consider alternative action to manage overcrowding
of prisons, as life sentenced and death penalty prisoners contribute greatly to overcrowding.
To date, there are a total of 1,082 persons on death row, 726 cases remain under appeal,
while Life sentence prisoners total 555, with 463 cases under appeal,” the report said.
Sri Lanka’s prison population at present stands at around 17,000 (7,496 convicted
prisoners, 8,351 remand prisoners and 1,143 prisoners whose cases are under
appeal).

The island’s history of executions goes back to when Sri Lanka was a British
colony known as Ceylon. The first hanging was held at Welikada Prison on February
11, 1884. During that time, a total of 1,868 men and women were executed. 

The last execution was carried out on June 23, 1976 – nearly 20 years after Sri
Lanka achieved independence – when Jayasinghe Chandradasa, a 27 year-old farmer
convicted of murder, was hanged to death. 

In 2017, according to the Ministry of Prison Reforms, Rehabilitation,
Resettlement and Hindu Religious Affairs, Sri Lanka imposed 218 new death sen-
tences in 2017 and 2,717 people were under sentence of death at the end of the year. 

According to the Prisons Act, condemned prisoners are not allowed to mingle
with other prisoners, and have to be kept in isolation. They have a tiny cell and a
small corridor leading to their cells away from their fellow prisoners, and they do not
even see or hear each other. The only privilege they have is to walk along the corri-
dors of their cells.

After searching for an executioner for three years, in October 2015, Sri Lanka’s
Prison Department said it had hired two new executioners to replace the previous
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hangman. It had appointed the latest hangman in March 2014. However, the hang-
man selected for the job got distressed on seeing the gallows for the first time and
resigned from the post. Two other hangmen hired in 2013 failed to show up for
work.

In November 2017, in its response to the recommendations received under the
Universal Periodic Review of the UN Human Rights Council, Sri Lanka accepted
recommendations to consider to ratify the Second Optional Protocol on Civil and
Political Rights and to consider to abolish the death penalty. 

On December 19, 2016, Sri Lanka voted in favour of the Resolution on a
Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

On October 12, 2017, the National Court of Papua New Guinea stated that all
executions be stayed indefinitely to allow for the establishment of a Mercy
Committee and the review of individual clemency applications. The conclusion that
all prisoners sentenced to death had been denied the full protection of  the law, came
after the Court conducted a judicial inquiry into the protection of human rights of
prisoners under sentence of death, assisted by the Principal Legal Adviser and
Attorney-General and other authorities representing the judiciary, prosecution and
Correctional Services. The Court identified various concerns, including: the absence
of a  mechanism for prisoners to exercise their right to apply for pardons as guaran-
teed under the Constitution and international law; and the prolonged periods of
time spent by many prisoners on death row – which could make the implementation
of the death sentence amount to cruel or inhuman punishment. 

In 2017, no new death sentences were recorded in Papua New Guinea, where no
execution has been carried out since 1954.

Exact figures on the number of people executed prior to 1954 are not available,
although it is known that at least 67 people were executed by hanging under the
Australian, British and German colonial administrations of Papua New Guinea
between the two World Wars. Some analysts said part of the reason that the country
has not executed prisoners is the tribal culture of payback. An executioner, or even
lawmakers who enabled the execution, could be subjected to violent retribution from
members of the executed prisoner’s clan.

As of 2017, there were 12 death row inmates who had exhausted all appeal and
constitutional review processes, as well as the plea for clemency. 

In May 2013, Papua New Guinea expanded its use of the death penalty, reinstat-
ing it for crimes such as aggravated rape, sorcery-related killings and robbery with
violence. Prior to the May 28, 2013 amendment, the Criminal Code Act provided
capital punishment only for murder, treason and piracy. In April 2014, Papua New
Guinea’s Government gave the green light for the implementation of the death
penalty through lethal injection, but this method was dropped as an option because
of restrictions placed on accessing the drugs needed by the manufacturer. 
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On May 6, 2016, Papua New Guinea was revised under the Universal Periodic
Review of the Human Rights Council of the United Nations. The delegation noted
but did not accept recommendations for a legal moratorium on executions, the abo-
lition of the death penalty and ratify the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR
aiming at the abolition. Papua New Guinea said that the death penalty is part of the
internal legislation even though the actual policy of the Government is not to apply
it.

In December 2016, Papua New Guinea voted against the Resolution for a
Universal Moratorium on capital executions at the UN General Assembly.

ZIMBABWE

At the end of 2017, President Robert Mugabe was deposed after 37 years of
ruinous rule, and replaced by Emmerson Mnangagwa, who promised .

The change of power is also significant for Zimbabwe’s death penalty policy.
While President Robert Mugabe had commuted the sentences of 10 death row
inmates to life imprisonment in October 2016, and the last execution was carried
out in 2005, around the time of his departure from office, Mugabe had announced
plans to resume executions. Advertisements were placed to recruit a hangman – .
Mnangagwa, on the other hand, has been vocal in . Significantly, he himself had
faced the prospect of being hanged under the Government of Ian Smith, which he
fought during the liberation war.

On March 22, 2018, President Emmerson Mnangagwa effectively commuted
death row inmates’ sentences to life‚ as part of a presidential pardon to 3‚000 inmates
in overcrowded Zimbabwean prisons. “Commutation of the death sentence to life
imprisonment is hereby granted to all prisoners who have been on death row for ten years
and above‚“ the President said. 

At least 16 inmates sentenced to death have thus escaped the hangman’s noose
and, according to local press, at the moment of the amnesty there were 101 death
row inmates, reducing the total number to 85.

Among those commuted also a woman, Yvonne Musarurwa - a Movement for
Democratic Change (MDC) activist‚ jailed for killing a police officer‚ Inspector Peter
Mutedza‚ in 2013, before that year’s general elections. 

Since July 2015, Zimbabwe can be considered a de facto abolitionist country,
after ten consecutive years without carrying out executions.

Since gaining independence from Britain in 1980, according to official figures,
79 people were executed in Zimbabwe. The last person to be executed was
Mandlenkosi “Never” Masina Mandha, who was hanged on July 22, 2005, after
being convicted of murder.

In 2017, at least 11 new death sentences were imposed in Zimbabwe. 

Zimbabwe’s new Constitution, which was approved by 94.5% of voters in a con-
stitutional referendum held in March 2013, abolished the death sentence for women
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and those under the age of 21 and above 70 years. “Every person has the right to life,”
Section 48 of the new Charter states. However, “A law may permit the death penalty
to be imposed only on a person convicted of murder committed in aggravating circum-
stances,” it adds. “The law must permit the Court a discretion whether or not to impose
the penalty,” the Constitution states. 

On July 1, 2016, the Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act of 2004 was
amended through the General Laws Amendment Act of 2016 to align it with the
Constitution adopted in 2013. The new law sets out aggravating circumstances deter-
mining an appropriate sentence to be imposed on a person convicted of murder. Capital
punishment may be imposed on someone who kills while raping, kidnapping, commit-
ting a robbery, or while illegally detaining a victim and escaping from lawful custody. It
also applies to those who commit murder while carrying out an act of insurgency, ban-
ditry, sabotage or terrorism, hijacking or piracy. Killing during unlawful entry or mali-
cious damage to property when the damage was effected through the use of explosives
or fire or in the event that the murder was preceded or accompanied by physical torture
or mutilation are the other factors that can result in the death penalty being imposed. If
the murder is premeditated  or the murdered person was a minor, a police or prison offi-
cer, was pregnant, over the age of 70 years or was physically disabled, capital punishment
may be imposed. In October 2014, the High Court ruled that the death penalty could
not be imposed on murderers until the legislature would enact a law spelling out the cir-
cumstances under which one can be hanged. 

On November 2, 2016, Zimbabwe was reviewed under the Universal Periodic
Review (UPR) of the UN Human Rights Council. The country’s delegation accepted
recommendations to abolish the death penalty and consider ratifying the Second
Optional Protocol to the ICCPR as well the CAT and to “take measures” to abolish
the death penalty. 

On December 19, 2016, Zimbabwe, for the first time, abstained on the
Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General
Assembly. It previously voted against.

INDIA

According to statistics, death sentences are often overturned or commuted to life
imprisonment by higher Courts, also due to the fact that death sentences must be
confirmed by the Supreme Court, which in the landmark judgement Bachan Singh
v State of Punjab on May 9, 1980, ruled that the death sentence as a punishment
should only be imposed in the “rarest of rare” cases. 

In 2015, the Law Commission of India reported that the rarest of rare doctrine
does not provide a clear, consistent, and non-arbitrary standard for determining who
should be given the death sentence. The Commission recommended the eventual
abolition of the death penalty for all crimes, and as a first step for all crimes except
terror and waging war. The Report of the Law Commission of India is under con-
sideration by the Government.
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On September 12, 2017, the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB), released a
study that was the first of its kind, showing that Indian Courts have awarded death
sentences to a total of 1,734 convicts between 2005 and 2015 and that the sentences
of 3,733 death row convicts were commuted to life imprisonment. Among the
States, Uttar Pradesh leads the pack with 345 death sentences commuted, followed
by a distant Maharashtra with 118 sentences and closely followed by Madhya
Pradesh at 117. The data also reveals that 74,821 persons or 56 % of convicted
inmates in Indian jails were serving a life imprisonment sentence as of 2015. The
highest percentages of inmates serving life-terms were recorded in Daman & Diu (80
per cent), Puducherry (77.8 per cent), and UP (70 per cent).

Moreover, the study also shows that out of these 1,734 convicts, only three -
Ajmal Kasab in 2012, Afzal Guru in 2013 and Yakub Memon Abdul Razak in 2015
– have effectively faced the gallows, all of whom were involved in terror attacks. It is
to be noted that all these executions took place under the presidency of former
President Pranab Mukherjee.

Article 72 of the Constitution empowers the President to pardon, grant reprieve
or suspend, remit, or commute the sentence of a person convicted for any offence.
The President is guided and advised by the Home Minister and the Council of
Ministers in his decision. 

President Pratibha Devisingh Patil, who ended his term in June 2012, was the
most merciful of all Presidents during the last three decades as she commuted death
sentences of 34 petitioners to life imprisonment during her tenure. During her
tenure, Patil rejected the petitions of only five persons. 

On July 22, 2012, Pranab Mukherjee, a veteran from the ruling Congress Party,
was elected as the 13th President of India. Mukherjee’s decisions on mercy pleas
appeared in sharp contrast to those of his predecessor Pratibha Patil. 

However, in 2016, for the first time, President Pranab Mukherjee accepted a
mercy petition, despite the contrary advice of the Ministry for Home Affairs in the
Jeetendra Gehlot case. He did however reject the mercy petitions of Mofil Khan,
Mobarak Khan, Shabnam, Jasvir Singh and Vikram Singh. 

Similarly, on January 16, 2017, the President accepted four mercy petitions
despite the contrary advice of the Government. The case regarded the Bara massacre
in Gaya district, where 32 Bhumihar Brahmins were killed by the Maoist Communist
Centre (MCC), a banned outfit. In 2001, Krishna Mochi along with three others,
Nanhe Lal Mochi, Bir Kuer Paswan and Dharmendra Sing, alias Dharu Sing, were
awarded capital punishments by a Sessions Court in connection with the massacre.
They were tried under the provisions of Terrorist and Disruptive Activities
(Prevention) Act. In 2002, the Supreme Court upheld the death penalty by a majority
of 2 to 1 in a three-Judge Bench. Justice M B Shah differed from the majority view.
He acquitted Sing and commuted the death sentences of the three others to life. All
four convicts have been lodged at Bhagalpur Central Jail. Their mercy petitions were
dispatched from the jail on March 2, 2003. Since then, they have been pending with
the Union Home Ministry. Only in August of last year, the Home Ministry sent the
mercy petition to President Mukherjee for his consideration. The President sought a
legal opinion on the matter because of a recent landmark judgement of the Apex
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Court which overturned an earlier judgement and drew a distinction between mur-
ders related to terrorism and other kinds of murders.

After considering the merit of the case carefully, the President endorsed the view
of the dissenting Judge except for the acquittal of the accused.

In total, President Mukherjee rejected 28 mercy petitions involving 37 death-row
convicts. Only seven people were granted mercy.

According to the NCRB quoted study, executions from 1947 to July 2015 num-
ber up to 755. However, a Times of India report dated March 10, 2005, claimed that
the People’s Union for Democratic Rights (PUDR), a civil liberty and democratic rights
organisation, unearthed Government records showing that 1,422 executions were
carried out in a single decade (1953-1964). If the records obtained by PUDR are to
be believed, the figure for the real number of executions in the country should be
much higher. They also demanded that actual figures be revealed.

On June 29, 2017, the Delhi High Court stated that the execution of a death row
convict after his capital punishment has been confirmed by the highest judicial
forum, torments the prisoner, has a dehumanising effect on him and violates the law.
“As between funeral fire and mental worry, it is the latter which is more devastating, for,
funeral fire burns only the dead body while mental worry burns the living one,” a bench
of Justices G S Sistani and Vinod Goel said while referring to former Supreme Court
Judge K Jagannatha Shetty’s observation in a similar matter. The Bench, in its judge-
ment, commuted to life term the capital punishment awarded to 31-year-old Sonu
Sardar in a case related to the murder of five persons including two children in
November 2004 in Chhattisgarh. It set aside the President of India’s and
Chhattisgarh Governor’s orders rejecting the mercy plea, but made it clear that “life
imprisonment means (till the) end of one’s life”. Noting that there was a delay of about
three years in the process of adjudicating the convict’s mercy petition, the Bench said
“there can be no doubt that it is incumbent upon the executive to expedite the process at
every stage”. The President had rejected Sardar’s mercy petition on May  5, 2014, and
the Governor in April 2013. “Once the sentence of death has been confirmed by the final
judicial forum, any hope of acquittal which might be lingering on in the mind of the con-
demned prisoner is foreclosed and the spectre of death starts looming upon him. One never
knows when he might be called upon to answer the call of the hangman. This uncertainty,
i.e. the doubt of a tomorrow, is what burns the living body,” the Court said. The Bench
said this was “a form of additional torment not mandated by law, not part of the sentence
awarded to the convict and hence, it violates the constitutional protections. This delay
inserts a dehumanising factor in the execution of the sentence of death inasmuch it
deprives one of his life in an unjust, unfair and unreasonable way, running awry of the
due process of law enshrined in Article 21 (protection of life and personal liberty) of the
Constitution,” the High Court added. Sardar, along with his brother and accom-
plices, had killed five persons of a family, including a woman and two children, dur-
ing a dacoity bid in Chhattisgarh’s Cher village on November 26, 2004. The Trial
Court had slapped death penalty on him in February 2008 and the Chhattisgarh
High Court had upheld it on March 8, 2010. In February 2012, the Supreme Court
had concurred with the findings of the two Courts and affirmed the punishment.
His mercy petition was also dismissed by both the Governor and the President. In
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February 2015, the Apex Court had also rejected his review plea. The convict then
moved the High Court seeking quashing of the orders of the President and the
Governor rejecting the mercy petition. He also sought commutation of the death
sentence into life imprisonment on account of delay, improper exercise of power and
illegal solitary confinement.

On March 22, 2017, the Law Commission  recommended that the death penalty
be abolished for all crimes except those related to terrorism, Rajya Sabha was
informed.

Minister of State for Home Hansraj Ahir said the Law Commission in its 262nd
report has recommended that the death penalty be abolished for all crimes other
than terrorism related offences and waging war. “As Criminal Law and Criminal
Procedure are in the concurrent list of the 7th Schedule of the Constitution, the report has
been circulated to all State Governments and Union Territories for seeking their views,”
he said replying to a written question.

According to the Centre on the Death Penalty of the National Law University, in
2017 there were 109 new death sentences, and 371 were on death row at the end of
the year. 

On September 21, 2017, India’s Government responded to the recommenda-
tions made under its third Universal Periodic Review on May 4, saying that it is
unwilling to accept recommendations abolishing the death penalty.

On December 19, 2016, India voted against the Resolution on a Moratorium on
the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

On September 29, 2017, India voted against the Resolution on the death penalty
(L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.
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REINTRODUCTION OF THE DEATH PENALTY 
AND RESUMPTION OF EXECUTIONS

In 2017, 4 countries resumed executions after not carrying any out in 2016:
Jordan (15), Kuwait (7), Bahrain (3), United Arab Emirates (1). 

It could not be confirmed if judicial executions took place in Syria, as well as in
Libya and Yemen.

On the other hand, there were no recorded executions in 5 countries -
Indonesia, Nigeria, Sudan, Taiwan and Botswana - where executions were carried
out in 2016.

A setback to the ongoing abolitionist process, has been recorded in Sierra Leone
where, in the White Paper on the Constitutional Review Committee (CRC) published
in November 2017, the Government said that it will maintain the death penalty in
Section 16 (1) of the Constitution 1991.

BAHRAIN

On January 15, 2017, 3 men were executed in the first executions in Bahrain
since 2010. They were sentenced for the murder of a police officer from the Emirates
and two from Bahrain in a bomb attack in 2014. In 2017, 15 people, almost all on
terrorism charges, were sentenced to death, bringing the overall number of dissidents
on death row to 18. The country reached the record number of 18 on death row at
the end of the year [see Chapter: “War on Terror”].

The first execution in twenty years took place on March 29, 1996. The last exe-
cution was in July 2010, when a Bangladeshi national, Jassim Abdulmanan, was exe-
cuted for murdering another Bangladeshi man.

In March 1999, Sheikh Hamad Bin `Issa Al Khalifa succeeded his late father
Sheikh Salman bin ‘Issa al-Khalifa as Emir. The change of Government brought
about some democratic reforms: Bahrain became a constitutional monarchy in 2002
and Sheik Hamad’s title was changed to King.

On October 31, 2002, Bahrain held Parliamentary elections for the first time in
nearly 30 years, to elect the 40-member Council of Deputies. Women participated
for the first time, voting and standing as candidates, though failing to win a seat.

In May 2017, Bahrain was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of the
UN Human Rights Council. The Government rejected recommendations to estab-
lish an official moratorium on executions with a view to abolishing the death penalty
but accepted those of restricting the use of the death penalty to crimes that meet the
threshold of “most serious crimes” under international law and ratify, among others,
the Second Optional Protocol to Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The Head
of the delegation of Bahrain stated the death penalty was applied only in a limited
number of serious cases and that there are adequate safeguards in Bahraini law for
the imposition and application of the death penalty. The Penal Code provides for the
possibility of commuting a death sentence to a life sentence or imprisonment for a
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lesser period if the crime was committed under circumstances that justified commut-
ing the death penalty. 

On December 19, 2016, Bahrain abstained on the Resolution on a Moratorium
on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly, as in 2014, 2010 and
2008. Bahrain, in 2012 and 2007, voted against.

KUWAIT

On January 25, 2017, seven people were executed in the first executions in
Kuwait since 2013. Three women from Kuwait, the Philippines and Ethiopia are
among those hanged. [See Chapter: “Hanging”] 

Kuwait has executed a total of 78 men and six women since it introduced the
death penalty in 1964. Most of those condemned were convicted murderers or drug
traffickers. 

In 2017, at least 16 death sentences were imposed, according to Hands off Cain
monitoring:  two for drug-related offences, seven for rape and the rest for murder.
Among them a woman. In 2016, death sentences were 49.

The death penalty is provided for by laws based on the Sharia. Capital crimes
include murder, rape and crimes against the security of State. Since 1995 the death
penalty has been a mandatory punishment for certain drug-related offences. 

Death sentences, which are normally carried out by hanging, can be appealed
twice and must receive the final approval of the Emir of the State of Kuwait.

On November 15, 2016, Bader Al Ghadhoori, Head of juvenile protection at the
Interior Ministry, said that the juvenile age in Kuwait has been lowered from 18 to
16 years. Kuwaiti teenagers have been warned that they could face the death penalty
or heavy imprisonment for certain crimes. At the beginning of 2017, anyone aged
16 or more, arrested in a crime, will be tried by a regular Court and not a Juvenile
Court, which implies death penalty for certain crimes.

On January 28, 2015, Kuwait was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review
of the UN Human Rights Council. The delegation rejected the recommendation to
establish a moratorium on executions with a view to abolishing the death penalty. In
its National Report, the Government said that although the death penalty is permit-
ted under the Islamic Sharia, it is restricted to cases involving capital crimes and is
subject to numerous checks and controls, including the approval by the country’s
Emir.

On December 19, 2016, Kuwait voted against the Resolution on a Moratorium
on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

JORDAN

In 2017, Jordan resumed executions after a suspension in place since February 4,
2015, when two Al-Qaeda prisoners were executed by hanging in retaliation for the
killing of a Jordanian pilot by the Islamic State (IS) group.
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Jordan restored the death sentence by hanging in 2014 after an effective morato-
rium on capital punishment between 2006 and 2014, supported mainly by King
Abdullah.

In 2017, 15 people have been executed, 10 of them for terrorism-related acts, in
what is considered as the largest number of people executed in one day in Jordan’s
recent history. According to official judicial sources, 94 people - including around 10
women - remain on death row in Jordan, most of them convicted of murder or rape,
as of March 2017. Hands off Cain collected news of at least 16 death sentences –
including two women - 6 of which by the Court of Cassation.

On October 20, 2017, the Government of Jordan said before the UN
Committee on Human Rights in Geneva that according to a recent study, 81% of
the Jordanian population supported the retention of the death penalty.

The legal system in Jordan is based on Islamic law for both civil and criminal
matters, except for non-Muslim community members.

Thirty-eight crimes are punishable by death in Jordan, as stipulated in five laws:
Military Penal Code, Penal Code, Guns and Ammunitions Law, State Secrets Law
and Narcotics Law. However, in August 2006, Jordan abolished the death penalty for
crimes related to drugs, weapons and explosives. In 2010, amendments to the
Jordanian Penal Code removed the death penalty for crimes of armed rebellion
against the Constitutional authorities and arson resulting in death, replacing it with
a maximum of 30-year-jail sentence. 

Article 93 of the Constitution reads that “no death sentence may be carried out
unless ratified by the King. Every such sentence shall be submitted to him by the Council
of Ministers along with the council’s view on it.”

In October 2013, Jordan was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of
the UN Human Rights Council: over 170 recommendations were received, of which
126 have been accepted and the remaining recommendations have been “noted”.
Among these, the recommendations to establish an official moratorium on execu-
tions with a view to abolishing the death penalty and acceding to the Second
Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

The UPR mechanism has become a major tool for reform and has been adopted
by the Kingdom’s civil society as a useful tool to push the Government to improve
its record on human rights. For its part, in 2014, the Jordan Government created a
permanent human rights coordinator’s office within the Prime Ministry, headed by
Basel Tarawneh, which has been engaged in this process. In preparation for the
upcoming UPR in Geneva in 2018, the Government suggested that the national del-
egation to Geneva is made up of both Government and civil society. Reports of both
are to be coordinated and presented as a single national report.

On October 20, 2017, the Human Rights Committee completed its considera-
tion of the fifth periodic report of Jordan on its implementation of the provisions of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Presenting the report, Saja
Majali, Permanent Representative of Jordan to the United Nations Office at Geneva,
said that since its fourth periodic report, many changes had taken place in the region
with serious ramifications for Jordan. With regard to questions raised by experts on
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the death penalty, the delegation emphasised that Jordan is considered a country
striving to promote human rights. It had taken many measures to protect fundamen-
tal freedoms and to ensure that national legislation is in line with ratified interna-
tional human rights instruments. The Criminal Code imposes penalties for crimes,
one of them being the death penalty. That penalty and its implementation are com-
patible with international texts. Indeed, the Covenant stipulated that the death
penalty should be confined to the most serious crimes. The application of the death
penalty in Jordan could not take place in an arbitrary manner. It could only be
imposed on individuals above the age of 18, and it could not be applied to pregnant
women or to women who had just given birth. 

In December 2016, Jordan abstained on the Resolution on a Moratorium on the
use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

The death penalty is rarely applied in the UAE, also because the law requires that
a panel of three Judges agree on the decision of a sentence to death, which can be
commuted if the family of the victim forgives the murderer, accepting financial com-
pensation for the crime.

The execution is carried out in an undisclosed location by a firing squad that con-
sists of nine men. At least one is given a rifle loaded with a blank cartridge, so none
of them knows who fired the fatal shot.

According to execution procedures, the families of convicts on death row can visit
them both during their imprisonment and on the day of execution, but are not
allowed to witness the execution itself. However, the victim’s families may be allowed
to witness the execution. Representatives from the prosecution, Dubai Police, the
Director of the correctional facility and a physician must be present when the sen-
tence is carried out. The death warrant must be read aloud by the Director of the
correctional establishment or one of his nominees. A prosecution representative will
document any last words said by the convict, and the time of death.

In October 2016, the President of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) passed a
Federal Law Decree  amending the Emirates’ Penal Code. The new law illustrates the
UAE’s blatant lack of respect and commitment for international human rights stan-
dards and continued obstruction of its citizens’ basic rights and freedoms, as the new
law expands the application of the death penalty for a number of crimes, which are
defined in very broad and unclear terms and can be used to punish just about any-
thing. One particularly concerning article states that anyone found guilty of estab-
lishing any kind of organisation that aims at “overthrowing the government” or “fight-
ing against the constitutional principles on which the system of government was built”
shall be put to death or spend his life in prison. 

In practice, this means that any political opposition group or any group calling
for Constitutional reforms can be targeted and have all of its members or supporters
prosecuted and sentenced to death. The same sentence is replicated in another article
outlawing groups that endanger “State security” or the “interests of the State”. What is
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particularly worrying is that these provisions make no mention of violent acts or
incitement to violence and as such, can be used to silence any peaceful association –
a right guaranteed by the universal declaration of human rights – under the pretext
that it is harming the interests of the State.

In 2017, the United Arab Emirates carried out one execution, the first since
2015, for kidnapping, rape and murder. Five more death sentences were imposed. 

On November 23, 2017, UAE authorities executed Nidal Eisa Abdullah, who
raped and killed eight-year-old boy Obaida in May 2016. The Chief Prosecutor said
“Today (November 23) morning, the convict was taken from his confinement at Dubai
Central Jail, where he had been waiting for the rulers approval to have the death sentence
executed ... a special execution team carried out the sentence in the presence of high rank-
ing officers, senior prosecutors and other involved law enforcement bodies. Justice has been
served and the ruling was carried out.”

In February, Dubai’s Cassation Court rejected the appeal lodged by the Jordanian
convict, Nidal Eisa Abdullah, 48, and upheld his death sentence given by lower
Courts.

UAE residents had, earlier, taken to social media expressing their anger and shock
over the crime, with some calling for the public execution of his murderer.

After having gone missing two days before, the body of Obaida Ibrahim al-
Aqrabawi was discovered in the Al Warqa area of Dubai on Sunday. He was last seen
playing outside his home in the Industrial Area of Sharjah. Dubai Police Chief Major
General Khamis Al Muzeina said. The child was kidnapped from in front of a garage
in Sharjah’s industrial area, where the boy’s father worked. The father of the victim
refused to accept a 600,000 dirhams settlement, known as ‘blood money’.

In December 2016, United Arab Emirates abstained on the Resolution on a
Moratorium on the use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

On September 29, 2017, United Arab Emirates voted against the Resolution on
the death penalty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.
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THE DEATH PENALTY IN ISLAMIC COUNTRIES

Of the 47 Muslim-majority States or territories worldwide, 25 can be considered
abolitionist in various forms, while 22 retain the death penalty, of which 18 look
explicitly to Sharia law as the basis of their legal system. In some cases, these legal
systems also stem from entrenched and overlapping sources, historical and modern,
religious and secular. In other cases, the Islamic Sharia law remains the only source
for legislation in the country.

Sharia law (or Islamic law) has four levels of sources. The highest source is the
Quran (the divine revelation to Prophet Mohammed). The second is the Hadith, the
collection of the Prophet’s actions. The third source is the Qiyas, the process of ana-
logical reasoning based on the Quran and the Hadith. Finally, there is the Ijma, the
consensus of opinion among the scholars.

Strictly speaking, Sharia law does not have a distinct corpus of “criminal law”.
Islamic criminal law is criminal law in accordance with Sharia law. 

As opposed to other legal systems, in which crimes are generally considered vio-
lations of the rights of the State, Sharia divides crimes into four different categories
depending on the nature of the right violated.

Hudud, meaning “limits”, is the most serious category and includes crimes spec-
ified in the Quran (they are defined as “claims of Allah”): drinking alcohol, theft,
adultery, apostasy (including blasphemy), armed robbery and rebellion. Except for
drinking alcohol, punishments for all Hudud crimes are specified in the Quran or
Hadith: stoning, amputation and flogging.

The second category is the Qisas crimes, which involve people. This category
includes the crimes of murder and injury, which are treated as a private dispute and
responsibility for prosecution rests on the victim or his/her relatives. Punishment for
these crimes is either exact retribution (Qisas, the principle of an eye for an eye) or
compensation (Diya) as “blood money”.

Thirdly, the category of Tazir includes any crime that does not fit into Hudud or
Qisas and which therefore has no punishment specified in the Quran. These types of
crimes range from homosexuality to perjury to treason, and may be punished accord-
ing to the discretion of the Judge.

Finally, the category of Siyasah covers offences that are mainly against the State
and public order. The ruler or the State may determine the offences and lay down
the provisions related to Siyasah, but such provisions shall conform to the principles
of Sharia. 

Within Sharia’s system, the death penalty is mandatory only for a number of
Hudud crimes. 

According to Islamic law, the relatives of the victim of a crime have three options:
to allow the execution to take place, to spare the murderer’s life to receive blessings
from God, or to grant clemency in exchange for Diya, blood money. In 2017, cases
involving “blood money” ended in pardon in Iran, Kuwait, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia
and United Arab Emirates [see Chapter:  “Blood Money”].

In some of the 47 Muslim-majority countries in the world, conversion from
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Islam or renouncing Islam is considered apostasy and is technically a capital crime.
The death penalty has also been expanded on the basis of Sharia law to cases of blas-
phemy. That is, the death penalty can be imposed in cases of those who offend the
Prophet Mohammed, other prophets or the Holy Scriptures. In Iran, Mauritania,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and Sudan, there are people on death row accused
of witchcraft, apostasy and blasphemy. 

However, the problem is not the Quran itself as illustrated by the fact that not all
countries observing its teachings practice the death penalty, or make the text the basis
of their Penal or Civil Codes, or their fundamental law. It lies rather in the literal
translation of a centuries-old text into penal norms, punishments and rules applied
to our times, a transposition performed by fundamentalist, dictatorial or authoritar-
ian regimes and used by them to impede any democratic progress.

In 2017, at least 977 executions, compared to 930 in 2016, were carried out in
14 Muslim-majority countries (they were 13 in 2016), many of which were ordered
by religious Tribunals applying a strict interpretation of Sharia law. 

Hanging, firing squad and beheading are the methods which were used to
enforce the death penalty, while there were no reports of judicial executions carried
out by stoning, which is the most terrible of all Islamic punishments. 

HANGING – BUT NOT ONLY...

Of the methods employed to carry out death sentences in the Muslim-majority
countries, the most common is hanging, preferred for men but used for women as well. 

In 2017, at least 808 hangings, compared to at least 756 in 2016 and to 1,360 in
2015,  were carried out in 10Muslim-majority countries: Afghanistan (5), Bangladesh
(6), Egypt (at least 31), Iran (at least 544), Iraq (at least 125), Jordan (15), Kuwait (7),
Malaysia (at least 4), Pakistan (at least 66) and Palestine (at least 5, in Gaza Strip). 

It could not be confirmed if executions by hanging took place in Syria in 2017,
due to the internal armed conflicts that have intensified over the past two years and
the lack of official information provided by authorities.

Hanging is often carried out in public and combined with supplementary pun-
ishments such as flogging and the amputation of limbs before the actual execution.

Extra-judiciary executions by hanging were carried out in Afghanistan in the
areas controlled by the Taliban. 

In 2017, another 16 executions by hanging were carried out in 3 non-Muslim
countries: Japan (4), Singapore (8) and South Sudan (4).

AFGHANISTAN

The new Constitution, adopted in 2004, makes no explicit reference to Sharia
law. However, the Constitution declares Afghanistan to be an ‘Islamic republic’ and
states that ‘no law shall be contrary to the beliefs and provisions of the sacred religion of
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Islam,’ and the Islamic provisions do foresee capital punishment, namely for crimes
against Islam (armed robbery, adultery, and apostasy or blasphemy), and for crimes
against the person (murder). 

A significant step towards restricting the use of the death penalty was taken in
Afghanistan when, on March 4, 2017, President Ashraf Ghani Ahmadzai endorsed
the new Penal Code which reduces the number of crimes for which the death penalty
can be imposed and was due to come into force on February 14, 2018.

Five more executions were carried out in 2017. 
On December 1, 2017, at least five prisoners, who were sentenced to death over

kidnapping charges, have been hanged to death at Pul-e-Charkhi prison in Kabul.
The General Directorate of Prisons and Detention Centers of the Ministry of
Interior (MoI) confirmed this in a statement.

The men were also found guilty of murder besides committing kidnappings in
Afghanistan’s western Herat province, Khaama Press reported. President Ashraf
Ghani issued the death sentence of the convicted prisoners.

The execution carried out on December 30, 2017, should be considered as an
extrajudiciary execution, when  insurgents hanged a man to death on murder charges
in the Nawzad district of Southern Helmand province. Qari Yousuf Ahmadi, the
Taliban spokesman, said the slain individual named Mohammad Dawood had killed
two men, one of them Mohammad Ewaz, and wounded a woman. He said that
based on a decision by the group’s judicial commission, the convict was publicly
hanged on Friday. Government officials expressed unawareness about the incident.
But the police spokesman, Lt. Abdul Salam Afghan, said they had received informal
information about the hanging. Sher Mohammad, a resident of Nawzad district, said
the hanging verdict was issued after Friday prayers. He confirmed Dawood had
sneaked into a house for theft and killed the house-owner and a guest and wounded
a woman. The insurgents sentenced several individuals to death a few months back
in Farah and Helmand provinces.

BANGLADESH

An extremely broad range of crimes currently warrant the death penalty in
Bangladesh, including non-lethal crimes such as counterfeiting and smuggling.

On May 5, 2015, the Appellate Division of the Bangladesh Supreme Court
declared the mandatory death penalty provisions of the Women and Children
Repression Act of 1995 and the Prevention of Oppression Against Women and Children
Act of 2000 unconstitutional, “because they prescribe a mandatory death penalty for the
offence of causing death after rape”. The crimes included under the above sections are:
murder of a woman or child using explosives, corrosive substances, or poison; dowry
murder, in which a woman is killed by her husband or his family after suffering
harassment or torture to extort a higher dowry; and murder following rape. The
Apex Court came up with this landmark decision after allowing an appeal filed by
the Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust in April 2010 challenging the High
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Court’s March 2010 verdict, which had upheld a 1995 mandatory death sentence for
Sukur Ali, a then 14-year-old boy who was convicted of the rape and murder of a 7-
year-old girl. On August 3, 2015, the Supreme Court commuted his death sentence
to jail until death.

On February 29, 2016, Parliament passed a bill that allows death sentence for
coast guards for mutiny in the force. The existing Coast Guard Act-1994 will get con-
solidated when the new bill becomes a law.

On February 13, 2017, Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina’s cabinet gave the go-
ahead for the Civil Aviation Operation Act 2017 to be debated in Parliament.
According to Government Spokesman Mohammad Shafiul Alam, under the legisla-
tion, an act to wilfully obstruct a flight would be punishable with life in prison or
the death sentence and a fine of 50 million taka (631,313 dollars). “Any action dis-
rupting smooth operation of aircrafts and jeopardizing people’s lives will be considered a
serious crime,” Alam said.

In 2017, Bangladesh hanged at least 6 people, for terrorism (3) and  acts of polit-
ical violence (2) [See Chapter: “The War on Terror”] and for murder (1). 

In 2016, executions were 10 and 4 in 2015. In 2014, no execution was recorded
in Bangladesh, which had hanged two people in 2013 and one in 2012.

The number of death sentences has increased in 2017 with 303 issued, including
four women and a juvenile at the moment of fact, according to Bangladeshi NGO
Odhikar. In 2016, Amnesty International reported 245 death sentences.  

On June 10, 2017, Assistant Inspector General of Prisons (administration) Md
Abdullah Al-Mamun told the Bangla Tribune that there are 1,456 persons on  death
row and 37 of them are women. 

Executions are carried out in jail by hanging. According to the NGO Odhikar (a
Bengali word that means ‘rights’), sometimes other prisoners are forced into carrying
out the executions of their peers without any legal basis in domestic legislation. 

On November 29, 2017, Shahidul Islam alias Shahid, the convicted killer of
Scholastic student Shazneen Tasnim Rahman, was hanged, at around 9:45pm, in the
Kashimpur High Security Central Jail in Dhaka. Earlier in the day, five relatives,
including his brother Mahidul Islam, met Shahid at the jail at noon. On August 2,
2016, the Supreme Court upheld the death sentence of Shahid, a domestic help at
Shazneen’s house, and acquitted four convicts in the sensational killing case. On
April 23, 1998, Shazneen, a Class-IX student in the city and daughter of Transcom
Group Chairman Latifur Rahman, was murdered at her house. On September 2,
2003, Judge of the Women and Children Repression Prevention Tribunal Kazi
Rahmatullah handed down the death penalty to six accused for their involvement in
planning and executing the murder. On July 10, 2006, the High Court upheld the
death penalty of five convicts and acquitted carpenter Shaniram Mandal of the
charges. Later, four of the convicts filed a leave-to-appeal with the Supreme Court
against the High Court order that was granted by the Appellate Division on April
26, 2009. Another convict, Shahidul, filed a jail appeal.

In April 2013, Bangladesh was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of
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the UN Human Rights Council. The recommendations to establish a moratorium
on the death penalty, as a first step towards complete abolition of this practice and
accession to the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of the death penalty, did not enjoy the
support of Bangladesh. 

On December 19, 2016, Bangladesh voted against the Resolution on a
Moratorium on the use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

On September 29, 2017, Bangladesh voted against the Resolution on the death
penalty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.

EGYPT

In February 2011, following an 18-day popular uprising, then President Hosni
Mubarak was forced to resign.

As a consequence of the “revolution” of 2011, the Supreme Council of the Armed
Forces (SCAF) took power to “temporarily administer the affairs of the country.”
The SCAF relinquished power on June 30, 2012, immediately after the election of
Mohamed Morsi, a leading figure in the Muslim Brotherhood, as the new President
of Egypt. However, President Mohamed Morsi ‘s time in office ended in July 2013,
when the army deposed him after mass protests against his rule. On May 27, 2014,
the former Head of the Army, Abdel-Fattah al-Sisi, was elected the new President of
Egypt. On April 2, 2018, he was re-elected with 97% of votes.

A new Constitution came into force in 2014 and the 2017 reform agenda includ-
ed a whole series of provisions also concerning the administration of justice. Article
93 of the Constitution reaffirms the country’s commitment to comply with all inter-
national Treaties and Conventions concerning human rights that Egypt has ratified.

Capital offences number over 100. Under the Nation’s legal system, death sen-
tences are referred from Criminal Court Judges to the Grand Mufti of Al-Azhar, the
country’s top religious leader, for a non-binding review. Death sentences should then
be confirmed by the Court of Cassation.

On April 27, 2017, some articles in the Code of Criminal Procedures were
amended. President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi issued Decree No. 11 of 2017 on the
amendment of appeal procedures, whereby cases can only be tried once before the
Criminal Court and only once before the Court of Cassation where the latter
addresses the subject matter. The amendments came in order to speed up litigation,
but shorter periods of litigation and the absence of the possibility of a retrial - par-
ticularly in cases punishable by the death sentence - can jeopardize the course of jus-
tice, fair trial guarantees and the rights of the accused.

Prior to April 2017, the Court of Cassation could have annulled the criminal ver-
dict and re-tried the defendant before another criminal circuit. Once referred to a
new Criminal Court, the defendants could appeal for a second time to the Court of
Cassation. As such it was possible for the defendants to appeal twice before the Court
of Cassation.
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The final decision goes to the President of the Republic who, by law, has the
power to grant a pardon or commute a sentence. Executions cannot take place on
public holidays or religious holidays in accordance with the religion of the accused. 

On February 26, 2017, the Human Rights Committee of Egypt’s Parliament,
responding to repeated calls from foreign rights groups to end capital punishment,
said it will never recommend that the death penalty be abolished. “Western human
rights organisations that lobby for the abolition of the death penalty should know that this
goes against both Islamic Sharia and the country’s constitution,” read a statement by the
Human Rights Committee chaired by Hon. Alaa Abed. 

On October 27, 2014, President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi issued a decree by Law No.
136 of 2014 expanding the jurisdiction of the Military Courts to include crimes
against public establishments and facilities. This law allows for the trial of any civil-
ian accused of vandalizing public property, or blocking public roads, before a
Military Court. The military Judiciary is subject to the authority of the Minister of
Defence, all Judges and Prosecutors are military personnel of all ranks and are subject
to all regulations of discipline and order set out in the military service laws. Based on
the recommendation of the Head of the Military Judiciary Commission, the
Minister of Defence appoints military Judges who, by extension, do not enjoy the
same degree of independence as Judges in Civil Courts. Despite some amendments
to the Military Judiciary Law of February 2014 to allow for appeal before a higher
Court, however, Military Court proceedings, which allow the prosecution of civil-
ians, continue to ignore fundamental guarantees of fair trials before an independent
and impartial Judiciary in accordance with international human rights standards.

On January 4, 2018, the Egyptian Coordination for Rights and Freedoms reports that
more than 13,000 civilians have already gone through Military Courts since 2013. 

In 2017, Egypt carried out at least 31 executions, including one woman, accord-
ing to the Arab Organization for Human Rights (AOHR), of which 15 for crimes
against the State, which include terrorism. There were 16 executions in 2016, and at
least 15 executions in 2014 and 2015. 

Regarding the death sentences, from July 2013 to 2017 a huge number of pre-
liminary death sentences was pronounced, more than 2,000 were sent for opinion to
the Grand Mufti who, in most of the cases, did not confirm the sentence. As such,
penalties have been reduced or not issued so death sentences have been around 800,
according to Human Rights Watch. The number of death sentences has been further
restricted in the further passage to the judgement of the Court of Cassation which,
in 2017, confirmed 24 death sentences in five cases.

In 2017, according to AOHR, at least 526 people have been sentenced to death:
479 by Criminal Courts and 47 by Military Penal Courts. 

Those on death row are between 580 and 590, 2/3 of whom sentenced before
2010, according to AOHR.

In November 2014, Egypt was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of
the UN Human Rights Council. The Government rejected recommendations to
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consider ratifying the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights and establish an official moratorium on executions with a
view to abolishing the death penalty. 

On December 19, 2016, Egypt voted against the UNGA Resolution calling for
a universal moratorium on capital executions.

On September 29, 2017, Egypt voted against the Resolution on the death penal-
ty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.

JORDAN

In 2017, Jordan resumed executions after a suspension in place since February 4,
2015, when two Al-Qaeda prisoners were executed by hanging in retaliation for the
killing of a Jordanian pilot by the Islamic State (IS) group.

On March 6, 2017, Jordan executed 15 people including 10 convicted on terror-
ism charges ranging from an attack a decade ago on Western tourists to the slaying
of a writer, a judicial source and Government Spokesman Mohammad al Momani
said. The five other executions were for rape and sexual assault. All were Jordanians
and they were hanged in Suaga prison, South of the capital Amman. It was the
largest number of people executed in one day in Jordan’s recent history, according to
a senior judicial source. According to judicial sources, 94 people remain on death
row in Jordan, most of them convicted of murder or rape.

KUWAIT

On January 25, 2017, seven people were hanged in Kuwait’s first executions since
2013. Three women - Nasra Youssef Mohammad al-Anzi from Kuwait, Jakatia
Midon Pawa from the Philippines and Amakeel OoKo Mikunin from Ethiopia -
were among those put to death. All  seven had been convicted of murder, theft, rape
and kidnapping.

Faysal Abdullah Jaber Al Sabah of the ruling al-Sabah family and two Egyptian
men, Sayed Radhi Jumaa and Sameer Taha Abdulmajed Abduljaleel, were hanged
after being convicted of murder in three separate cases, while Mohammad Shahed
Mohammad Sanwar Hussain, a Bangladeshi man was executed for kidnapping, rape
and theft.

Faisal had been found guilty of shooting his nephew, Prince Basel al-Sabah,
apparently after a dispute between the two men in the latter’s home. They had been
talking privately when guests at the house heard several gunshots. Medics said Prince
Basel had been shot several times at close range. Local media reported at the time
that the two men had earlier argued over cars. The victim, who was reportedly 20
years older than the killer, was head of the Kuwaiti Motor Racing Club. The
Philippine Foreign Ministry confirmed that Jakatia Midon Pawa, a 42-year-old
Filipino worker and mother of two, was among those executed by hanging, despite
a last-minute appeal by the Government. She was convicted of stabbing to death her
employer’s 22-year-old daughter in May 2007, the Ministry said. The executions are
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the first since March 2013, when three men - a Saudi, a Pakistani, and a Kuwaiti
without citizenship - were hanged for murder.

Hands off Cain recorded at least 16 new death sentences issued during the year
2017 and 15 death sentences were commuted to life imprisonment by the Emir.

IRAN

In accordance with Article 4 of the Iranian Constitution, Islamic law is “the essen-
tial source for all the branches of legislation,” including civil and penal legislation. 

Hanging is often carried out by crane or low platforms to draw out the pain of
death. The noose is made from heavy rope or steel wire and is placed around the neck
in such a fashion as to crush the larynx, causing extreme pain and prolonging the
death of the condemned. Hanging is often carried out in public and combined with
supplementary punishments such as flogging and the amputation of limbs before the
actual execution.

In July 2011, the Japanese crane company Tadano announced that it had ended
contracts with the Iranian Government, after United Against Nuclear Iran launched
a Cranes Campaign, publishing on its website a list of eight international companies
that send crane resources to Iran, with photos of the cranes being used as execution
devices. In August 2011, another Japanese crane manufacturer, UNIC, announced
the end of its business in Iran, joining Tadano and Terex in pulling out of Iran fol-
lowing UANI’s Cranes Campaign. 

In 2017 the Islamic Republic carried out at least 544 hangings: 112 executions
were announced by official Iranian sources, and 432 cases were reported by unoffi-
cial sources.

Executions in public

In January 2008, then-judicial chief Ayatollah Mahmoud Hashemi Shahroudi
decided that public executions, in the future, would be carried out “only with his
approval and based on social necessities”. In fact, public executions decreased in 2008,
when there were no less than 30 public hangings, of which 16 took place after
Shahroudi’s decree, while no less than 12 people were hanged in public places in
2009, compared to at least 110 people who were publicly executed in 2007.

However, since the 2009 post-election protests in Iran, the number of executions,
particularly public executions, has risen dramatically. In 2010, at least 19 people
were hanged publicly. In 2011, public executions have more than tripled, with at
least 65 people being executed in public. In 2012 there were at least 60 public exe-
cutions. In 2013, at least 59 public executions were held, in 2014 at least 64, in 2015
at least 57, and in 2016 at least 31.

In 2017, at least 36 people were hanged in public, of which 31 were announced
by official sources.
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On January 8, 2017, two prisoners were hanged in public in the city of Sarpol-e
Zahab on Moharebeh charges, reported the Iranian State-run media IRIB. They were
reportedly charged with armed robbery and the murder of a police officer. Although
the State-run media has not provided the names of the prisoners, the unofficial news
agency, Kurdpa, identified the two prisoners as Rouhollah Koshtemad and Sajjad
Zarsineh.

On January 16, 2017, a prisoner was hanged in the village of Bektash near
Miandoab for murdering five members of a family in summer 2016, reported official
Iranian news agencies. Hundreds of people watched the execution. The Kurdistan
Human Rights Network identified the prisoner as Ali Aghayan, 24 years old.

On January 29, 2017, four prisoners were hanged in public in Mashhad and
Bandar Abbas. IRIB reported on two prisoners who were executed in public in
Bandar Abbas. They were identified as Amir Mohashampour, 22, and Foad Armand,
26, who was married and had a child. Their charges included two counts of rape,
abduction, and assault & battery. The Iranian State-run news agency, Mizan, which
is tied to Iran’s Judiciary, reported on the execution of two prisoners which were both
carried out in public in Mashhad. They were sentenced to death on the charge of
Moharebeh (enmity against God) through armed robbery and creating a state of fear
and terror. According to Mizan, in 2014, the two prisoners were involved in an
armed robbery in which they fired shots while fleeing the scene of the crime and
caused injuries.

On March 5, 2017, a prisoner was hanged in public in Buin Zahra, Ghazvin
province, on murder charges, State-run news agency Mehr reported. The execution
was carried out in front of a crowd of people. 

On March 9, 2017, an unidentified prisoner was executed in public on murder
charges in the city of Yazd in front of the parking lot of Mullah Ismail mosque,
reported the State-run news agency Jam-e-Jam. The prisoner and his brother robbed
a jewellery store in August 2015 and killed the jewellery store owner’s son in the
process. 

On April 13, 2017, a man identified as Abbas Sahraie, 27, convicted of murder-
ing six people in a shooting spree was publicly hanged on a street in the town of
Arak, reported the Tasnim official news agency. He had been found guilty of shoot-
ing six people with a machine gun in January.

On April 22, 2017, a 21-year-old inmate was publicly hanged in Babol, accord-
ing to Mazandaran’s Public Prosecutor. The victim identified as H. R. was accused
of murder. 

On May 28, 2017, an unidentified prisoner sentenced to death on rape charges
was hanged in public in Shiraz in front of a crowd of people, announced the State-
run news agency Rokna.

On July 4, 2017, two prisoners, aged 26 and 30, were hanged in public in the
city of Torbat-e Heydarieh in Mashhad on rape charges, reported the State-run news
agency, Jam News. The hangings were carried out on the sidelines of a sports com-
plex. 

On August 1, 2017, a 28-year-old prisoner identified as Hossein Sarooki was
hanged in public in the city of Juybar on murder charges. According to the State-run
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news agency, Jouybaran, the execution was carried out in front of a crowd of five
thousand people.

On August 6, 2017, a 30-year-old man, identified only by his initials as A. R.,
was publicly hanged in Farrokhshahr, announced Ahmadreza Bahrami, Public
Prosecutor of Shahrekord, as reported by State-run IRIB news agency. He was con-
victed of rape and sentenced to death in 2014. 

On August 21, 2017, the Head of the Justice Department announced the public
execution of a 25-year-old man in Nasirabad, in Isfahan Province, according to State-
run Rokna news agency. The victim, who was not identified by the State media, was
found guilty of raping and murdering a 15-year-old teenage girl. 

On August 31, 2017, an unidentified prisoner who was sentenced to death on
the charge of “raping a married woman” was hanged in public in Bandar Abbas while
a crowd of people watched, according to a report by the State-run news agency,
Mehr. The prisoner was also charged with kidnapping and armed robbery and was
issued prison and lashing sentences for those charges.

On September 5, 2017, an unidentified prisoner was publicly hanged in the city
of Ilam in front of a crowd of people. According to the State-run media, ISNA, the
prisoner was executed on murder charges. 

On September 12, 2017, two people were publicly hanged in two different cities.
A man identified only by initials as R. Kh. was hanged in the city of Anbarabad,
Kerman Province, announced the Public Prosecutor, and State-run Rokna news
agency reported. He was found guilty of murder. A 27-year-old prisoner was hanged
in the city of Eslamabad-e Gharb, Kermanshah province, on murder charges, report-
ed the State-run news agency, Mehr. Pictures of the execution show children among
the crowd of people who watched the hanging.

On September 14, 2017, another prisoner was hanged in public in Salmas
County in front of a crowd of people, reported the State-run news agency, Javan. He
was found guilty of murder. The Center for Democracy and Human Rights of
Kurdistan identified the prisoner as Davoud Hajizadeh. 

On September 17, 2017, another prisoner, identified by the initials S. D., was
hanged on murder charges in the city of Ilam in front of a crowd of people, reported
the State-run media IRIB. Local sources confirmed the prisoner’s name to Iran
Human Rights as Samir Deivband.

On September 20, 2017, a man was hanged in front of cheering crowds after
being convicted of the rape and murder of a seven-year-old girl which had outraged
the nation. The execution of 42-year-old Esmail Jafarzadeh was shown in an amateur
video shared on the State broadcaster’s website. He was hanged at dawn in the square
of the small North-Western town of Parsabad, in Ardebil province. The execution
was held in public “to restore citizens’ sense of security and relieve their troubled minds,”
Ardebil’s Prosecutor Naser Atabati told reporters. Seven-year-old Atena Aslani went
missing on June 19 after walking away from her street vendor father, sparking huge
concern on social media. Prosecutors said that Jafarzadeh, who was already the prime
suspect, confessed to her rape and murder shortly after her body was found by police
in the garage of his house, the judiciary-linked Mizan Online website reported.
President Hassan Rouhani described the case as “horrendous” and called for swift
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justice. It took less than a week to convict Jafarzadeh after his trial began in late
August. His death sentence was confirmed by the Supreme Court on September 11.
Parsabad’s Public Prosecutor Abdollah Tabatabayi later announced that Jafarzadeh
had also confessed to the murder two years ago of a woman whose body was never
found. 

On September 20, 2017, an unidentified prisoner was hanged in public in the
province of Golestan on the charge of murder of a police officer. According to the
State-run news agency, Tasnim, the prisoner was arrested and sentenced to death last
year. “This individual was sentenced to death on the charges of extortion, armed shooting
and creating a state of fear and terror in society. He had wounded five police officers, and
one of these officers, whose name is Hussein Deilam Katouli, was killed,” the Head of
the Judiciary in Golestan stated. The prisoner’s name was not released in any of the
State-run news reports.

On September 22, 2017, Yadollah Movahed, the Head of the Judiciary in
Kerman, reported on five executions in Iran, including one in public. According to
the State-run news agency, Mehr, Yadollah Movahed announced the execution of five
prisoners in the province of Kerman who are “agents of insecurity and evil”. “In the
past several days, the execution sentences for five prisoners, who are agents of insecurity
and evil, were carried out in the eastern and Southern parts of the Kerman province for
various charges, including Moharebeh, armed robbery, kidnapping, and murder,” said
Yadollah Movahed. Movahed who did not indicate the exact dates of the executions,
the exact charges of the prisoners, or the names of the prisoners. 

On October 25, 2017, according to Iranian State media a 26-year-old prisoner
identified as Shahrouz N. was executed in public in Jahanabad, a village in Kerman
Province, on murder charges. In December 2016, the defendant stopped by his
father-in-law’s house and murdered 10 people including some guests and the entire
family except his wife.

On October 26, 2017, according to a report by the Iranian State-run news
agency Rokna, a prisoner was executed in public at Ghamsal (Keshavarz) Square in
the city of Khoy. The prisoner, who was charged with rape, was not identified by
name. 

On November 13, 2017, a 28-year-old prisoner, identified as Abbas B., was
hanged in public in Babol on the charge of murdering a young man during a street
fight, reported the Human Rights Activists News Agency (HRANA).

On December 12, 2017, two people were executed publicly in Khorasegan
Square in Isfahan on charges of killing a police officer, reported Jam News. One of
them was identified as Abdolmajid Hassanzehi.

On December 14, 2017, a 36-year-old man was publicly hanged in Khoy, report-
ed the State-run IRIB news agency. He was also found guilty of murder. The Center
for Democracy and Human Rights of Kurdistan identified him as Hadi Asadloo.

Executions in prison for violent crimes

Executions carried out in public must be added to the numerous ones, often
shrouded in secrecy, carried out in prisons.
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Most of them were carried out for drug-related offences [see Chapter: “War on
Drugs”]. Below only the official news of executions for violent crimes carried out in
2017. [For those reported by unofficial sources see Chapter: “Top Secret Death”]

On January 9, 2017, a man was hanged in the town of Ilam. He was charged with
murder, reported Asre Iran State-run Website. 

On January 12, 2017, a prisoner identified as 21-year-old S.S., was hanged on
murder charges in the prison of Sari in the presence of the parents of the victim,
announced the Mazandaran Province Public and Revolutionary Prosecutor,
Asadollah Jafari.

On January 15, 2017, Shams Allah R. was hanged at Kerman’s Shahab Prison
along with co-defendant Arman Bahr Asemani, who was a legal minor at the time of
the 2012 homicide for which he and Allah R. were arrested and charged. 

On January 18, 2017, a young man was hanged at Jiroft Prison on murder
charges, reported the State-run news agency Jam-e-Jam. The man was sentenced to
death for the murder of his step parents. The Prosecutor’s office and the revolution-
ary Court in Jiroft identified the prisoner only by the initials M. Sh. 

On February 9, 2017, an inmate found guilty of murder was hanged in Jiroft
Prison, State-run Tabnak news agency reported. The execution of M. Sh was carried
out after legal formalities completed and with the presence of officials, according to
an announcement by the Iranian regime’s Public Prosecutor in Jiroft. 

On February 12, 2017, two unidentified prisoners were hanged at Mashhad’s
Vakilabad Prison on murder charges, reported State-run news agency Rokna.

On March 6, 2017, two unidentified prisoners were hanged at Sari on murder
charges, reported State-run news agency Rokna. According to the report, one of the
prisoners was 21-years-old at the time he allegedly committed murder. 

On March 14, 2017, a prisoner identified as Mehdi was hanged at Ghazvin’s cen-
tral prison for murdering a relative, reported to State-run news agency Rokna. 

On April 10, 2017, the press department of the Judiciary in the province of
Kerman announced that a prisoner identified as V. F., 32, was hanged at Kerman
Central Prison on rape charges. The date of the execution was not mentioned in the
report. 

On April 16, 2017, a 22-year-old man identified only by his first name as
Meghdad was hanged in Mashhad Prison, reported State-run News Agency Rokna.
He was charged with stabbing a 26-year-old man in defence of his brother. 

On April 27, 2017, Behzad Madadi was executed in Birjand Central Prison on
rape charges, announced State-run official sources. 

On May 4, 2017, an inmate was hanged in Mashhad Central Prison. He was
found guilty of murder, according to the State-run Rokna news agency. 

On May 8, 2017, two prisoners were hanged on murder charges at Mashhad
Central Prison. According to the Iranian State-run news agency Rokna, one of the
prisoners, who was not identified by name, was 35 years old, while the other prison-
er, who was identified by the initials M. M., was 27 years old. 

On May 23, 2017, two prisoners were hanged at Mashhad’s Vakilabad Prison on
murder charges, reported State-run newspaper Khorasan. One of them was identified
as H.N., 42, imprisoned for 17 years before his execution. The prisoner claimed to
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be innocent throughout his entire imprisonment. He was sentenced to death based
on the testimonies of 50 relatives belonging to the murder victim. The other prisoner
was identified as A. Kh., 34, who was arrested in 2009 during a street fight. 

On May 25, 2017, Hossein Nabavi, 23, was executed in Birjand Central Prison
on rape charges, announced Iranian State-run media IRIB. 

On May 25, 2017, Hojatollah Tadaro, a prominent wrestler in Iran, was hanged
on vague charges at Kermanshah’s Dizel Abad Prison. Prior to his execution, he com-
peted in multiple national championships and was a member of the national team.
Radio Zamaneh reported that Hojatollah was sentenced to death for the “rape of an
inmate”, after he was already imprisoned for several years. 

On July 4, 2017, a 24-year-old prisoner identified as M. Gh. was hanged in
Kerman Central Prison for murder charges, according to the State-run Rokna news
agency.

On July 11, 2017, another inmate identified as 27-year-old Mojtaba was hanged
on murder charges in Nour Prison, reported State-run Rokna news agency. 

On July 26, 2017, the State-run news agency, Rokna, reported on the execution
of a prisoner at Noshahr Central Prison on murder charges. He was identified as 30-
year-old Alireza Rezapour. 

On August 7, 2017, a man charged with murder and identified by his initials as
M. M. was hanged at Zanjan’s Central Prison, according to the State-run Mehr news
agency. The death sentence was carried out in the courtyard of the prison in the pres-
ence of the victim’s family, said Hassan Mozafari, the Zanjan Public and
Revolutionary Prosecutor.  The convict’s wife, who was identified by her initials as
A. M., was charged for assistance in murder and having an illegitimate relationship
and was sentenced to 20 years of prison and 99 lashes. 

On August 22, 2017, a prisoner identified as Arya Javidan was hanged at Kerman
Central Prison on Corruption on Earth and Moharebeh (enmity against God)
charges, reported the State-run news agency, Rokna. He had several previous convic-
tions including murder, robbery, kidnapping, and extortion. 

On August 28, 2017, a 29-year-old man, who was only identified as Morad, was
hanged at Karaj’s Rajai Shahr Prison for rape, reported the State-run news outlet,
Iran. The report said Morad had broken into the house of a 62-year-old woman
whom he raped. In addition to the death sentence, the prisoner was also issued a 10-
year prison term and 74 lashes for the charge of theft, and a 1-year prison term for
the charge of beating up a police officer. 

Between September 18 and 19, 2017, a man and a woman were executed in two
different prisons on murder charges. According to the State-run news agency,
Khorassan News, an unidentified 29-year-old prisoner was executed at Mashhad
Central Prison on September 18. According to the State-run news agency, Mehr
News, the execution at Zanjan Central Prison was carried out on September 19. The
woman was identified only by the initials N. A. 

On September 20, 2017, according to State-run Rokna news agency, a murder
convict identified as Abbas was hanged at Karaj Central Prison. 

On September 26, 2017, a 27-year-old prisoner who was charged with murder
was executed at Yasuj Central Prison, reported IRIB News Agency. He was identified
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as M., who had run over a person with his car over a tribal dispute. 
On September 28, 2017, a prisoner who was charged with murder was hanged

at Kerman prison, reported ISNA and the Prosecutor’s Office for Kerman Province.
The prisoner, identified as Gh. N., murdered his brother-in-law with a knife in a
quarrel in April 2013. 

On October 3, 2017, a 35-year-old murder convict, identified as Amirhossein T.,
was hanged in Gohardasht Prison of Karaj, reported the State-run Rokna news agen-
cy. 

On October 12, 2017, according to ISNA and the Deputy of Public and
Revolutionary Prosecutor’s office of Kerman, Mokhtar Shamsuddini, a prisoner was
hanged at Kerman Prison. The prisoner identified as P. D. was charged with
Moharebeh for blocking the road, kidnapping some Afghans, and extorting them.

On October 24, 2017, a prisoner was executed at Mashhad Central Prison on
murder charges, reported Khorasan Newspaper. The prisoner, identified as Majid M.,
was arrested in February 2007 and sentenced to death for murdering a taxi driver
during a robbery. 

On October 26, 2017, a prisoner was executed at Mashhad Central Prison on
murder charges, reported Khorasan Newspaper. The prisoner, identified as Hossein
S., was charged with murdering a shepherd with intent to steal his livestock in
January 2014, when he was 22. 

On October 30, 2017, a 23-year-old man identified as Mehdi K. was hanged in
Central Prison of Mashhad, reported the State-run website Mashreq News. He was
found guilty of murder. 

On November 1, 2017, a prisoner identified as M. T. was hanged at Vakilabad
Prisonin Mashhad on murder charges, reported State-run newspaper Khorasan. He
had murdered a 67-year-old man with the help of his friend in 2011. 

On November 12, 2017, a prisoner identified as Madad Alizadeh, who was
charged with rape, was executed at Ardabil Central Prison, reported the State-run
news site, Rokna. 

On November 28, 2017, two people were executed for murder in two different
prisons. The State-run news agency, Young Journalists Club (YJC), reported the exe-
cution of a prisoner in Amol Prison. He was identified as M. A. Another prisoner
was hanged at Mashhad Central Prison, reported Jam News. Two people had been
convicted of murder in this case. Both of the defendants were sentenced to death.
However, one of them committed suicide in prison while the other was executed
after being in prison for five years. 

On November 29, 2017, the State-run news site, Rokna, reported the execution
of one of the prisoners, identified as Dariush, on murder charges.

On December 11, 2017, according to State-run news agency Fars, a prisoner
identified as A. P. was hanged at Sari Central Prison on murder charges.

On December 20, 2017, official sources reported the execution of six prisoners
in Rajai Shahr Prison. According to Javanonline website, a prisoner identified as
Ghadir Sheykhju was hanged for murdering three women and two men in the last
20 years. Iran Newspaper confirmed another execution carried out in Rajai Shahr
Prison. The report mentioned the prisoner identified as Nima who was convicted of
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murdering a Police officer in Karaj in May 2007. According to Iran Human Rights
the prisoner was identified as Nima Esma’ilian from ward 5 of Rajai Shahr Prison.
According to State-run Rokna News Agency, four prisoners were hanged at Rajai
Shahr Prison on the charge of Moharebeh. Three of them were identified as Moslem
Mohammadi, Mohsen Kamali, and Abolfazl, and had been sentenced to execution
in public on charge of armed robbery. 

On December 31, 2017, two detainees were hanged at Mashhad Central Prison
for murder, official Iranian sources reported. According to State-run Rokna News
Agency, a 30-year-old prisoner, identified as Ali H., was hanged on the charge of
murdering his own father in 2014. According to Mashregh News, an Afghan citizen,
who was arrested and sentenced to death for murder at the age of 19, was hanged for
murdering his fellow countryman in Mashhad in May 2014. 

Not only death penalty

However, the death penalty is not the only punishment dictated by the Iranian
implementation of Sharia or Islamic law. There is also torture, amputation, flogging
and other cruel, inhumane and degrading punishments. These are not isolated inci-
dents and they occur in flagrant violation of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights that Iran signed and which expressly prohibits such practices.

Hundreds are routinely flogged in Iran each year, sometimes in public. 
Under Iranian law, more than 100 “offences” are punishable by flogging. These

cover a wide array of acts, ranging from theft, assault, vandalism, defamation and
fraud to acts that should not be criminalized at all such as adultery, intimate relation-
ships between unmarried men and women, “breach of public morals” and consensu-
al same-sex sexual relations.

Many of those flogged in Iran are young people under the age of 35 who have
been arrested for peaceful activities such as publicly eating during Ramadan, having
relationships outside of marriage and attending mixed-gender parties. 

According to information received by the UN Special Rapporteur on the situa-
tion of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, over 100 flogging sentences
have been awarded, and 50 have reportedly been implemented in the course of 2017.
In addition, between January and December 2017, 19 sentences of amputation of
hands or feet were awarded and 5 such sentences were carried out.

On January 5, 2017, a journalist was lashed 40 times in Najaf Abad, Isfahan
Province, after a Court found him guilty of inaccurately reporting the number of
motorcycles confiscated by police in the city.

On May 13, 2017, a 35-year-old woman arrested on charges of having “satanic
relations” with a man other than her husband was sentenced to two years of washing
corpses in morgues and 74 lashes by a Judge at Tehran’s Criminal Court, Arya News
reported. The woman, identified only as Mina, had been taken into custody in
February 2016, following her husband’s complaint alleging that she was engaged in
a secret relationship with another man.

On June 1, 2017, a sentence of 20 lashes was carried out for a Kurdish political
prisoner, Hassan Rastegar Majd, at Orumieh Prison, reported the Kurdistan-
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Ruzhalat Human Rights Organization. The sentence was handed down for the charge
of “disrupting prison order.” 

On September 19, 2017, Iranian asylum seeker Leila Bayat, who was deported
from Norway in March 2017, received 80 lashes in Tehran, reported Iran Human
Rights. Leila Bayat and three of her friends were arrested in 2007 and sentenced to
80 lashes for drinking alcoholic beverages. They were released on bail and tried to
change the sentence for two and a half years. Being disappointed, Leila together with
her 5-year-old son sought asylum in Norway where they were denied asylum several
times by the authorities of the Norwegian Directorate of Immigration. Leila Bayat
was finally deported to Iran.

On November 23, 2017, a man accused of theft was flogged in public in the vil-
lage of Suset Lisar, in Talesh county, reported Nafs dar Qafas Website.

IRAQ

In Iraq, Islamic law is the chief source of legislation according to the 2005
Constitution.

After the fall of Saddam Hussein on April 9, 2003, the death penalty was sus-
pended by the Provisional Authority of the Coalition. It was reintroduced after the
transfer of power to Iraqi authorities on June 28, 2004. Currently, the death penalty
can be imposed for around 48 crimes, including a number of non-lethal crimes such
as – under certain circumstances – damage to public property.

Executions began in August 2005. Since then, as of December 31, 2017, at least
953 executions were carried out, most of them related to acts of terrorism.

In 2017, Iraq executed at least 125 people, compared to 92 in 2016 and at least
30 in 2015. The at least 125 executions of 2017 were carried out for terrorism [See
Chapter: “The War on Terror”].

In 2012, Iraq executed at least 129 people, a significant and worrying increase
compared to the previous year when at least 68 people were executed, already four
times as many as the 17 executed in 2010. In 2014, Iraq executed at least 67 people.
In 2013, Iraq executed at least 177 people (including 3 women), the country’s high-
est figure since the 2003 US-led invasion. 

In 2017, at least 65 death sentences were imposed, according to Amnesty
International. In December 2017, there were at least 6,000 convicts who had been
sentenced to death and were awaiting execution, most of them convicted of terror
related offences, according to the High Commission for Human Rights in Iraq.

In 2017, no execution has been recorded in Kurdistan. The Kurdistan Region,
unlike Iraq, rarely implements the death penalty. An “informal moratorium” on the
death penalty was adopted in 2008. Since then, the death penalty has been carried
out four times. The last known case was in December 2016, when then President
Masoud Barzani approved the execution of a man found guilty of raping and killing
a female child in the Kurdish city of Duhok. Following the resignation of Kurdish
President Masoud Barzani in October 2017, the power to impose the death penalty
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has now been assigned to Nechirvan Barzani, Prime Minister of the Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG). 

On December 16, 2017, the Kurdistan Parliament decided in a majority vote to
issue an amnesty to those on death row, reducing their sentence to a mere 15 years
in prison, excluding those who had been convicted of terrorism, threatening national
security or murdering women in so-called honour killings. 

Iraqi law provides for a number of procedural guarantees as far as the death
penalty is concerned, as reflected by the Criminal Procedure Code No. 3 of 1971 and
the 2017 Public Prosecution Law No. 49. “In practice, however, these guarantees are
not implemented or they have proven insufficient to protect against abuses,” said the UN
Special Rapporteur on extra-judicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Agnes
Callamard, following her official visit to Iraq from November 14 to 23, 2017.
According to the Special Rapporteur, UNAMI [United Nations Assistance Mission
for Iraq] and others have documented violations of fair-trial standards in proceedings
leading to death sentences, including death sentences given in cases where little evi-
dence was available besides a confession that the defendant argued was made under
torture. Death sentences against persons who were under-age when they committed
the crime they were sentenced for have also been documented.

The hangings are carried out regularly from a wooden gallows in a small,
cramped cell of Al-Adalah prison complex in the North Baghdad Shia area of
Kadhimiyah, although some executions are also carried out in Nassiriya Prison (Al
Hut) in Thi Qar governorate.

Most prisoners awaiting execution are kept in a special wing within the Al Adalah
prison complex. On the day the sentence is to be implemented, the convict is placed in
a special holding cell in the Al Adalah Prison where she or he remains until led to the
gallows for execution. There is a shower room in the prison where the convict can take
ablutions before the execution if she or he so wishes. The convict is also weighed and
measured so that the appropriate length of rope can be determined for the hanging. The
sentence and decree ordering execution are read before the sentence is implemented.
Witnesses gather inside a viewing room with a one-way glass window to observe the exe-
cution. After the execution, the body is handed over to relatives, upon their request; if
not, the person will be buried by the authorities without a funeral ceremony.

Former Iraqi President Saddam Hussein was hanged for crimes against humanity
on  December 30, 2006, at Al-Adalah Prison, where the same end befell other expo-
nents of the deposed regime between 2007 and 2012.

Ratifying the death sentence is one of the prerogatives of Iraq’s Head of State, as
stipulated in article 73 of the Constitution. Former President Jalal Talabani did not
use to sign execution orders, assigning the task to the Prime Minister. But the new
orders now are signed by the new President, Fuad Masum.

On December 19, 2016, Iraq voted against the Resolution on a Moratorium on
the use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

On September 29, 2017, Iraq voted against the Resolution on the death penalty
(L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.
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MALAYSIA

The legal system in Malaysia is based on English Common Law. Islamic law is
applied to Muslims in matters of family law and religion.

The death sentence is mandatory for murder (Section 302 of the Penal Code),
for trafficking narcotics in various amounts according to the drug concerned
(Section 39B of the Dangerous Drugs Act 1952), for acts of terrorism resulting in
death (Section 130C of the Penal Code); hostage-taking resulting in death; offences
against the person of the King (Yang di-Pertuan Agong, Ruler) and for discharging
a firearm with intent to cause death or hurt while committing various crimes, even
where no one is hurt. 

It could also be imposed for: waging or attempting to wage war against the King
(Yang di-Pertuan Agong); kidnapping or abducting in order to murder; rape result-
ing in death; gang-robbery with murder; abduction, wrongful restraint or wrongful
confinement for ransom.

On November 30, 2017, a bill (D.R.45/2017) to amend the Dangerous Drugs
Act was passed in Dewan Rakyat (Lower House of the Parliament) to abolish the
mandatory death penalty for drug-related offences. Minister in the Prime Minister’s
Department Datuk Seri Azalina Othman Said declared that the reform had taken 34
years and that the Government had taken into consideration the views and sugges-
tions of 30 million Malaysians in drafting the amendment which will add an element
of mercy in certain situations where the Judge sees fit. The amendment refers to
Section 39B and allows Judges to use their discretion with two choices of punish-
ment, either hanging or imprisonment for life. On December 27, 2017, the King
signed the bill which had not entered into force at the end of the year.  The reform
does not apply retroactively for the 800 or more currently on death row by reason of
having been convicted for drug trafficking, according to Charles Hector a Malaysian
Human Rights advocate and activist in a statement dated February 12, 2018.

On February 21, 2017, Ahmad Zahid, the Home Ministry, in a written parlia-
mentary reply  informed that a total of 16 inmates - 14 Malaysian and two foreigners
- had been executed between 2014 and February 21, and that a total of 1,122 pris-
oners have been found guilty and sentenced to death by Court. His reply did not
state from when these convictions took place. 

In 2017, Malaysia executed 4 people by hanging. According to Amnesty
International, 38 new death sentences were imposed during the year: 21 for drug
trafficking; 16 for murder; and 1 for discharge of a firearm. Four of those sentenced
to death were women; 12 were foreign nationals, including 10 convicted of drug
trafficking.

In 2017, three men sentenced to death for drug related crimes obtained a com-
mutation of their sentence: two to life imprisonment in the State of Perak and one
received a pardon in Selangor. 

On March 15, 2017, two brothers, Rames and Suthar Batumalai, were executed
at Kajang Prison early the morning. Executions in Malaysia are usually carried out
on Fridays and it is believed that this is the first time an execution has been carried
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out on another day. They were sentenced in April 2010 for murder under Section
302 of the Penal Code after they were found guilty of killing Krishnan Raman on
February 4, 2006. The brothers have always maintained their innocence and a
clemency appeal was still pending at the moment of the execution. The clemency
application submitted by their lawyers, Haresh Mahadevan and Co., included a
statutory declaration from Krishnan’s widow appealing to the Pardons Board for the
brothers not to be executed and instead be allowed to serve life sentences. Rames and
Suthar were scheduled to be executed on February 24, but they received a last-
minute reprieve after their lawyers sent in a clemency application to the Negri
Sembilan Pardons Board a day before.

On May 24, 2017, two men, a Chinese Malaysian and Yong Kar Mun, were exe-
cuted at 5:30 AM at Sungai Buloh Prison in Selangor. Yong Kar Mun, a 48-year-old
former mineral water seller, was convicted of discharging a firearm in the course of
a robbery. He was sentenced to the mandatory death penalty under Section 3 of the
Firearms (Increased Penalties) Act, 1971.  Yong Kar Mun’s family was handed a letter
from the Sungai Buloh Prison authorities on May 22, 2017, informing them that
they should pay their last visit the following day, on May 23, and that his death sen-
tence will be carried out ‘soon’, with no specific date. Only during their final visit
were they informed that the execution was scheduled to be carried out the very next
day, on May 24. His family was advised to make funeral arrangements after only
being given a 24 hour notice of the execution. No further information has been
made available about the other individual.

In March 2014, in its written response to the recommendations received under
the Universal Periodic Review of the UN Human Rights Council, the Government
said that Malaysia was not in the position to commit to put in place an alternative
to the death penalty and to establish a moratorium on its application. 

On December 19, 2016, Malaysia voted against the Resolution on a Moratorium
on the use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

PAKISTAN

On December 17, 2014, Pakistan lifted the six-year moratorium on the death
penalty in terrorism-related cases, a day after the Taliban-perpetrated massacre at a
military-run school in Peshawar in which 150 people, including 134 children, were
killed. On March 3, 2015, the Federal Government formally lifted the moratorium
on the death penalty of all the condemned prisoners. Since then, at least 478 execu-
tions were recorded, more than 80% of executions have been carried out in Punjab
province only.

In 2017, 66 executions were carried out, 44 of which, according to news collect-
ed by Hands off Cain, were of terrorists convicted  by Military Courts. The total
number is lower than the 87 executions (including 7 convicted terrorists) of 2016
and the at least 326 people, including 30 convicted terrorists, executed in 2015.

According to the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, in 2017 Courts awarded
the death sentence to 253 people, including five women, in 197 different cases.
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Among these punishments, 177 were death sentences awarded by the ordinary ses-
sion Courts. 

According to the Justice Project Pakistan, 8,200 prisoners are on death row, which
is one of the highest figures in the world; at least 45 are women. However, other
sources said that a total of 4,993 prisoners have been awarded death sentences, which
includes 40 females and 4,953 males. Punjab has 4,193 death row convicts, Sindh
has 524, KP has 204 and Baluchistan has 72 of these convicts. The number of for-
eign convicts stand at 1,117, which includes 11 females and 1,106 males. These pris-
oners are kept in death row cells where six or more prisoners are kept in a cell built
for one or two people and are confined for 23 hours a day in these cells.

The Report No Mercy: A Report on Clemency for Death Row Prisoners in Pakistan
launched on April 12, 2018 by Justice Project Pakistan, quotes the Ministry of
Interior as stating that the President’s office had rejected 513 mercy petitions by con-
demned prisoners – 444 of which were from the first 15 months after the resump-
tion of executions in December 2014. These data do not differ from those referred
in 2016 for the period 2011-2015 by the Interior Ministry, in a written response to
a question raised by Jamaat-e-Islami Senator Sirajul Haq, which said that all mercy
petitions sent to the President during the time period were rejected. 

It is tradition that nobody is executed in the (Islamic) fasting month of Ramadan
and an official in the Federal Interior Ministry confirmed that a notification had
been issued to halt executions during Ramadan, which in 2017 started on May 26
and continued until June 24.

The executions are usually carried out before sunrise. The condemned has a final
meal, bathes and then has time to pray before being led to the gallows. Executioners
cover their face with a black hood and tie their hands and legs before hanging them.

Of the at least 66 executions carried out in 2017, 22 were for ordinary crimes.
The rest were of terrorists sentenced by Military Courts [see Chapter: “The War on
Terror”].

On January 10, 2017, Naveed Hussain was executed in Adiyala Jail over murder-
ing two people who included a Judge. After execution, his body was handed over to
the relatives. Jail sources said that Hussain had murdered anti-terrorism Court Judge
Jamshed Khan in 2006. He had escaped from Skardu Jail in 2013 and killed another
person during that period. He was sentenced by an Anti Terrorism Court (ATC).

On February 4, 2017, two death row prisoners were hanged at the Kot Lakhpat
Central Jail in Lahore. The condemned prisoners Salman and Mansha, residents of
Nankana Sahab, were executed after Fajr prayers at the jail. Later, their bodies were
handed over to heirs. Police sources said that the two brothers had gunned down two
people in 1996. They were sentenced to death by District and Session Court.

On March 16, 2017, Muhammad Gulzar, a policeman, was executed in the
Central Jail Gujranwala in the early morning for murdering Muhammad Shafiq,
Irfan and Muhammad Sultan outside the Court of Special Judicial Magistrate Taseer
Ahmad in Zila Kutchery on May 20, 2002, to take revenge of his brother’s murder.
A special Court had awarded him death sentence in 2002. He was sentenced by an
ATC.
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On March 28, 2017, Amir Bahadur, a murder convict, was hanged amid tight
security in Haripur central jail. On death row since 2008, Bahadur’s black warrants
were issued on March 22. The convict was allowed a last meeting with his family the
day before the execution.  At 5:30 on Tuesday morning, Bahadur was as per Court
orders, “hanged by neck till death”.

On April 12, 2017, Ilyas, a resident of Gujrat killed four people in the jurisdic-
tion of Kunjah Police station. He was executed in Faisalabad central jail. He was sen-
tenced by a District and Session Court. 

On April 20, 2017, Huzoor Bakhsh, was hanged in Central  Jail, Dera Ghazi
Khan for murdering his wife Bharawan Mai and Muhammad Iqba on June 4, 1995,
over suspicion of having illicit relations in Rajanpur.

On May 25, 2017, Mukhatr Ali was hanged at the Karachi Central Jail. He
belonged to Tehsil Melsi, District Vehari and was a coast guard in Karachi. He was
sentenced to death for murdering two of his fellows in 2014.

On July 5, 2017, Qasir Shah, a man convicted for the rape and murder of a
minor boy was hanged in the central jail in Gujranwala. According to Jail
Superintendent Chaudhry Asghar, he had murdered seven-year-old Ayan after sub-
jecting him to rape at Walgan Sagyan village in Sukhayki area of Hafizabad district
in 2006. According to the Prosecution, Shah lured the minor, who was playing out-
side his house, to fields, where he raped and then killed him.

On July 11, 2017, three men - Yaqoob, Ghulam Rasool, and Imran - were
hanged in District Jail Sargodha. They shot Aslam Shahid, Muqadas Bibi, and
Kulsoom after they resisted a robbery bid in Bhalwal in February 2008. The Anti-
Terrorism Court awarded death sentences to them in 2010.

On July 13, 2017, Shamshad was executed at the Faisalabad Central Jail. He was
sentenced to death by a District and Session Court for murdering Ali Husnain in
Chak No. 10 NB, Bhalwal District Sargodha on December 19, 1999. He was sen-
tenced to death on June 23, 2001.

On July 18, 2017, a double murder convict was hanged after spending almost
two decades in Central Jail Adiala for killing his brother and sister-in-law in Kallar
Syedan. Mohammad Izrum, a resident of Kallar Syedan, was arrested by the police
on April 21, 2001, for the murder of his brother Mohammad Javaid and his sister-
in-law Rukhsana over a property dispute on May 31, 1998. The accused was award-
ed the death sentence on two counts by the Court of an additional sessions Judge on
September 30, 2004. In addition, he was also ordered to pay a Rs500,000 fine and
in case of failing to pay the fine, he had to undergo a six month imprisonment. A
final clemency appeal was made to the President through the Punjab Home
Department, but was  dismissed on August 5, 2017. He was hanged in the central
jail at 4:30 AM. His body was handed over to his son.

On July 19, 2017, Tariq Iqbal was hanged at Multan Central Jail for killing a
woman during a robbery bid in 2004. All his mercy appeals had been rejected and
black warrants had been issued. The condemned prisoner had met his family last
before the execution in the jail. The jail administration handed over his body to his
family after legal formalities.

On July 20, 2017, M Lateef was executed in Central Jail Attock in the early
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morning. He had stabbed his relative Abdul Waheed to death over a monetary dis-
pute on March 25, 2004.

On August 8, 2017, Abd-ul-Rehman was hanged at the Faisalabad Central Jail.
He was sentenced to death by a District and Session Court for murdering his brother
‘Pehalwan’ and Pehalwan’s son Ghulam Nabi in 2002 over a fishing dispute. The
murder took place in Mamo’n Kanjan region.

On September 27, 2017, Muhammad Riza was hanged at the Faisalabad Central
Jail. He was sentenced to death by a District and Session Court for murdering his
rival Abbas in Khichi Wala Haroon Abad on November 14, 2002. He was sentenced
to death on November 30, 2005.

On October 24, 2017, Ali Sher was hanged at the Central Jail Bahawalpur. He
was convicted by a District and Session Court for murdering his step nephew in
April 2010 in Sheher Farid, Chishtian.

On October 31, 2017, Sikandar Ali Joyo was executed early in the morning at
the Hyderabad Central Prison for raping and murdering a minor female relative in
2000. The Sindh High Court and Supreme Court turned down Joyo’s appeal against
the conviction, while the President also rejected the convict’s appeal for mercy. His
family’s repeated efforts to seek pardon from the victim’s family were futile as the vic-
tim’s mother refused to forgive the convict.

On November 16, 2017, Muhammad Tahir was hanged in Central Jail Sahiwal.
According to details, the accused had gunned down his pregnant wife Asma over a
domestic row in 2007 in Shamsabad area of Sheikhupura. Tahir was awarded a death
sentence by an additional Session Judge on June 30, 2008, and his subsequent
appeals to both the High Court and the Supreme Court were rejected. Later, the
President rejected the convict’s mercy appeal on August 24, 2017.

On November 16, 2017, death row prisoner Nasir Abbas was hanged in the
Central Jail Jhang. Nasir Abbas had killed a man named Hafiz-ur-Rehman in 2001
over a minor dispute.

In 2017, Pakistan underwent its third Universal Periodic Review by the United
National Human Rights Council and accepted 168 recommendations while it took
note of another 117, among which those on the death penalty (abolish the death
penalty, declare an official moratorium on the death penalty, ratify the Second
Optional Protocol of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, repeal
all provisions providing for mandatory death sentences with a view to abolishing
them). 

In the wake of the ‘scathing criticism on the excessive use of this penalty’ by UN
Human Rights Mechanisms, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs moved a summary to
the Prime Minister with some recommendations on the imposition of the death
penalty which compelled the authorities to review punishment for the crimes carry-
ing death penalty. It is to be mentioned that the  National Action Plan for Human
Rights, approved by the Prime Minister, has also proposed a review of the existing
legal framework in line with national and international commitments related to
human rights. In view of the above, the Ministry of Human Rights has proposed a
consultative meeting to discuss a possible review of the 27 capital crimes and a high-
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level meeting was held on September 15, 2017, at the Ministry of Law and Justice
to discuss the possible review. 

On December 19, 2016, Pakistan voted against the Resolution on a Moratorium
on the use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

PALESTINE

Executions are usually carried out by hanging for civilians and by firing squad for
members of the security forces or army.

In 2017, five men were hanged and one was executed by firing squad. In 2016,
one was hanged and two by firing squad; no execution was recorded in 2015. 

On April 6, 2017, Gaza’s Hamas rulers hanged three men they accused of collab-
orating with Israel following calls for revenge for the killing of one of their com-
manders, an AFP journalist reported. Hamas says that the Israeli intelligence agency
Mossad and its “collaborators” killed Mazen Faqha in the Palestinian territory on
March 24, but has offered no evidence. The death of Faqha, a shadowy senior figure
in Hamas’ military wing, shocked Hamas, which has ruled Gaza with an iron fist for
the past decade. Faqha, 38, was killed in the garage of his apartment building on
March 24, shortly after he had dropped off his family. Hamas said the killer used a
weapon with a silencer, allowing him to escape undetected before Faqha’s body was
discovered an hour later. Hamas immediately accused Israel of killing him through
collaborators and launched a manhunt. 

Israel had sentenced Faqha to nine terms of life imprisonment for directing dead-
ly suicide bombing attacks. He was freed along with more than 1,000 other
Palestinian prisoners in exchange for a single Israeli soldier in 2011. According to
Hamas, Faqha formed cells for the Islamist group’s military wing in the West Bank
cities of Tubas, where he was born, and Jenin. The men who were hanged on April
6 were not implicated in his killing but the Islamist group has pledged “radical meas-
ures” against Palestinians who “collaborated” with Israel. Hamas has offered “collab-
orators” with Israel a chance to turn themselves in and receive clemency. “The doors
of repentance will be open for one week, from Tuesday, April 4 to Tuesday, April 11,” the
Interior Ministry said. Hamas also tightly restricted movement out of the enclave fol-
lowing the assassination. The measure remains in place despite calls from NGOs and
human rights groups to lift it. Security checks and searches have increased, including
roadblocks. 

Since the Palestinian Authority (PNA) was instituted in 1994, 38 death sentences
were issued; 36 in the Gaza Strip and 2 in the West Bank (the last in 2002). Among
the sentences issued in the Gaza Strip, 25 were issued since 2007 without the ratifi-
cation of the Palestinian President in violation of the law, according to the Palestinian
Center for Human Rights (PCHR).

The Palestinian Authority carried out its first execution on August 30, 1998,
when two brothers, Raed and Muhammad Abu Sultan, members of the Palestinian
military intelligence, were executed by firing squad in Gaza City after receiving a
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summary and unfair trial before a special Military Court, only three days after they
were charged with committing two murders. 

In 2005, the PNA resumed executions after three years. Five men, all convicted
of murder, were executed in Gaza City. Concerning the preceding years, in 2002,
three people were shot to death, all for murder, while in 2003 and 2004 no execu-
tions were recorded in Palestine. 

In 2010, the Hamas Government in Gaza resumed executions after a de facto
moratorium that had lasted five years: on April 15, two Palestinians were executed
by firing squad, after being convicted by a Military Court of collaborating with
Israel; another three men convicted of murder were hanged on May 18. It was the
first time that Hamas carried out formal executions since the Islamist group seized
control of the Gaza Strip in 2007. In 2011, Gaza’s Hamas rulers executed three
Palestinians convicted of collaboration with Israel. In 2012, there were at least six
“legal” executions, including one for collaboration with Israel, while in 2013 there
were at least three, including two for collaboration. In 2014, two Palestinians were
executed in the Gaza Strip, after being convicted of spying on behalf of Israel. 

No execution was carried out in Palestine in 2015, but executions in Gaza
resumed in 2016 and were 3, including 1 carried out by hanging. In 2017, 6 were
executed in Gaza.

In 2017, Hands off Cain recorded news of 18 new death sentences: eight were
sentenced to death for spying, 6 for murder and 4 for related crimes. It is the first
time that the death penalty has been applied for a drug-related offence, in the first-
such case since the militant group seized the Gaza Strip a decade ago. The number
does not include the death sentences issued on the six executed during the year. In
September 2017, the Palestinian Center for Human Rights (PCHR said 30 death sen-
tences have been passed in the Gaza Strip under Hamas rule since the beginning of
the year, 18 of them were new sentences while the rest where upholding previously
passed sentences. Thus, the total number of death sentences issued in the Palestinian
Authority (PA) controlled areas has risen to 192 sentences since 1994.

Twenty of them have been issued in the West Bank and 172 in the Gaza Strip.
Among those issued in the Gaza Strip, 103 sentences have been issued since 2007.

At the end of 2017, 33 people were on death row, according to Amnesty
International.

In Palestinian areas, three types of penal legislation are currently applied. In the
West Bank the Jordanian Penal Code No. 16 (1960) is enforced, which provides for
the death penalty in cases of high treason and murder. The Gaza Strip is under
Egyptian Law No. 74 (1936) that imposes the death penalty for the disturbance of
internal order. There is also the Palestinian Authority (PA) law that is fairly flexible
concerning capital punishment. Those guilty of treason are also condemned on the
basis of Article 131/A of the Palestinian Revolutionary Penal Code of 1979, and
according to Military Penal Code no. 4 (2008). 

In a coup in June 2007, Hamas took over the Gaza Strip, ousting its rival party
Fatah. Since then, Hamas has created an independent legal system, with the Gaza
High Court of Justice no longer under the authority of the Palestinian National
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Authority. As a result, the legal requirement that the President of the Palestinian
Authority sign all death sentences is not applied in the Gaza Strip.

The influence of radical Islam on the daily lives of the population in the Gaza
Strip has continually increased. Regardless of any legal basis, Islamic codes of behav-
iour are imposed on the population by the iron-fisted control of Hamas through its
strategic control of schools, mosques, social welfare structures and the media, which
have all had a decisive impact on current life in the Gaza Strip. The imposition of
such codes in daily life is enforced by the internal security forces of Hamas, which
operate like a sort of “moral police” similar to those found in Iran, Saudi Arabia and
in Afghanistan at the time of the Taliban, making sure, for example, that women on
the streets or at the beach are dressed appropriately.

SYRIA

In Syria, the legal system is based on a combination of French and Ottoman civil
law. The Islamic law is used in the Family Court system.

It is not possible to give the exact number of “legal” executions carried out in
Syria in 2017, due to the ongoing civil war and the lack of official information pro-
vided by Syrian authorities. 

On February 7, 2017, a chilling new report came out revealing President Assad’s
regime has executed up to 13,000 people in mass hangings carried out in the base-
ment of a notorious prison. The victims, largely made up of Syrian Government
opponents, were sentenced to death following military trials lasting just minutes over
the past four years. They were then told they were being taken to prison - but instead
were put into a minibus to a basement execution room where they were hanged in
groups of between 20 and 50 at a time. The appalling claims are contained in shock-
ing report published by Amnesty International following a year-long investigation
entitled: Human slaughterhouse: Mass hangings and extermination at Saydnaya prison.
The respected charity organization spoke to dozens of former prisoners, Judges and
prison guards. It will add to a growing body of evidence which campaigners say
should result in President Assad being prosecuted for war crimes.

The report claims mass executions have been happening at the infamous
Saydnaya prison near Damascus since 2011 when the uprising against Assad began
in Syria. One former guard told how each night a prisoner would have to count the
number of slippers left outside the execution room. “If there were 30 slippers, then we
knew that 15 people had been executed,” the former officer said. “There were usually
between 30 and 80 slippers outside.” The execution room is known as “the White
Building” and the hangings usually took place on Monday or Wednesday nights.

Detainees on the floors above the “execution room” say they sometimes heard the
sounds of the hangings. One witness, a former military officer who had been arrested
called Hamid, said: “If you put your ears on the floor, you could hear the sound of a kind
of gurgling. This would last around ten minutes … We were sleeping on top of the sound
of people choking to death. This was normal for me then.
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FIRING SQUAD

Not considered an Islamic punishment, the firing squad has been used in 2017
in at least 29 executions in 4Muslim-majority countries: Barhain (3), Palestine (at
least 1), United Arab Emirates (1) and Somalia (at least 24).

It could not be confirmed if judicial executions by firing squad took place in
Libya, Syria and Yemen in 2017, due to the internal armed conflicts that have
intensified over the past two years and the lack of official information provided by
authorities.

However, extra-judiciary executions by shooting were carried out in Somalia by
the Islamic rebels Al-Shabaab and in Yemen by Al-Qaeda linked Islamists.
Executions by shooting decided by self-proclaimed Sharia Courts were carried out
by the Islamic State in Syria and Iraq and Libya by forces of the General .

In 2017, at least 6 more executions by firing squad were carried out in 4 non-
Muslim countries: Belarus (2); China (number unknown); North Korea (number
unknown) and South Sudan (4). 

BAHRAIN

The offences for which capital punishment either can or must be applied are:
aggravated murder, murder, other offences resulting in death, terrorism, rape of
child, arson of a public or Government building, even if it does not result in death;
drug trafficking; treason, espionage, other military offences.

Execution is carried out by firing squad. The inmate is strapped to a chair with their
eyes covered and a sponge placed on their chest so stop the blood from spreading.

On January 15, 2017, three men were executed in the first executions in Bahrain
since 2010. They were sentenced for the murder of a police officer from the Emirates
and two from Bahrain in a bomb attack in 2014. [see Chapter: “War on Terror”]

PALESTINE

Normally, executions are carried out by hanging in cases of civilians condemned
to death, and by firing squad for police and military personnel receiving a death sen-
tence. However, this general rule is not always respected.

On May 25, 2017, one man was executed by firing squad, and two by hanging
for killing Mazen Faqha, a senior member of the militant Islamic group that rules
Gaza in March. The three men, Ashraf Abu Leila, Hisham al-Aloul and Abdallah al-
Nashar, received death sentences on May 21 after a brief, week-long special Military
Court found them guilty of killing Mazen Faqha. Local rights groups slammed the
trial, calling it unprecedented given its speed. The executions took place at a police
headquarters and was attended by hundreds of people, including Hamas officials and
community leaders. Hamas has put to death 25 people sentenced under its judicial
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system since 2007 when it took over Gaza in bloody street battles from forces loyal
to Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas. 

SOMALIA

The Penal Code of Somalia represents an amalgam of various legal systems and
traditions, including civil law, Islamic law, and customary law, known as Xeer. In
April 2009, in an attempt at national reconciliation, the Somali Parliament unani-
mously approved a Government proposal to officially introduce Sharia law in the
country. 

A new Provisional Constitution was passed in August 2012, which designates
Somalia as a Federation. Following the end of the interim mandate of the
Transitional Federal Government (TFG) the same month, the Federal Government
of Somalia, the first permanent central Government in the country since the start of
the civil war, was also formed. 

The Federal Republic of Somalia is officially divided into eighteen administrative
regions. On a de facto basis, Northern Somalia is divided up in the autonomous
regions of Puntland (which considers itself an autonomous State) and Somaliland (a
self-declared but unrecognised sovereign State). In Central Somalia, Galmudug is an
autonomous region that considers itself an autonomous State within the larger
Federal Republic of Somalia, as well as Jubaland in the far South. In 2014, a new
South West State was likewise established. In April 2015, a formation conference was
also launched for a new Central Regions State.

In August 2009, the TFG established a Military Court to try soldiers accused of
criminal offences, and a 2011 Presidential decree granted the Military Courts exten-
sive temporary powers – notably jurisdiction over all abuses committed in areas
declared under a state of emergency. There have been some improvements since
2011, including an attempt to ensure basic legal counsel, and the re-establishment
of a Supreme Court to hear appeals in late 2012. Yet, concerns remain over the right
to be tried by an independent and competent Tribunal, the right to prepare a
defence, and especially the use of Military Courts to try civilians. Under internation-
al and regional standards, the jurisdiction of Military Courts should be limited to
offences of a strictly military nature committed by military personnel. However, the
Military Courts continue to exercise very broad jurisdiction over individuals and
criminal offences. The Court has not only tried soldiers charged with military
offences but also soldiers, civilian police and Al-Shabaab fighters accused of crimes
against civilians. A central concern is the speed at which death sentences have been
carried out, preventing defendants from filing an appeal and the President to review
the case for a possible pardon or commutation. Also the United Nations Human
Rights Office voiced its concern at the “hasty” judicial process that led to some exe-
cutions. “Under international law, the death penalty should only be applied after the
most rigorous judicial process,” said Rupert Colville, Spokesperson for the Office of the
High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR). 
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On January 22, 2016, Somalia was reviewed under the UPR of the UN Human
Rights Council. Regarding the death penalty, the Attorney General stated that elim-
inating this penalty was something that required a long process, since the Somali
Provisional Constitution prescribes that the Sharia Law is the paramount law, and
the Sharia prescribes the death penalty for a limited number of crimes. He added
that Somalia was committed to engage in community dialogue on how to address it
and was reviewing Penal Procedure Codes to reduce the number of crimes for which
the death penalty was applied, and was looking into alternative penalties, such as life
sentencing, for other capital crimes.

On August 14, 2016, President Hassan Sheikh Mohamud signed the Human
Rights Commission bill into law, which effectively opens the avenue for the creation
of the Human Rights Commission in Somalia. While signing the bill at Villa
Somalia, Mogadishu, President Mohamud said the move was an indication of the
importance of the bill and the need to uphold the rights of any person living in
Somalia. “The commission will be the highest organ in the Federal Government of
Somalia, which protects the rights of citizens. Everyone will be accountable to the law in
accordance with the constitution of Somalia,” said the President in a press release.

On February 8, 2017, Somalia’s MPs elected Hassan Sheikh Mohamud, known
as Farmajo, as the country’s new President in a vote held in an aircraft hangar.

On April 8, 2017, Somalia’s new President Mohamed Abdullahi Farmajo
declared a state of war against the Al-Qaeda affiliate Al-Shabaab and offered a 60-day
amnesty to disaffected members of the group which he has pledged to eradicate with-
in two years.

On May 31, 2017, concerned about the state of prisoners in Mogadishu’s two
main prisons, the President appointed a special commission to assess the state of pris-
oners in the Central Prison and the Criminal Investigation Centre. President
Farmajo said the new commission is tasked to draft an urgent report about the situ-
ation of inmates behind bars in the two prisons. The commission is expected to
update the President on the total number of convicted people in the two prisons, the
number of prisoners awaiting trial and the number of female and child prisoners. 

On October 16, 2017, a devastating bombing in Mogadishu caused 276 death.
Former Al-Shabaab leader Mukhtar Robow condemned the attack and urged Al-
Shabaab adherents to desist from their actions. “To young suicide bombers, you have
the repentance doors open now before it is too late. If your mission is correct then let your
leaders or their sons come and carry out the action,” said Robow after donating blood
in Mogadishu. Robow surrendered to Government in August after falling out with
Al-Shabaab in 2013.

On September 9, 2017, a 128-page UNDP report Journey to Extremism in Africa
presented the results of a two-year UNDP Africa study aimed to generate improved
understanding about the incentives and drivers of violent extremism, as expressed by
recruits to the continent’s deadliest groups themselves. Particularly striking was the
finding that 71% of recruits interviewed said that it was some form of Government
action that was the ‘tipping point’ that triggered their final decision to join an
extremist group. Those interviewed cited incidents such as ‘killing of a family mem-
ber or friend’ or ‘arrest of a family member or friend’, as the incident that prompted
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them to join. These findings throw into stark relief the question of how counter-ter-
rorism and wider security functions of Governments in at-risk environments should
conduct themselves with regard to human rights and due process. State security-
actor conduct is revealed as a prominent accelerator of recruitment, rather than the
reverse.

In 2016, as in 2012 and 2014, Somalia voted in favour of the Resolution on a
Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

Nonetheless executions in Somalia have continued at full pace.

At least 24 executions were carried out in 2017, 21 for acts of terrorism [See
Chapter: “War on Terror”]. In 2015, executions were at least 14, of which 3 for ter-
rorism; in 2015, at least 25, including 9 for terrorism. At least 20 executions were
carried out in 2014, including 13 for acts of terrorism. In 2013, there were at least
27 executions. In 2012 there were at least 7 executions, in 2011 at least 11 and in
2010 at least 8. Only in 2009 there were no executions. 

In 2017, according to Hands off Cain data, the number of death sentences
decreased to 24 with respect to the 75 of 2016,  most of them for terrorism (21), 8
by the Federal Government and 16 in Puntland. 

Of at least 24 executions carried out in 2017, 12 occurred under the authority of
the Federal Government (9 for terrorism) and 12 in Puntland (all for terrorism).
Both executions and death sentences were imposed by Penal Military Courts. At the
end of the year there were at least 100 people under death sentence.

On April 24, 2017, a Somali Military Court executed Ahmed Abdi Madey, 28,
member of the Somali Police Force (SPF) who was alleged to have deliberately killed
Mohamed Ali Abdalle, a barber owner in January 5, 2016, in Afgoye town, some
30km South of the capital Mogadishu. According to a statement read by the Military
Court Chief Hassan Nur Shute, the Court’s conviction occurred on July 30, 2016.
The verdict was payment of compensation [locally known as dia] to the family of the
deceased after the murder case was regarded as unintentional but later that convic-
tion was overturned by the Military Court of Appeals following an appeal case filed
by the family of the deceased. “Following the appeal made by the family of the deceased,
the Court of Appeals nullified the previous verdict and imposed a death sentence on the
killer. So the Military Court today executed that verdict of death sentence,” General
Shute said. The execution was held at the popular General Kahiye Police Academy
grounds in Mogadishu where hundreds of residents gathered to witness the execu-
tion by a firing squad.

On April 25, 2017, Ali Burow, a police officer convicted of killing a civilian and
injuring two others in Hudur in Bakool region was executed following a Military
Court ruling. Addressing reporters at the scene of the execution, Military Court offi-
cial Mumin Hussein said they executed Ali Burow by firing squad after being con-
victed of the killing in Hudur 

On April 25, 2017, a Military Court of Somalia executed a soldier serving with
South-West army in Baidoa city after being convicted of killing a civilian in
Burhakabo district in 2016. The soldier who was identified as Ali Gurow Mohamed
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was shot dead by firing squad in Baidoa town, in the presence of Somali Military
Court Chairman Liban Ali Yarow and other officials.

In 2017, Al-Shabaab Islamist militias that control part of South-central Somalia
carried out dozens of extra-judiciary executions. Al-Shabaab has executed a total of
22 people this year, according to Voanews, nine based on spying allegations, mainly
against alleged spies for the Somali Government, the African Union military force,
the US and British intelligence agencies, with the others accused of crimes ranging
from rape to sodomy to financial mismanagement. When executions have been car-
ried out by shooting, the scene of the incident was always the same: a self-proclaimed
judge gave the death penalty order, while hundreds of residents were forced to watch
the executions of the victims, who were tied to a pole in the centre of the town.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

In 2017, the United Arab Emirates carried out one execution, the first since
2015, for kidnapping, rape and murder.

The execution was carried out in an undisclosed location by a firing squad con-
sisting of nine men. At least one is given a rifle loaded with a blank cartridge, so none
of them knows who fired the fatal shot. According to execution procedures, the fam-
ilies of convicts on death row can visit them both during their imprisonment and on
the day of execution, but they are not allowed to witness the execution itself.
However, the victims’ families may be allowed to witness the execution.
Representatives from the Prosecution, Dubai Police, the Director of the correctional
facility and a physician must be present when the sentence is carried out. The death
warrant must be read aloud by the Director of the correctional establishment or one
of his nominees. A Prosecution representative will document any last words said by
the convict, and the time of death. Under the Maliki School of Islamic legal thought,
officially adopted in UAE Courts, a Muslim who murders a non-Muslim cannot face
execution. But the Court of Cassation, in a precedent-setting decision, on December
29, 2010, ordered to treat the murder of a non-Muslim in the same way as that of a
Muslim, under an alternative Islamic school of legal thought, Hanafi, which is the
only Sunni school of jurisprudence that calls for the death penalty if a Muslim kills
a non-Muslim. Hanafi scholars note that an Islamic text that prohibits the killing of
a Muslim for taking a non-Muslim life was meant to be applied only in times of war.

On November 24, 2017, UAE authorities executed Nidal Eisa Abdullah, the
convict who raped and killed eight-year-old boy Obaida in May 2016, local media
reported.

Dubai based newspaper Gulf News quoted a Chief Prosecutor as saying: “Today
(November 23) morning, the convict was taken from his confinement at Dubai Central Jail,
where he had been waiting for the rulers approval to have the death sentence executed ... a
special execution team carried out the sentence in the presence of high ranking officers, senior
prosecutors and other involved law enforcement bodies. Justice has been served and the ruling
was carried out.” In February, Dubai’s Cassation Court rejected the appeal lodged by the
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Jordanian convict, Nidal Eisa Abdullah, 48, and upheld his death sentence given by
lower Courts. UAE residents had, earlier, taken to social media expressing their anger
and shock over the crime, with some calling for the public execution of his murderer.
The body of Obaida Ibrahim al-Aqrabawi was discovered in the Al Warqa area of Dubai
on Sunday after having been missing for two days. He was last seen playing outside his
home in the Industrial Area of Sharjah. Dubai Police Chief Major General Khamis Al
Muzeina said, then, the child was kidnapped from in front of a garage in Sharjah’s indus-
trial area, where the boy’s father worked.

IRAQ

The executions carried out by the jihadist group, Islamic State (IS) in Iraq, should
be considered as “extra-judicial executions”. 

LIBYA

Since the country’s liberation from Muammar Gaddafi’s regime in 2011, no
information is available on judicial executions in Libya. The last known executions
in Libya took place on May 30, 2010, when eighteen people, including nationals of
Nigeria, Chad and Egypt, were executed for premeditated murder.

However, Military and Civil Criminal Courts in Misrata, Zawiyah, Benghazi,
and Tripoli have issued dozens of death sentences. These include cases related to the
2011 conflict, as well as common criminal cases – mostly for murder.

In 2017, at least 3 new death sentences were issued according to Amnesty
International.

On June 10, 2017, Saif al-Islam, the second son of Libya’s former ruler
Muammar Gaddafi, was released after he was captured in 2011 and sentenced to
death by the Libyan Government in Tripoli in 2015 for war crimes. He was released
from the Libyan Northwest city of Zintan on the basis of an amnesty approved by
the House of Representatives of Libya in 2015, as declared by the militia Abu Bakr
al-Sideeq. He is wanted by the International Criminal Court for crimes against
humanity.

Extra-judicial executions by shooting were carried out in Libya in 2017, by
General . 

On July 23, 2017, a group of 18 suspected fighters of the Islamic State of Iraq
and the Levant group have been executed, shot point blank in the back of the head,
by the forces of General in Libya. Mahmoud al-Werfalli, senior leader of Haftar’s
forces, is seen reading the charges and carrying out an execution himself in a video
posted online. It is believed the executions were carried out on July 17. On July 18,
the called for Haftar’s Libyan National Army (LNA), which controls the Eastern
part of , to investigate summary executions of prisoners. Reports of the executions
came as the leaders of Libya’s rival factions were planning to meet in Paris to discuss
a deal to end the political crisis.
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General Haftar’s forces have gained control in much of Libya’s East, with backing
from the United Arab Emirates and . 

On May 13, 2015, Libya was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of
the UN Human Rights Council. In its national report, the Government said the
Libyan legislature was striving to restrict the use of the death penalty and legal meas-
ures had been introduced to minimize its use, the most significant of which were the
payment of blood money. The Government added that there was an ongoing debate
between those who call for the abolition of the death penalty and those who argue
that is necessary to maintain it because of the Sharia and in order to deter those who
do not hold dear human life. In November 2015, in its response to the recommen-
dations received, the Government did not support recommendations to establish a
moratorium on the death penalty with a view to its abolition.

On December 19, 2016, Libya voted against the Resolution on a Moratorium on
the use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

SYRIA

In Syria, the legal system is based on a combination of French and Ottoman civil
law. The Islamic law is used in the Family Court system.

It is not possible to give the exact number of “legal” executions carried out in
Syria in 2017, due to the ongoing civil war and the lack of official information pro-
vided by Syrian authorities. 

However, extra-judicial executions by shooting were carried out in Syria by the
predominantly Sunni jihadist group called Islamic State (IS), which aims to create a
Pan-Islamic State under Sharia and reinstate the Caliphate. In 2017, IS forces have
been waging a campaign to instil fear, including public executions, amputations and
lashings.

On January 19, 2017, the Islamic State executed 12 people, in the ancient Syrian
city of Palmyra, according to a the UK-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights
(SOHR). Four people, teachers and Government workers, as well as four opposition
fighters and four pro-Government fighters. ISIS fighters reportedly shot them dead
before beheading them. The monitor said the killings took place around the city,
some in the 2nd century Roman amphitheatre, others in Palmyra’s museum court-
yard.

YEMEN

Under Yemen’s Constitution the Islamic Sharia law remains the only source for
legislation in the country.

The death penalty is provided for a wide range of offences that contravene
Islamic Sharia law including murder, drug trafficking, terrorism, rape, sexual
offences, adultery, and speech or action against Islam. There are approximately 315
capital punishment cases, which are justified by just four separate Yemeni laws: 120
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of execution cases are contained in the Penal Law of 1994, as many as 166 cases in
the Military Penal Law, 33 cases in the Anti-Drug Law, and 90 cases in the Anti-
Kidnapping and Highway Robbery Law. Article 128 of the Penal Law prescribes cap-
ital punishment for any individual working for a foreign State. The law does not
specify what type, form, or kind of work for a foreign State this would include.
Article 125 of the Code prescribes capital punishment for “anyone who committed an
act with the intention of infringing upon the independence of the Republic or its unity or
territorial integrity”.

Executions, which must be approved by the President, are generally carried out
in public. 

The inmate is led to the courtyard of the city’s main prison, passing by the family
and friends of the people he is accused of killing. The condemned briefly bids
farewell to his own family, who are also present, and performs the last prayer of
his/her life before his/her impending execution. A doctor draws a red circle on the
inmate’s back to mark the location of his/her heart. Then he/she is ordered to lie on
his/her stomach on a blanket so that he/she can be wrapped up after the deed is
done. The condemned is not blindfolded. The executioner approaches the eldest
from the victims’ families, giving them the opportunity to accept an offering of
blood money instead of the State-sanctioned execution. If refused, the executioner
moves ahead. He asks the condemned to repeat the Shahada, the Islamic profession
of faith. “There is no God but God and Mohammed is his messenger,” the condemned
recites. The executioner shoots twice into the air with a rifle and then aims at the
condemned’s heart, lodging several bullets into his/her body. The executed body is
wrapped in the blanket and given to his/her family.

In September 2014, the Houthi rebels seized control of Sana’a, forcing the then
Government of President Abd Rabbuh Mansur Hadi, who resigned in January 2015,
into exile. President Abd Rabbuh Mansur Hadi is still supported by Saudi Arabia
and loyalist forces willing to fight the Houthi rebels and has set up a temporary cap-
ital in the city of Aden. Yemen is currently in a state of political limbo. The Houthis
claim the Parliament has been dissolved and replaced by a transitional revolutionary
council, headed by Mohammed Ali al-Houthi. But the UN, US and Gulf Co-oper-
ation Council refuse to recognize the Houthi rule.

In 2017, 2 executions have been recorded and 12 death sentences, all by Courts
operating under Houthi control, making it difficult to consider them as “legal”.
Most of the death sentences were against alleged spies for the United States and
Yemeni Government.

On July 31, 2017, a man convicted of raping and murdering a three-year-old girl
was executed in public with a machine gun. Muhammad al-Maghrabi was shot in
the capital Sana’a as hundreds of onlookers watched on. Some of those gathered in
the square were pictured photographing and filming the scene on their mobile
phones. Pictures show the 41-year-old lying on the ground on a rug as a police offi-
cer holds an AK47-style weapon against his back and opens fire. Images of the scene
also show huge crowds gathered to watch the execution in the city’s main square and
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many people following the police truck carrying al-Maghrabi’s dead body after his
execution. Television cameras reportedly broadcasted the sentencing across the coun-
try.

On August 14, 2017, a 22-year-old man who raped and killed a 4-year-old girl
in Yemen was executed by being shot dead and hanged from a crane, in the second
such public execution in weeks. Hussein al-Saket was found guilty of abducting, rap-
ing and murdering a four-year-old girl, who he later buried, said Rajeh Ezzedine, a
Judge who attended the execution. Ali Ayedh, the victim’s uncle, said Saket ‘took
part in the search for the girl before being unmasked’ during the police investigation.
He said his public execution would act as a ‘deterrent for criminals’. Saket was placed
face down on Tahrir square in Sana’a, which the Shiite Houthi rebels have controlled
since 2014. A policeman shot him dead through the back with five bullets aiming
for the heart, before his body was strung up on the end of a crane. 

On July 31, another man was executed in the same square after being convicted
of raping and murdering a three-year-old girl. Both executions have been framed as
an example of the Shiite rebels’ efforts to combat crime in their areas.

On January 29, 2014, Yemen was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of
the UN Human Rights Council. The Government accepted the recommendation to
put an end by law to death by stoning and reduce the number of crimes that are pun-
ishable by the death penalty, excluding the death penalty for crimes related to drugs.

On December 19, 2016, Yemen voted against the Resolution on a Moratorium
on the use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

BEHEADING

Beheading as a “legal” means of carrying out executions provided by Sharia law
is exclusive to Saudi Arabia, which beheaded at least 140 people in 2017.

However, in 2017, extra-judicial executions by beheading were carried out in
Somalia by the Islamic rebels Al-Shabaab, and in Syria and Iraq by the predomi-
nantly Sunni jihadist group called Islamic State (IS).

In part of South-central Somalia, Al-Shabaab members have continued to decapi-
tate several people on charges of being Christians or apostates of Islam or spies for the
Federal Government and African Union Mission to Somalia (AMISOM) forces in the
area. After the victims are executed, they usually bury them in sites called “the infidels’
cemeteries.” On February 6, 2017, Al-Shabaab militants publicly beheaded four men
accused of spying for the country’s Western-backed Government, the United States and
neighbouring Kenya. The Al-Qaeda-linked group confirmed the executions, which took
place after the men were found guilty by an Al-Shabaab Court in Jamame district of
lower Jubba region, some 70 km (43 miles) North of Kismayu. “The court ruled on their
cases and four of the men were executed publicly in Jamame District according to the Sharia
this afternoon,” Mohamed Abu Abdalla, Al-Shabaab’s Governor for the Jubba region
said, “The four men admitted they were spies.” On May 6, 2017, Al-Shabaab militants
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ordered residents of the tiny Quar’a Madobe village, who were going about their busi-
ness, to assemble. Dozens gathered to see the militants holding two men in civilian
clothes at gunpoint. “They brought the men in front of a tea restaurant, and told the resi-
dents they were captured enemy soldiers,” said a witness who spoke to the Somali service.
One militant then recited a Quranic verse, he said, and two others used large knives to
slice off the men’s heads, as those watching gasped and screamed. A Somali National
Army colonel identified the men as Mowlid Hussein and Ahmed Ya’qub, and said they
were driving to the town of Jowhar to tend to family emergencies when Al-Shabaab
intercepted their vehicle. The colonel said they were “off duty, uniformed and unarmed”.
On December 28, 2017, Al-Shabaabmilitants were reported to have beheaded a Somali
man whom it accused of raping a girl in the Southern town of Janale in Lower Shabelle
region. The man whose name has not been identified was beheaded publicly in an open
ground in the town, according to local residents. Hundreds of people watched the
execution of the man.

Dozens of beheadings were carried out in Syria by the Islamic State (IS), well
known for its savagery and draconian interpretation of Islamic law, against people
accused of “dealing with apostates” or blasphemy for “insulting Allah” or calling
Islam “a false religion,” as well as for invoking magic, “sorcery” and embezzling funds
and theft. The Islamic State has also practised punishments such as cutting off the
hands of thieves and has made it compulsory for everyone in the city of Raqqa to
pray all five times a day, prohibiting smoking and banning women from entering
cafés or walking on the street without the veil. 

On June 4, 2017, the Islamic State militant group (ISIS) executed 33 people in
Eastern Syria, according to a monitoring group, in its biggest mass killing in 2017.
In a morning execution in the Eastern Syrian countryside, the group killed dozens
between the ages of 18 and 25 years old, referred the UK-based Syrian Observatory
for Human Rights (SOHR), which has an extensive network of sources on the ground
in Syria. The execution, which SOHR said was the “largest…mass execution” carried
out by ISIS this year, took place in a desert area of al-Mayadin around 8 km South-
East of Deir Ezzor city, still controlled by ISIS.

Beheadings decided by self-proclaimed Sharia Courts were carried out by the
Islamic State also in Iraq. 

On January 5, 2017, ISIS released a new video from Mosul titled “The Procession
of Light”. The video shows two prisoners being executed, one by beheading and
another by drowning. The last 6 minutes of the video shows the execution of the two
Iraqi men accused of being spies.

SAUDI ARABIA

Saudi Arabia’s legislation is based on both Sharia principles and customary law;
meanwhile the Quran and the Sunna form the Kingdom’s Constitution.

Saudi Arabia is the Islamic country that most strictly interprets Sharia law. It pre-
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scribes the death penalty for homicide, rape, armed robbery, drug-trafficking, witch-
craft, adultery, sodomy, homosexuality, highway robbery, sabotage, and apostasy
(renouncing Islam).

Beheading as a means of carrying out executions is exclusive to Saudi Arabia.
Typically, executions are held in the city where the crime was committed in a public
place near the largest mosque. The condemned is brought to the site with their
hands tied and forced to kneel before the executioner, who draws a long sword,
while the crowd shouts “Allahu Akbar” (God is great). Sometimes, beheading is fol-
lowed by the public display of the bodies of the executed. The typical procedure of
beheading provides for the executioner to re-fix the beheaded head onto the body of
the executed, so that it may be hanged, generally, for about two hours, from the win-
dow or balcony of a mosque or upon a pole, during midday prayers. The pole is
sometimes shaped in the form of a cross, hence the use of the term “crucifixion”. The
bodies of the executed are displayed only on specific orders from the Tribunal, when
the crime committed is considered particularly heinous.

Often, the accused is denied the assistance of a lawyer before the trial and in the
courtroom. Executions are public domain only once they are carried out, while fam-
ily members, lawyers and the condemned themselves are kept in the dark.

In 2017, Saudi Arabia executed at least 140 people. Among those executed, 2
were women and 138 men; 87 were Saudi Arabian citizens and 53 were foreigner
nationals, including the two women. Most of them have been executed for murder
(72), then for drug related crimes (60), terrorism (4), rape (3), and 1 for “Istidraj”
[revealing the unknown during unawareness and displaying weird acts]. In 2016,
Saudi Arabia executed at least 154 people.

Saudi Arabia had among the highest number of executions in the world in the
past – the record number was established in 1995 with 191 executions –, but in
recent years the numbers had decreased considerably, thanks, in part, to some
reforms in the penal system.

The new surge in executions began towards the end of the reign of King
Abdullah, who died on January 23, 2015, accelerating this year under his successor
King Salman, who has adopted a more assertive foreign policy. In April, the King
promoted his powerful Interior Minister Mohammed bin Nayef to Crown Prince
and heir to the throne. Some diplomats in Riyadh have said that judicial reforms,
including the appointment of more Judges, have allowed a backlog of appeals cases
to be heard, leading to a short-term rise in executions. Others have argued that
regional instability may have led Saudi Judges to impose more draconian sentences. 

In May 2015, Saudi Arabia has advertised for eight executioners. The eight posi-
tions, as advertised on the website of the Ministry of Civil Service in the religious jobs
section, require no specific skills or educational background for “carrying out the death
sentence according to Islamic Shariah after it is ordered by a legal ruling”. The Ministry said
successful candidates would also be expected to carry out amputations ordered by the
Kingdom’s Sharia Courts. The executions are generally announced by the Minister of
the Interior and, usually, reported by the official Saudi news agency SPA.

On January 17, 2017, Saudi national Mamdouh Al Anzi was executed in Arar for
shooting another Saudi in a dispute. 
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On January 31, 2017, Ali bin Mohammed Isa Asiri, Saudi national, was executed
in Mahayel governorate of Asir region after being convicted of shooting Mohammed
bin Mohammed Salem Al Merbah, Saudi National, to death after they got into an
argument. 

On February 1, 2017, Saudi national Abdulrahman bin Mohammed bin
Shelashal-Subaie al-Anzi was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org
reported. 

On February 5, 2017, Saudi national Ali bin Jazi bin Ayedh al-Baqami was exe-
cuted for murder,  website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported.

On February 12, 2017, Saudi national Seifullah bin Ali bin Mohammed al-
Gharibi was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On February 13, 2017, Saudi national Mohammed bin Menahibin Dheib al-
Aklabi was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On February 16, 2017, Saudi national Saudi bin Ibrahim bin Matter al-Shamri
was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On February 20, 2017, Saudi national Ahmed bin Selim bin Thabet al-Aanyani
al-Jahni was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On March 5, 2017, Saudi national Radad bin Nasser bin Radad al-Baqami was
executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On March 7, 2017, Saudi national Said bin Hamdan bin Hawayan al-Maliki was
executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On March 9, 2017, a Saudi man, who kidnapped and raped minor girls, was exe-
cuted in the city of Dammam. Ali bin Ayedh bin Ali Al-Madawi was convicted of
raping the abducted girls in a desert area.

On March 22, 2017, Saudi national Dhaib bin Mubarak bin Hadi al-Mahdani
al-Qahtani was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On March 28, 2017, Saudi national Abdullah bin Mohammed bin Abdullah al-
Qarni was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On March 30, 2017, Saudi national Ibrahim bin Mohammed bin Attiyatallah al-
Zubaidi was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On April 13, 2017, Saudi national Saud bin Khalaf bin Barakat al-Anzi was exe-
cuted for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On April 23, 2017, Saudi national Ali bin Ashaq bin Manahial-Shibani was exe-
cuted for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On April 24, 2017, Saudi national Mashaal bin Barak bin Omar al-Kathiri was
executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On May 7, 2017, Saudi national Fayez bin Ali binYahya Yamani was executed for
murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On May 8, 2017, Saudi national Nur bin Ali bin Abdullah al-Ahmed was exe-
cuted for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On May 11, 2017, Saudi national Mohammed bin Said bin Jamaan al-Zahrani
was executed for kidnapping and rape, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On May 16, 2017, Saudi national Mabkhut bin Fahid bin Saitan al-Harajin al-
Darari was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On May 21, 2017, Saudi national Said bin Rashed bin Awayedh al-Adhyani al-
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Harshi was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 
On July 10, 2017, five Saudi nationals – Abdullah bin Mohammed bin Saleh al-

Sayaari, Barakat bin Mohammed bin Rajem al-Ghamdi, Daayej bin Shajam bin
Faisal al-Qahtani, Hawaider bin Hussein bin Ali al-Mansur al-Yami and Nayef bin
Mahdi bin Abdullah al-Asmari – were executed for homicide.

On July 12, 2017, Saudi national Nasser bin Yahya bin Dairim al-Alharat was
executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On July 13, 2017, two Saudi nationals – Abdullah bin Musfer bin Ghanam al-
Aajmi and Zayed bin Mohammed bin Halil al-Shamri – were executed for murder,
website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On July 18, 2017, two Saudi men were executed for killing two people in the city
of Abha. Ahmed bin Musa bin Mohammed Asiri was sentenced to death after stab-
bing another person in a personal dispute. The other, identified as Abdel Rahman
Saad al-Ahmary, was found guilty of shooting and killing a person. 

On July 20, 2017, Saudi national Said bin Ali bin Said al-Zahrani was executed
for kidnapping and rape, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On July 20, 2017, Saudi national Awadh bin Hadi bin Said al-Ghrab al-Qahtani
was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On July 24, 2017, Saudi national Aeidh bin Ali bin Mohammed al-Qahtani was
executed in Saudi Arabia for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On July 26, 2017, Saudi national Fahd bin Mubarak bin Fehad al-Natifat was
executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On July 27, 2017, Saudi national Abdulaziz bin Mesaud bin Redad al-Mesaudi
was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On August 1, 2017, Saudi national Nayef bin Lamaan bin Mohammed al-
Hawayashli al-Dosari was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org
reported. 

On August 3, 2017, Saudi national Mutaab bin Hamud bin Shalil al-Jabr al-
Qahtani was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On August 8, 2017, Saudi national Jamal bin Mohamme bin Hawi al-Jizani was
executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On August 12, 2017, Saudi national Aayedh bin Nasser bin Fehad al-Fadhel al-
Qahtani was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On August 12, 2017, Saudi national Sultan bin Selim bin Salama al-Laqmani
was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On September 13, 2017, Saudi national Said bin Mabkhut bin Aunal-
Mohammed al-Sayaari was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org
reported. 

On September 19, 2017, Saudi national Gharib bin Mohammed bin Rafaan al-
Fatih was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On September 24, 2017, Saudi national Ahmed bin Mohammed bin Ahmed al-
Sharif was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On September 26, 2017, Saudi national Khaled bin Aleitha bin al-Rathie al-
Sahimi al-Harbi was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On September 27, 2017, Saudi national Abdullah bin Aayed bin Abdullah al-
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Sulaiman was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 
On September 29, 2017, Saudi national Hamdan bin Samer bin Ajran al-Ruwaili

was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 
On October 2, 2017, a Saudi national, Muajab bin Jabhan bin Ali al-Aataf al-

Qahtani, was executed in Riyadh for murdering another Saudi man. 
On October 26, 2017, Saudi national Shiban al-Dosari was executed for murder,

website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 
On October 31, 2017, two Saudi nationals, Mohammed al-Qahtani and Nasser

al-Shahrani, were executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 
On November 2, 2017, Saudi national Shafi bin Hattab bin Fihanal-Barik al-

Dosari was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 
On November 14, 2017, two Saudi nationals, Hatem Saleh Ali al-Abdali and

Mahmud bin Aissa bin Teqi Abu Adib, were executed for murder, website capitalpun-
ishmentuk.org reported. 

On November 21, 2017, Saudi national Hamed bin Ali bin Mohnesh al-Harthi
was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On November 23, 2017, Saudi national Mohammed bin Fahed bin Mohammas
al-Dosari was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On December 5, 2017, Saudi national Khaled bin Awadh bin Fahd al-Otaibi was
executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On December 6, 2017, Saudi national Saud bin Saad bin Abduljebar al-Baradi
was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On December 19, 2017, Saudi national Khaled bin Abdullah bin Hamud al-
Omrani was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On December 20, 2017, Saudi national Khaled bin Moeidh bin Hajil al-Qathani
was executed for murder, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported. 

On December 26, 2017, a drunk Saudi motorist who killed six members of a
Saudi family in 2013 in Riyadh’s Al-Yasmeen district was executed. Mohammad Al-
Qahtani, who was driving under the influence of alcohol, crashed into another vehi-
cle killing Abdulmalik Al-Dihaim, sisters Hissah Al-Dihaim, Nada Al-Dihaim, Nuha
Al-Dihaim, Abeer Al-Dihaim and their niece Norah Al-Dihaim. 

STONING

Of all Islamic punishments, stoning is the most terrible. It is meant to cause a
slow torturous death. The condemned person is wrapped head to foot in white
shrouds and buried in a pit. A woman is buried up to her armpits, while a man is
buried up to his waist. A truckload of rocks is brought to the site and Court-appoint-
ed officials, or in some cases ordinary citizens approved by the authorities, carry out
the stoning. The stones used must be neither too large as those might  cause instant
death, nor too small so they may be fatal. If the condemned person somehow man-
ages to survive the stoning, he or she will be imprisoned for as long as 15 years but
will not be executed.

Stoning still happens today. There are 17 countries in which stoning is either
practised de facto or authorised by law. 
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Stoning is a legal punishment for adultery in 11 countries: Brunei Darussalam,
Iran, Mauritania, Nigeria (in one-third of the country’s 36 States), Pakistan, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, the United Arab Emirates, and Yemen. In some coun-
tries, such as Brunei Darussalam, Mauritania and Qatar, stoning has never been used
although it remains legal. 

In four of the remaining countries – Afghanistan, Iraq, Mali and Syria – stoning
is not legal but tribal leaders, militants and others carry it out extra-judicially. 

In the Aceh region of Indonesia and Malaysia, stoning is sanctioned regionally
but banned nationally.

In 2017, no “legal” stoning has been recorded.

However, in 2017 extra-judicial sentences by stoning were carried out in in Iraq
and Syria by the predominantly Sunni jihadist group called Islamic State (IS), in
Mali and in Yemen by Al-Qaeda-linked Islamists, and in Somalia by Al-Shabaab.

Extra-judiciary executions by stoning were carried out in Syria and Iraq by the
Islamic State. As part of its continued campaign of terror, the group publicly executed
hundreds of men accused of homosexuality, by stoning and throwing them off build-
ings. 

In Iraq, on March 30, 2017, the Islamic State (IS) group militants executed a
prisoner by stoning to death before throwing him off the roof of a high-rise building
in Iraq’s Mosul after discovering his sexuality. According to a report in the Daily
Mail, ISIS militants carried out the brutal act after they came to know the victim was
gay. The execution was carried out in a public place amid jeering crowd who had
gathered to watch the victim being stoned to death before being thrown off the roof.
Images released by the terror group show the victim being blindfolded and pushed,
face first, off the roof. Moreover, the militants had kept rocks on the street with
which the crowd could stone the victim the moment he fell down. This is not the
first time Islamic State has awarded its prisoners with inhumane punishments. In a
similar incident in December 2016, a man was blindfolded and thrown off the top
of a building in Maslamah City in Aleppo, Syria, then pelted with stones by a fanatic
mob for being gay. 

In Syria, on April 8, 2017, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights learned that
the Islamic State organization stoned a young man to death in the main street of al-
Mayadin city in the Eastern countryside of Deir Ezzor, the man was stoned on
charges of “adultery of a married man”. The stoning took place while tens of citizens
and children were watching it in the area where the “verdict” was carried out. 

On May 15, 2017, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights learned that 4 per-
sons were stoned by the Islamic State organization in al-Mayadin city in the Eastern
countryside of Deir Ezzor, where the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights learned
that the “first stoning” operation was carried out by the “Islamic State” organization
against one of its members on charges of “adultery”, while the other 3 “stoning exe-
cutions” were delayed because of the heavy overflight of war planes in the skies of the
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city, but after that they were carried out. Another member of the organization of
Syrian nationality was stoned in al-Mayadin city on charge of “luring 3 women under
the pretext of Sharia look and raping them”, the organization also executed yet another
one of its members along with a woman on charges of “adultery”, where the Syrian
Observatory’s sources confirmed that the “woman’s stoning” was carried out by her
brother. 

On May 18, 2017, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights learned that the
Islamic State organization has stoned a married woman in the Municipal Square of
Al-Mayadin located in the Eastern countryside of Deir Ezzor, on charges of “adultery
of a married person”, where reliable sources confirmed to the Syrian Observatory that
the “stoning” was carried out in front of tens of citizens and children, and this is the
5th “stoning” operation carried out in the past 72 hours in al-Mayadin city. 

On May 20, 2017, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights learned that the ISIS
organization stoned one of its ” immigrant” women members of non-Arabic nation-
ality in al-Mayadin city in the Eastern countryside of Deir Ezzor on charges of “adul-
tery with married person ” and local sources confirmed to the Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights that the “ISIS organization carried out the “stoning” while tens of citi-
zens and children were watching but  ISIS organization didn’t mention to the name of
the woman or her nationality”. 

In Somalia, on May 1, 2017, Somali Islamist militants said they publicly stoned
one man to death, and shot another, after both were accused of raping a girl in cen-
tral Somalia. A senior militant spokesman said the group had picked up both men
in the town of Beledweyne, where the rape occurred. Ahmed Ibrahim, 29, and Yusuf
Ali Bajin, 22, admitted at a trial by Al-Shabaab that they raped the girl, and the Judge
ordered that one be stoned and another shot dead, the Al-Shabaab Governor of the
Hiran region, Sheikh Guled Abu Nabhan, told Reuters. He said Ibrahim was a clan
militia fighter and Bajin a Government soldier. That could not be independently ver-
ified. Police Major Abdikadir Farah disputed Al-Shabaab’s account. “ Al-Shabaab exe-
cuted two bandits who killed a man and raped his wife,” he told Reuters from
Beledweyne. “Neither of the two was a soldier. They were armed bandits who robbed
travellers in the outskirts of Beledweyne town.” 

On May 31, 2017, hundreds of witnesses gathered to watch the stoning death of
Dayow Mohamed Hassan, 44, in Ramo Adey village in the South-central Bay region,
by an Islamic Court for having on an extramarital affair with a woman despite being
legally married to two wives. Al-Shabaab fighters buried him neck deep in a hole and
pelted him with stones. “The man was married with two wives and children. He was
publicly stoned to death today for committing adultery according to the Islamic sharia,”
the official said. “The man had a third woman who was a divorcee. He did not have her
according to sharia. He deceived her, saying that he went to a sheikh (local leader) and
that he married her. However, when the woman got pregnant, the two families debated
and there was no trace of valid matrimony. The court ruled he did not marry her legally
and he was stoned to death.” 

On October 27, 2017, in the Southern district of Saakow, Habiba Ali Isaq, a 30-
year-old mother of eight children, was stoned to death for alleged adultery against
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her husband, Ali Ibrahim. According to her husband, Isaq was living in Hagar village
in Jubbar with her children when she left her marital home to Mogadishu to visit rel-
atives. Ibrahim claimed that his wife then got married to another man in a different
village named Nus Duniya after disappearing for 18 days.

In Mali, on May 18, 2017, an unmarried couple was stoned to death in public
in North-East Mali by “Islamists”, local officials revealed, the first such incident since
jihadist groups were driven out of the region. “The Islamists dug two holes where they
put the man and the woman who lived maritally without being married,” said a local
official. “They were stoned to death.”

IRAN

In April 2013, the Guardian Council, an unelected body of 12 religious jurists
empowered to vet all legislation to ensure its compatibility with Iran’s Constitution
and Sharia, reinserted the stoning provision into a previous version of the new Penal
Code, which had omitted stoning to death as the explicit penalty for adultery. The
draft Penal Code, as amended by the Guardian Council, explicitly identifies stoning
as a form of punishment for people convicted of adultery or sex outside of marriage.
Under Article 132, paragraph 3, a man or a woman can be stoned to death for mul-
tiple extramarital affairs. In addition, under article 225, if a Court and the Head of
the Judiciary rule that it is “not possible” in a particular case to carry out the stoning,
the person may be executed by another method if the authorities proved the crime
on the basis of the eyewitness testimony or the defendant’s confession. The revised
Code also provides that Courts that convict defendants of adultery based on the
“knowledge of the Judge”, a notoriously vague and subjective doctrine allowing con-
viction in the absence of any hard evidence, may impose corporal punishment sen-
tences of 100 lashes rather than execution by stoning. The penalty for people con-
victed of fornication, or sex outside of marriage that involves an unmarried person,
is 100 lashes.

Iran had the world’s highest rate of execution by stoning, but no one knows with
certainty how many people have been stoned in Iran. According to a list compiled
by the Human Rights Commission of the National Council of the Iranian Resistance,
at least 150 people have been stoned in Iran since 1980. The reported numbers are
probably lower than the actual numbers, because most of the condemnations to
stoning issued by the Iranian authorities are handed down secretly, as well as for the
fact that so little information is actually available from many prisons in Iran. Shadi
Sadr, who has represented five people sentenced to stoning, said Iran carried out
stoning in secret in prisons, in the desert or very early in the morning in cemeteries.

From 2006 to 2009, stoning was carried out at least once a year for a total of at
least seven executions; the last known case was carried out on March 5, 2009, on a
man condemned of adultery.

Since 2015, at least two women convicted of adultery have been sentenced to
stoning, according to the report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of
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human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, Ahmed Shaheed, submitted to the UN
General Assembly on 30 September 2016.

In July 2016, the Government asserted that the Judiciary had converted these
sentences to other punishments and that no stoning sentences had been carried out
in the country in recent years. However, the Government noted that criminalization
of adultery is consistent with its interpretation of Islamic law and that stoning is an
effective deterrent.

On February 2, 2017, the Criminal Court of the Western Lorestan province con-
demned a man and a woman accused of so called “unethical relations” to capital pun-
ishment of death by stoning. According to the verdict of the Criminal Court Branch
1, in Lorestan Province, the sentence was issued for Kh. A. and S-M. Th., State-run
website Kashkan reported. The source said: “At the moment the sentence is issued by the
lower court and the track is communicated to the attorneys of the defendants and added,
in this case the role of the city administration chief, the Public Prosecutor Bureau, feta
police intelligence and police has been outstanding in gathering evidence, arresting sus-
pects and transferring the case to legal authorities.” The source also stated that the two
accused were already in custody, awaiting final approval of the sentence by the Court. 

On December 22, 2017, a woman was sentenced to death for adultery by the 1st
Branch of the Alborz Penal Court in Alborz Province, reported the State-run Fararu
website. The woman, who was confronted with undeniable documentation and
could not defend herself, accepted the charges. The Judges condemned the young
woman to death for adultery after reviewing her case on December 19.

SAUDI ARABIA

Saudi Arabia’s laws include stoning to death but the penalty has not been execut-
ed for many years.

On June 13, 2016, Mohammed Al Zahrani, former Director of the Saudi Prisons
Department, said many people had been sentenced to stoning to death in the past
years for committing major crimes in line with the law but none of them has been
stoned. He said many sites had been prepared for stoning at cemeteries in Riyadh
and other cities in the past years but none of them has so far been used. “The reason
is that they retract their confessions before the execution of the sentence,” he told the Saudi
Islamic TV channel Al-Resala. “This is because Islam gives a chance to these convicts
before they are stoned. They are informed that they can avoid being stoned if they change
their statements and all of them have done so just before they were stoned.”

BLOOD MONEY

According to Islamic law, the relatives of the victim of a crime have three options:
to allow the execution to take place, to spare the murderer’s life to receive blessings
from God, or to grant clemency in exchange for Diya, or blood money. 

In 2017, in Iran, Kuwait, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates,
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hundreds of murder convicts were spared after they were pardoned by the victims’
family members who accepted the blood money.

IRAN

Iranian law provides that the “blood money” (Diya) for a woman is half that of
a man. Furthermore, if a man kills a woman, a man cannot be executed, even if con-
demned to death, without the family of the woman first paying to the family of the
murderer half the price of his blood money.

On December 27,2003, after a favourable verdict issued by supreme leader
Ayatollah Ali Khomeini, a law went into effect launched by Parliament in January that
guaranteed non-Muslim minorities the right to the same “blood money” as Muslims,
which currently corresponds to 442 million riyals (about 36,000 USD). The blood
money for the life of a woman continues, however, to be one half of that of a man.

Iranian authorities claimed that “We can’t deny a victim’s family of the legal right to
ask for Islamic Qisas, or eye for eye retribution”. Qisas is probably the only “right” of
the Iranian people that the regime insists on protecting.

However, the Iranian Penal Code exempts, among others, the following people
from Qisas: Muslims, followers of recognized religions, and “protected persons” who
kill followers of unrecognised religions or “non-protected persons” (Article 310).
This concerns, in particular, members of the Bahai faith, which is not recognized as
a religion, according to Iranian law.

If a Bahai follower is murdered, the family does not receive blood money, and the
offender is exempted from Qisas.

Iran’s Islamic Penal Code has authorized the Judiciary to set blood money accord-
ing to the interpretation of centuries’ old Shia Islamic laws by the country’s sitting
Supreme Leader. Currently, if a person is convicted of accidentally taking someone’s
life, he has the choice of paying the amount equal to the price of 100 camels, 100
cows, 1,000 sheep, 200 suits made of Yemeni cloth, 1,000 gold coins, or 10,000 sil-
ver coins. Every year, Iran’s Judiciary sets the minimum amount of blood money
according to the market price of 100 camels, which has traditionally been the lowest
costing option. The amount for this Iranian year (March 2017-March 2018) was set
at about 210 million tomans ($60,000 USD).

In recent years, a significant increase in the “forgiveness” trend has been recorded.
In 2017, at least 221 people on death row for murder were forgiven by the families
of the victims, compared to 232 cases in 2016, according to Iran Human Rights.

Celebrities in Iran have joined a campaign to save the lives of convicts on death
row, encouraging families of victims to choose forgiveness over retribution. 

On March 8, 2017, a group of Iranian celebrities in association with a charity society
finally managed to commute the death sentence of a young man who had committed
murder when he was a teenager, Khabaronline reported. The 15-year-old boy, who used
the pseudonym “Soheil”, had been convicted of murder and was sentenced to death.
Soheil waited on death row for five years after having committed murder over a childish
argument with another guy. In February, just before carrying out the execution the vic-
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tim’s family agreed to receive some 3.5 billion rials (nearly $87,500) to make a compro-
mise with Soheil’s family. The Court only gave them some days to pay out the money
otherwise Soheil would be executed. Imam Ali charity society committed to pay 2.5 bil-
lion rials (nearly $62,500). Since then many of the actors and singers joined hand to
encourage the public to donate as much money as they can on their Instagram accounts.
And finally on March 3, singer Mohsen Chavoshi shared a new song called “vase” on his
Instagram page and solicited contributions in exchange for downloading his song to
help free Soheil who only had seven days left to either die or live. The contributions
made overnight were so generous that the next morning he announced that the amount
needed to free Soheil was collected.

On April 25, 2017, Salar Shadizadi, a 25-year-old prisoner who was sentenced to
death for a crime he committed when a child, was released after 10 years from Rasht
prison. Salar had faced imminent execution several times in connection with a mur-
der that took place when he was just 15 years old. In a letter from prison in 2015,
Salar explained that he “unintentionally” caused the “catastrophic” death of his child-
hood friend by stabbing a moving object under a cloth during a “silly game” in the
dark. Salar had said that he was tortured and otherwise ill-treated in the investigation
stage of his case and was not granted access to a lawyer until his case was sent to
Court for trial. In December 2007, he was sentenced to death, a sentence which the
Supreme Court later upheld. He was granted a retrial in early 2016 after a global out-
cry but was re-sentenced to be hung in November 2016. In February 2017, the fam-
ily of the deceased agreed to grant him a pardon in exchange for “blood money”.

On August 15, 2017, the Iranian branch of Amnesty International said that a man
who was a minor at the time of his alleged crime had been pardoned at the last
minute. AI had raised an alarm earlier on August 15 and called for the cancellation
of the scheduled execution of Mehdi Bohlouli on August 16, calling it “a sickening
act of cruelty”. Bohlouli was sentenced to death in 2001, when he was 17, after being
convicted of murder for what the authorities said was the fatal stabbing of a man
during a fight. Amnesty said on Twitter that Bohlouli received a last-minute pardon
after the family of the deceased agreed to receive “blood money”. 

KUWAIT

Although the death penalty is permitted under the Islamic Sharia, it is restricted
to cases involving capital crimes and is subject to numerous checks and controls,
including the consent by the victim’s family and final approval by the country’s Emir.

On November 22, 2017, Arjunan Athimuthu, 45, a construction worker from the
Thanjavur district in Tamil Nadu got a reprieve after his wife managed to convince an influ-
ential benefactor to raise the necessary ‘blood money’ to save him. Athimuthu was sen-
tenced to death in 2016 by the Apex Court in Kuwait for the crime of killing Abdul Wajid,
a labourer from Kerala’s Malappuram district. They worked for the same company in
Kuwait. Wajid was reportedly killed in September 2013 during a fight between the two.
Kuwaiti law offers the convict a reprieve from capital punishment if the victim’s family par-
dons him. Wajid’s family demanded 30 lakh as ‘blood money’ to pardon Athimuthu. The
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convict’s family and the victim’s kin are both poor, but a win-win situation emerged for both
the parties, wherein the convict’s life is saved, and the victim’s family gets a handy compen-
sation. Unable to raise the funds needed to save her husband, Athimuthu’s wife, Malathi,
approached a young member of the Kodappanakkal Sayed Shihab family in Panakkad, near
Malappuram, and sought his help. Sayed Munawwarali Shihab Thangal, the younger son
of former Indian Union Muslim League chief Sayed Mohammedali Shihab Thangal,
worked his contacts and managed to raise much of the 30 lakh in a matter of hours. “We
have raised almost the entire amount needed to save a precious human life,” he told The Hindu.
“We are saving two families, in fact. We had to seek the help of philanthropists around,” Mr.
Munawwarali said. “The victim’s family is also poor. They too don’t have a house. Their demand
for 30 lakh compensation would appear just from their perspective.”Mr. Munwwarali said he
would hand over the blood money to the victim’s family:“We are doing it through legal chan-
nels. We want to save Athimuthu from the gallows.” 

PAKISTAN

Pakistani law has a maximum punishment of the death penalty, or life in prison
for a murder. Theoretically, the religiously stipulated retributive punishment corre-
sponds in kind and degree to the crime. In practice, hanging rather than harm in
kind is the punishment for murder in Pakistan. 

However, under Islamic laws, victim families can strike an out-of-Court deal with
the murderers, usually for a payment of Diya. In that case, the victim’s families gen-
erally appear in Court to testify that they have pardoned the murderer in the name
of God. The Court must decide whether to accept the pardon, but Judges generally
follow the decision of the family.

Pakistan lifted a moratorium on capital punishment in terrorism cases following
the 16 December Taliban-perpetrated massacre at a military-run school in Peshawar
in which 150 people, including 134 children, were killed.

In 2017, at least 66 people, including at least 44 convicted terrorists, were exe-
cuted across the country and 253 new death sentences were issued. Dozens of death
row inmates were spared after they were pardoned by the victims’ families. A case
recorded in 2017, was that of March 26, 2017, when a Pakistani man, whose son
was killed in Abu Dhabi in 2015, has pardoned the murderers – all Indians – who
were facing death sentence. A Court in the United Arab Emirates approved the
request to pay the blood money. The murderers, who came to work in Abu Dhabi
from Indian Punjab, were convicted in October last year for killing a Pakistani
youth, Muhammad Farhan, following an altercation. Under Sharia law, which the
UAE follows, an appeal against the death penalty can be filed in the Court if the vic-
tim’s family and the convict reconcile, and the family pardons him.

SAUDI ARABIA

In Saudi Arabia, numerous cases involving “blood money” were resolved positive-
ly thanks to the Saudi Reconciliation Committee (SRC), a nation-wide organization
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that secures pardons for death row prisoners and helps settle lengthy inter-family and
tribal disputes through mediation. Its mission is to prevent haggling by the families
of the murder victims over blood money Diya. Since its establishment in 2008 and
as of March 2015, the Committee dealt with more than a thousand cases involving
convicted murderers who were sentenced to death and was able to secure pardons in
309 of them, said Nasser Bin Mesfir Al-Zahrani, the Committee’s Chairman.

In September 2011, Saudi Arabia decided to triple Diya, the money paid by a
killer to the victim’s relatives under Islamic law, but kept the sum for female victims
at half that for male victims. The Kingdom’s Supreme Judicial Authority raised Diya
to 300,000 Riyals (80,000 USD) from 100,000 Riyals (26,666 USD) in accidental
death and 400,000 Riyals (106,666 USD) in premeditated murder. Blood money
values have been static for the last 29 years. The Supreme Council of Scholars had
called for reviewing Diya in light of the increasing prices of camels, which were used
as blood money in the old Islamic age. According to Sharia rules, the heirs of a mur-
dered person should be compensated with 100 camels. 

In November 2016, the Supreme Court ruled that if a convicted murderer is for-
given, the Judges must commute his sentence to five years ‘ detention.

On August 20, 2017, according to Khaleej Times, a Saudi citizen pardoned the
killer of his son moments before his execution in Saudi Arabia’s province Khamis
Mushait. The exemplary action of this man went viral on social media hailing him
for his action. In the video the father is seen arriving with a group of people at the
site of execution. He pardoned the offender as the man was taken to the yard for his
execution. The man had already spent two years in jail before his sentencing. After
the announcement the ecstatic crowd was cheering and was seen to be carrying the
old man on their shoulders for his ‘humanitarian gesture’. 

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

The death penalty is rarely applied in the UAE, partially because victims’ families
pardon the guilty in return for compensation. When a family accepts blood money,
a Court can jail a murderer to a minimum of three years and a maximum of seven
years. In the UAE, the standard blood money for causing someone’s death is 200,000
dirham (about 54,450 USD). 

Under the Maliki School of Islamic legal thought, officially adopted in UAE
Courts, a Muslim who murders a non-Muslim cannot face execution. But the Court
of Cassation, in precedent-setting decision, on December 29, 2010, ordered to treat
the murder of a non-Muslim the same as that of a Muslim, under an alternative
Islamic school of legal thought, Hanafi, which is the only Sunni school of jurispru-
dence that calls for the death penalty if a Muslim kills a non-Muslim. Hanafi scholars
note that an Islamic text that prohibits the killing of a Muslim for taking a non-
Muslim life was meant to be applied only in times of war.

On March 23, 2017, ten Punjabi men escaped the death sentence in the United
Arab Emirates after the father of the Pakistani man they had accidentally killed sub-
mitted a letter of pardon in Court. The letter was given after the NGO Sarbat Da
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Bhalla Charitable Trust, run by NRI businessman S P S Oberoi, paid blood money
of Rs 60 lakh in Pakistani currency to have the men released.  The youths, who
escaped the gallows, include Satminder Singh of Barnala, Chander Shekhar of
Nawasher, Chamkaur Singh of Maler kotla, Kulwinder Singh, Balwinder Kumar and
Dharamvir Singh of Ludhiana, Harjinder Singh of Mohali, Tarsem Singh of
Amritsar, Gurpreet Singh of Patiala and Jagjit Singh of Gurdaspur. The men were
accused of killing Pakistani national Mohamaad Faran in July 2015 during a fight
over bootlegging.

Initially, 11men were arrested, but later only 10 were found guilty. The NGO
traced Faran’s family members in Peshawar and persuaded them to accept the blood
money under Islamic law.  The Al-Ain Court had convicted the men of murder on
October 26. On December 28,  2016, Oberoi’s NGO moved an appeal to spare the
men by offering blood money.

On June 5, 2017, Dubai-based businessman of Indian origin, SP Singh Oberoi,
who has rescued 89 Indians from the gallows after paying over 3 million USD in
blood money so far, said that 130 men have been on death row in the UAE for boot-
legging-related murders. These include immigrants from Pakistan, Nepal, the
Philippines, among other countries; however, the majority - over 100 of them - are
Indians from various States (Punjab, Haryana, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, among others).
The similarity, he says, lies in the financial background of these men, the abject
poverty in each of their homes. Oberoi says that Sharia law has provisions for diyah,
which means that a convict can be absolved of the death penalty if he pays a mini-
mum of 2 lakh dirhams (Rs 35 lakh) as blood money to the victim’s family if the vic-
tim was male, and one lakh dirhams (Rs 17.5 lakh) in case of female victims. Upon
accepting the money, the family issues a consent letter for pardon, which is admitted
in Court, and the death sentence is waived off. But since the amount is substantially
high for the immigrant accused to foot, they often remain on death row. “I first learnt
of these youths on death row in 2010, when I read a news report about 17 Indians being
sentenced to the gallows for the murder of one man. It sounded strange to me. How could
17 men be responsible for killing one? That’s when I visited these boys in jail, spoke to the
Indian embassy, and got in touch with the Indian Ministry of External Affairs (MEA).
With the MEA’s moral backing, I paid the blood money amount of $1.2 million (Rs 6.4
crore as of today) to the victim’s family, and the 17 boys were pardoned from the death
penalty. My contention wasn’t to save convicted murderers only because they were Indians.
I wanted to help 17 families, the tens of men, women and children waiting for these boys
to return,” said Oberoi, who has been spending 98% of his income on repatriating
such Indians for the past 7 years. Oberoi stated that he is currently working to secure
pardon for 16 other Indians on death row for the same offence in the UAE. 1 case
involves 11 boys from Punjab convicted for murdering 2 other Indian boys in a
bootlegging brawl, and the other involves 5 Indians (4 from Punjab, one from Uttar
Pradesh) convicted for killing another Indian from UP. “These boys on death row are
not hardened criminals; they do not have criminal antecedents. They are poor and des-
perate. That’s why the jails here in the UAE are clogged with such children. Even when I
get their death sentences pardoned, I do not contest their jail terms. I let them serve it.
They should serve it; they have sinned essentially. My only motive is to save their lives so
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that their families are protected from the inexplicable grief of losing a child,” said Oberoi.
On October 24, 2017, a Sharjah (UAE) Court commuted the death sentence of

five Indians, including four Punjabis, to three-year imprisonment in a murder case.
Varinder Chauhan of Azamgarh district (Uttar Pradesh) was killed in a clash between
groups involved in the illicit liquor trade in Sharjah on November 4, 2011.
Dharmendra of Chhapra district (Bihar), Ravinder Singh of Ajnala (Amritsar),
Ranjit Ram of Zeensra village (Nawanshahr), Dalwinder Singh of Mahilpur
(Hoshiarpur) and Sucha Singh of Jasso Majra village (Patiala) were convicted of mur-
der. The parents of the accused contacted Oberoi, who got in touch with Chauhan’s
family in UP. After the payment of Rs20 lakh as blood money, the family gave its
consent for pardoning the accused. Oberoi said the youths would be brought back
to India once they got police clearance. “We will approach the Indian Consulate to
arrange their air tickets. In case it can’t help, the Trust will bear the expenses of their
return,” he added. 

DEATH PENALTY FOR BLASPHEMY AND APOSTASY

In some of the 47 Muslim-majority countries in the world, conversion from
Islam or renouncing Islam is considered apostasy and is technically a capital crime.
The death penalty has also been expanded on the basis of Sharia law to cases of blas-
phemy. That is, the death penalty can be imposed in cases of those who offend the
Prophet Mohammed, other prophets or the Holy Scriptures. 

According to the report Freedom of Thought 2017, published by the International
Humanist and Ethical Union (IHEU), the “crime” of apostasy was found to be pun-
ishable by death in 12 of the most fundamentalist Muslim countries: Afghanistan,
Iran, Iraq, Malaysia (despite contradicting Federal law, the State Governments of
Kelantan and Terengganu passed laws in 1993 and 2002, respectively, making apos-
tasy a capital offence), Maldives, Mauritania, Nigeria (only in twelve predominantly
Muslim Northern States), Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, United Arab Emirates, and
Yemen. Pakistan does not have a death sentence for apostasy but it does for “blasphe-
my”, and the threshold for blasphemy can very low. So, in effect you can be put to
death for expressing atheism in 13 countries.

Out of 47 Muslim-majority countries in the world, at most 6 permit capital pun-
ishment for blasphemy. They are Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, and possibly Afghanistan (the new Afghan Constitution incorporates
human rights norms that could affect statutes treating blasphemy as a capital crime). 

In another six States, militant Islamists acting as religious authorities in some
areas are also dealing out Sharia punishment including death for “offences” to reli-
gion: namely Al-Shabaab in Somalia; Boko Haram and other Islamists in Nigeria; the
Taliban in Afghanistan; and the Sunni jihadist group Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL), now known as Islamic State (IS), in Libya, Syria and Iraq.

On September 29, 2017, the UN Human Rights Council on the death penalty
calling also for an end to the death penalty for those accused of blasphemy, apostasy,
having same-sex relationships or adultery. The Resolution is the first of its kind in
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the UN. The resolution passed with 27 votes in favour, 13 against with 7 States
choosing to abstain.

In 2017, death sentences for apostasy, blasphemy or witchcraft were imposed in
Iran, Saudi Arabia and in Sudan. Other news were collected in Mauritania and
Pakistan. 

In Morocco, the High Religious Committee has retracted its Islamic ruling stat-
ing that apostasy is punishable by death and has decided to permit Muslims to
change their religion.

IRAN

In Iran, apostasy and blasphemy are both outlawed and punishable by death. It
is illegal for Muslims to convert to Christianity, although Christians are allowed to
convert to Islam.

The approval of the new Islamic Penal Code (IPC) in 2013 might lead to more
death penalties for apostasy. Apostasy is not explicitly mentioned in the new IPC.
However, the new law makes it easier for Judges to issue the death penalty for apos-
tasy because Article 220 of the new Code states: “If the present law is silent about any
of the Hudud cases, the Judge is referred to article 167 of the Constitution.” Article 167
of Iran’s Constitution explains: “The Judge is bound to attempt to rule on each case, on
the basis of the codified law. In case of the absence of any such law, he has to deliver his
judgement on the basis of official Islamic sources and authentic fatwa. He, on the pretext
of the silence of or deficiency of the law in the matter, or its brevity or contradictory
nature, cannot refrain from admitting and examining cases and delivering his judge-
ment.” The reference to Article 167 was previously made in the Civil Code but is
now also included in the Penal Law.

Under article 262 of the Islamic Penal Code, those who insult the Prophet
Mohammed or Allah are to be executed. However, the next article clearly stipulates
that the Court should commute the death sentence to 74 lashes in case the defendant
admits his/her insulting the Prophet was a reaction of anger.

On March 28, 2017, Iran’s Supreme Court upheld a death sentence for a young
man in Arak after he was found guilty of “insulting the Prophet Muhammad” on the
Internet. Sina Dehghan was under interrogation and put on trial without access to
legal representation. Dehghan, 21, was arrested in October 2015 by Iran’s
Revolutionary Guards (IRGC) after writing critical articles against Islam and the
Quran. He was then transferred to Arak Prison in which he has been imprisoned
alongside violent offenders. He was severely beaten by these inmates, leaving him
severe facial injuries.

Sina has repeatedly repented and regretted the “crime” he committed at age 19,
and says everyone can make a mistake but does not deserve to be executed, the source
added. Two other defendants in this case are identified as Sahar Eliasi from Tehran
and Mohammad Nouri from Arak, both sentenced to 16 months behind bars for
“insulting the Supreme Leader”. However, Nouri was subsequently sentenced to
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death for “insulting the Prophet” and Mrs Eliasi was sentenced to seven years in
prison for “insulting sanctities.”

SAUDI ARABIA

Dozens of people are arrested each year on charges like witchcraft, recourse to
supernatural beings, black magic and fortune telling. These practices are considered
polytheistic and severely punished according to Sharia law.

In March 2012, Saudi Arabia decided to bolster its religious police unit special-
ized in arresting magicians within its war on sorcery. The crime of “sorcery” is not
defined in Saudi law but there have been reports of cases involving all forms of black
magic, including: dowsing, exorcism, money cloning, fortune tellers, healers, bone-
setters, makers of potions, herbalists, palmists, animal callers, alchemists, psychics,
and empathy.

In November 2014, the Saudi Arabian Government decided to impose the death
sentence on anyone who attempts to import “all publications that have a prejudice to
any other religious beliefs other than Islam”. In other words, anyone who attempts to
bring Bibles or Gospel literature into the country will have all materials confiscated
and be imprisoned and sentenced to death.

Several persons accused of witchcraft have been executed in Saudi Arabia in the
past few years.

On February 28, 2017, Saudi national Muajab bin Sulfiq bin Ayadal-Jamili was
executed for “Istidraj” [revealing the unknown during unawareness and displaying
weird acts], reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.

In 2017, a death sentence for “atheism” was upheld against Ahmad Al Shamri.
He was convicted of apostasy in February 2015, having been arrested on charges of
‘atheism and blasphemy’ for allegedly uploading a series of videos on social media in
2014. Shamri, in his 20s, from the town of Hafar al-Batin, made an insanity plea
deal. His defence added that Shamri was under the influence of drugs and alcohol at
the time of making the videos. However, he lost the appeals Court case and the
Supreme Court ruled against him on April 25, 2017. 

SUDAN

Under Article 3 of the 1991 Sudanese Penal Code preamble, all law in the coun-
try is based on “Islamic Sharia as the main source for the law”. Retributive crimes
(homicide and crimes against any person’s physical integrity) allow for the family of
the victim to choose between retribution and blood money. Those considered Hudud
(crimes against God) are adultery, use of alcohol, apostasy, defamation regarding
chastity, armed robbery and theft of capital. 

In January 2014, Sudan’s Parliament endorsed a Human Trafficking Act that
allows to sentence human traffickers with the death penalty. 

Article 36 of the Sudanese 2005 Constitution establishes that the death penalty
can be applied to minors under the age of 18 in cases of retribution or Hudud.
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Under Sharia law as practised in Sudan, a Muslim woman is not permitted to
marry a non-Muslim man, and any such marriage is considered adultery. The penalty
for adultery under Article 146 of the Penal Code is 100 lashes where the offender is
not married. Article 126 provides for the death penalty for any person found guilty
of apostasy, a crime that is committed by any Muslim who advocates for the renun-
ciation of the creed of Islam or publicly renounces his or her faith. The same article
provides for the death penalty to be withdrawn if the defendant “repents” and
“recants apostasy” before execution.

In February 2015, the National Assembly increased penalties for blasphemy
under Article 125 of the Criminal Code. Per the amended Article, blasphemy is
extended to include public criticism of the Prophet Mohammed, his household, his
friends or Abu Bakr, Omer, Osman or Ali in particular, and his wife Aisha. 

In September 2016, the Penal Code of Sudan was amended and the punishment
for apostasy has been changed from stoning to hanging.

The last known execution for apostasy in Sudan was performed in 1985 against
the late Mahmoud Mohamed Taha, nonviolent leader of the Republican Party of
Sudan, who was convicted of apostasy owing to his political and religious beliefs,
including his opposition to the application of Sharia law in Sudan. 

On May 12, 2017 Mohamed Salih (or, according to alternative sources,
Mohamed al-Dosogy) was arrested for “apostasy” after writing to a Sudanese Court
that he wanted to change the religion listed on his national identification card from
‘Islam’ to ‘atheist’ or ‘non-religious’. It was widely reported that under Sudan’s “apos-
tasy” law he faced a possible death sentence. Within days, however, the case was dis-
missed following a psychiatric and Salih was released by the Court. The test purport-
ed to find that Mohamed was not mentally competent to stand trial. Mr Salih’s
defence reportedly rejected the Court’s decision, saying the defendant never asked
the Court to submit him to a psychiatric test.

MAURITANIA

High treason, premeditated murder, torture and acts of terrorism are capital
crimes in Mauritania, although the last executions took place in 1987, when three
armed forces officers,  sentenced to death by the State Security Chamber for plotting
to overthrow the regime, were put to death.

With the introduction of Islamic law in 1980, the scope of the death penalty has
been widened to include apostasy, homosexuality and rape. However, the enforce-
ment of strict punishments – such as floggings – has been rare since the 1980s. 

In 2017, no execution nor death sentence has been recorded. 90 people were on
death row at the end of the year, according to Amnesty International. 

In early November 2017, Mohamed Cheikh Ould M’kheitir’s death sentence for
apostasy was reduced by an appeals Court in Nouadhibou, and commuted to two
years imprisonment. Having already served four years he was due to be released. The
re-sentencing was followed once again by riotous demonstrations calling for
Mkhetitir’s execution. However, Prosecutors filed an appeal against this decision,
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saying it was much too lenient and again seeking the death penalty for Mohamed.
He was sentenced to death in 2014 and the sentence was confirmed in appeal in
2016.

On November 3, 2015, in its response to the recommendations received under
the Universal Periodic Review of the UN Human Rights Council, Mauritania reject-
ed those to establish a moratorium on the use of the death penalty, abolish the death
penalty and ratify the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR. 

On December 19, 2016, Mauritania abstained on the Resolution on a
Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

PAKISTAN

The death penalty is imposed in Pakistan for several crimes, including capital
offences under Sharia Law, such as blasphemy and sexual relations between partners
not married to each other. 

The death penalty is used in such cases in contravention of international law and
standards for acts which are not considered crimes under international law. During
its third time Universal Periodic Review (UPR), Pakistan rejected recommendation
to repeal blasphemy laws. 

The law against blasphemy was introduced under the dictatorship of General Zia
ul-Haq in 1985. The law prescribes the death penalty for anyone insulting the
Prophet Mohammed, other prophets or the sacred scriptures. Under Section 295-C
of the Penal Code: “Whoever by words, either spoken or written, or by visible represen-
tation or by any imputation, innuendo, or insinuation, directly or indirectly, defiles the
sacred name of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), shall be punished
with death or imprisonment for life, and shall also be liable to fine.”

Since Zia’s rule, many hundreds of people have been prosecuted under the blas-
phemy law. No one has been put to death for a blasphemy conviction and most
death sentences for blasphemy are overturned on appeal by higher Courts. But
dozens of people awaiting trial or acquitted of blasphemy charges have been slain by
religious fanatics, and lawyers in defending those accused of blasphemy cases have
frequently been attacked. Judges have been attacked for dismissing cases and many
of the accused face years in jail as their trials drag on. 

In 2017, Pakistan witnessed an increase in blasphemy-related violence and mob
attacks while the Government continued to condone discriminatory prosecutions.
The April 2017 lynching of Mashal Khan, a young student at a university in
Mardan, shocked the nation, but more incidents were to follow. According to official
figures for January to November 2017, there were 135 blasphemy cases in the
Punjab, 41 in Sindh, 11 in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, and 2 in Balochistan. At least 69
people have been extra-judicially killed over alleged blasphemy since 1990 according
to an Al Jazeera tally.

As the United States Commission on International Religious Freedom reported in a
September 2017 article, while not a single convict has ever been executed for blas-
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phemy in Pakistan, there are currently about 40 people on death row or serving life
sentences for the crime. 

According to HRCP data, released on February 28, 2018, the ratio of the death
penalty on blasphemy charges is less than 1% of overall crimes. A total of 10 persons
has been awarded death penalty on charges of blasphemy from December 2014 to
February 2018. Interestingly all the ten persons awarded death penalty are from
Punjab province. In 2017, 5 such death sentences have been recorded.

Not only Christians, but also the nation’s Shiite Muslim minority has been vic-
timised by extremist Sunni Muslim groups for years. Members of the smaller Ahmadi
sect, viewed by most Pakistanis as traitors to Islam because they revere another
prophet in addition to Mohammed, have been frequent victims of suicide bombings,
kidnappings and other attacks.

Besides being used as a tool to bully Christians, Ahmadis or other minorities, the
law against blasphemy is often used by some Pakistanis embroiled in property dis-
putes. Usually, evidence in blasphemy cases is scant, apart from the accounts given
by the accusers. The blasphemy law also serves to coerce people into silence

On February 28, 2017, a Pakistani Court freed an Islamic preacher who was sen-
tenced to death four years ago on charges of blasphemy, a defence lawyer said. Chaudhry
Mehmood Akhtar said that a Judge in the city of Rawalpindi acquitted Mohammad
Ishaq on February 28 after finding him “completely innocent” of insulting Islam. Ishaq
was custodian at a shrine in Punjab province when he was arrested and sentenced to
death in 2013 after a citizen accused him of claiming in conversation to actually be God.
“My client is a practising Muslim and he was a victim of false charges. Now I am doing the
paperwork to get him out of a jail,” Akhtar told The Associated Press.

On March 14, 2017, Pakistan’s  former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif the imme-
diate removal and blocking of all online content deemed to be “blasphemous” to
from social media - and for those responsible to be prosecuted.

On June 30, 2017, Taimoor Raza, 30 years old, was sentenced to death for
allegedly committing , a Prosecutor said, in the first such case involving .

In August 2017, the Islamabad High Court asked Parliament to make changes to
the current decree to prevent people from being falsely accused of the crime, which
is punishable by death, fine or a prison term depending on the specific offence if the
Prophet Mohammed is insulted. The lengthy 116-page order suggested that
Parliament amend the law to require the same punishment of the death penalty for
those who falsely allege blasphemy as for those who commit the crime.

On September 16, 2017, Nadeem James, 35, a Christian man has been sentenced
to death on blasphemy charges by a Court in Eastern after a close friend accused
him of sharing anti-Islamic material, the defendant’s lawyer said. He was arrested in
July 2016, accused by a friend of sharing material ridiculing the Prophet Mohammed
on the WhatsApp messaging service.

On October 12, 2017, a Court sentenced three men belonging to the Ahmadi
community of Bhoaywal village, to death in district Sheikkupura following charges
of committing blasphemy by showing a poster and banners at their place of worship
in an offensive way. The case was filed by Riaz Hussain, a shopkeeper against the
three men with the Sharqpur police station.
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MOROCCO

On February 6, 2017, Morocco’s High Religious Committee retracted its Islamic
ruling stating that apostasy is punishable by death, thus permitting Muslims to
change their religion. The High Religious Committee in charge of issuing Fatwas
(Islamic rulings) released a book in 2012 where it articulated its position on apostasy
and argued that a Muslim who changes his or her religion should be punished with
death, drawing on a widespread jurisprudence tradition. Recently, however, the same
entity issued a document titled The Way of the Scholars, in which it backtracked on
its position of killing apostates. Instead, it redefined apostasy not as a religious issue
but as a political stand more closely aligned with “high treason”. The view that the
apostate should not be killed in Islam is not a new one and can be found in the teach-
ings of Sufyan al-Thawri in the first century AH. The scholar reviewed historical sit-
uations where the Prophet Mohammed acted on the ruling, as opposed to the times
he did not order the killing of the apostates. He concluded that killings occurred for
political purposes and were not decisions based on religion. The apostates could, the-
oretically, disclose the secrets of the then fragile Islamic nation.

The reasons behind Morocco’s High Religious Committee’s change in position
are not different from those advocated by Sufyan al-Thawri. Their newly released
statement says:
“The most accurate understanding, and the most consistent with the Islamic legislation
and the practical way of the Prophet, peace be upon him, is that the killing of the apostate
is meant for the traitor of the group, the one disclosing secrets, […] the equivalent of trea-
son in international law.”

The High Religious Committee presented the Prophet’s statement that “whoever
changes his religion, kill him” in the light of his explanation “the one who leaves his reli-
gion and abandons his people”.The statement further explains that, at the time of con-
tinuous wars against the Islamic revolution in Arabia, apostates represented the
threat of disclosing the secrets of the new Ummah to its many enemies. The docu-
ment went on to explain that during the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah, the Prophet
Mohammed himself observed the provisions stating that whomever became a
Muslim and renounced it must be allowed to return to Quraich, the Muslim nations’
most powerful enemy at the time. When a Bedouin decided to leave Islam after the
Treaty, therefore, the Prophet simply let him go. Using Islam’s primary source of leg-
islation, the High Religious Committee stated that the Quran talks in many
instances about apostasy and its punishment in the hereafter, without mentioning
any punishment in this life as in Chapter 2 verse 217 that says: “And whoever of you
reverts from his religion [to disbelief ] and dies while he is a disbeliever – for those, their
deeds have become worthless in this world and the Hereafter, and those are the compan-
ions of the Fire, they will abide therein eternally.” The document also explained that
the famous Wars of Apostasy launched by Abu Bakr as-Siddiq, the Muslims world’s
first Caliph, were in line with his effort to keep the newly established State together
and fight all sorts of internal divisions. This was a decision based on political reason-
ing rather than by religious motivations.
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DEATH PENALTY FOR JUVENILE OFFENDERS

The execution of people for crimes committed before 18 years of age is in breach
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). The CRC, which is the single most
widely-ratified international human rights convention, in Article 37 (a) states:
“Neither capital punishment nor life imprisonment without possibility of release shall be
imposed for offences committed by persons below eighteen years of age.”

In 2017, at least 8 juvenile offenders were executed in Iran (6) and in South
Sudan (2).

In 2016, there were at least 8 executions of people under the age of 18 at the time
of their crime, and they were carried out in Iran (5) and Saudi Arabia (3). In 2015,
at least 9: in Iran (3) and in Pakistan (6). In 2014, at least 17, all only in one country,
Iran. In 2013, at least 13 juvenile offenders had been executed in 3 countries: at least
9 in Iran; at least 3 in Saudi Arabia; and 1 in Yemen. 

In addition, in 2017, juvenile offenders were sentenced to death or were still on
death row at the end of the year in Bangladesh, Iran, Maldives, Nigeria, Pakistan
and Saudi Arabia.

Kuwait, has lowered the juvenile age from 18 to 16 starting from January 2017.

IRAN

Executions of child offenders continued into 2017, in open violation of two
international Treaties to which it is party, the ICCPR and the CRC, both of which
outlaw the execution of people who committed their crimes when they were under
the age of 18.

At least 6 juvenile offenders were hanged in 2017, including 2 cases reported by
official sources (for murder) and 4 by non-official sources (2 for murder, and 2 for
drugs). 

At least 17 juvenile offenders were hanged in 2014, 3 in 2015, and 5 in 2016.
The Abdorrahman Boroumand Foundation has documented at least 126 execu-

tions of juvenile offenders in Iran between the beginning of 2000 and December 31,
2017. At least 80 people on death row in Iran were under the age of 18 when they
committed their crimes.

Under Iranian law, girls above nine years of age and boys over 15 are considered
adults, and therefore can be condemned to death. Authorities generally wait for
young convicts to reach their eighteenth birthday before ordering their execution.

Following requests – ignored for years – to stay death sentences handed down for
all convicts accused of committing crimes as minors, the Mullah’s regime
announced a partial and, in reality, insignificant revision of the Iranian norm, once
again, out of step with the international community.

The regime claims that the new Penal Code – which was approved in its latest
version by the Guardian Council in April 2013 – abolishes the execution of children
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under eighteen. However, under Articles 145 and 146 of the new Penal Code, the
age of criminal responsibility is still “puberty”, meaning nine lunar years for girls and
fifteen lunar years for boys. Thus, the age of criminal responsibility has not changed
at all in the new Penal Code.

Under Article 87 of the new Penal Code, the death sentence has been removed
for juveniles only with regard to Ta’zir crimes whose punishment can be adminis-
tered at the discretion of the Judge (such as drug offences). Under the same law, how-
ever, a death sentence may still be applied for a juvenile if he or she has committed
offences whose punishments have been specified in Sharia: Hudud crimes, that are
defined as “claims of God” and therefore have mandatory sentences (such as
sodomy, rape, fornication, apostasy, consumption of alcohol for the fourth time,
Moharebeh (enmity against God), and “spreading corruption on earth”); Qisas
crimes, that are defined as “claims of [His] servants,” and responsibility for prosecu-
tion rests on the victim, such as murder, which is treated as a private dispute between
the murderer and the victim’s heirs, who are given the right to demand execution of
the murderer (Qisas), or forgive him or demand compensation (Diya).

In fact, Article 90 of the new Penal Code stipulates that legally “mature” individ-
uals under eighteen (i.e., boys between the ages of fifteen and eighteen and girls
between the ages of nine and eighteen) who are convicted of Hudud and Qisas
crimes may be exempt from adult sentences – including the death penalty – only if
it is established that they were not mentally mature and developed at the time of
committing the crime, and could not recognize and appreciate the nature and con-
sequences of their actions. Therefore, this article gives Judges the discretion to
decide whether a child has understood the nature of the crime and therefore
whether he or she can be sentenced to death.

On January 15, 2017, a juvenile prisoner, who was convicted of murder at the
age of 16, was executed at Kerman’s Shahab Prison. Arman Bahr Asemani, born on
February 10, 1997, was convicted in November 2012 of murdering his cousin,
reported Iran Human Rights. Asemani, who was 20 years old at the time of his exe-
cution, had also been condemned to 74 lashings on the charge of consumption of
alcohol. His lawyer had attempted to argue that if Arman was indeed drunk, then he
should not have been charged with first degree murder, but the lawyer never got any-
where.

On January 18, 2017, a juvenile prisoner identified as Hassan Hassanzadeh was
hanged at Tabriz Prison, reported the Human Rights Activists News Agency
(HRANA). He was around 15 years old when he was convicted of murder. He was
reportedly jailed for about two and a half years before he was executed at the age of
18.

On February 9, 2017, Iran commuted the death sentences of six juvenile offend-
ers following UN criticism that it was executing people who had committed crimes
as children at “an unprecedented rate”, a report said. Prosecutors asked the judiciary
to reconsider 10 cases, the Shahrvand newspaper quoted Tehran Chief Prosecutor
Abbas Jafari Dolatabadi as saying. “Six requests were accepted and their death sentences
overturned,” he said. 

On May 23, 2017, a juvenile offender, identified by a State-run website as
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Asghar, was hanged in the Central Prison of Karaj. The prisoner was charged with a
murder committed 30 years ago, when he was 16 years old.

On July 15, 2017, a 21-year-old Pakistani prisoner, identified as Kabir
Dehghanzehi, was hanged in Zahedan’s central prison for drug offences. According
to the Baluch Activists Campaign, Kabir was 13 years old at the time of his arrest. He
had travelled to Iran for driving lessons. 

On July 24, 2017, three prisoners, including one juvenile offender, were hanged
at Isfahan Central Prison on drug related charges. Close sources told Iran Human
Rights that Javad Mir was under the age of 18 at the time of his arrest and was 22
years of age at the time of his execution.

On August 10, 2017, Alireza Tajiki, a young Iranian who was arrested, convicted
and sentenced to death as a child, was executed after serving six years of imprison-
ment in the Adelabad prison in Shiraz, a semi-official news agency reported. Tajiki
was 15 years old when he was arrested for murder and sodomy. Anair quoted General
Prosecutor of Shiraz city Ali Salehi as saying Tajiki had a “fair and just” prosecution
and that Iran’s Supreme Court upheld the death sentence following an appeal.

SOUTH SUDAN

In 2017, South Sudan executed two juveniles in violation of both the Transitional
Constitution and UN standards banning the death penalty on those who are under
18 years of age.

On June 27, 2017, two brothers, Orenga Tom Goro and his younger brother
Ayela Philip Goro were put to death at Juba Central Prison. The two brothers were
brought in from Torit, Imatong State after they were convicted of murder in 2015
for killing their uncle. A family member who brought this information from Torit,
alleged that the two brothers killed their uncle after they accused him of having a
sexual relationship with their sister. She believed the two were still under-age chil-
dren, a claim which can be very serious and the bases of this press release. They were
smuggled out of Torit and nobody knew were they are until tempers nearly run out
of hand and the families were told they have been taken to Juba for their appeal hear-
ing, only to turn out they have been executed.

MALDIVES

Maldives is a State Party to two UN treaties, the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights and the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which forbid
capital punishment for crimes committed by persons below 18 years of age. 

In April 2014, detailed regulations on the implementation of the death sentence
came into force in the Maldives. Under new rules adopted by the Government, death
sentences can now be handed down for murder even if the defendant is aged fewer
than 18. According to the new regulation, minors convicted of intentional murder
shall be executed once they turn 18. 

The age of criminal responsibility in the Maldives is 10. While the new Penal
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Code does include the “immaturity excuse” – removing criminal responsibility from
those under 15, Article 15c still allows for children as young as seven to be held
accountable for so-called “hadd” offences under Islamic law. They include: theft, for-
nication, adultery, consumption of alcohol or other intoxicants and apostasy, for
which punishment – including death – is prescribed in the Holy Quran itself. 

The last person to be executed in the Maldives after receiving a death sentence
was in 1953 during the first Republic of President Mohamed Ameen. Hakim Didi
was charged with attempting to assassinate President Ameen using black magic.

As of 2017, there were around 187 people on death row, and 2 people were sen-
tenced to death in 2017.

On August 7, 2017, President Abdulla Yameen declared that the Maldives will be
ready to carry out the first executions in more than 60 years next month. “By God’s
will, when the time comes in September, when the Supreme Court concludes [cases] to the
point where the death penalty can be enforced, our mechanisms and arrangements will be
complete enough to do it with the advice of the Islamic council and the word of the heirs,”
Yameen said at an event held to welcome new members to the ruling party.

More recently, Agnes Callamard, the UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial,
summary or arbitrary executions urged the Government to maintain the de facto
moratorium on the death penalty. “The resumption of executions in the Maldives after
more than 60 years would be a great setback for the country and entire region, and would
run counter to international trends towards abolition,” she said. “The Maldives should
instead take a leading role in human rights promotion and protection, and move towards
officially abolishing the death penalty.” Citing concerns over the fairness of the murder
trials, the Special Rapporteur called on the Government to halt the planned execu-
tions. “The death penalty is the most severe and irreversible form of punishment. States
have an obligation to avoid miscarriages of justice,” she said. “To implement the death
penalty after flawed trials would constitute arbitrary executions in clear violation of inter-
national law.”

Meanwhile, international human rights groups Amnesty International and
Reprieve have been collecting signatures for petitions against the death penalty.
“President Yameen must be told that unless he pulls back from this reckless course of
action, putting the Maldives on the wrong side of history when it comes to the death
penalty, this island nation may become known less for its natural beauty and more for his
cruelty,” Biraj Patnaik, Amnesty International’s South Asia Director, wrote in a wide-
ly-read commentary in The Independent. Dr Shashi Tharoor, a globally renowned
public intellectual and prominent Indian politician, echoed Patnaik’s concerns on
social media. “To break a moratorium on executions that has held for half a century
would be a wanton, destructive and futile act by a President seeking to distract from the
turmoil in his own government,” said Maya Foa, Director of Reprieve. “Resuming exe-
cutions now will do nothing to make the Maldives safer – and amid serious fears over the
fairness of trials and the independence of the courts, it could lead to grave miscarriages of
justice. President Yameen must urgently heed the warnings from Maldivian experts and
the country’s international friends, and halt these ill-advised executions.”
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Three young men are presently on death row after the Supreme Court upheld
their sentences in 2016. They are Hussain Humam Ahmed, Ahmed Murrath and
Mohamed Nabeel.

In late July 2017, Tariq Ramadan, a renowned Islamic scholar, renewed his appeal
for the President to reconsider moving ahead with the executions.

On May 5, 2015, the Maldives were reviewed under the Universal Periodic
Review of the UN Human Rights Council. In its national report, the Government
underlined that “the Maldives, since 1952, maintained one of the world’s longest stand-
ing de-facto moratoriums on death penalty,” but it noted that “Islam constitutes the basis
of all laws made in the Maldives; hence it is unconstitutional to remove Hadd punish-
ments such as the death penalty and flogging from the Penal Code.” The recommenda-
tions to maintain the moratorium on the death penalty in all circumstances, in par-
ticular for juvenile offenders, and work towards the de jure abolition of capital pun-
ishment were not accepted by the Maldives. 

On December 19, 2016, Maldives voted against the Resolution on a Moratorium
on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

NIGERIA

The Federal Children’s Rights Act 2003 defines a child as below 18 years old, and
explicitly prohibits capital punishment and corporal punishment, but only where
these provisions are confirmed in the State legislation derived from the Act.

However, the Federal Child Act 2003 is in force only in the Federal Capital
Territory of Abuja and in States which have explicitly enacted it, a process in which
it may also be modified.

In the South, States which have yet to enact the Children’s Rights Act may sen-
tence child offenders from the age of 17 to capital punishment. 

In the North, 13 States have yet to enact the Children’s Rights Act 2003. In the
11 Sharia States, Muslims may be sentenced to death for hadd (for which the pre-
scribed punishment is mandatory) and Qisas (punished by retaliation) punishments
from the age of puberty, according to the Sharia laws. Non-Muslims in the Northern
States which have not enacted the Children’s Rights Act may be sentenced to death
from the age of 17 at the time of the offence under the Penal Code 1960 and the
Criminal Procedure Code 1960. 

Nigeria is not known to have executed a juvenile offender since 1997, although
many juvenile offenders are still on death row in Nigeria in violation of international
and national law. Their ages at the time of their alleged crimes ranged from 13 to 17
years old. In the absence of a commutation of their sentence, these persons are in
effect serving sentences of life imprisonment without possibility of release.

In June 2014, in a landmark verdict, the Court of Justice of the Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS Court) opposed death sentences
imposed on two juvenile offenders in Nigeria, underscoring its duty to respect and
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enforce fundamental human rights as stipulated in the African Charter on Human
and People’s Rights. In its final judgement, the presiding Judge, Justice Hansine
Donli, declared that pronouncing the death sentence on them for an offence they
committed as minors was in breach of Article 6 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). The Judge then ordered the Nigerian
Government to refrain from any attempt to execute them.

On May 8, 2017, a Kogi State High Court sitting in Lokoja sentenced a 15-year-
old cattle rearer, Haruna Usman, to death for culpable homicide. He was found
guilty of stabbing one Happy David following an argument. Usman, a Fulani, was
facing a one-count of culpable homicide punishable with death under Section 221
of the Penal Code.

The offence was said to have been committed on July 28, 2015, at Emiworo vil-
lage in the Ajaokuta Local Government Area of Kogi State. To prove its case against
the accused, the Prosecution called six witnesses and tendered six exhibits. The
accused on the other hand gave evidence for himself and called only two witnesses.
While delivering his judgement, the Chief Judge of Kogi State, Justice Nasiru
Ajanah, found him guilty of the offence punishable with death under Section 221 of
the Penal Code. Usman, who was about 15 years old when he committed the offence
on July 28, 2015, was said to have stabbed David to death while trying to graze on
the victim’s parents’ farm.

PAKISTAN

Despite the law expressly prohibiting sentencing of juvenile offenders to death,
10% of the current death row population consists of juvenile offenders, according to
the Justice Project Pakistan’s report titled Death Row’s Children – Pakistan’s Unlawful
Executions of Juvenile Offenders, released in February 2017. The report attributed low
birth registration, weak implementation of the juvenile justice law, and lack of age
determination methods as primary reasons for several juveniles being sentenced to
capital punishment and executed in the country.

In August 2017, the UN Human Rights Committee issued its concluding obser-
vations and recommendations, following the review of the initial report of Pakistan.
On the death penalty, the Committee was particularly concerned that juveniles and
people with psychosocial or intellectual disabilities were reportedly being sentenced
to death and executed.

As reported in the Annual Report State of Human Rights in Pakistan 2017 by the
Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP), a notable development in the area
of juvenile justice was the establishment of the first Child Court in the country on
December 19, 2017, at the Judicial Complex in Lahore. This Court is mandated to
deal with all cases involving children. On the legislative front, a new law titled
Juvenile Justice System Bill 2017 was tabled in the National Assembly on May 24,
2017, and was referred to the Standing Committee on Human Rights. This Bill aims
to strengthen the existing criminal justice system for juveniles and achieve speedy
disposal of cases by introducing the option of diversion for the first time in Pakistan,
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establishing juvenile justice committees for each session division and focusing on the
social integration of juvenile delinquents. The Standing Committee approved the
Bill on July 4, 2017, and recommended it to be passed by the National Assembly.
No further progress was seen on the Bill by the end of the year.  Despite recent devel-
opments, the overall juvenile justice system in the country continued to suffer from
fundamental weaknesses due to poor implementation of the law.

SAUDI ARABIA

Saudi Arabia does not have a Penal Code and Judges pass verdicts based on their
own interpretation of Sharia law.

Saudi Arabia ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child in 1996,
which prohibits the death penalty and life imprisonment without parole as punish-
ments for those under the age of 18 at the time of their crime. However, the Saudi
authorities do not seem to take their assumed responsibilities on human rights
through adherence to international Treaties very seriously, because there is a huge
divergence between the human rights commitments made by Saudi Arabia and its
daily reality.

Furthermore, the Sharia law of the Kingdom never imposes the death penalty on
persons that have not reached the age of adulthood, and on the basis of the
Regulations of Detention and the Regulations of Juvenile Detention Centres of
A.H. 1395 (1975), that is defined as anyone under the age of 18. However, a Judge
could issue a death penalty against the accused if they felt that the offender had
reached maturity, regardless of their actual age at the time of the crime.

In 2017, no executions of juvenile offenders were recorded in the Kingdom. In 2016,
Saudi Arabia executed three people who were 17 at the time of their alleged crimes.

As of July 11, 2017, there were 47 people facing execution, of whom at least 8
were juvenile offenders, according to the European Saudi Organization for Human
Rights (ESOHR).

On May 5, 2017, the Saudi Government transferred juvenile offender Murtaja
Qreereis to the notorious prison in Dammam, which is a specialized prison for those
aged over 18, and well known for its extreme torture and mistreatment. Murtaja was
sent there although no sentence had been issued against him, and despite the fact
that 3 years had elapsed since his arrest in September 2014.

On September 11, 2017, a Saudi Court ratified the death sentence issued against
minor offender Abdul Kareem Al-Hawaj, after he spent 5 months in solitary con-
finement. Al-Hawaj was exposed to torture by beating him using sticks, electrical
wires, kicking by thick-soled shoes, electrocution, tying his hands upward for more
than 12 hours and preventing him from using the toilet. 

KUWAIT

Kuwait ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child in 1991.
On November 15, 2016, Bader Al Ghadhoori, Head of juvenile protection at the
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Interior Ministry said that the juvenile age in Kuwait has been lowered from 18 to
16 years. Kuwaiti teenagers have been warned that they could face the death penalty
or heavy imprisonment for certain crimes. Beginning 2017, anyone aged 16 or more,
arrested in a crime, will be tried by a regular Court and not a juvenile Court, which
implies the death penalty for certain crimes,.

In December 2015, Kuwait’s Parliament approved a new law for delinquent juve-
niles which lowered the age of minors from 18 to 16 years with 37 votes in favour
and 7 against. However, several activists said that the new juvenile age would be a
violation of teenagers’ rights, and that young people should not be treated like adults,
and a better option would be to slightly toughen their sentences.
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THE DEATH PENALTY ON WOMEN

In 2017, at least 18 women were executed in 4 States: Egypt (1), Saudi Arabia
(2), Kuwait (3) and Iran (12). Women executed represent 0,6% of the total world-
wide, their executions are carried out mainly by those States who strictly apply Sharia
law and are sent to the gallows mainly for drug related crimes.

In retentionist countries for which information is available, it is indeed rare for a
woman to be given the death sentence and fewer women than men are executed. In
the United States of America for example, only 2,1% of death sentences issued
between 1973 and 2011 refers to women and only 2,9% of executions carried out
since 1608 were of female offenders. Some argued that there is a gender discrimina-
tion on the use of the death penalty, others note that since the death penalty purports
mainly to violent crimes, these kind of crimes are more frequently committed by
men.

According to a research made by the Death Penalty Worldwide in 2012, while
information on the gender of death row inmates is difficult to obtain, women are
under sentence of death in less than half of the countries that retain the death penal-
ty. Countries were women are under death sentence are: Bahrain, Bangladesh,
China, Egypt, India, Japan, Jordan, Kuwait, Malaysia, Maldives, Saudi Arabia, Sierra
Leone, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, Tanzania, Uganda, the United
States, Vietnam and Zambia. 

According to Hands off Cain data, Thailand, is the top country for women
detained: 19 women on a total of 192 people that had their death sentences finalized
in 2017. According to official data, since 1934, when the firing squad was changed
with hanging, Thailand executed 3 women out of a total of 325 people. In the
United States, there are 2,764 men (98,12%) and 53 women (1,88%) on death row.
As of December 2017, there were 61 male and 1 female on the Federal death row.
Between 1977 and December 31, 2017, 16 women (4 black and 12 white) have been
executed out of a total of 1,442 people. In 2017, 3 women have been sentenced to
death. In Bangladesh, at least 303 people, including four women, were sentenced to
death in 2017, according to Bangladeshi NGO Odhikar. In June, the Prisons
Department indicated to media that 1,456 people were under sentence of death,
including 37 women. In Ghana, as of end July 2017, there were 5 females out of a
total of 149 prisoners on death row, according to local media. One woman, Talata
Baana, was sentenced to death on July 28, 2017, by a Kumasi High Court, presided
over by Justice Charles Adjei Wilson, for the murder of a little boy – the only child
of his mother. In Jordan, according to official judicial sources, of the 94 people on
death row, 10 are women, as of March 2017. Hands off Cain collected news of at least
16 death sentences – including two women -, 6 of which were by the Court of
Cassation. In Kuwait, three women have been executed in January 2017 and at least
one was sentenced to death by the end of the year. As of  August 14, 2016, there were
36 prisoners, including 6 women, sentenced to death for different crimes, such as
murder, drug trafficking, kidnapping or rape, informed the daily Al-Shahed. In
Malaysia, according to Amnesty International in 2017 at least 38 new mandatory
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death sentences were imposed, 4 of those sentenced to death were women according
to Amnesty International. In Pakistan, according to the Human Rights Commission
of Pakistan, in 2017 Courts awarded the death sentence to 253 people, including five
women, in 197 different cases. According to the Justice Project Pakistan, 8,200 pris-
oners are on death row, which is one of the highest figures in the world and at least
45 of them are women. However, other sources said that a total of 4,993 prisoners
have been awarded death sentence, which includes 40 females The number of foreign
convicts includes 11 females. These prisoners are kept in death row cells where six or
more prisoners are kept in a cell built for one or two people and are confined for 23
hours a day in these cells. Pakistan executed 9 women and the last execution occurred
in 1985. In Sierra Leone, there are 39 people on death row, two of them are women
both sentenced to death in 2017. In Singapore, according to official figures, fifteen
new mandatory death sentences, including on one woman, were imposed in 2017.
In Sri Lanka, at the end of April 2016, there were 28 women on death row out of
a total of 1,004 people sentenced to death, according to Thushara Upuldeniya,
Commissioner for prisons and spokesperson of the Prison Department. In Tanzania
there would be 20 women on death row out of a total of 491, as of September 2017.
Since the independence, 6 women have been sent to the gallows out of a total of 238
executed for murder. In Uganda, the last data refer to 2016 when there were 11
women on death row out of a total of 208 prisoners. Since 1938 only one woman
has been executed out of a total of 377 people sent to the gallows. In Zambia, where
clemency acts are adopted to address the overcrowding, there are 170 people on
death row, including 2 females, according to the General Commissioner for prisons,
Percy Chato on April 27, 2017. 

In five countries the death penalty is excluded by law for women: Belarus,
Guatemala, Russia, Tajikistan and Zimbabwe. International law excludes the
death penalty for expectant mothers and mothers of small children to protect the life
of the baby. According to Article 6 (5) of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights “the death penalty shall not be carried out on pregnant women” and
ECOSOC Safeguard 3 of 1984 states that a death sentence shall not be carried out
on ‘new mothers’ (without further explanation of that term). Similar rules are found
in the Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions and in regional Charters
(Article 30(e) of the 1990 African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child
requires States to prohibit the passing of a death sentence on ‘mothers of infants and
young children’ (without specifying an age); Article 4(2)(j) of the 2003 Protocol to
the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in
Africa forbids the execution of ‘nursing women’ (without further explanation); and
Article 7(2) of the 2004 Arab Charter on Human Rights bars execution of ‘a nursing
mother within two years from the date of her delivery’. The EU Guidelines on the
Death Penalty state that ‘Capital punishment may not be imposed on: […] new
mothers’, with ‘new mothers’ being considered ones who are still breastfeeding). 

In almost every country in the world, it is illegal to execute a pregnant woman.
In 8 countries this is because the ratification of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Right: Afghanistan, Gambia, Grenada, Guyana, Liberia, Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines, and Tanzania. In Afghanistan, women who are more than 6
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months pregnant at the time of sentencing will not be imprisoned until 4 months
later – in effect, after delivery. In Papua New Guinea, a pregnant woman will be
spared execution upon request. The only country in the world where a pregnant
woman may legally be executed is Saint Kitts and Nevis. 

States that prohibit the execution of pregnant women fall into two main cate-
gories: those which delay execution until after the woman has given birth, and those
which commute the death sentence into a term of imprisonment for life or less. In
some countries, the law specifies the grace period which can be as short as 40 days
in Morocco, 2 months in Egypt or 3 months in Bahrain, and as long as 3 years in
Thailand and the Central African Republic. In other countries, such as Burkina Faso,
Chad, Iran, Japan, Lebanon and South Korea, execution is delayed for an undefined
period of time after childbirth. Several countries with unspecified grace periods have
ratified the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, which prohibits
State Parties from imposing the death penalty on “mothers of infants and young chil-
dren” (the Democratic Republic of Congo, Mauritania, Niger, and Tunisia). 

Countries which commute the death sentence into a term of imprisonment for
life or less include: the Bahamas, Botswana, Ghana, India, Kenya, Kuwait, Laos,
Malawi, Malaysia, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Uganda and Zambia. In almost all of these
countries, the pregnant woman is sentenced to life imprisonment. In Belize, she is
sentenced to a life term with hard labour. In Malaysia, she is sentenced to a maxi-
mum of 20 years’ imprisonment. There are also 6 countries (Bangladesh, Eritrea,
Ethiopia, Iraq, Myanmar, and Pakistan) which have adopted an intermediate posi-
tion where Courts are empowered to exercise discretion in deciding whether to com-
mute a pregnant woman’s death sentence to life imprisonment after her delivery.

A number of countries prohibit the execution of women with small children, for
periods varying from 40 days (Morocco) to 3 years (Thailand). Malian law provides
that a mother will not be executed until her children are weaned. Taiwanese law
mandates that mothers of small children be spared execution for “some time”. In
Vietnam, a death sentence pronounced on a woman with a child under the age of 3
will be commuted to a life sentence. In Iran, the law provides that a woman cannot
be executed while she is nursing if it would endanger the life of the child. In practice,
however, there have been reports of women with young children being executed in
Iran. 

Two international human rights Treaties prohibit the execution of women with
small children: the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, and the
Arab Charter on Human Rights. Article 30(e) of the African Charter on the Rights
and Welfare of the Child prohibits State Parties from imposing the death penalty on
expectant mothers and “mothers of infants and young children.” 

With regards to the Arab Charter on Human Rights, Article 12 states that the
death penalty shall not be imposed on a pregnant woman before delivery or on “a
nursing mother within two years from the date on which she gave birth”. There are 4
Parties with domestic laws which prohibit the execution of women with small chil-
dren: Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Yemen, and the Palestinian Authority.
Four additional countries have ratified the Arab Charter but have not enacted the
prohibition in their domestic legislation: Kuwait, Qatar, Syria, and Tunisia.
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Gender and sexual orientation discrimination 

In some States, the death penalty can be imposed for adultery and extramarital
sexual relations. Studies repeatedly show that women face a higher likelihood of
being sentenced to death on the basis of such provisions, due to deeply entrenched
discriminatory societal attitudes, and to judicial and law enforcement negative biases
towards women suspected of adultery or of engaging in extra-marital relationships.
Several academic studies also reveal the role of gender bias and gender disparity in
death penalty cases, and reveal discrimination against women.

The United Nations , noting that the enforcement of such laws leads to discrim-
ination and violence against women in law and in practice. “Adultery laws have usu-
ally been drafted and almost always implemented in a manner prejudicial to women.
Provisions in penal codes often do not treat women and men equally and establish harsher
rules and sanctions for women,” Frances Raday, former Vice President of the UN
Working Group (WG) on discrimination against women, wrote.

These practices violate the basic principle for which the “death sentences may only
be imposed for the most serious crimes, a stipulation which clearly excludes matters of sex-
ual orientation.”  

The UN Human Rights Committee has interpreted ‘most serious crimes’ as not
including apostasy so the death penalty in these circumstances violates Article 6 of
ICCPR (CCPR/C/79/Add.85, para. 8) and the UN Commission on Human Rights,
replaced by the Human Rights Council in 2006, has interpreted ‘most serious
crimes’ as not including non-violent acts such as religious practice, expression of con-
science or sexual relations between consenting adults (E/CN.4/RES/2005/59).

In September 2017, the UN Human Rights Council passed a Resolution on the
death penalty which calls on any States who have “not yet abolished the death penalty
to ensure that it is not imposed as a sanction for specific forms of conduct such as apostasy,
blasphemy, adultery and consensual same-sex relations”. The Special Rapporteur on
Extra-judicial Executions has noted that “death sentences may only be imposed for the
most serious crimes, a stipulation which clearly excludes matters of sexual orientation”.  

Adultery is legally punished with the death penalty, in some cases by stoning [see
Chapter:  “Stoning”] in 12 States (fourteen if parts of Syria and Iraq occupied by
ISIS are included): Afghanistan, Brunei Darussalam, Iran, Mauritania, Nigeria (a
third of Nigeria’s 36 States), Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan,
United Arab Emirates and Yemen. In these countries also homosexuality is a capital
crime, but in the UAE lawyers and other experts disagree on whether Federal law
prescribes the death penalty for consensual homosexual sex or only for rape.

In Iraq, the death penalty is not provided by law in such cases but Judges and
militia apply it all over the country. Then, in 12 Northern States of Nigeria and in
some autonomous regions of Somalia it is officially applied. In Brunei Darussalam,
where a new Sharia Penal Code was adopted in 2014, the death penalty would enter
into force for extramarital sexual relations and between people of the same sex in
2018 but eventually is not applied as it has never been applied in Afghanistan,
Mauritania, Pakistan and Qatar, where the interpretation of Sharia law which
technically permits the death penalty. 
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As “extra-judiciary executions” should be considered the dozen executions decid-
ed by the Sharia Courts and implemented by the Islamic State (IS) in Syria and Iraq
and by  Al-Qaeda in Yemen.

The country by country situation

AFGHANISTAN

Afghanistan, in an attempt to modernize and unify the Statutes regulating crimes
and their punishments, enacted in May 2017 which entered into force in February
2018. Problematically, Article 2 of the new Code permits Judges to rule on certain
Islamic crimes and decide the punishments of such crimes in accordance with Hanafi
jurisprudence of the Islamic law. The inclusion of these offences and punishments
undermine fundamental principles of criminal law, and are inconsistent with
Afghanistan’s 2004 Constitution.

To this regard, the new Penal Code, like the 1976 Penal Code, only defines punish-
ments that fall under the Tazir, which are punishments that are not defined in the Quran
or Sunna and are executed under the discretionary power of the Judge, in article 2(1).
Further, in Article 2(2) it states that Hudud, Qisas and Diyyah (blood money) will be
implemented in accordance with the Hanafi Jurisprudence of the Islamic Law.  by the
victim or heirs of the victim or through the payment of . Although legislators had first
sought to include Hudud and Qisas in the new Penal Code, they later decided that this
inclusion contradicted the spirit and the principles of the Penal Code and excluded them.
However, the Code still gives Judges the authority to implement such punishments in
accordance with Hanafi jurisprudence of Islamic Law. This raises serious concerns and
criticism from activists. For example, the incorporation of Hudud and Qisas in Article
2(2) means that punishments, like stoning and lashes, are at disposal”, according to
Murtaza Rahimi in Afghanistan’s new Penal Code: Whether or Not to codify Hudud and
Qisas.

Adultery and consensual sexual relations between adults of same sex are “Zina
offences” which carry capital punishment as “hudud penalties”. A married person who
commits adultery is eligible for the death penalty while the unmarried person is eli-
gible for severe lashing. However, stringent evidential requirements must be met,
with the result that scholars report that no convictions for sexual offences have ever
been made without the confession of the accused (for purposes of the hadd penalty). 

The treatment of homosexual sodomy varies between the schools and the
Hanafi’s opinion is that a tazir penalty (not a hadd penalty) should apply.

According to a compilation of public executions, there were at least seven execu-
tions for adultery during Taliban rule, mostly by stoning of women.

Hands off Cain did not record executions in these cases, since the end of Taliban
rule in 2001 by official Courts. However the Taliban-controlled Courts and other
tribal systems of justice have continued to apply it. 

Pregnant women are excluded from execution by the ratification of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Then, women who are more
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than 6 months pregnant at the time of sentencing will not be imprisoned until 4
months later – in effect, after delivery.

BRUNEI DARUSSALAM

On October 22, 2013, a new Sharia Penal Code was enacted and the first phase
of enforcement started on May 1, 2014. It is expected to enter into force in 2018.

This new Penal Code introduces stoning to death as the specific method of exe-
cution for crimes of a sexual nature, flogging for crimes ranging from abortion to
abuse of alcohol, and amputation for thefts.

Other offences for which the death penalty could be applied under the revised
Code are: for Muslim and non-Muslims alike, robbery (Art. 63), rape (Art. 76),
adultery and sodomy (Art. 82); for Muslims, extramarital sexual relations (Art. 69),
insulting any verses of the Quran and Hadith, blasphemy, declaring oneself a
prophet or non-Muslim, and murder.

The revised Code introduces stoning to death as the specific method of execution
for rape, adultery, sodomy and extramarital sexual relations. 

The United Nations voiced deep concern about the revised Penal Code in Brunei
Darussalam. “Application of the death penalty for such a broad range of offences contravenes
international law,” said Rupert Colville, Spokesperson for the Office of the UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights, adding: “We urge the Government to delay the entry
into force of the revised Penal Code and to conduct a comprehensive review ensuring its com-
pliance with international human rights standards.” He further urged the Government to
establish a formal moratorium and to work towards abolishing the practice altogether:
“Under international law, stoning people to death constitutes torture or other cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment and is thus clearly prohibited”. He added that a num-
ber of UN studies have also revealed that women are more likely to be sentenced to
death by stoning, due to deeply entrenched discrimination and stereotyping against
them, including among law enforcement and judicial officers.

The criminalization and application of the death penalty for consensual relations
between adults in private also violates a whole host of rights, including the rights to
privacy, to equality before the law, the right to health and freedom from arbitrary
arrest and detention, Mr. Colville noted. “The provisions of the revised penal code may
encourage further violence and discrimination against women and also against people on
the basis of sexual orientation,” he warned.

Brunei decided that the new Penal Code would be implemented in 3 phases,
whereby the phases were determined based on the type of penalty: phase 1 (fines
and/or jail), phase 2 (severing of limbs, flogging, …), and phase 3 (death sentence).

His Majesty added that before the second phase can be implemented, the country
has to wait for another 12 months after the CPC can be gazetted. In February 2016,
he added: “Now two years have gone by, but the CPC is not gazetted yet and the vetting
process has not even started. This means that after it is gazetted in 2016, we have to wait
another year, until 2017 before the second phase can be implemented.” He said it will be
2018 by the time the third phase of the Sharia law can be enforced.
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Under the Brunei Criminal Procedure Code (Art. 246), pregnant women face a max-
imum sentence of life imprisonment, and a lighter sentence may be passed when possible.

The last execution took place in 1957. One mandatory death sentence was issued
in 2017, when a Malaysian national was sentenced for drug trafficking on February
13. The Court of Appeal upheld his conviction and sentence in November of the
same year.

KUWAIT

According to the Penal Codes of Kuwait, a pregnant woman who gives birth to
a live child will have her death sentence commuted to life imprisonment. This
applies also to new mothers. Kuwait has acceded to the Arab Charter on Human
Rights, which also prohibits the execution of pregnant women.

In 2017, 3 women were executed and at least one was sentenced to death. Among
the three executed, Nasra Youssef Mohammad al-Anzi is the first Kuwaiti woman to
ever be hanged there.

On January 25, 2017, Nasra Youssef Mohammad al-Anzi from Kuwait, Jakatia
Midon Pawa from the Philippines and Amakeel OoKo Mikunin from Ethiopia were
hanged for separate murders. Nasra Youssef Mohammad al-Anzi, a 30-year-old Kuwaiti
citizen, had set fire to a wedding tent in 2009, causing the deaths of 57 women and chil-
dren. She is the first Kuwaiti woman to ever be hanged there. Jakatia Midon Pawa, 42
years old, had been convicted of  stabbing her employer’s 20-year-old daughter to death
in 2008. Amakeel OoKo Mikunin from Ethiopia was hanged for a similar offence.

On May 26, 2017, the Criminal Court sentenced a 35-year-old Kuwaiti woman
to death for killing a compatriot in a suburb of Sabah Al-Salem. The daily Al-Anba
said the suspect was  charged with premeditated murder because she bought a knife
and stabbed the 43-year-old victim  to death over personal problems.

IRAN

In Iran, gender discrimination is widespread with paroxysmal forms: in legal pro-
ceedings, a woman’s testimony is worth half that of a man’s and the Iranian version
of “blood money” for the life of a woman is half that of a man. Moreover, if a man
kills a woman, he cannot be executed, even if sentenced to death, without the
woman’s family first paying half of her “blood money” to the murderer. The mini-
mum age for criminal liability is just 6 years for women, compared to 15 for men.
Marital rape and domestic violence are not considered criminal offences. The equal-
ity of women’s rights is systematically denied when it comes to marriage, divorce,
child custody, inheritance, travel and even clothing. In fact, Iranian women and even
girls over the age of nine who do not cover their hair with a veil and do not follow
the mandatory codes of clothing can be punished with a fine and even with prison.
Iran ranks 140°/144 in the Global Gender Gap Index 2017.

Under Article 6 of the Iranian Penal Code, a woman cannot be executed while
pregnant. 
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Women are discriminated also in case of homosexuality. Until 2013, the term
“homo-sexual” had criminal relevance only with regard to relations between women and
not for relations between men. With the reform of the Islamic Penal Code approved in
its latest version by the Guardian Council in April 2013, the term “homosexual” also
applies to relations between men. According to Article 233 of the new Code, the person
who plays an active role (in sodomy) will receive lashes if the sexual relationship was con-
sensual and between he/she is unmarried, and the death penalty if married. However,
the person who played a passive role will be sentenced to death regardless of his marital
status. If the active party is a non-Muslim and the passive part is a Muslim, both will be
sentenced to death. According to Articles 236-237, homosexual acts (except for
sodomy) will be punished with 31-99 lashes (for both men and women). According to
Article 238, the homosexual relationship between women in which there is contact
between their sexual organs will be punished with 100 lashes and, in the case of a fourth
recidivism, with the death penalty.

In this misogynistic climate, in April 2013, the Guardian Council, an unelected
body of 12 religious jurists empowered to vet all legislation to ensure its compatibil-
ity with Iran’s Constitution and Sharia, reinserted the stoning provision into a pre-
vious version of the new Penal Code, which had omitted stoning to death as the
explicit penalty for adultery [see Chapter: “Stoning”].

On December 19, 2017, the UN General Assembly adopted a new Resolution
expressing serious concern over numerous human rights violations in Iran, including the
systematic use of arbitrary detention and discrimination against women and minorities.

In 2017, executions of women have slightly increased: there were at least 12
(compared to 10 in 2016), of which 3 reported by official sources (2 for sexual
crimes and 1 for murder) and 9 by unofficial sources (5 for murder and 4 for drugs).
In 2015, Iran hanged at least 19 women out of a total of at least 970 executions. In
2014, at least 26 women were hanged.

On January 14, 2017, at least 14 people were hanged at Karaj Central Prison on
drug related charges, said Iran Human Rights. According to a family member of one
of the executed prisoners, two women were among these prisoners. 

On February 2, 2017, the Criminal Court of the Western Lorestan province con-
demned a man and a woman accused of so called “unethical relations” to capital pun-
ishment of death by stoning. According to the verdict of the Criminal Court Branch
1, in Lorestan Province, the sentence was issued for Kh. A. and S-M. Th., State-run
website Kashkan reported. The source said: “At the moment the sentence is issued by the
lower court and the track is communicated to the attorneys of the defendants and added,
in this case the role of the city administration chief, the Public Prosecutor Bureau, feta
police intelligence and police has been outstanding in gathering evidence, arresting sus-
pects and transferring the case to legal authorities.” The source also stated that the two
accused were already in custody, awaiting final approval of the sentence by the Court. 

On March 4, 2017, according to Iran Human Rights, four prisoners, including
two women, were hanged at Rasht’s central prison, Lakan, on murder charges. 

On May 3, 2017, eight inmates including two women were hanged for murder
in Rajaishahr Prison of Karaj, reported Iran Human Rights. 

On July 1, 2017, two men and one woman were hanged at Rasht’s central prison
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on drug related charges, reported Iran Human Rights Monitor. The two men were
identified as Sallaholdin Par and Jafar Saadanloo. The woman was identified as
Zeinab, wife of Jafar Saadanloo. 

On July 26, 2017, four people, including two women, were executed in two dif-
ferent cities. Three of them, including a woman, were hanged at Orumieh’s central
prison on drug related charges, reported Iran Human Rights. The identity of the
woman was not disclosed. An unidentified 25-year-old woman was executed at
Babol Central prison on murder charges,  HRANA reported. 

On September 19, 2017, a woman identified only by the initials N. A. was exe-
cuted at Zanjan Central Prison on murder charges, reported the State-run news
agency Mehr News. 

On December 22, 2017, a woman was sentenced to death for adultery by the 1st
Branch of the Alborz Penal Court in Alborz Province, reported the State-run Fararu
website. The woman, who was confronted with undeniable evidence and could not
defend herself, accepted the charges. The Judges condemned the young woman to
death for adultery after reviewing her case on December 19. 

IRAQ

The Penal Code punishes adultery with prison and does not explicitly prohibit
homosexual acts, but people have been killed by militias or sentenced to death by
Judges on the basis of Sharia. A report published by the United Nations in 2014
shows that many women in detention said they had been sentenced in place of one
of their male relatives.

MAURITANIA

In the ’80s, Islamic law was introduced providing for the death penalty in cases
of apostasy, homosexuality and rape, but it was rarely applied.

Under the 1983 Penal Code of Mauritania, stoning is the method of execution
provided for adultery (Arts. 2, 307) and homosexual relations (Art. 308). Adultery
is defined under Islamic law as voluntary sexual relations without the substance of a
legal right, whether or not the adulterer is married. A Muslim person who commits
adultery is punished by death if he or she is married or divorced. Stringent rules of
evidence apply: adultery must be proven by four witnesses, a confession, or, for
women with no legal partner, pregnancy.

Under domestic law (Penal Code Arts. 17 and 307), pregnant women may not
be executed before they have given birth to their child in conformity with
Mauritania’s international human rights obligations under the ICCPR, which pro-
hibits the execution of pregnant women. Mauritania has also ratified the Protocol on
the Rights of Women to the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights and the
African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, which respectively exclude
nursing mothers from execution and prohibit the imposition of a death sentence on
mothers of infants and young children.
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NIGERIA

Since 1999, twelve States of the Federation introduced Sharia in their Penal
Codes and the Safiya Hussaini and Amina Lawal cases were at the centre of an inter-
national outcry despite Federal Government assurances that no stoning or punish-
ment according to Sharia may be carried out according the Federal Constitution.
However, since 2000 many cases of people sentenced to death for sexual acts (adul-
tery, homosexuality, etc.) have been recorded, yet no such execution was carried out. 

On January 7, 2014, Nigeria’s former president, Goodluck Jonathan, signed the
Same-Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Bill (SSMPA) into law. The notional purpose of the
SSMPA is to prohibit marriage between persons of the same sex. In reality, its scope
is much wider. The law forbids any cohabitation between same-sex sexual partners
and bans any “public show of same sex amorous relationship”. The SSMPA imposes a
10-year prison sentence on anyone who “registers, operates or participates in gay clubs,
societies and organization” or “supports” the activities of such organizations.
Punishments are severe, ranging from 10 to 14 years in prison. Such provisions build
on existing legislation in Nigeria, but go much further: while the colonial-era
Criminal and Penal Codes outlawed sexual acts between members of the same sex,
the SSMPA effectively criminalizes lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT)
persons based on sexual orientation and gender identity.

According to Article 368(2) of the Criminal Procedure Act, applicable in Federal
Courts throughout Nigeria, pregnant women cannot be sentenced to death and their
sentences should be commuted to life imprisonment instead. Section 300(3) of the
Criminal Procedure Code, applicable in State Courts in the Northern States and the
Federal Capital Territory, includes a similar provision. Reportedly, Sharia penal laws
in some States in Nigeria authorize the imposition of death penalties on pregnant
women. The practices in these States seem to be out of line with observations of
Sharia law outside of Nigeria, which generally does not condone the execution of
pregnant women.

As a party to the ICCPR and the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and
Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa, Nigeria is under an international
obligation to exclude pregnant women from capital punishment.

PAKISTAN

In Pakistan, the Penal Code does not provide the death penalty for adultery or
homosexuality. 

Adultery is a crime under the controversial Islamic Hudud Ordinances - passed in
1979 as part of Zia ul-Haq’s Islamisation programme. Men and women found guilty
of adultery face stoning or 100 lashes. However, thus far only corporal punishment
and prison have been applied. 

One of the most controversial provisions states that a woman must have four
male witnesses to prove rape or face a charge of adultery herself. 

On December 1, 2006, Pakistan President Pervez Musharraf signed a bill amend-
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ing the country’s Islamic rape legislation into law. The bill places rape laws under
Pakistan’s British-influenced Penal Code and scraps the harsh conditions placed on
rape victims. The amended law would drop the death penalty for people found to
have sex outside of marriage, though they still would be subject to a five-year prison
term or $165 fine. However, thousands of women still languish in prison for adul-
tery.

Abduction to submit another to unnatural lust, which may include homosexual
sex, is punishable by death, according to Section 354 of the amended Code.

Judges are also able to choose whether to try a rape case in a Criminal Court or
Islamic Court. Despite the 2006 law, in remote areas of the country where tribal and
feudal systems still dominate, the tribal jury (jirga) continues to operate as the peo-
ple’s recourse to the law – instead of the police – for resolving inter-tribal disputes
and questions of “honour.” Under tribal codes, women are seen as men’s property
and an allegation of unfaithfulness is punished by death. A woman suspected of hav-
ing extramarital relations is declared a kari (sinful) and tribal honour requires a fam-
ily member to kill her. By the Criminal Laws Amendment Act of 2006, honour
killings are to be treated as aggravated killings but in practice, honour killings may
be treated more leniently than murder. 

The Government-appointed National Commission on the Status of Women said the
law was a weak one as it did not cover the crime fully, but nevertheless a step in the
right direction. The law was changed after prolonged protests by women’s and
human rights groups. According to the non-governmental Human Rights
Commission of Pakistan (HRCP), hundreds of women are killed every year in
Pakistan in the name of honour.

Pregnant women subject to the death penalty have their executions postponed,
and the High Court may commute their sentences to life imprisonment.

On July 26, 2017, Sarmad Ali, Advocate to the High Court, said that according
to the Ministry of Interior of Pakistan, there are about 44 women on death row in
Pakistan, with one of them considered to be insane. Pakistan executed a total of nine
women over the course of its history and the last execution happened in 1985.
Currently, one woman is reported to be scheduled for execution. Her name is
Kaneez, an alleged murder convict whose accomplice-boyfriend has already been
executed in 2003.

According to HRCP data referred in their 2017 Report, 2% of women on trial have
been awarded death penalty sentences on various charges during the last three years.

QATAR

The Penal Code of 2004 does not provide the death penalty for adultery or con-
sensual acts of homosexuality. However, the interpretation of Sharia law technically
permits the death penalty, but it is thought not to be invoked. The crime of Zina
punishes any sexual act committed by married people with death and with lashes if
committed by non married. Executions are rare in Qatar, but capital punishment is
issued frequently.
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Under Qatar’s 2004 Criminal Procedure Code, women sentenced to death as qisas
(a kin’s right of retaliation such as for murder) or hadd (a Quran-prescribed punish-
ment) will be executed after delivery; however, women sentenced to death as tazir (a
merely statutory penalty) are not executed until two years after delivery, and their
sentences may be commuted. In 2009, Qatar ratified the Arab Charter on Human
Rights, which prohibits the execution of pregnant women and of nursing mothers,
so the exception for nursing mothers may now be complete regardless of the nature
of a woman’s crime.

The last execution took place on March 11, 2003.

On December 19, 2016, Qatar voted against the UNGA Resolution for a
Universal Moratorium on capital executions. 

On September 29, 2017, Qatar voted against the Resolution on the death penal-
ty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.

SAUDI ARABIA

According to the Saudi Arabia Law of Criminal Procedure (Art. 10), public ston-
ing can be used to execute individuals who have been convicted of acts such as adul-
tery but the penalty has not been executed for many years.

Saudi Arabia strictly applies Sharia and ranks 138/144 for gender equality in the
2017 Global Gender Gap Index. In September 2011, Saudi Arabia tripled diya but the
“blood money” paid for the killing of or injury to a woman remains half that of a
man.

The death penalty is prescribed for adultery, a sexual relation between a woman
and a man out of marriage (Zina). If the person is married, the penalty is stoning, if
not married, 100 lashes.

Homosexuality is punished by beheading.
Although the crime of adultery is difficult to prove, as four eyewitnesses of the

penetration act serve, the law is applied more to women. 
Pregnant women and those with children under the age of three are exempted

from the death penalty.
The latest news of a woman’s conviction for adultery dates back to November 20,

2015, when a Sri Lankan woman, married and mother of two children, in the country
for work, was sentenced to stoning after confessing to having committed adultery with
another Sri Lankan worker, who was instead sentenced to 100 lashes because he was not
married. The sentence of the woman was subsequently reduced to three years on appeal.

In 2017, Saudi Arabia executed at least 140 people, including 2 foreign women
for murder. In 2016, Saudi Arabia executed at least 154 people, including 3 women.
As of 2017, there were at least 36 prisoners, including 6 women, sentenced to death
for various crimes.

On July 11, 2017, a Kenyan born woman, Elizabeth Niyambura Ghatshaw, was
beheaded in al-Dammam for the murder of a Saudi woman named Lulua bint
Mohammed bin Seliman al-Qadhi, reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.
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On September 14, 2017, Saudi Arabia beheaded a foreign woman in Riyadh for
murder. Berhani Tasfani had murdered Hassa bint Abdullah bin Faleh al-Dosari by
stabbing her several times with a knife, reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.

SOMALIA

The Penal Code stipulates prison for adultery and homosexuality, but in some
Southern regions, Islamic Courts have imposed Sharia law and the death penalty.
Somalia’s Penal Code, currently under revision, classifies sexual violence as an “offense
against modesty and sexual honour” rather than as a violation of bodily integrity.

The execution of non-pecuniary punishments is suspended for pregnant women
and for women with newly born infants under the 1962 Penal Code.

No execution of women was recorded in 2017, but there was one in 2016 when
three people, including a woman and her son, were executed by firing squad in
Somaliland after being convicted of murdering a woman. 

Extra-judiciary sentences were carried out by Al-Shabaab. On January 11, 2017,
according to Andalus radio service a 15-year-old boy and a 20-year-old man were
arrested by the group’s Islamic police and sentenced to death. They were executed in
a public square in the town of Buale for “immoral and reprehensible” sexual acts. It
is believed that this is the first time that Al-Shabaab has claimed responsibility for
executing anyone for homosexuality. 

On October 27, 2017, in Sakoow, a woman was stoned to death for allegedly
committing adultery.

SUDAN

In the country, the law is based on the “Islamic Sharia as the main source of the law”.
According to this, a Muslim woman is not allowed to marry a non-Muslim man and
such a marriage is considered adultery. The penalty for adultery under Article 146 of
the Criminal Code is 100 lashes if the offender is not married, stoning if he is mar-
ried and the male non-spoiled can be subject not only to flogging but also to exile
for a year. The 1991 Penal Code also criminalizes homosexuality. Three-time offend-
ers under the sodomy law can be put to death; first and second convictions result in
flogging and imprisonment. Usually, men are executed in the third case, while the
woman can be executed in the first case.

The National Constitution at Article 25 prohibits the execution of pregnant
women and of nursing women for 2 years after giving birth.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

In the UAE, adultery is punished by stoning according the Sharia law, but it is thought
to not be invoked. Lawyers in the country and other experts disagree on whether Federal
law prescribes the death penalty for consensual homosexual sex or only for rape. 

In the past, Courts issued death sentences by stoning, but no recent execution by
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stoning in the country has been recorded. According to Sharia, stringent evidential
requirements must be met to impose a death sentence: the testimony of four eyewit-
nesses or the confession of the accused. Pregnancy is also admissible as circumstantial
evidence, but only for unmarried women, who would as unmarried persons not face
the death penalty as hadd. 

The last news of stoning dates back  to May 12, 2014, when an Asian housemaid
was stoned to death after being found guilty of committing adultery while married.
The maid had been rushed to hospital following abdominal pains and tests showed
she was pregnant after sleeping with another man. Newspapers said the maid con-
fessed in Court that she committed adultery and the Judge handed down the sen-
tence on the basis of her confession in line with Islamic law.

The last execution of a woman was on July 3, 2015, when Ala’a Badr Abdullah
al-Hashemi, 31, was executed by firing squad for stabbing, in 2014, Romanian-born
Ibolya Ryan, a mother of 11-year-old twins, in the toilet of an Abu Dhabi shopping
centre and attempting to bomb an American-Egyptian doctor. Police said last year
Hashemi had become radicalised over the internet and had not been targeting a US
citizen in particular, but was looking for a foreigner to kill at random.

Pregnant women and those with children under the age of two are exempted
from the death penalty. This is in respect of the rights of the child set forth in the
Quran and Sunna. Additionally, the UAE have ratified the Revised Arab Charter on
Human Rights, which prohibits execution of pregnant women as contrary to the
interests of the infant and of nursing women as contrary to the interests of the infant
for at least two years after giving birth.

YEMEN

The legal system of Yemen is based on Sharia and customary law. The death
penalty is provided by the Penal Code for different crimes, including those of sexual
nature. According to the 1994 Penal Code, adultery out of marriage is punished with
100 lashes and if married with stoning. Married men can be sentenced to death by
stoning for homosexual intercourse. Unmarried men face whipping or one year in
prison. Women face up to seven years in prison.

Pregnant women and nursing mothers cannot be executed until two years after
giving birth, unless someone else is found to care for the child. Yemen is also a party
to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Arab Charter on
Human Rights, which prohibit the execution of pregnant women and of nursing
mothers.

The war against women and gay by the Islamic State

Extra-judicial executions for adultery or homosexuality were decided by the
Sharia tribunals and carried out by the Islamic State (IS) in Syria and Iraq.  [see
Chapter: “Stoning”]
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Article 6(2) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
grants an exception to the right to life guaranteed in Article 6(1) to countries that
have not yet abolished the death penalty, but only in relation to the ‘most serious
crimes’. The jurisprudence has developed to the point where UN human rights bod-
ies have declared that drug offences are not among the ‘most serious crimes’. The
‘most serious crimes’ threshold for the lawful application of capital punishment is
also supported by UN political bodies, which clarified that by ‘most serious crimes’
are intended only those ‘with lethal or other extremely grave consequences’.
Therefore, executions for drug offences violate international human rights law.

In 2011, through an internal human rights guidance note, the United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) required the organization to stop funding for
a country if it is feared that such support may lead to people being executed. Despite
this guideline, the leadership of UNODC has continued to allocate funds to
Governments, Iran in particular, who use them to capture, sentence to death, and
often execute alleged drug traffickers. 

On June 23, 2016, UNODC unveiled its 2016 World Drug Report and warned that the
number of drug users has risen worldwide. However, the 174-page document included no
reference to the increased number of death sentences and executions in countries like Iran,
Saudi Arabia and Pakistan, where the UN agency funds counter-narcotics police.

A number of European States, including the United Kingdom, Denmark and
Ireland, have already withdrawn funding from similar UNODC programmes in
Iran, with the Danish Government acknowledging they are “leading to executions”.
But France and Germany have declined to make similar commitments, and have not
ruled out contributing to the new UN funding settlement for Iran’s Anti-Narcotics
Police (ANP). A Reprieve research shows that France has provided more than EUR 1
million to Iran’s ANP in recent years; while Germany contributed to a EUR 5 mil-
lion UNODC project which provided the ANP with training and equipment. The
UK decided to halt its financing to anti-drug funds destined to Iran, but not to that
for Pakistan. While the UK Government’s Strategy for the Abolition of the Death
Penalty lists Pakistan as a ‘priority country’, the UK has given more than £12 million
to support anti-drug operations in Pakistan.

Another concern is the presence in many States of legislation prescribing manda-
tory death sentences for certain categories of drug offences. Mandatory death sen-
tences that do not consider the individual merits of a particular case have been wide-
ly criticized by human rights authorities. 

According to Harm Reduction International (HRI), 33 jurisdictions in all still
maintain laws that prescribe the death penalty for drug-related crimes, including 9
countries that allow for mandatory capital punishment for certain drug offences:
Brunei Darussalam, Iran, Kuwait, Laos, Myanmar, Singapore, Sudan, Syria, and
Yemen. But three of these countries (Brunei Darussalam, Laos and Myanmar) are de
facto abolitionist. 
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Important legal developments have recently taken place in some countries.
Thailand, adopted legislative amendments to its Narcotics Law in January 2017,
introducing reductions in penalties for possession, import/export and production for
the sale of drugs, and abolished the mandatory death penalty for the offence of sell-
ing drugs. In Iran, an amendment to the Anti-Narcotics Law approved in October
2017 raised the minimum quantity of drugs required to incur capital punishment,
with the change applied retroactively to prisoners on death row.  Meanwhile,
Malaysia removed the mandatory death sentence for drug offences in November
2017.

However, in 2017 the brutal ‘war on drugs’ in the Philippines, has resulted in an
estimated 12,000 extra judicial executions according to HRI and in legislative efforts
to reintroduce the death penalty for drugs.

Overall, the prohibitionist ideology concerning drugs once again had a heavy
impact on the practice of the death penalty in 2017. 

In the name of the war on drugs, in 2017, there were at least 344 executions
(they were 338 in 2016 and 713 in 2015) carried out in 4 countries: China (at least
19, but the real number is unknown); Iran (at least 257); Saudi Arabia (at least 60);
Singapore (8).

In 2017, hundreds of death sentences for drug offences were handed down
though not carried out in 16 more countries: Brunei Darussalam, China, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Laos, Malaysia, Palestine, Singapore, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Vietnam. 

CHINA

According to China’s Criminal Law, a drugs dealer can be sentenced to death for
producing, transporting or trafficking more than 50 grams of heroin or one kilogram
of opium. Traffickers caught with 150 kilograms of marijuana can also face the death
penalty. The most lenient sentence for such a crime is 15 years of imprisonment.

In April 2016, the Supreme People’s Court (SPC) released a new judicial inter-
pretation on rules for drug-related convictions and sentencing, stepping up punish-
ments. The document adopted stricter rules for ketamine by lowering the threshold
for criminalization of the drug by half. The new document also added 12 new types
of illegal drugs to be subject to criminal penalties and lowered the threshold for con-
viction of illegal use for 33 precursor chemicals.

The actual number of executions for drug-related crimes is unknown, although
it appears to have decreased in 2016-2017 compared to previous years. It is likely
that this change is a reflection of the reform passed on January 1, 2007, that passed
judicial review of death penalty cases back to China’s Supreme People’s Court, as well
as the directive of the same Court holding that the death penalty should be imposed
on an “extremely reduced number of hardened criminals”.

Regardless, as has long been the case in China, death sentences and executions
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increase markedly around National holidays and dates of symbolic international
importance such as the International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking
on June 26.

According to a 2016 study by Dui Hua Foundation, time spent on death  row
between the definitive death sentence and execution is around 50 days, but those
sentenced for drug offences may stay weeks or months, in order to be executed on
the International Day Against Drugs.

On February 28, 2017, China executed a Colombian retired journalist who was
sentenced to death for smuggling cocaine into the Asian country. Chinese authorities
said Ismael Arciniegas was killed by lethal injection after a last-ditch diplomatic
effort by Colombia to save his life failed. The 72-year-old is the first Colombian to
be executed in China but at least 15 more are on death row for drug offences.
Arciengas’ son said his father entered the criminal underworld in the 1980s while
researching an unpublished book on Colombia’s drug cartels. He was arrested in
2010 trying to smuggle four kilograms of cocaine into China in exchange for
$5,000.

On June 24, 2017, thirteen men and women on trial for drug charges were sen-
tenced to death in front of crowds as big as 10,000. The open hearing was held at a
stadium in Lufeng, a county in the Eastern Guangdong province notorious for an
ongoing drug problem, where the criminals were convicted of supplying and selling
drugs. According to local media reports, a total of 18 criminals were sentenced and
only five were allowed to live. Out of the 13 slapped with the death penalty, eight
were loaded onto trucks to be executed immediately after the trial, although the exe-
cutions remained private. Footage of the post-trial scene was included in a report by
The Beijing Times, which showed the convicts stoically being led away in trucks
accompanied by the cries of family members. According to the South China Morning
Post, this is not the first time a public sentencing has been held in Lufeng which has
been called a “major drug workshop”. Guangdong is China’s largest producer of the
drug methamphetamine and more than one third of it consumed locally was made
in villages administered by Lufeng.

On December 18, 2017, a Court in China sentenced ten people to death, mostly
for drug-related crimes, in front of thousands of onlookers before taking them away
for execution. The ten people were executed immediately after the sentencing in
Lufeng in Southern Guangdong province, according to State-run media. Seven of
the ten executed were convicted of drug-related crimes, while others were found
guilty of murder and robbery. Four days before the event, local residents were invited
to attend the sentencing in an official notice circulated on social media. The accused
were brought to the stadium on the back of police trucks with their sirens blaring,
each person flanked by four officers wearing sunglasses. They were brought one by
one to a small platform set up on what is usually a running track to have their sen-
tences read, according to video of the trial. Thousands watched the spectacle, with
some reports saying students in their school uniforms attended. People stood on
their seats while others crowded onto the centre of the field, some with their mobile
phones raised to record the event, others chatting or smoking.
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IRAN

On October 18, 2017, the Guardian Council approved the bill for the amend-
ment to the drug law, which was approved by Iran’s Parliament on August 13.

Under the amended Bill, those charged with smuggling less than 50 kilograms of
opium, less than 3 kilograms of methamphetamine and less than 2 kilograms of
heroin will not be executed. Under the previous law, possessing 5kg of opium or 30g
of heroin was a capital offence.

The new law is a potentially significant step towards decreasing the number of of
drug-related executions in Iran, because the new limits are set to be retroactively
applied to those death-row prisoners that had been charged before the new legisla-
tion. According to the Iranian Parliament’s Judicial Committee, more than 5,000
convicts on death row - the majority said to be aged between 20 to 30  - could ben-
efit from the amendment.

On January 9, 2018, Mizanonline, the news agency affiliated to Iran’s judicial sys-
tem, reported that its Chief, Ayatollah Sadeq Larijani, had asked officials to halt exe-
cutions of those affected by the new amendments, reconsider their cases and com-
mute their sentences if possible.

However, the commutation is not automatic and convicts need to take the first
step themselves and make sure their case is reconsidered. “Our concern is that the
majority of those on death row belong to the marginalised part of the Iranian society and
may not be aware of the changes and not have the possibilities to take this step,” said
Mahmood Amiry-Moghaddam, from Iran Human Rights (IHR), an independent
NGO based in Norway. “Those who are on death row for drug offences must be given
legal aid.”

Iran was under pressure to end its use of death penalty against drug traffickers after
facing a serious shortfall in international funding of the country’s counter-narcotics
campaign. An increasing number of European countries – such as the United
Kingdom, Italy, Germany, Austria, Denmark, Ireland and Norway – have decided to
cut off contributions even though the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) in
early 2016 approved a five-year country partnership programme for Iran that was
aimed at providing about $20m to support a range of law enforcement operations,
including the establishment of border posts designed to catch drug mules crossing the
country’s border with Afghanistan. The Agency’s latest annual appeal document
shows that Tehran has received no money in funding for 2016. In October 2015, the
UN Special Rapporteur on Iran, Ahmed Shaheed, warned that the country’s
Government was using UN support to justify its aggressive use of capital punishment.

As in previous years, drug trafficking was the most frequently used charge against
those who were executed in Iran in 2017. Since the vast majority of those executed
for drug-related charges are not identified by last (family) name, it is not possible to
confirm the charges. Human rights observers believe that many of those executed for
common crimes such as drugs are actually political dissidents.
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Of the at least 544 executions tallied by Hands Off Cain in 2017, at least 257
were for drug-related offences, including the execution of 4 women and 1 minor
according to unofficial sources; only 20 executions were announced by official
Iranian sources.

Below are published only the official news of executions for drug-related crimes
carried out in 2017. [For those reported by unofficial sources see Chapter: “Top
Secret Death”]

On January 2, 2017, two executions were carried out at Ghazvin’s central prison
for drug related offences, Iranian official sources reported. They named the prisoners
as Majid Z., 34, and Ghodrat K., 30. According to the Human Rights Activists News
Agency (HRANA), a prisoner identified as Nosrat Khazai was hanged at Ghazvin’s
central prison on charges of possession and trafficking of one kilogram of crystal
meth. 

On January 12, 2017, two prisoners, identified as Akbar Kabiri and Morteza H.,
were executed in the Central Prison of Ghazvin for drug trafficking, announced
Ismail Sadeqi Niaraki, the city’s Public Prosecutor.

On January 14, 2017, according to a report by Iranian State-run media, IRIB,
two prisoners were hanged at Rasht’s central prison on drug related charges. One of
them was identified as 31 years old, charged with trafficking two kilograms of crystal
meth. The other prisoner was reportedly charged with trafficking one kilogram and
766 grams of crystal meth. 

On January 28, 2017, two prisoners were hanged at Lakan, Rasht’s central Prison
on drug related charges, reported the Iranian State-run news agency IRIB. They were
identified as R. Z., 26, and M. A., 39. R. Z. was reportedly sentenced to death on
the charge of trafficking one kilogram of crystal meth and M.A. on the charge of
buying and selling three kilograms of heroin.

On March 14, 2017, a prisoner was hanged at Ghazvin’s central prison for drug
related crimes, reported to State-run news agency Rokna. He was identified as Reza,
31, charged with possession of 400 grams of heroin and 890 grams of crystal meth. 

On March 16, 2017, a 21-year-old unidentified prisoner was hanged at Semnan
Prison for trafficking 897 grams of crystal meth, reported the Iranian State-run news
agency, Rokna.

On April 15, 2017, three prisoners were hanged at the Lakan Prison in the town
of Rasht for drug-related crimes, announced Gilan’s Chief Justice, Ahmad Siavosh.
A 38-year-old man was hanged on charges of participating in narcotics possession. A
46-year-old man was also hanged on the charge of possessing heroin. Another man,
aged 37, was also hanged for heroin possession.

On July 11, 2017, two unidentified prisoners were reportedly hanged at Semnan
Central Prison on drug related charges, reported State-run news agency Rokna. 

On September 20, 2017, State-run news agency IRIB, quoting Younes Davoudi,
Deputy Prosecutor of the province of Qom, reported that four prisoners were exe-
cuted on drug-related charges and at least three prisoners had their hands amputated
on theft charges at Qom Central Prison. 

On October 8, 2017, according to the Iranian State-run news agency Mehr, a
prisoner was executed at Ghazvin Central Prison for drug related charges. Kurdistan
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Human Rights Network identified the executed prisoner as Reza Naalbandi, sen-
tenced to death on the charge of possessing 11 kilograms and 490 grams of meth. 

SAUDI ARABIA

In 2005, Saudi Arabia redefined the law on drug-trafficking, giving discretionary
powers to Judges in deciding between imprisonment and the death penalty. The
1987 law calls for the mandatory sentence of death for those who traffic or manu-
facture illicit drugs while the death penalty is discretionary for those who use illegal
drugs. Now Judges can decide, at their own discretion, to reduce the sentence to a
maximum of fifteen years, 50 lashes or a minimum fine of 100,000 Saudi riyals
(over 31,600 USD).

Of the 140 executions in Saudi Arabia in 2017, at least 60 were carried out for
drug-related crimes, three times higher than in 2016.

On January 26, 2017, Saudi national Saif Mohammed Yahiya Hazazi was execut-
ed in Ahsa governorate after being convicted of smuggling a large amount of banned
narcotic pills. 

On February 8, 2017, Lal Mohammed Abdulrazeq Khan, Pakistani national, was
executed in Dammam city after being convicted of smuggling an amount of heroin. 

On February 16, 2017, foreign national Mohammed Akbar Mohammed Shafiq
was executed for drug trafficking in Saudi Arabia, website capitalpunishmentuk.org
reported.

On February 23, 2017, I’tebar Khan Gul Salakhan, Pakistani national, was exe-
cuted in Dammam city after being convicted of trying to smuggle a quantity of hero-
in hidden inside his bowels. 

On March 2, 2017, Sari bin Saleh bin Habash Al-Qahtani, Saudi national, was
executed in Abha in Asir region for receiving a large quantity of hashish and amphet-
amine pills. 

On March 23, 2017, Saudi Arabia beheaded two people for drug trafficking.
Saudi national Nasser Harshan was a repeat offender found guilty of dealing hashish.
Pakistani national Namtallah Khasta Qul, was found guilty of dealing heroin.

On April 4, 2017, two Pakistani nationals, Assif Ali Taj Mohamed and Khalid
Khan Sadray, were executed in the Eastern region after being convicted of trying to
smuggle a quantity of heroin into the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

On April 5, 2017, foreign national Fawaz Mahjub Kurkis was executed for drug
trafficking,  website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported.

On April 9, 2017, Saudi Arabia executed Mohammed Ashraf Shafi Mohammed,
Mohammed Aref Mohammed Anayt and Mohammed Afdal Asghar Ali, three
Pakistani nationals convicted of smuggling heroin. The State-run SPA news agency
said the three had been found guilty of “smuggling quantities of heroin in their stom-
achs”. 

On April 13, 2017, foreign national Raj Mohammed Shahnawaz Jawkiyu was
executed for drug trafficking, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported.
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On May 22, 2017, two Saudi nationals – Mufreh bin Musfer bin Ali al-Yami and
Nasser bin Musfer bin Ali al-Yami – were executed for drug trafficking, website cap-
italpunishmentuk.org reported.

On May 22, 2017, a foreign national, Niyaz Min Zarayin Khan, was executed in
Saudi Arabia for drug trafficking, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported.

On July 10, 2017, a Pakistani citizen, Mohammed Wali Gulan, was executed for
drug trafficking.

On July 12, 2017, foreign national Aiman Ahmed Quban was executed for drug
trafficking,  website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported.

On July 19, 2017, two people – Saudi national Hamed bin Salem Sulaiman Al-
Huwaiti, and Syrian national Suleiman Hussein Hussein – were executed in Tabuk
Region for smuggling a large quantity of amphetamine pills into the Kingdom. 

On July 26, 2017, two people – Saudi national Saud bin Furaij Al-Omairi and
Jordanian national Hamzah Mohammed Dawood Al-Khatib – were executed in
Tabuk Region for smuggling a large quantity of amphetamine pills into the
Kingdom.

On August 1, 2017, a Pakistani national, Zubair Ahmed Muhammad Afdhal,
was executed in the Eastern Region for smuggling a quantity of heroin inside his
bowels into the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

On August 2, 2017, foreign national Ameri Hussein Ibrahim al-Qarini was exe-
cuted for drug trafficking, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported.

On August 15, 2017, three Yemeni nationals – Yahya Ali Moussa A’ti, Ali
Ibrahim Jibran Ahmad, and Shu’ei Issa Yousef Hajaji – were executed in Asir region
for smuggling a large quantity of cannabis and a quantity of narcotic Qat into the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

On August 21, 2017, two Saudi nationals, Ziad bin Atiyyah bin Sulaiman Al-
Omrani and Sultan bin Sari’e bin Loifi Al-Omrani, were executed in Tabuk Region
for smuggling a large quantity of amphetamine pills. 

On August 24, 2017, three foreign nationals – Abdullah Jaber Salem Baider,
Fawaz Abdullah Salem Ibrahim and Issa Mitan Mohammed Ajibi – were executed
for drug trafficking, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported.

On September 14, 2017, three Yemeni nationals – Ibrahim Ali Saeed Abbas,
Muhammad Ali Yahya Salem and Ali Mohammed Abdullah Hassan – were executed
in Asir region for smuggling a large quantity of narcotic cannabis into the Kingdom. 

On September 20, 2017, foreign national Abdo Musa Kali Salem was executed
for drug trafficking, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported.

On September 21, 2017, Yusuf Yaqini Agy Boi, a Nigerian national, was executed
in Madinah Region for smuggling a quantity of narcotic cocaine into the Kingdom.

On September 27, 2017, Saudi national Feisal bin Selama bin Ali al-Balawi was
executed for drug trafficking, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported.

On October 1, 2017, Rahim Shah Khoshhal Khan, a Pakistani national, was exe-
cuted in Jeddah Governorate of Makkah Region for smuggling a quantity of heroin
inside his bowels into the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

On October 12, 2017, two people – Falhan bin Mohammed Falhan Al-Subaie,
Saudi national, and Muhammad Jumaa Anbar, a Palestinian – were executed in
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Qurayyat Governorate in Jouf Region for their participation in receiving a large
quantity of amphetamine pills. 

On October 16, 2017, Saud bin Naif bin Mofleh Al-Shammari, a Saudi national,
was executed in the Eastern Region for smuggling a large quantity of amphetamine
pills. 

On October 18, 2017, Safdar Iqbal Patty Khan, a Pakistani National, was exe-
cuted in the Eastern Region for smuggling a quantity of heroin inside his bowels into
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

On October 24, 2017, two foreign nationals, Attallah al-Hawayatti and Salim al-
Hawayatti, were executed for drug trafficking, website capitalpunishmentuk.org
reported.

On November 1, 2017, Hamdi Akram Al-Samhan, a Syrian national, was exe-
cuted in Al-Qurayat Governorate in Jouf Region for smuggling a large quantity of
amphetamine pills into the Kingdom. 

On November 2, 2017, Saudi national Suleiman bin Atallah bin Oudeh Al-
Atawi was executed in Tabuk Region for smuggling a large quantity of amphetamine
pills. 

On November 7, 2017, Shafaqat Ali Liaqat, a Pakistani national, was executed in
Madinah Region for smuggling a quantity of heroin into the Kingdom. 

On November 8, 2017, Saudi national Suleiman bin Suwailem bin Shain al-
Huweiti was executed for drug trafficking, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported.

On November 15, 2017, two people – Darwish Khalil Ahmed Darwish, a
Jordanian national, and Mansour bin Awadh bin Salman Al-Imrani, a Saudi national
– were executed in Tabuk Region for smuggling a large quantity of amphetamine
pills into the Kingdom. 

On November 21, 2017, Hassan Mohammed Ali Hadi, a Yemeni national, was
executed in Abha city for smuggling a quantity of cannabis into the Kingdom. 

On November 22, 2017, Sami bin Sobhi bin Said Al-Atawi, a Saudi national,
was executed in Tabuk Region for smuggling a large quantity of banned narcotic
pills. 

On November 28, 2017, a Saudi man, identified as Luwifi bin Ferhan bin Faleh
al-Bawi, was executed in the Northern city of Tabuk after being convicted of smug-
gling pills.

On December 7, 2017, foreign national Mohammed Badel Khan Othman Jaafer
Ali was executed for drug trafficking, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported.

On December 14, 2017, Saudi national Khazam bin Aaedh bin Mubarak al-
Shahrani was executed for drug trafficking, website capitalpunishmentuk.org report-
ed.

On December 17, 2017, Saudi national Saad bin Said bin Zafer al-Shahri was
executed for drug trafficking, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported.

On December 20, 2017, foreign national Hassan Ahmed Messaoud Assassefeh
was executed for drug trafficking, website capitalpunishmentuk.org reported.

On December 27, 2017, Ammar bin Ahmed bin Saeed Al-Ghamdi, a Saudi
national, was executed in Khobar Province for trafficking and possession of a large
quantity of narcotic hashish. 
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SINGAPORE

The death penalty is provided for by several laws in Singapore but has been
imposed mainly for drug-related offences and murder. It is a mandatory punishment
for murder, drug trafficking and some firearms offences.

In 2017, Singapore hanged 8 people, all for drug trafficking, according to the
Singapore Prison Service (SPS) annual report. In 2016, executions were 4, two for
murder and two for drug trafficking. In 2017, 15 new mandatory death sentences,
including on one woman, were imposed, according to Amnesty International, when
in 2016 seven were reported. Of those, three were imposed for murder and 12 for
drug-related offences; six involved foreign nationals. 

Singapore has some of the toughest anti-drugs laws in the world, and its customs
forms warn arriving travellers of “death for drug traffickers” in no uncertain terms.
The Misuse of Drugs Act provides for the death penalty for anyone convicted of car-
rying more than 15 grams (0.5 ounce) of heroin, or 30 grams (1.1 ounces) of
cocaine, 500 grams (17.6 ounces) of cannabis or 250 grams (8.8 ounces) of metham-
phetamines.

Singapore has been one of the most executioner countries in the word during the
’90s, when executions were around 70 and the population was just over 3 million.
In the last years, the number is below 10. Since gaining independence in 1965,
clemency has been granted six times.

A turning point in the application of the death penalty was the reform presented
by the Government to Parliament in 2012, which entered into force on January 1,
2013. During the reform, a moratorium on executions was in place from July 2011
until 2014 when executions were resumed in accordance with the new law. 

In his presentation of the reform, Minister of Law Kasiviswanathan Shanmugam
clarified that “Crime must be deterred and society must be protected against criminals.
But justice can be tempered with mercy and where appropriate, offenders should be given
a second chance.”

The 2013 death penalty reform introduced limited and narrow discretion for
Judges when sentencing people convicted of non-intentional murder and drug traf-
ficking. Section 33(B) of the revised Misuse of Drugs Act gives Judges some leeway in
sentencing, to either the death penalty or life imprisonment and 15 strokes of the
cane, if defendants meet two conditions: 1) they were merely couriers or drug mules
and 2) the Prosecutor certifies that they have greatly cooperated with law enforce-
ment officers by tipping them about other drug traffickers. Alternatively, those who
have proven to be couriers can also be spared if they’re mentally or intellectually dis-
abled.

The Supreme Court of Singapore has further restricted the newly introduced sen-
tencing discretion by, for example, limiting the definition of “courier” in drug traf-
ficking cases to very narrow circumstances.

Amnesty International’s very comprehensive study Cooperate or Die. Singapore’s
Flawed Reforms to the Mandatory Death Penalty 2017 () documented that the 2013
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amendments did have some positive impact, with almost half of the people who
would have previously been automatically sentenced to death being spared the ulti-
mate punishment. Of the 93 people – including 10 women - who were tried and
convicted for capital offences since the reform, 40 resulted in death sentences, while
38 people (41%) were spared the death penalty. Twenty-seven of the 82 men escaped
the gallows, while the number is significantly higher for women, 9 out of 10. Eight
of those sentenced to death before the 2013 reform, had a commutation to life
imprisonment and 3 had the capital sentence confirmed. What is more, of the 66
drug trafficking sentences imposed since January 1, 2013, 34 were mandatory death
sentences – including a woman –, zero discretionary death sentences, and 32 discre-
tionary life imprisonments. In the same period, of the 12 sentences imposed for
murder, 4 were mandatory capital sentences, 2 discretionary death sentence and 4 to
discretionary life imprisonment. While the use of the death penalty for drugs
offences is contrary to the the international threshold limit of the “most serious
crimes”, Singapore campaigns at international level for the use of capital punishment
to combat trafficking.

On January 27, 2016, Singapore was reviewed under the UPR of the UN
Human Rights Council. In response to questions on the death penalty, the
Government said no civilised society glorifies in the taking of lives. Singapore applies
capital punishment to deter the most serious crimes such as murder and drug traf-
ficking.

The Government position has been well expressed by the Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Vivian Balakrishnan, at the UN General Assembly in September 2016, say-
ing that: “In our view, capital punishment for drug-related offences and for murder has
been a key element in keeping Singapore drug free and keeping Singapore safe. Singapore
is probably one of the few countries in the world which has successfully fought this drug
problem. And we do not have slums, we do not have ghettos, we do not have no-go zones
for the police. The death penalty has deterred major drug syndicates from establishing
themselves in Singapore, and we have successfully kept the drug situation under control.”

Moreover, in 2016, during the vote on the UNGA Resolution on a Moratorium
on the Use of the Death Penalty, at the Third Committee, Singapore introduced an
amendment to the text aiming at reaffirming the sovereign right of all countries to
develop their own legal systems, including determining appropriate legal penalties,
in accordance with their international law obligations. The amendment was adopted
with 76 votes in favour, 72 against and 26 abstentions.

According to Harm Reduction Report 2017, while the reforms are a step in the
right direction they remain extremely flawed. For example, drug ‘carriers’ can now
avoid mandatory death sentences by providing ‘substantive assistance’ to the State
Prosecutor. Not only is this likely to disproportionately benefit those who are more
connected, have access to legal aid and who speak the language fluently, but decisions
on who qualifies for this discretionary sentencing are left entirely up to the
Prosecutors and lack transparency. If a certificate of assistance is not provided by the
Prosecutor, the Court is deprived of any discretionary powers and must sentence the
accused to death.
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The fact is that annual reports (2013/4/5/6) of the Central Narcotics Bureau
(CNB) of Singapore show that the major operations carried out targeted “middle-
level traffickers, street-level pushers and drug abusers”.

On April 21, 2017, Mohd Jeefrey bin Ismail, 52, was hanged in the early hours
after the Public Prosecutor decided that Jeefrey had not “substantively assisted” the
Central Narcotics Bureau (CNB) in “disrupting drug trafficking activities within or
outside Singapore”.

On May 19, 2017, Muhammad Ridzuan Md Ali, 31, was executed at Changi
Prison, having exhausted all avenues of appeal. Ridzuan, and accomplice Abdul
Haleem Abdul Karim, were found guilty in the High Court of trafficking 72.5g of
pure heroin. The former was sentenced to death by the Court on April 10, 2013. His
accomplice, who pleaded guilty, was sentenced to life imprisonment and 24 strokes
of the cane. Abdul Haleem, who was 30 then, was the first to receive such a certifi-
cate. Before being spared the noose, he had asked to be hanged if his friend was sen-
tenced to that fate. But the Judge told him: “You have certification from the Attorney-
General’s Chambers, he does not”. Ridzuan’s appeal against conviction and sentence
was dismissed by the Court of Appeal on February 27, 2014, in another landmark
case. In April that year, Ridzuan sought leave from the High Court to start judicial
review proceedings against the Public Prosecutor’s decision not to grant him a cer-
tificate of substantive assistance. The High Court dismissed the application on July
17, 2014, and, in October 2015, the Court of Appeal rejected his appeal. On
January 8 last year, Ridzuan took his case to the Court of Appeal for the third time
by way of a criminal motion for the Court to review its decisions on his appeals, on
the grounds that the Misuse of Drugs Act provisions under which he was sentenced
to death were unconstitutional. The Apex Court dismissed the criminal motion on
December 2 last year.

On July 14, 2017,  Singapore executed a Malaysian drug trafficker despite a plea
for clemency from the United Nations and concerns expressed by rights groups over
alleged flaws in his trial. Prabagaran Srivijayan was arrested in 2012 after 22.24
grams (0.8 ounces) of heroin were found in the car he was driving when stopped at
a checkpoint going to Singapore. He was sentenced to death two years later after
being convicted of drug trafficking. The United Nations opposed the planned exe-
cution, with the UN rights body’s South-East Asia office urging Singapore not to
proceed while the Malaysian appeal was still pending.

BRUNEI DARUSSALAM

Brunei Darussalam is abolitionist in practice, but the death penalty for drug
offences continues to be a mandatory sentence under domestic law. A phased imple-
mentation of the amended Penal Code has been taking place since 2014 and should
be concluded in 2018. 

One mandatory death sentence was issued in 2017, when a Malaysian national
was sentenced for drug trafficking on February 13. The Court of Appeal upheld his
conviction and sentence in November.
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INDIA

No one has ever been executed for drug offences in the country. 
According to the 2018 Death Penalty India Report, only 2 prisoners were sen-

tenced to death for drug offences in 2017 and 1 in 2016.

INDONESIA

The legal system in Indonesia is based on Roman-Dutch law, modified by tradi-
tional elements and by new criminal procedure law.

The 1997 Narcotics Law carries the death penalty for convicted drug dealers but
the maximum sentence is rarely imposed.

On March 29, 2017, Indonesia decided to keep capital punishment in the coun-
try’s judicial system despite a call from the United Nations for a worldwide morato-
rium on executions. Attorney General Muhammad Prasetyo said the Government
would maintain the death penalty in its Criminal Code (KUHP), which is currently
being amended at the House of Representatives. “We are just waiting for the right time
[to execute criminals]. There are a lot of important things concerning us right now, but
in the future we will still [implement the death penalty],” Prasetyo said.

President Joko “Jokowi” Widodo has defended the Attorney General Office’s
decision to impose the ultimate punishment for serious drug offences. Since his
inauguration in 2014, there have been three rounds of executions, despite interna-
tional outcries.

When asked about the National Narcotics Agency’s advice that the AGO imme-
diately execute 148 drug convicts, Prasetyo said Prosecutors would examine each of
those cases to ensure they punish the right prisoners. “We all have the same goal. We
have declared war on drugs, especially when it comes to targeting dealers and traffickers,”
Prasetyo said.

On April 12, 2017, Attorney General Muhammad Prasetyo indicated that
Indonesia would continue to execute convicts when he confirmed that the
Government would not implement a moratorium on the death penalty despite
mounting calls from human rights groups. He hinted that there would soon be a
fourth round of executions. “We never said we would implement a moratorium,”
Prasetyo said. “We are considering many aspects,” he added. Prasetyo made the state-
ment in response to a question raised by United Development Party (PPP) politician
Arsul Sani, who asked him to give updates on the Government’s execution plans dur-
ing a meeting at the House of Representatives on April 12.  Arsul asked about the
fate of more than 100 death row convicts in regard to ongoing discussions between
the Government and lawmakers on making the death penalty an alternative sentence
as stipulated in the Criminal Code (KUHP) draft revision. The bill, which is being
deliberated at the House, softens the Government’s stance on capital punishment as
it stipulates that the punishment can be reduced to life imprisonment. Article 89 of
the bill states “the death penalty should be the last option taken to protect the public”. It
is elaborated further in Article 91, which says convicts may have their sentences
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reduced if they behave well during their imprisonment. The bill does not define the
guidelines of death penalty assessments or stipulate institutions authorized to make
such assessments. “If the revised KUHP takes effect while we still have death row con-
victs, we will comply with this new law,” Prasetyo said.

In October 2017, President Joko Widodo, following a series of arrests of major
traffickers, has expressed his favour of a policy of shooting at sight against suspicions
of drug trafficking.

This position is different from what the President in November 2016 said to
ABC media, before visiting Australia, that his country is willing to go towards abo-
lition.

Since its independence in 1945, Indonesia has executed 82 people (as of 31
December 2017). Executions in Indonesia were somewhat rare until 2004, when, as
part of a national anti-drug crusade launched by President Megawati Sukarnoputri
in view of October elections, three foreign nationals were executed by firing squad
for trafficking heroin. His successor, President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono has over-
seen a steep increase in the country’s use of the death penalty. Twenty-one people
have been executed since Yudhoyono took over in 2004.

After a de facto moratorium dating back to 2008, Indonesia resumed executions
in 2013 when five people were put to death, including two convicted of drug traf-
ficking. 

No executions were carried out in 2014. However, in 2015 Indonesia put another
14 drug convicts to death [see Chapter: “The War on Drugs”] - in the first executions
taking place under President Joko Widodo, who took office in October 2014 - and
4 in 2016.

No execution was recorded in 2017, but at least 262 people were sentenced to
death in 2017, according to Amnesty International, 33 of which for drug-related
offences. But Harm Reduction International, referring to Indonesia Directorate
General of Correction, Ministry of Law and Human Rights, reported 165 under
death row, 75 for drug offences.

According to the Nigerian embassy in Jakarta on May 3, 2017, there were 121
Nigerian citizens in prison for drug crimes, 13 of which sentenced to death.

A ruling by the Constitutional Court in 2008, establishes that capital punish-
ment should be used sparingly and those on death row should be given the chance
to be rehabilitated. While six of the nine members of the Court found the death
penalty was legal under the Constitution, it was instructive that three thought it was
not. Moreover, the majority ruling advocated tight limits on when the death penalty
can be used, saying it should be handed out only as a “special and alternative punish-
ment”.

Court requests for clemency are automatic under Indonesian law if those convict-
ed are sentenced to death and do not submit a request themselves. President Susilo
Bambang Yudhoyono has commuted a total of 19 death sentences out of 126 pleas
for clemency during his two terms.

In early December 2014, the new President Joko Widodo ruled out granting
clemency to convicted drug traffickers sentenced to death, because Indonesia was in
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“a state of emergency on drugs” with people dying daily. However, in February 2015,
President Widodo commuted three death sentences for premeditated murder  to life
imprisonment. 

On May 25, 2016, Presidente Widodo approved a law prescribing the death
penalty as the maximum sentence for child rapists, after several brutal gang rapes
sparked public outrage. Widodo said those responsible for sexual abuse of children,
as well as repeat sex offenders, could also face chemical castration and be tagged with
an electronic chip to track their movements, citing the law he signed.

Generally, death sentences are carried out by firing squad early in the morning.
The condemned are informed of their execution only 72 hours in advance. With
their head covered by a hood and wearing a white shirt with a red mark at heart-level,
the condemned faces a platoon whose members – a dozen – are lined up at a short
distance. Some of the rifles are loaded with blanks to prevent anyone from knowing
who exactly fired the fatal shot. After the shooting, a doctor controls the body for
remaining signs of life. If the condemned is still alive, the commander of the platoon
fires a final shot into the head of the prisoner.

On August 2017, an official watchdog has found that Indonesia executed a
Nigerian man last year while his case was unresolved, leading to renewed calls for a
halt to a system holding hundreds of prisoners on death row. Indonesia’s
Ombudsman found that Humphrey Jefferson was seeking clemency when he faced
a firing squad along with three others in July 2016, meaning that he still had a
chance to be pardoned. The four were all convicted of drug trafficking. It is believed
authorities are preparing for more executions and a group of prisoners, including
Frank Amado, an American citizen, were transferred to “execution island” earlier this
year. Two UK citizens – Gareth Cashmore and Lindsay Sandiford, both convicted of
trafficking – also await their fate on Indonesia’s death row. “This shows that the
Attorney General did violate the law last year,” said Ricky Gunawan, Director of the
Community Legal Aid Institute, which represented Jefferson and petitioned for the
Ombudsman investigation. “They have been eager to organise a new round of execu-
tions, but this shows that last year’s proceedings were a mess. Because of the ruling they
will have to be extremely careful if they choose to go forward.”

In May 2017, during the third cycle of Universal Periodic Review, Indonesia
accepted two recommendations relating to the death penalty: to consider establish-
ing a moratorium on executions and to ensure the right to a fair trial and the right
to appeal for persons sentenced to death. Indonesia rejected those for the abolition
of the death penalty and reaffirmed its position that “the death penalty is still a pre-
vailing positive law in Indonesia.” “However, the revision of the penal code had provided
a more robust safeguard in due process of law on the death penalty,” Indonesia’s Deputy
Permanent Representative to the UN Office in Geneva, Michael Tene, said.

On December 19, 2016, Indonesia abstained on the Resolution on a
Moratorium on the use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly. 

On September 29, 2017, Indonesia abstained on the Resolution on the death
penalty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.
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LAOS

On April 9, 2001, the National Assembly passed an amendment to the country’s
1990 Criminal Code that introduced the death penalty for drug trafficking. The
amended law included capital punishment for producers, distributors, smugglers and
anyone found in possession of heroin, as well as traffickers of amphetamines and
methamphetamines. A death sentence would be assured to those found in possession
of more than 500 grams of heroin, or more than three kilograms of methampheta-
mines. Before the amendments prison terms for drug offenders ranged from life to
ten years, depending on the amount found in possession. 

Laos is the world’s third-largest producer of opium and has been used as a pro-
duction base for methamphetamines. The Government has vowed to turn the coun-
try into a “drug-free zone” by the year 2015 

No executions have taken place since 1989 according to Government officials.
However, 3 death sentences were imposed in 2016, all for drug-related offences. 

On November 2, 2017, the Supreme Court of the Vientiane Provincial Court issued
a death penalty sentence in the case of Meng Vang, a 29-year-old resident in Vang Vieng
district, detained by police officials in 2016 with 165,000 amphetamine tablets and 58
bars of heroine. Prosecutors said Meng acted as a drugs dealer since 2014. Meng used
the money he earned from selling drugs to pay off his sedan car. Meng got in touch with
a drug trafficker in Thailand while he was at a Hmong New Year in ChaLueng village,
city of Hoy Sai in Bokeo province. The two of them consulted on trading drugs and
exchanged contact phone numbers. On May 15, 2016, drugs were transported from
Thailand to Meng to sell: 80 heroin bars and 78 amphetamine tablets. On May 15,
2016 at around 7:00 PM, Lao authority searched Meng’s car and his hotel room and
found the drugs. Lao authorities arrested Meng and took him into custody.

On January 20, 2015, Laos was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review of the
UN Human Rights Council. In its National Report, the Government informed that, in
the process of creating a new Penal Code, the list of offences subject to capital punish-
ment under the current Penal Law will be revised in full compliance with Article 6 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. However, the Government
said the country still needs to retain the death penalty as an exceptional measure with
the objective of deterring and preventing the most serious criminal offences. Although
the Criminal Law carries death penalty Laos has practised a moratorium on its use for
many years, and every year the President of the Republic grants amnesties, sentence
reductions or pardons to a large number of inmates, said the Government.

In December 2016, Laos abstained on the Resolution for a Moratorium on the
Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

MALAYSIA

The Dangerous Drugs Amendment Act 2017, abolishing mandatory death penalty
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and returning sentencing discretion to Judges was passed by the Dewan Rakyat
(House of Representatives) on November 30, 2017, and by the Senate (Dewan
Negara) on December 14, 2017. Royal assent was received on December 27, 2017.
Sadly, it will only enter  into force on a date to be appointed by the Minister by noti-
fication in the Gazette. 

This DDAA 2017, when entered into force, will only be applicable for cases
where the accused person is not yet convicted. There are still many flaws in the new
Dangerous Drugs Amendment Act 2017, including the limitations imposed as to
the matters the Judge can or should consider when deciding on an appropriate sen-
tence, which goes against normal practice in other criminal trials where there are
almost no restrictions as to the matters that can be considered by the Judge in the
exercise of his sentencing discretion.

The new law, sadly, does not provide any remedy to those already convicted
and/or for the 800 or more currently on death row by reason of having been con-
victed for drug trafficking, according to Charles Hector a Malaysian Human Rights
advocate and activist in a statement dated February 12, 2018.

In 2017, at least 21 have been sentenced to death for drug and of the 1222 death
row inmates, 675 have been sentenced for drug related crimes, according to Harm
Reduction International.

PALESTINE

In December 2009, it was reported that the Hamas-run government in Gaza
Strip was introducing a law that will allow the execution of drug dealers.

Attorney General Mohammed Abed said the Government is cancelling the exist-
ing Israeli drugs law and is replacing it with an Egyptian law from 1962.

The Israeli law included light punishments that, according to the Gaza authori-
ties, encourage rather than deterred those who take and trade in drugs. The new law
is more comprehensive in terms of defining the crime and criminals and the penalties
more advanced, including life sentence and execution, Abed said. However there is
no news of the effective introduction of such a law.

In 2017, the death penalty was imposed for drug related crimes for the first time,
4 death sentences for drug-related offences were issued by Military Courts in the
Gaza Strip.

On March 19, 2017, a Hamas Military Court sentenced two Palestinians to
death for drugs dealing. The Interior Ministry said that one would be killed by a fir-
ing squad. The other defendant was sentenced in absentia. The Ministry said security
forces seized $2 million in illicit drugs in January alone, which was equivalent to
what was seized in all of 2016. Most of the seized drugs were narcotics and cannabis.
The defendants were previously given lighter sentences, but the Ministry says the
dealers “were not deterred”.

On May 11, 2017, Gaza’s militant Islamic Hamas rulers burned a large stash of
seized narcotics and sentenced two dealers to death as part of their campaign against
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drugs. This is the second time Hamas has delivered death sentences for drugs dealing
since the group seized power in Gaza in 2007. Hamas’ Interior Ministry says some
1,130 bars of hashish and 467,000 pills that had been seized since the beginning of
the year were destroyed.

SRI LANKA

Sri Lanka imposed 218 new death sentences in 2017 (including 3 for drugs pos-
session, according to Amnesty International figures) and 2,717 people were under
sentence of death at the end of the year (including 68 for drug-related offences). Five
were foreign nationals.

THAILAND

On January 15, 2017, Thailand’s new Narcotics Act (NLA), approved by the
National Assembly on November 24, 2016, entered into force. The changes to the
Narcotics Act were unanimously voted with 196 Yes votes and 0 No. 

Under the former Narcotics Act BE2522 (1979), anyone in possession of drugs
was automatically assumed to be intending to sell them. The amended Act lifts this
assumption. The key changes adopted by the country’s National Assembly concern
reductions in penalties for possession, import/export and production for sale. These
legislative amendments also modify how culpability is determined, replacing manda-
tory sentences (in cases where the amounts seized exceed a designated threshold)
with a rebuttable presumption of the intention to sell controlled drugs. In this new
framework, the role of lawyers could be significantly more important, as the legal
defence is given broader latitude to put forward evidence and arguments to contest
the presumed supply offence. 

The new Article 65 (2) is less punitive for “the sale of drugs” and instead of the
death penalty the new punishment is “life imprisonment and a fine of 1 million baht
- 5 million baht, or death penalty”. Also for “those who produce, import or export” the
penalty is less punitive: “Imprisonment ranging from 10 years to life imprisonment and
a fine of 1 million baht - 5 million baht”. The reform momentum was driven largely
by serious problems with prison overcrowding and a burgeoning prison population.
Thailand has the largest prison population in South-East Asia and the 6th largest in
the world, along with the world’s highest rate of female incarceration, 70% in rela-
tion to minor drug offences. The Narcotics Act institutes 5 categories of drugs as fol-
lows: Category 1: Heroin; Amphetamine; Methamphetamine; MDMA (Ecstasy);
LSD; Category 2: Cocaine; Codeine; Methadone; Morphine; Category 3: Narcotics
in the form of medicinal formulas containing narcotics of Category 2; Category 4:
Narcotics which consist of chemicals used for producing narcotics in Category 1 or
2, such as acetic anhydride, or acetyl chloride and and Category 5: Cannabis, psy-
choactive mushrooms, and the kratom plant. The most serious penalties refer to the
first category for more than 3 grams. 

On January 16, 2017, a survey made by the National Institute for Development
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Administration (Nida) showed that only 3.1% is in favour of the death penalty for
drug-related offences. 

On October 17, 2017, the Rights and Liberties Protection Department’s
Director-General, Pitikan Sithidej, said that as many as 447 convicts are now on
death row in Thailand, which is reviewing the use of the death penalty. “We have
started with the move to allow Judges to exercise their judgement to decide whether a con-
vict should be sentenced to death or life imprisonment - instead of prescribing death sen-
tence as the only penalty for certain offences,” Pitikan Sithidej said. She added that, in
the next phase, the country might consider abolishing the death penalty for crimes
that do not affect the lives of others. Both Pitikan and Colin Josef Steinbach, the first
Counsellor (political, press and information) of the European Union delegation to
Thailand, said at the same forum that there was no clear evidence that the death sen-
tence could reduce crimes. “The end of death penalty is not about encouraging crimes;
it’s about cancelling unreasonable types of punishment,” Pitikan said. Of the 447 con-
victs on death row, 157 have already been condemned through final Court rulings.
Of these, 68 were found guilty of drug-related crimes.

Figures provided to Amnesty International by the authorities of Thailand state
that 86 out of the 192 condemned (45%) had finalized death sentences being
imposed for drug-related offences in 2017.

On May 11, 2016, Thailand was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review
of the UN Human Rights Council. The Government only supported limited recom-
mendations with regard, among others, to review the imposition of the death penalty
for offences related to drug trafficking. 

VIETNAM

Vietnam has enacted some of the strictest drug laws in Asia, but according to the
revision of the Penal Code in 2017 [see Chapter: “Death penalty for non-violent
crimes”], which will enter into effect in January 2018, only the crimes of transporting
and trading of narcotics are eligible for the death penalty, while those who stockpile
or appropriate the illegal drugs will face life imprisonment at most. 

A 1997 law made the possession or smuggling of 100 grams or more of heroin,
or 5 kilograms or more of opium, punishable by death. In July 2001, the People’s
Supreme Court issued guidelines envisaging a 20-year jail term for defendants guilty
of trafficking from 100 grams to 300 grams of heroin, life in jail for trafficking 300
grams to 600 grams, and capital punishment for 600 grams and upwards. The guide-
lines are not strictly implemented. In 2009, Parliament removed the illegal use of
drugs from the list of crimes punishable by death. 

In November 2015, Vietnam revised the Penal Code abolishing the death penalty
for seven crimes, including illegally storing narcotics (Article 249) and illegally
appropriating narcotics (Article 193), but capital punishment remains in place for
drug trafficking. However, after a thorough study of the text, VCHR has found that
in some cases, crimes were simply re-worded to mask their appearance and deceive
international opinion. For example, whereas the death penalty was abolished on for-
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mer Articles 193 and 194 on producing, trading in or possessing narcotics, the
amended Code contains three articles (248, 250 and 251) condemning ostensibly
similar crimes. 

Media reports have indicated that around half of all executions are for drug-relat-
ed crimes. There are nearly 700 people on death row in Vietnam, many of them for
drugs. 

In 2017, at least 35 new death sentences were imposed, including 31 for drug-
related offences, according to Amnesty International.

During its second cycle of the Universal Periodic Review in 2014, Vietnam
accepted recommendations to “fulfill the Government aim of limiting the use of capital
punishment promptly by reducing the scope of crimes subject to the death penalty” and
“reduce the number of offences punishable by the death penalty”. As a result, on
November 27, 2015, the National Assembly adopted an amended Criminal Code
which abolished the death penalty for an additional seven crimes. It also waived cap-
ital punishment for people aged 75 and more, and commuted death sentences to life
imprisonment for official corruption if the officials paid back at least 75% of their
illegal gains. The amended Criminal Code took effect on July 1, 2016. Vietnam
revised its Penal Code again in 2017, further containing the use of the death penalty.
The changes took effect in January 2018.

In December 2016, Vietnam abstained on the Resolution for a Moratorium on
the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

PHILIPPINES

On May 16, 2016, Philippines’ President-elect  vowed to reintroduce capital
punishment, give security forces the power to “shoot-to-kill” criminals and offer cab-
inet posts to communists, after he took office on June 30.

The death penalty was abolished in 2006 by then-President Gloria Macapagal-
Arroyo, with great support of the Catholic Church, the religion of 80% of Filipinos.

On March 7, 2017, the Philippine House of Representatives approved a bill to
restore the death penalty by hanging, lethal injection or firing squad for drug
offences despite opposition from the influential Roman Catholic Church and
human rights groups.

The House said 216 members approved the proposed legislation, 54 voted
against it and one abstained, thus enacting President Rodrigo Duterte’s campaign
promise to restore capital punishment for hardcore criminals, especially drug traf-
fickers.

Under earlier House bill versions the death penalty could have been applicable
for several crimes, including economic plunder in a country rife with corruption
scandals, but lawmakers later agreed to allow it only for drug offences, including pro-
duction and trafficking. House Bill 4727 must be merged with the version being
deliberated in the Senate and then signed by Duterte to become a law. Both cham-
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bers of Congress are dominated by Duterte’s allies. Proponents argue the death
penalty would help combat the drug menace, which Duterte has elevated to a
national security threat. His anti-drug crackdown has left thousands of drug suspects
dead since he took office in June 2016.

Opponents led by the dominant Catholic Church held an anti-death penalty
rally attended by more than 10,000 people in Manila and more than 200 activists
protested against the death penalty outside the House as lawmakers voted on the bill.

On December 19, 2016, the Philippines, for the first time, moved from the co-
sponsorship and vote in favour to an abstention on the Resolution on a Moratorium
on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

On September 29, 2017, the Philippines abstained on the Resolution on the
death penalty (L6/17) at the 36° session of the UN Council on Human Rights.
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THE “WAR ON TERROR”
Under international law, even countries that maintain the death penalty have to

restrict its application to the most serious crimes.
A definition of terrorism unanimously adopted by the United Nations Security

Council in 2004 and subsequently endorsed by the UN special rapporteur on count-
er-terrorism and human rights, says that terrorism is “an act committed with the intent
to kill, cause serious bodily injury, or take hostages with the aim of intimidating or ter-
rorizing a population or compelling a government or international organization”. New
anti-terror laws adopted in many countries far exceed such a framework, and also run
counter to a basic principle in international human rights law that requires laws to
be precisely drafted and understandable as a safeguard against their arbitrary use and
so that people know what actions constitute a crime.

In the name of the war on terrorism and “legitimised” by the participation of the
Great Coalition borne out of the September 11 Attacks in the United States, authori-
tarian and illiberal countries continue in their violation of human rights within their
own countries and, in some cases, have executed and persecuted people that, in reality,
are only involved in passive opposition or activities that displease the given regime.

The number of executions for terrorism is increasing dramatically.
In 2017, at least 250 people, compared to 182 in 2016, were executed for acts of

“terrorism” in 9 countries: Bahrain (3), Bangladesh (3), Egypt (15), Jordan (10),
Iran (at least 25), Iraq (at least 125), Pakistan (44), Saudi Arabia (at least 4) and
Somalia (at least 21).

In 2016, at least 182 executions for terrorism were carried out, compared to at
least 100 executions in 12 countries in 2015 related to acts of terrorism or crimes of
political nature.

It could not be confirmed if judicial executions for terrorism took place in Libya,
Syria and Yemen in 2017.

New anti-terrorism laws expanding the scope of the death penalty were approved
in Singapore and Saudi Arabia. 

In 2017, hundreds of death sentences for “terror acts” were handed down though
not carried out in 8 more countries: Algeria, Democratic Republic of Congo,
India, Lebanon, Malaysia, Sudan, Tunisia and United Arab Emirates. 

In Cameroon, around 235 are on death row, mostly persons related to the
Nigerian terrorist group Boko Haram.

At the end of 2017, at the United States’ Navy base in Cuba that also hosts the infa-
mous Guantanamo detention camp, there were 41 men still in custody for terrorism. 

Bahrain

In August 2013, Bahrain’s King Hamad decreed stiffer penalties for “terror acts”
in the country rocked by a Shi’ite-led uprising since 2011. Under a new law, suspects
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convicted for bomb attacks will be sentenced to life imprisonment or to death in
cases of casualties. The minimum penalty for an attempted bombing is 10 years of
imprisonment. The crimes previously carried unspecified jail terms. Suspects found
guilty of “raising money for a terrorist organisation” will be handed jail terms ranging
from 10 years to life. 

On January 15, 2017, Bahrain authorities executed three Shi’ite Muslim men
convicted of killing an Emirate police officer and two Bahrain policemen in a 2014
bomb attack. The executions came less than a week after the country’s highest Court
confirmed the punishment against Abbas al-Samea, Sami Mushaima and Ali al-
Singace, the first death sentences to be carried out since 2010. Activists condemned
the executions and warned the move would undermine security. “This is a black day
in Bahrain’s history. It is the most heinous crime committed by the government of Bahrain
and a shame upon its rulers ... This act is a security threat to Bahrain and the entire
region,” said Sayed Ahmed Alwadaei of the Bahrain Institute for Rights and
Democracy. On December 4, 2016, a Bahrain Appeal Court upheld three death sen-
tences and seven life terms against a group convicted of planting a bomb in March
2014 in Al-Daih, a Shi’ite village West of Manama. In October, the Court of
Cassation had ordered a retrial in the case of the 10 defendants, including Sami
Mushaima, Abbas Al-Sameea and Ali Al-Singace, who had been sentenced to death
by the Fourth High Criminal Court on February 26, 2015.

In 2017, 15 men were sentenced to death, most of them for terrorism and the
overall number of those sentenced to death is 18, according to the Bahrain Mirror.

In January 2017, a Court issued death sentences against Sheikh Maytham al-
Jamri, Abdul Mohsen Sabah Abdul Mohsen Mohammad, and Rida Khalil Jaafar
Ibrahim, after the Court accused them of possessing weapons, and being responsible
for a blast. 

On March 29 2017, a Court issued death sentences against Mohammad Ibrahim
Al Touq, and Mohammad Radhi Abdullah, accused of being responsible for the July
29, 2015, blast in Sitra, which claimed the lives of 2 Pakistani policemen. 

On June 6, 2017, Sayed Ahmad Fouad al-Abbar and Hussein Ali Mahdi, were
sentenced to death by a Court presided over by Ali Khalifa al-Dhahrani in a case
linked to killing a police officer in Karbabad.

On June 19, 2017, the same Judge, Ali Khalifa al-Dhahrani, ruled a death sen-
tence against Hussein Ibrahim Marzouq accused of being responsible for the Eker
blast, which claimed the life of martyr Fakhriya Muslim on June 30, 2016. The
Court of Cassation approved the death sentence issued against him on November
22.

On June 21, 2017, a Bahrain Court sentenced one person to death and another
to life in prison over a 2016 bombing that killed a woman in a Shi’ite-majority vil-
lage. They are among 10 people convicted on a string of charges including murder.
All 10 defendants were found guilty on charges of “possession of explosives and
weapons” and of training to use them “with the intent to commit terrorist crimes”.

On December 28, 2017, the High Military Court issued final death verdicts
against 5 civilians and a military personnel accused of planning to assassinate
Bahrain Defence Forces’ Commander in Chief, Khalifa bin Ahmad Al Khalifa. The
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Court issued death sentences against soldier Mubarak Adel Mubarak Mhanna, civil-
ians Fadel Al-Sayed Abbass, Sayed Alawi Hussein, Mohammad AbdulHassan Ahmad
Al-Mutghawi, Sayed Mortada al-Sindi, and Sheikh Habibi al-Jamri.

BANGLADESH

Bangladesh — a secular, Muslim-majority country — has struggled with violent
Islamist groups since the country fought an eight-month war for independence from
West Pakistan in 1971. 

In 1996 and again in 2008, the secular Awami League came into power, led by
Sheikh Hasina. Following her return to power in 2008, Hasina promised prosecu-
tions against those who had committed war crimes in 1971. 

The Anti-Terrorism Act 2009 provides for the death sentence, life imprisonment,
or maximum 20 years and a minimum of 3 years rigorous imprisonment. 

In February 2012, Bangladesh’s Parliament amended the Anti-Terrorism Act,
keeping a provision for capital punishment for getting involved in, supporting or
financing militancy and terrorist activities in the country. Any Bangladeshi or foreign
national using Bangladeshi land for terrorist activities in other countries or support-
ing such activities would be brought to trial under this act. In June 2013, Bangladesh
Parliament passed a law with provisions allowing the death penalty for adults
(ab)using children in violent activities such as murder, terrorism and intimidation,
in line with the Anti-Terrorism Act 2009. 

In 2010, the International Crimes Tribunal (ICT) was set up by the Government
led by Sheikh Mujib’s daughter, Sheikh Hasina Wajed. The Tribunal was specifically
established to try Bangladeshis accused of collusion with Pakistani forces and com-
mitting crimes against humanity and war crimes during the war for independence
from Pakistan in 1971. In February 2013, Bangladesh’s Parliament amended the
International Crimes Tribunal (ICT) law, allowing the death penalty for those
allegedly involved in crimes against humanity in the 1971 Independence War. The
new law means the Government and others can now appeal against ICT verdicts.
Further, the amendment will give the tribunal powers to prosecute any political par-
ties or organizations reputedly involved in war crimes, and ban such parties from
politics.

In 2017, six men were hanged, 3 of them for terrorism, compared to 6  people
hanged for these crimes in 2016 and 4 other people in 2015, including 3 for crimes
against humanity and war crimes.

On April 12, 2017, radical Islamist leader Mufti Mohammad Abdul Hannan,
was hanged along with two others. His aide Sharif Shahedul alias Bipul was hanged
at the same time at Kashimpur in Gazipur at 10:01 PM on April 12, and Delwar
Hossain Ripon, another accomplice of Mufti, was executed at the same time in
Sylhet jail, Home Minister Asaduzzaman Khan said.  The three have faced justice for
killing three in a grenade attack on the then British High Commissioner Anwar
Choudhury in Sylhet in 2004.
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On March 19 this year, the Supreme Court upheld the death penalties for the
Harkat-ul Jihad al-Islami leaders and later rejected their pleas to review the decision,
saying they cannot be acquitted for pre-meditated crimes. Mufti Hannan was also
convicted and hanged to death for killing 10 people and injuring scores in a bomb
attack on Chhayanaut’s programme at Ramna Batamul on the Bangla New Year in
2001.

EGYPT

The ouster of Islamist President Mohamed Morsi in July 2013 has triggered a
wave of attacks on the security forces in Northern Sinai and further West in the
towns and cities of the Nile Valley and Delta. The army-ruled Government has
blamed Morsi’s Muslim Brotherhood and their Islamist allies for orchestrating the
violence and plotting against the country. The Muslim Brotherhood itself was dis-
solved by the Supreme Administrative Court in September 2013 and was designated
a terrorist group in December 2013. Therefore, all its activities were banned. In
August 2014, the Supreme Administrative Court also dissolved the Freedom and
Justice Party (FJP), the political wing of the banned Muslim Brotherhood. 

On January 17, 2016, Parliament overwhelmingly endorsed a controversial anti-
terrorism law that sets up special Courts and increases authorities’ power to impose
heavy sentences, including the death penalty, for crimes under a definition of terror-
ism that is so broadly worded it could encompass civil disobedience, potentially
criminalizing even private expressions of opposition to the Government. The law
will affect any person or group designated under Egypt’s Terrorist Entities Law, issued
in February 2015, which created a procedure for Courts to approve Prosecutors’
nominations of individuals or groups as officially designated terrorists. The new law
shields the military and the police from legal penalties for what it considers “propor-
tionate use of force” and gives Prosecutors greater power to detain suspects without
judicial review and order wide-ranging and potentially indefinite surveillance of ter-
rorist suspects without a Court order. It also makes anyone judged to have facilitated,
incited, or agreed to a vaguely defined terrorist crime liable for the same penalty that
they would receive if they had committed that crime, even if the crime did not occur.

Since Morsi’s ouster in July 2013, Egypt’s military-backed Government has
waged a relentless crackdown on political dissent – largely targeting Morsi supporters
– which has seen hundreds killed and thousands detained, ans well as an unprece-
dented number of death penalties issued.

However, on May 9, 2017, the Criminal Court of Giza sentenced the Muslim
Brotherhood’s supreme guide Mohamed Badie to life in prison for “planning violent
attacks” during protests that followed the July 2013 military-led ouster of Egypt’s
former Islamist president Mohamed Morsi, who hailed from the Brotherhood.

The Court condemned Badie to a life term along with Mahmoud Ghozlan, a
Brotherhood spokesman, and Hossam Abubakr, a member of its guidance bureau.
Others received five years behind bars and 21 were  acquitted. The retrial came after
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Egypt’s Court of Cassation scrapped a 2015 ruling under which Badie and 13 others
were condemned to death, and 34 defendants given life terms. “We will appeal for
everyone who was convicted,” Abdel Maksoud told AFP. The Court of Cassation
would have to issue a final ruling in such an appeal. Badie is being prosecuted in
more than 35 trials, according to his lawyers. He received three death sentences in
other cases but those rulings have also been scrapped. The Court of Cassation has
cancelled scores of death sentences against Morsi supporters including against the
deposed president himself.

From May 15 to 16, 2017, the Arab Organization for Human Rights (AOHR) and
Hands off Cain organised a workshop in Cairo to contain the death penalty in time
of war on terrorism. The meeting, part of a project supported by the European
Union, was an opportunity to develop a plan of reforms aimed at adapting the
domestic legal system to the international human rights standards referred to in
Article 93 of the Constitution.

The United Nations and several international human rights organizations
expressed concern and questioned the fairness of proceedings against so many defen-
dants lasting just few hours. Human Rights Watch described the trials as a “blatant
and fundamental violation of the right to a fair trial guaranteed by the Egyptian consti-
tution and international law”.

On June 22, 2017, a group of UN human rights experts demanded that Egypt
halt the planned executions of six men sentenced to death on the basis of forced con-
fessions. 

On December 6, 2017, the African Union called on the Egyptian Government
to repeal the death sentence in 20 new cases and “immediately suspend” the death
sentences. This measure came after the Egyptian Freedom and Justice Party (FJP), the
party of ousted former President Mohamed Morsi, sent a complaint to the
Commission on behalf of the prisoners set to be executed.

On January 2, 2018, the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights, stated its shock at the 20 executions carried out between the end of 2017 and
the beginning of 2018, and said that, despite the security challenges facing Egypt -
in particular in Sinai - executions should not be used as a means to combat terrorism.
It expressed serious concern that in all these cases, due process and fair trial guaran-
tees did not appear to have been followed as Military Courts typically deny defen-
dants’ rights accorded by civilian Courts.  

In 2017, of the 31 executions, 15 were for terrorism or political violent acts. 
On December 26, 2017, the Egyptian Authorities executed 15 prisoners convict-

ed of attacks on security forces in the restive Sinai Peninsula. The fifteen men were
hanged in two different jails, 10 in the Wadi al-Natroun and 5 in the  Burj al-Arab
prison. It was the largest mass execution carried out in the country since six convict-
ed jihadists were hanged in 2015. Those executed are: Ahmed Azmi Hassan
Mohamed Abdo, Abdel Rahman Salama Salem Salama Abu Eita, Alaa Kamel Salim
Salameh,  Mosaad Hamdan Salem Salameh, Halim Awad Suleiman, Ibrahim Salem
Hammad Mohammed Al-Samana, Ismail Abdullah Hamdan Feshawi,  Hassan
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Salama Jamaa Muslim, Dahab Awad Suleiman, Yousef Ayad Suleiman Awad,
Mohamed Ayesh Ghannam, Salama Saber Salim Salameh, Fuad Salama Juma,
Mohamed Salama Talal Suleiman and Ahmed Salama Talal Suleiman. The case is
No. 411 of the year 2013, for the crimes of the military of Ismailia.

Such executions come along with the strategy announced on November 28 to
restore full stability over the 1200 square kilometres of Northern Sinai within 3
months, after the mass killings committed, including the 315 civilians killed in the
Al-Rawda Mosque on November 24, as well as approximately 130 civilians and sol-
diers killed in 9 incidents during the last 3 months. 

JORDAN

On April 22, 2014, the House of Representatives endorsed the draft anti-terror-
ism law, maintaining the death penalty for certain crimes tagged as terror acts. In a
rare case concerning such an important law, the lawmakers debated the bill and
approved it in just one day, through morning and evening meetings. Those who
commit terrorist crimes that result in the death of innocent people, partial or total
damage of facilities and buildings, and entail the use of explosives, poisons, chemical,
biochemical or radioactive materials, face the death sentence, according to the draft
bill. 

Any attempt on the life of the King, the Queen or Crown Prince, or any act that
entails armed insurgency against legitimate authorities is listed as a terrorist crime. 

Minister of Interior Hussein Majali said the draft bill considers only hostile
actions against legitimate authorities as terrorist crime, “but not those against illegiti-
mate authorities”. His remarks came in response to several MPs’ remarks on excluding
actions of resistance against Israeli authorities from this bill. “The [Israeli] occupation
is not a legitimate authority, hence resisting it is not considered an act of terrorism,”
Majali explained.

According to human rights activists, militants are put on trial in Military Courts
that are unconstitutional and lack proper legal safeguards, adding that there are
growing cases of mistreatment and of extracting confessions under duress.

In 2017, Jordan executed 15 people in one day, of them 10 for terrorism, the
largest number of people in the country’s recent history. Hands off Cain recorded at
least 6 death sentences for terrorism, 5 by the Court of Cassation. 

On February 6, 2017, Jordan’s Court of Cassation upheld the death sentence by
hanging 5 members of the Irbid terrorist cell case. The State Security Court (SSC)
sentenced the five men to death by hanging on December 28, 2016. They were
found guilty of deadly “acts of terrorism, the manufacture of explosives, possession of
weapons and ammunition for use in terrorist acts, and recruiting people for “terrorist
organisations””. The group were members of an ISIL cell that was broken up in
March during a large-scale security operation in the Northern town of Irbid, near the
border with Syria. Seven suspected militants and a member of the Jordanian security
forces were killed during the operation.
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On March 4, 2017, 15 people were sent to the gallows, including 10 convicted
on terrorism charges. All were Jordanians and they were hanged in Swaqa prison
South of the capital Amman. Government Spokesman Mohammad al Momani said
that those executed included one man who was convicted of an attack on an intelli-
gence compound that killed five security personnel in 2016. Another five were
involved in an assault by security forces on a militant hideout in Irbid city in the
same year that led to the death of seven militants and one police officer, while the
rest related to separate incidents that go back as far as 2003. A judicial source said
the authorities also executed a gunman who outside a Court last year shot a Christian
writer standing trial for contempt of religion after sharing a caricature insulting Islam
on social media. Among the 10 also a gunman convicted of firing at a group of
Western tourists near the Roman amphitheatre in down town Amman in 2006,
killing one Briton and injuring five other people, the judicial source added. The five
other executions were for rape and sexual assault.

On December 4, 2017, the State Security Court imposed the death penalty on
one defendant and sentenced three to life in prison and one to two years in prison,
all five Syrians, for helping Islamic State militants carry out a 2016 car bomb attack
that led to the closure of the Syrian-Jordanian border.

IRAN

In 2017, Iran executed at least 27 people on charges such as Moharebeh (enmity
against God), “corruption on earth” or terrorism. Accused of being Mohareb – ene-
mies of Allah –, those arrested are often subject to rapid and severe trials behind
closed doors by the Revolution Courts that often end in a sentence of death. In such
cases, executions are often carried out in secret, without lawyers or family members
being informed.

However, among those condemned to death or executed for Moharebeh and/or
“corruption on earth”, several people were not directly involved in acts of violence.
Some of them were political dissidents, members of banned groups or members of
Iran’s ethnic and religious minorities, including Iranian Azerbaijanis, Kurds,
Baluchis, and Arabs. [See also Chapter: “Death Penalty for Non-violent Crimes, and
for Political Motives and Dissent”]

On August 2, 2017, a 26-year-old political prisoner, identified as Morteza
Rahmani, was hanged on security charges in the Central Prison of Sanandaj,
Kurdistan Human Rights Network (KHRN) reported. He was sentenced to three years
behind bars and three executions in 2013 for acting against national security by
being a member of a Kurd opposition party and murder of two members of
Revolutionary Guards Corps. 

On November 22, 2017, a prisoner identified as Majid Sa’adat was executed at
Rajai Shahr Prison in Karaj on charge of Moharebeh (waging war against God),
reported Iran Human Rights. He had extorted some of the Iranian authorities by pos-
ing as Government officials and an agent of the Ministry of Intelligence. However,
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he was never aggressive and did not use cold weapons or guns, which would make
his crime count as Moharebeh.

IRAQ

Iraqi law imposes the death penalty for 48 crimes, but most executions for which
the criminal charge has been revealed have been under Article 4 of the October
2005 Anti-Terrorism Law.

The Anti-Terrorism Law provides for the death penalty for “whoever commits...
terrorist acts, as well as for “anyone who instigates, prepares, finances and fosters the con-
ditions for terrorists to commit this type of crime”. The law contains a broad definition
of terrorism that is susceptible to wide interpretation: “Every criminal act committed
by an individual or an organized group that targeted an individual or a group of indi-
viduals or groups or official or unofficial institutions and caused damage to public or pri-
vate properties, with the aim to disturb the peace, stability, and national unity or to bring
about horror and fear among people and to create chaos to achieve terrorist goals.”

Furthermore, the terrorism law offered amnesty and anonymity to al-mukhbir al-
sirri, secret informers who report alleged terrorist activities. Those reports con-
tributed to the detention of thousands of Iraqis, who were sentenced to death short-
ly after being arrested. According to the 2016 Report of the Arab Organization for
Human Rights, at least 70% of those indicted have been condemned and in 60% of
cases to the death penalty.

Iraq’s Government has also received criticism for televising many confessions of
those who committed acts of terrorism. It is difficult to find out under what condi-
tions those confessions were given. The fact is that detainees are sometimes tortured
and forced to confess crimes or terrorist acts during pre-trial interrogations, confes-
sions they later retracted in Court. However, such confessions are highly publicized
and regularly broadcasted on the State-funded TV channel, a practice which strongly
undermines the rule of law and the right to a fair trial. On March 9, 2006, the first
condemnations were carried out under the new antiterrorism law

Iraq executed at least 125 people in 2017, all for terrorism, as officially made
public by the Iraqi Government. In 2016, Iraq carried out at least 92 executions,
most of them related to acts of terrorism.

In March 2018, The Associated Press reported that Iraq had detained or impris-
oned at least 19,000 people since 2014 on accusations of connections to the Islamic
State or other terrorism-related offences, and sentenced more than 3,000 of them to
death. 

The AP count is based partially on an analysis of a spreadsheet listing all 27,849
people imprisoned in Iraq as of late January 2018, provided by an official who
requested anonymity because he was not authorized to speak to the media.
Thousands more are believed to be held in detention by other bodies, including the
Federal Police, military intelligence and Kurdish forces. The AP determined that
8,861 of the prisoners listed in the spreadsheet were convicted of terrorism-related
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charges since the beginning of 2013 – arrests overwhelmingly likely to be linked to
the Islamic State group, according to an intelligence figure in Baghdad. In addition,
another 11,000 people currently are being detained by the intelligence branch of the
Interior Ministry, undergoing interrogation or awaiting trial, a second intelligence
official said. Both intelligence officials spoke on condition of anonymity because
they were not authorized to brief the press. Large numbers of Iraqis were detained
during the 2000s, when the US and Iraqi Governments were battling Sunni mili-
tants, including Al-Qaeda, and Shi’ite militias. In 2007, at the height of the fighting,
the US military held 25,000 detainees. The spreadsheet obtained by the AP showed
that about 6,000 people arrested on terror charges before 2013 still are serving those
sentences.  The rising number of those detained and imprisoned reflects the more
than four-year fight against the Islamic State group, which first formed in 2013 and
conquered nearly a third of Iraq and neighbouring Syria the next year. Iraqi and
Kurdish forces, backed by a US-led coalition, eventually rolled the group back on
both sides of the border, regaining nearly all of the territory by the end of 2017. 

Throughout the fighting, Iraq has pushed thousands of IS suspects through trials
in counter-terrorism Courts. Trials witnessed by Associated Press (AP) and human
rights groups often took no longer than 30 minutes. The vast majority were convict-
ed under Iraq’s Terrorism Law, which has been criticized as overly broad. 

The spreadsheet analysed by AP showed that 3,130 prisoners have been sen-
tenced to death on terrorism charges since 2013. Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi has
repeatedly called for accelerated death sentences for those charged with terrorism.
The United Nations has warned that fast-tracking executions puts innocent people
at greater risk of being convicted and executed, “resulting in gross, irreversible miscar-
riages of justice”.

On January 20, 2017, 31 people were executed for their alleged role in Speicher’s
massacre in 2014, the Iraqi Justice Ministry announced. Local authorities received
the 31 bodies on January 23 in Samarrah, Salah al-Din Governorate, and transferred
them to the city’s hospital for being collected by their families. The men, whose
“confessions” were extracted under serious allegations of torture, were convicted fol-
lowing deeply flawed and speedy trials, over the killing of 1,700 military cadets at
Speicher military camp near Tikrit in June 2014. The Islamic State (IS) claimed
responsibility for those killings.

On September 24, 2017, Iraq hanged 42 Sunni Muslim militants at Al Hoot
prison in the city of Nasiriyah. Iraqi Government officials stated that the executed
prisoners were Iraqis affiliated to the Islamic State or Al-Qaeda, who had been
charged under anti-terrorism laws with offences including kidnapping, killing mem-
bers of the security forces, carrying out armed robberies, and detonating improvised
explosive devices. Iraqi officials have stated that around 1,200 of the estimated 6,000
prisoners held in Nasiriyah have been sentenced to death. The mass execution came
after suicide attacks killed at least 60 people near the city of Nassiriya on September
14. The Justice Ministry said the 42 had been hanged, three months after 14 other
militants were executed following convictions for terrorism. Islamic State claimed
responsibility for three suicide attacks targeting restaurants and a security checkpoint
near Nassiriya. Relatives of victims were invited to witness the executions, the Justice
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Ministry said. “Starting today, local Government will not keep any terrorist with death
sentence at al-Hoot prison,” Dhi Qar Governor Yehia al-Naseri said during a press
conference attended by Justice Minister Haidar al-Zamli and several military leaders.

On September 27, 2017, then UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Zeid
Ra’ad Al Hussein condemned the mass hanging of 42 prisoners at Al Hoot prison in
the city of Nasiriyah on September 24. “I am appalled to learn of the execution of 42
prisoners in a single day,” stated a press release from his Office (OHCHR). “Under
international law, the death penalty may only be imposed after a strict set of substantive
and procedural requirements have been met,” he added. Mr Zeid said it was “extremely
doubtful” that these strict due process and fair trial guarantees – including the men’s
rights to effective legal assistance and a full appeals process, and to seek pardon or
commutation of their sentence – had been met in every one of these 42 individual
cases. OHCHR has repeatedly warned that the Iraqi justice system as a whole is too
flawed to allow for any executions, expressing concern over reports that Iraq may be
planning to expedite the process of executing prisoners already sentenced to death
while urging the Government to step back from its policy of accelerated or mass exe-
cutions. Mr Zeid called on the Government to establish a special judicial oversight
body to make recommendations on legal reforms that would ensure respect for due
process and fair trial standards, as well as to monitor any future trials related to cap-
ital punishment. He also urged the authorities to halt all imminent executions and
to establish an immediate moratorium on the use of the death penalty.

On December 14, 2017, Iraq hanged 38 Sunni Muslim militants after they were
sentenced to death on terrorism-related charges, the Justice Ministry said in a state-
ment. The mass executions were carried out at a prison in the city of Nassiriya. The
Justice Ministry said all the convicted were members of Islamic State, but it did not
specify their nationalities. At least one of those executed had Swedish citizenship,
according to researchers on human rights and terrorism. Officials said all the appeal
options available to the condemned had been exhausted, according to the statement.

PAKISTAN

Pakistan sanctions the death penalty for 27 offences, including: blasphemy, strip-
ping a woman in public, terrorist acts, sabotage of sensitive institutions, sabotage of
railways, attacks on law enforcement personnel, spreading hate against the armed
forces, sedition and cybercrimes. 

On December 17, 2014, Pakistan lifted the six-year moratorium on the death
penalty in terrorism-related cases, a day after the Taliban-perpetrated massacre at a
military-run school in Peshawar in which 150 people, including 134 children, were
killed. The terror attack saw nine Tehreek-e-Taliban insurgents storm the school
while around 500 children and teachers were believed to be inside. The Afghan
Taliban issued a statement condemning the attack in Peshawar. 

On January 6, 2015, Pakistan’s Parliament passed the 21st Constitutional
Amendment that allows a parallel system of Military Courts to try Islamist militants,
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significantly enlarging the army’s power. The new law, which was passed by a two-thirds
majority in both Houses of Parliament, is the central plank of the Government response
to the attack on the Peshawar school on December 16, 2014. The military has pushed
for the new Courts, arguing that a weak civilian judicial system has failed to bring
Taliban and other Islamist militants to justice. The law that authorizes the Courts is to
remain in effect until February 2017. The Government has promised to use that time
to reform the broken civilian justice system, meanwhile the move was severely criticised
by human rights activists and institutions as denying individuals their right to a fair trial
under Article 10-A of the Constitution and Article 14 of the ICCPR. Several lawyers
challenged the constitutionality of the Military Courts in the Supreme Court. But on
August 5, 2015, Nasir ul Mulk, the Chief Justice, announced that all “petitions have been
dismissed”. The Supreme Court ruled that secret Military Courts are legal and can pass
death sentences on civilians, a judgement that critics say further strengthens the mili-
tary’s grip on power at the expense of civilian authorities.

On March 31, 2017, President Mamnoon Hussain gave his formal assent to the
Pakistan Army Act 2017 and the 23rd Constitutional Amendment Bill, the two
pieces of legislation aimed at granting legal cover to Military Courts, which extended
the operation of the Military Courts for another two years.

According to the Ministry of Defence, since their reinstatement in 2015, Military
Courts in Pakistan have sentenced 186 convicts to death and issued verdicts for more
than 300 terrorism-related cases.

Particularly worrying is the opacity with which these Courts have operated.
Proceedings of Military Courts, their judgements, reasoning and evidence, and
details about the alleged offences for which suspects were tried have been kept secret.
The trials were closed to the public and families of the accused. An analysis of HRCP
and JPP data further shows that almost 25% of the total executions have been carried
out on the Sessions Court’s verdict. Though a two-member bench of the respective
High Courts validate the Sessions Court’s judgement, if no one pursues the cases in
the High Court then the lower Court’s judgement will be upheld. Nearly half of
Military Court’s death row prisoners are from Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP).

On December 19, 2017, in what is considered the first time in Pakistan’s political
history that an army chief will brief the Senate on national security, the Chief of
Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa, in an hearing before the Senate
told that since their inception in 2015 Military Courts have given verdicts on 274
cases till now, 161 militants have been given death penalties while 56 out of them
have been hanged. He further told the Committee that 13 were hanged before
Operation Rad-ul-Fasaad while 43 were hanged after operation started.

In May 2017, in an exceptional judgement the Peshawar High Court set aside
the death penalty awarded by the Military Court in the case of Muhammad Imran.
It held that the Military Court lacked the legal jurisdiction to award the death penal-
ty for the charges made against the convict. It therefore remanded the case to the
Military Court to either reconsider the degree of punishment awarded or to re-frame
the charges. This was the first time since the Military Courts were established for
civilian trials that the evidence, charges and other aspects of a judgement made by a
Military Court had been discussed. 
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As reported in the Annual Report State of Human Rights in Pakistan 2017 by the
Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP), during the third cycle of the
Universal Periodic Review, concern was expressed over the use of Military Courts to
try civilians for terrorism-related offences. The concluding observations of the UN
Human Rights Committee on Pakistan’s initial report also expressed concern at the
extension of the jurisdiction of Military Courts to consider cases of persons detained
under the Actions (in Aid of Civil Power) Regulation (AACPR). It noted with con-
cern the number of civilians, allegedly including children, that had been convicted
or sentenced to death in secret proceedings, and that some 90% of convictions were
based on confessions.

In 2017, of the 66 executions, 44 were for terrorism. According to the HRCP, in
2017 at least 253 people, including five women, were sentenced to death in 197 dif-
ferent cases. Among these punishments, 177 were death sentences awarded by the
ordinary Session Courts and 34 by Anti-Terrorism Courts. 

On March 9, 2017, 5 alleged terrorists were executed after being tried by the
Military Courts and convicted for their involvement in acts of terrorism, said a state-
ment issued by Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR). According to the details
released by the military’s media wing, the five terrorists hanged were Shoukat Ali,
Imdadullah, Sabir Shah, Khandan and Anwar Ali. All of them were members of the
TTP.

On March 15, 2017, three hardcore terrorists, identified as Said Zaman Khan
S/O Said Nawas Khan, a member of Harkat-ul-Jehad-e-Islami; Shawaleh S/O Gul
Khan, member of Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan and Muhammad Zeeshan S/O Abdul
Qayyum Khan, member of Harkat-ul-Jihad-e-Islamiwho who were tried by the
Military Courts, were executed at High-Security Prison Sahiwal. 

On March 30, 2017, a terrorist and active member of Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan,
who was involved in attacks on Bannu jail and law enforcement agencies, was exe-
cuted at District Jail Kohat. Tahir was tried by a Military Court.

On April 11, 2017, two terrorists were sent to the gallows in High Security
Prison Sahiwal in the morning. Fazal Haq, resident of Mangal Banda Peer Khan,
District Abbottabad, was sentenced to death by Military Court on November 11,
2016. Another terrorist, Muhammad Shahid Umer, resident of Umra Khoon Khel
Sar Kehli Banda in Battagram district, was sentenced on similar charges by the
Military Court.

On April 25, 2017, four terrorists were executed at a jail in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa. They were tried by Military Courts and awarded the death sentence.
The four active members of Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, were identified as: Rehman
Ud Din (son of Moamber), Mushtaq Khan (son of Umar Saleem), Obaid ur Rehman
(son of Fazal Hadi) and Zafar Iqbal (son of Muhammad Khan).  

On May 3, 2017, four terrorists, who were tried by Military Courts have been
executed. According to Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR), Barkat Ali, Muhammad
Adil, Ishaq and Latif Ur Rehman were involved in committing heinous offences
relating to terrorism, including killing of innocent civilians, attacking Armed Forces
of Pakistan and Law Enforcement Agencies. Figures of May 2017 showed 161 exe-
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cutions have been ordered by the Courts since they were created and 24 of them have
been carried out ahead of the May 3 hangings.

On May 4, 2017, three “hardcore terrorists” sentenced by Military Courts were
executed in Kohat jail, said a statement released by the Inter-Services Public Relations
(ISPR) which identified them as:  Hussan Dar, Umer Zada and Hazrat Ali. The ISPR
statement added that the convicted terrorists were involved in heinous offences relat-
ing to terrorism, including attacks on army and other law enforcement personnel. All
the three convicts were active members of banned Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan and
were awarded the death sentence by Military Courts.

On May 10, 2017, four hardcore terrorists were executed for being involved in
subversive activities in Pakistan, said a statement released by Inter-Services Public
Relations ISPR. According to the ISPR statement, four terrorists originally belonged
to the banned TTP, they were identified as Qaiser Khan, Muhammad Umar, Qari
Zubair and Aziz Khan. They were tried by Military Courts.

On May 11, 2017, another four hardcore militants sentenced to death by a
Military Court were executed in the Kohat jail.  According to a press release of the
Inter-Services Public Relations, the four convicts belonged to the banned TTP. Like
the four who were executed the previous day, the militants who were hanged on May
11 confessed before a Magistrate and the Trial Court to having committed various
terrorist acts, including deadly attacks on civilians and law enforcement personnel.
The militants who were hanged were: Bakht Ameer, son of Ameer Zaman; Asghar
Khan, son of Ahmed Khan; Muhammad Nawaz, son of Ghulam Muhammad; and
Mushtaq Ahmed, son of Meraj Khan. All of them hailed from Swat district and were
arrested during military operations.

On May 16, 2017, Dr Usman was executed at the Faisalbad Central Jail, accused
of a bomb attack in Faisalabad. 24 people died in this attack and more than a hun-
dred got injured. He was sentenced to death by an Anti-Terrorism Court in 2013.

On May 17, 2017, 4 terrorists tried and convicted by Military Courts were
hanged at a jail in Khyber Pakhtukhwa. According to Inter-Services Public Relations
(ISPR), the hanged terrorists were convicted by Military Courts and have been
indentified as: Ahmed Ali S/O Bakhat Karam, Asghar Khan S/O Aziz Ur Rehman,
Haroon-ur-Rasheed S/O Mian Said Usman and Gul Rehman S/O Zareen.  The con-
victs were active members of TTP.

On May 18, 2017, Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR) stated that four more ter-
rorists were hanged in Khyber Pakhtunkhuwa. According to the military’s media
wing, all four were involved in destroying electricity and communication infrastruc-
ture, destruction of educational institutions and attacks on security and law enforce-
ment forces. The names of the hanged are Muhammad Ibrahim, Rizwan Ullah,
Sardar Ali and Sher Muhammad. All four were convicted by Ms where they pleaded
guilty of their crimes. 

On May 24, 2017, another two terrorists tried by Military Courts were executed.
Atta Ullah was an active member of Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan. He was involved in
attacking a Law Enforcement Agency, which resulted in the death of several soldiers
and injuries to an officer and a soldier. He was also in possession of fire-arms and
explosives. The TTP member was awarded the death sentence after he admitted his
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offences before the Magistrate and the Trial Court. Another TTP terrorist, Taj
Muhammad, was involved in attacking the Armed Forces of Pakistan and harbouring
suicidal bombers, which were later on used in an attack on Army Public School
Peshawar, causing the death of 151 persons including 125 children, injuries to 147
persons and killing a civilian. 

On October 4, 2017, three terrorists condemned to death by a Military Court
were sent to the gallows in the morning at a prison in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The
Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR), the military’s media wing, said the three terror-
ists – Sajid, Bahram Sher and Fazal-e-Ghafar - were executed at a Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa prison.

SAUDI ARABIA

In Saudi Arabia, acts of terrorism – such as hijacking planes, terrorising innocent
people and shedding blood – amount to “corruption on earth”, a charge that can
carry the death penalty even when the offences do not result in lethal consequences.
The authorities set up specialised Courts in 2011 to try Saudis and foreigners
accused of belonging to Al-Qaeda or involvement in a spate of deadly attacks in the
Kingdom from 2003 to 2006.

But those sentenced to death and executed for terrorism also included people
convicted of involvement in anti-Government mass protests that erupted in
February 2011 in the Qatif district, which is home to many of the Sunni-ruled coun-
try’s Shi’ite minority. The protesters attacked security forces, as well as public and pri-
vate property, said the official SPA news agency.

In 2017, Saudi Arabia introduced a new counter-terrorism law, which includes
vague and overly broad definitions of acts of terrorism, in some cases punishable by
death.

The law replaces a widely criticized counter-terrorism law promulgated in 2014,
adding definitions of specific acts of terrorism and their corresponding sentencing
guidelines. It includes criminal penalties of 5 to 10 years in prison for portraying the
King or Crown Prince, directly or indirectly, “in a manner that brings religion or jus-
tice into disrepute,” and criminalizes a wide range of peaceful acts that bear no relation
to terrorism.

The Penal Law for Crimes of Terrorism and its Financing, published on
November 1, 2017, strips away extensive powers from the Interior Ministry, which
Saudi authorities reorganized in 2017, and transfers them to the newly established
Public Prosecution and Presidency of the State Security, both bodies reporting direct-
ly to the King.

The new law carries an overly broad definition of terrorism similar to the previ-
ous law. Unlike the previous definition, the new one includes a specific reference to
violence with the clause “harm an individual or result in their death, when the purpose
– by its nature or its context – is to terrorize people or force a government or international
organization to carry out or prevent it from carrying out an action”. The new law, how-
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ever, does not restrict the definition of terrorism to violent acts. Other conduct it
defines as terrorism includes “disturbing public order,” “shaking the security of the com-
munity and the stability of the State,” “exposing its national unity to danger,” and “sus-
pending the basic laws of governance,” all of which are vague and have been used by
Saudi authorities to punish peaceful dissidents and activists. The United Nations
Special Rapporteur on Human Rights and Counter-terrorism concluded in May
2017, following a visit to Saudi Arabia, that he was “concerned about the unacceptably
broad definition of terrorism and the use of Saudi Arabia’s 2014 counter-terrorism law
and other national security provisions against human rights defenders, writers, bloggers,
journalists and other peaceful critics”.

One positive change to the definition of terrorism stipulated in Article 1 of the
previous law is the removal of the controversial phrase “insulting the reputation of the
State,” which Prosecutors have vigorously employed to charge and prosecute dissi-
dents. Article 30 of the new law, however, allows Prosecutors to limit the right to free
expression by designating criticism of the King and the Crown Prince that “brings
religion or justice into disrepute” as a terrorist act.

Given the new law’s vague definition of terrorism, which could allow authorities
to continue to target peaceful criticism, other provisions of the law raise alarms,
Human Rights Watch said. Article 34, for example, provides a prison term of three to
eight years for anyone who supports, promotes, sympathizes with, or incites terror-
ism. Article 35 stipulates a sentence of no less than 15 years for anyone who
“misuse[s] their status in any way either academic or social status or media influence to
promote terrorism”.

The new law undermines due process and fair trial rights, Human Rights Watch
said. Instead of amending the law to strengthen the role of the Judiciary, it grants the
Public Prosecution and the Presidency of State Security the legal authority to arrest
and detain people, monitor their communications and financial data, and search
their properties and seize assets without judicial oversight. The Presidency of State
Security can ban a suspect from travel without notifying them, and the law gives
police officers and military personnel authorization to use force “according to regula-
tions laid down in the law”. No additional regulations on use of force are mentioned
in the text.

As under the previous law, Article 19 of the new law allows the Public
Prosecution to hold a suspect in pre-trial detention for up to 12 months, with unlim-
ited extension upon Court order, and Article 20 allows suspects to be held for up to
90 days in incommunicado detention, where torture and mistreatment are most fre-
quent, according to the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture. 

Article 21 restricts the suspect’s right to a lawyer during interrogation, and Article
27 gives the SCC the authority to hear witnesses and experts without the defendant
or their lawyer present. It requires the Court only to inform them of the content of
the testimony, greatly hampering their right to challenge this evidence.

The law, which includes 27 articles on penalties, introduces the death penalty for
three acts. Articles 40 and 41 state that the Court may sentence to death “anyone who
kidnaps or detains a person or threatens to do so in execution of a terrorist crime” and
“anyone who seizes a means of public transport or threatens to do so in execution of a ter-
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rorist crime” whenever any such action is accompanied by the use or declaration of
either weapons or explosives. 

Saudi Arabia carried out at least 4 executions for acts of “terrorism” in 2017. In
2016, there were at least 47 executions for acts of “terrorism”.

On July 11, 2017, Saudi Arabia executed 4 Saudi nationals from the country’s
Eastern Province who were convicted in a secret ‘terrorism’ Court – including at least
one man who was convicted on charges relating to protests in Qatif. According to
the Saudi authorities, the four – Zaher Abdul Rahim Hussein Al-Basri, Mahdi
Mohammed Hassan Al-Sayegh, Amjad Naji Hassan Al-Muaibeed and Yousef Ali
Abdullah Al-Mushaikhees – were handed down death sentences for their involve-
ment in a series of shootings and for trading in weapons with the aim of destabilizing
the country. The executions appear to mark the first execution of prisoners tried at
the controversial Specialized Criminal Court since a mass execution in January 2016,
which attracted international condemnation. The SCC is supposed to hear terrorism
cases; however, it has also been used to sentence alleged protesters to death, including
several juveniles. According to international human rights organization Reprieve, at
least one of the men executed was sentenced to death on charges relating to protests.
The man is understood to have been tortured into signing a ‘confession’, which was
relied on to convict him at the SCC.

On December 12, 2017, the Specialized Criminal Court ratified death sentences
against 12 detainees for espionage for Iran. They were identified as Salem Alomari,
Mohammed Attiya, Abass Al-hassan, Mohammed Ashur, Taleb Alharbi, Hussein
Alhamidi, Hussein Alabood, Taher Alharbi, Ali Alashur, Yousif Alharbi, Ali Almehna
and Abdullah Alkhamis. According to the European Saudi Organization for Human
Rights (ESOHR), their trial lacked the simplest conditions of a fair trial, and they
were tortured so as to force them into signing falsified statements that the investiga-
tors had written themselves, and included many charges against them which were
not related to espionage.

SOMALIA

According to the laws of the States and Regions of the Federal Republic of
Somalia, all terrorism cases are held at Military Courts.

Somalia’s Military Court proceedings fall short of international fair trial stan-
dards. A central concern is the speed at which death sentences have been carried out,
preventing defendants from filing an appeal and the President to review the case for
a possible pardon or commutation. Also the United Nations Human Rights Office
voiced its concern at the “hasty” judicial process that led to some executions. “Under
international law, the death penalty should only be applied after the most rigorous judi-
cial process,” said Rupert Colville, Spokesperson for the Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR). 

On April 2, 2015, Somalia’s Cabinet approved new legislation aimed at curbing
the menace of terrorism in the country and giving special powers to security forces.
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The bill submitted by the Ministry of National Security was unanimously passed in
a high-level Ministerial meeting chaired by Prime Minister Omar Abdirashid in
Mogadishu. According to a press statement from the Prime Minister’s Office, the
new bill aims to empower law enforcement agencies in the country to effectively
handle terror-related cases immediately. The move comes one week after Al-Shabaab
militants launched a deadly attack on a Mogadishu hotel, leaving at least 20 people
– including a top diplomat – dead. Anti-terror law was first introduced by the former
Cabinet in 2014 but it failed to proceed to the country’s Parliament for approval. If
passed by the Parliament, the law is expected to target groups such as the Al-Qaeda-
linked militant Al-Shabaab. 

On April 8, 2017, Somalia’s new President Mohamed Abdullahi Farmajo
declared a state of war against the Al-Qaeda affiliate and offered a 60-day amnesty to
disaffected members of the group and has pledged to eradicate it within two years.

On October 14, 2017, a bomb-laden truck in central Mogadishu killed at least
358 people, the deadliest single attack in the country’s history; no group claimed
responsibility. The United Nations Assistance Mission in Somalia (UNSOM) reported
1,228 civilian casualties between January and September 2017, about half by Al-
Shabaab.

On November 22, 2017, the Federal Security Minister Mohamed Abukar Islow
was set to present the anti-terrorism and the arms control bills before Parliament.
Both bills were previously endorsed by the Council of Ministers. Both bills were pre-
pared and tabled by the Ministry of Internal Security, after passing various stages
before it will finally be approved.

The UN Resolution 2372 (2017) mandates AMISOM in coordination with the
UN and the Federal Government of Somalia, to receive, on a transitory basis, defec-
tors. This is not only to reduce the threat by Al-Shabaab and other militant groups,
but also to assist the Somalia security forces to provide peace and order, for the coun-
try’s political processes to thrive.

At least 24 executions were carried out in 2017, 21 for terrorism: 9 under the
authority of the Federal Government of Somalia and 12 in Puntland. In 2016, of the
14 executions carried out, 3 were for acts of terrorism. In 2015, executions were 25,
including 9 for terrorism. Of the 24 death sentences issued in 2017, 21 were for ter-
rorism: 8 under the authority of the Federal Government of Somalia and 16 in
Puntland. All of these executions and death sentences were imposed by Military
Courts while regarding civilians. 

On April 10, 2017, a Military Court in Puntland executed five alleged Al-
Shabaab members in the Gulf of Aden port city of Bossaso. Speaking to Radio
Garowe (RG), Chief Judge of Military Courts, Abdifatah Haji Adan said that a firing
squad executed the convicted members for taking part in assassinations against sev-
eral Government officials in Bossaso. In February, the Military Court sentenced 7
suspects to death but the Court of Appeal has ruled to hand over life imprisonment
to 2 suspects, according to Adan. The five executed are: Nuradin Ahmed Samatar
(20), Ayub Yasin Abdi (32), Ali Ismail Ali (20), Hassan Adan Hassan (22) and
Abdihakim Mohamed Aweys (24).
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On April 24, 2017, a Somali Military Court executed 4 people convicted of
being Al-Shabaab members and carrying out twin bomb attacks in Baidoa which
claimed the lives of over eighty people. They were shot dead by a firing squad outside
Baidoa town. The Military Court Chairman Liban Ali Yarow has identified the exe-
cuted defendants as Hassan Aden Mursal, Abdilatif Moalim Aden Abdirahman,
Siyad Hassan Farah and Sharamad Aawaw Mohamed.

On May 18, 2017, a Somali Military Court executed a man who was sentenced
to death on March 14, 2017 to be involved in a car bomb attack at a garden market
in Waberi district in Mogadishu. Addressing reporters at the scene of the execution,
a Military Court official said they executed Mr Abdulqadir Abdi Hassan by firing
squad in Mogadishu. Mr Hassan was the driver of the exploded vehicle which, on
November 27, 2016, killed 15 people while injuring 20 others who were most civil-
ians.

On May 25, 2017, a Somali Military Court executed an Al-Shabaab militant,
who was behind the killing of a senior security officer in Middle Shabelle region on
June 21, 2016. Deputy Prosecutor Mumin Hussein Abdullahi said that the Court
carried out his execution by firing squad in Mogadishu’s Police Academy field. “The
Court executed Yusuf Hussein Mohamud (24), a security soldier who was found guilty for
the killing,” Mumin said.

On June 21, 2017, a Somali Military Court executed three Al-Shabaab operatives
believed to be behind a number of attacks that killed dozens of innocent lives in the
Southern Somali’s town of Baidoa. 

On June 30, 2017, authorities in Somalia’s semi-autonomous Puntland region
executed seven people said to be Islamist militants who plotted to carry out attacks,
including bombings. Awil Ahmed Farah, Chairperson of the region’s Military Court,
said the accused were members of the Al-Qaeda-linked Al-Shabaab militant group
fighting to overthrow the Government in Mogadishu. “The court executed seven fight-
ers. They were shot dead today,” he told reporters in the port city of Bosasso. “Five of
the militants were caught as they transported explosives into Bosasso. The other two mil-
itants killed people in Galkayo,” Farah said, referring to another city in the region.

SINGAPORE

On September 1, 2017, the Terrorism (Suppression of Misuse of Radioactive
Material) Act came into force, following its adoption by Parliament in May. The Act
expands the scope of the death penalty and provides for the mandatory death penalty
for anyone who used radioactive material or nuclear facilities, with the intent to
cause death or serious harm to people, property and the environment, or to compel
other people or organizations to undertake specific actions. On July 24, the Ministry
of Law opened a public consultation on proposed legislative amendments to the
Criminal Procedure Code (“CPC”) and Evidence Act. Among other measures, the pro-
posed amendments would limit the grounds on which people can appeal to the
Courts after their conviction and sentence are finalized; and would give Courts
power to dismiss the appeal expeditiously and to consider all matters in one hearing.
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Only one post-conviction appeal would be allowed in each case and strict time-lines
imposed. The strict limitations posed on these appeals resulted in fewer applications
for review of death penalty cases being submitted.

ALGERIA

In 2017, at least 27 death sentences were issued, most for terrorism, murder or
rape, according to Amnesty International. At least 5 are for terrorism according Hands
off Cain.

The political events of 1991/92 which culminated in the annulment of the vote
following the election of the Islamic Front, and subsequent acts of terrorism, led to
the declaration of a state of emergency and the introduction of special laws in
September 1992 (Anti-Terrorism Decree) extending the application of the death
penalty to terrorist offences. This special decree was almost entirely included in the
ordinary law of 1995 that is currently applicable.

Former President Liamine Zeroual declared a moratorium on executions in
December 1993 and no executions have been carried out since. The last executions
took place in August 1993, when seven armed Islamists were executed for a 1992
attack on Algiers airport by special Courts, which have since been dissolved.
Furthermore, several death sentences were commuted to prison terms by Presidential
pardon.

In recent years, some political activists, associations and lawyers pleaded for
restoring the death penalty in Algeria, especially following the surge in crimes against
children, which led to the introduction in December 2013 of new provisions in the
Algerian Penal Code concerning the death penalty for child abductors in case the vic-
tim dies.

In December 2016, for the sixth time, Algeria co-sponsored and voted in favour
of the Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN
General Assembly. 

On March 21, 2017, two terrorists, who were arrested in March 2016 in
Gheddioua (Kadiria), North-West of Bouira, have been sentenced to death for their
involvement in terrorist attacks according to a judicial source. They are D. Rabah
alias Houdaifa, and H. Fateh alias Sohaib, both from Bouira. The trial lasted several
hours. In the same trial, four more people were tried - among them one woman  -
for supporting terrorism to one year of jail. Six more were released.

On October 15, 2017, an Algerian Court sentenced senior terrorist Mokhtar
Belmokhtar, alias Belaouar to the death penalty in absentia. The sentence has been
pronounced by the Prosecutor of the Criminal Court of Oran, Western Algeria, as
Belmokhtar, leader of the terrorist group of Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb
(AQIM), who was charged with the creation and management of a terrorist organi-
zation, abduction as well as arm detention and trafficking. The case dates back to
April 2011. Detectives concluded that there was a terrorist plot to kidnap foreign
nationals, specifically workers in charge of the construction of the Oran tramway.
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Mokhtar Belmokhtar was the mastermind of this plot, as he was first tried in absentia
in 2012. By then, 8 other defendants were also tried, including three in absentia, and
5 others were present at the Court. Among these five defendants, four were sen-
tenced to life prison, while the fifth defendant was set free due to lack of evidence. 

The Prosecutor of the Criminal Court of Oran has reopened the case and sen-
tenced in absentia Belmokhtar and his three companions to death penalty.

It is worth recalling that Mokhtar Belmokhtar, alias Belaouer (“the one eyed”)
claimed responsibility for the terrorist attack that targeted a gas field in the Algerian
desert on January 16, 2013.

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

The last executions took place on January 7, 2003, when fifteen people, charged
with crimes such as subversion of the State, treason, armed robbery and participation
in organised crime, were executed in secret at a military camp close to Kinshasa’s
Ndjili airport. These were the first executions known to have taken place since the
lifting, on September 23, 2002, of a moratorium on executions announced by then-
Human Rights Minister Leonard She Okitundu on December 10, 1999. The execu-
tions of the 15 were ordered by the Court d’ordre militaire (COM) a special itinerant
tribunal that, since its creation in 1997, had been responsible for the execution of
some 200 individuals. The COM was abolished on April 24, 2003.

The current Constitution, in place since early 2006, recognises the “right to life”
and the “inviolable nature of human beings”. A proposition for an article explicitly
abolishing the death penalty was rejected by the national Parliament during the text’s
elaboration in 2005. A bill to abolish the death penalty was rejected by the
Congolese National Assembly on November 25, 2010. 

On April 29, 2014, the Democratic Republic of the Congo was reviewed under
the Universal Periodic Review of the UN Human Rights Council. The country’s del-
egation rejected recommendations to abolish the death penalty in law and ratify the
Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR). In this regard, the Government noted that, although the death
penalty remains enshrined in domestic positive law, the DRC observes a de facto
moratorium and the death penalty has not been implemented for 11 years.

On December 19, 2016, the Democratic Republic of the Congo was absent dur-
ing the vote on the Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at
the UN General Assembly, as in previous years. 

In 2017, at least 12 new death sentences were issued according to Hands off Cain,
all by Military Courts. According to Amnesty International,  22 death sentences were
issued in the Democratic Republic of the Congo during the year.

On March 10, 2017, a Military Court sentenced to death nine rebels convicted
of having participated in the violence that caused more than 1000 deaths in the East
of the country since October 2014. Two other accused were acquitted and a third
was returned to a Juvenile Court. Those who were convicted were charged with
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crimes against humanity, terrorism and participation in a rebellion. They were mem-
bers of the Democratic Allied Forces, a group founded in neighbouring Uganda which
is now settled in Congo. The trial of a hundred accused began in December.

On May 10, 2017, the Military Court of North Kivu condemned four persons
to sentences ranging from two years in prison to the death penalty. These persons
were prosecuted by Congolese justice in the context of the massacres of civilians per-
petrated by alleged Ugandan rebels ADF in Beni in 2016. 

Among the four convicted figured Mapoli Ahemmad, a 33-year-old ADF fighter,
the only one sentenced to capital punishment. In his verdict, the Military Court
indicated that he had held the heaviest sentence against the accused because he was
convicted of several crimes, including participation in a insurrection movement,
association with criminals, murder, murder and theft of weapons.

On September 11, 2017, the Military Court of North Kivu made a decision in
No. RP: 192/2017 and RP: 205/2017. As regards the first file, one of the defendants,
Władysław Kahindo Mbindule (agent of the international NGO Save the Children),
who was still on the run after the release of June 11, 2017, was convicted to the death
penalty. 

On November 17, 2017, the Military Court of Goma condemned Mr Malonga
Kambala, president of the UPLC, to the death penalty and the payment of $650,000
in favour of the Congolese State for the attack on the Goma airport.

On January 21, 2018, the Congolese military justice announced that it had con-
demned 66 persons to death since the opening in August 2016 of a mega-trial for
massacres of civilians attributed to the ADF militia in the eastern Democratic
Republic of the Congo.

INDIA

Special Courts applying the Terrorist Affected Areas Special Courts Act, from 1984,
and the Prevention of Terrorism Act (POTA), from 2002, were empowered to impose
the death sentence for terrorism. The latter law, which has broadened the scope of
the death penalty, when the Hindu nationalist BJP was in Government and after an
attack on the Indian Parliament in December 2001, was considered as contrary to
human and political rights by the Government, dominated by the Party of Congress
of Sonia Gandhi, after achieving victory in the elections of May 2004. This law was
repealed by the Parliament on December 9, 2004. Under the same considerations of
national security, the POTA was replaced by the Unlawful Activities (Prevention)
Bill, which amended the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967 to cover terror-
ism. The bill provided that people convicted of terrorism will be punishable by the
death penalty or life imprisonment and a fine for any act which results in loss of life.
Under the bill, anyone threatening unity, integrity, security or sovereignty or striking
terror in the people in India or in any foreign country by using bombs, dynamite or
other explosive or inflammable substances or firearms or other lethal weapons caus-
ing or likely to cause death is liable for punishment.

On December 21, 2011, in an effort to secure the strategically important oil
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pipelines from acts of terrorism like sabotage, Parliament gave assent to the death
penalty for such crimes by amending the Petroleum and Minerals Pipelines
(Acquisition of Right of User in Land) Amendment Bill 2011. 

On July 30, 2015, a little over 22 years after the Mumbai bombings that killed
257 people in 1993, the lone convict on death row in the case – Yakub Abdul Razak
Memon – was hanged at the Central Prison in the city of Nagpur. Of all those who
have been convicted of crimes related to the bombings, including the men who
planted the bombs, Memon is the only defendant to have been executed. Yakub
Memon was only the fifth person executed in India since 1995. The last death row
inmate to be executed in India was Afzal Guru in 2013.

On March 22, 2017, the Law Commission recommended that the death penalty
be abolished for all crimes except those related to terrorism, Rajya Sabha was
informed.

Minister of State for Home Hansraj Ahir said the Law Commission in its 262nd
report has recommended that the death penalty be abolished for all crimes other
than terrorism related offences and waging war.

“As Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure are in the concurrent list of the 7th
Schedule of the Constitution, the report has been circulated to all State Governments and
Union Territories for seeking their views,” he said replying to a written question.

On July 10, 2017, India’s new anti-hijacking law that entails capital punishment
for the perpetrators in case of death of any person, has come into force. 

The stringent Anti-Hijacking Act 2016, which was passed last year, actually
replaces an old law enacted in 1982, which prescribed the trial of hijackers only in
case of death of hostages.

In fact, the Indian Government felt the need for including the death penalty in the act
after the hijacking of an Indian flight in December 1999, which was taken to Afghanistan.

According to the Centre on the Death Penalty, National Law University, in 2017
there were 109 new death sentences and 371 were on death row at the end of the
year. Of these new death sentences, 5 were for terrorism, as in 2016.

On January 24, 2017, three Lashkar-e-Toiba (LeT) operatives were sentenced to
death by a Bengal Court for terrorism.

The operatives identified as Mohammad Yunous, Abdullah Khan and Muzaffar
Ahmed were given death penalty by the Fast Track Court- 1 of Bongaon in North 24
Parganas district of West Bengal. Yunous and Khan are both Pakistani nationals and
Ahmed is an Indian national. Besides these three, the fourth LeT operative, Sheikh
Naeem alias Samir arrested with the three others, had fled in 2013 while in CID cus-
tody. All were arrested on April 1, 2007, by Border Security Force (BSF) from Petrapole
border while sneaking into India. They were sentenced to death on charge of Section
121 IPC, waging a war against the nation. The fourth accused was declared absconding.

On September 7, 2017, Tahir Merchant and Feroz Abdul Rashid Khan, two of
the accused in the 1993 Mumbai blasts case, were awarded the death sentence by a
special Terrorist and Disruptive Activity (TADA) Court in Mumbai. Other accused,
Abu Salem and Karimullah Khan, were sentenced to life imprisonment. Riyaz
Siddiqui was sentenced for ten years. This was the second leg of the trial – in the first
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leg that concluded in 2007, the TADA Court had convicted 100 accused in the case,
while 23 people were acquitted. The attacks were planned by Dawood Ibrahim,
India’s ‘most wanted’ fugitive who also has his name prominently figuring on the
‘most wanted’ lists of the US and Interpol.

LEBANON

Lebanon reinstated the death penalty in 1994 in a bid to stem a rise in violent
crime following the 1975-90 civil war. Crimes punishable by death are: murder,
attempted murder, collaboration with Israel, terrorism and acts of riot and strife.

In 2017, only 12 new death sentences were reported by Amnesty International,
some for terrorism. The number is well below the at least 126 people sentenced to
death, included at least 107 for terrorism in 2016.

On September 28, 2017, Lebanon’s Military Tribunal sentenced an extremist
preacher to death for his role in fuelling sectarian violence in the Arab country and
organizing attacks against members of the army. The Court, chaired by Major General
Hussein Abdullah, passed the verdict on Sheikh Ahmad al-Assir on September 28.
Thirty-three other defendants also stood trial on terrorism charges. Assir refused to rec-
ognize the ruling. He also rejected his Court-appointed lawyer during the trial, saying,
“You do not represent me and I do not recognize you”. Abdullah intervened, asking Assir
whether he was threatening the Court. The Takfiri cleric replied that he was “not threat-
ening anyone, but it is my right – as I am representing myself – to advise you not to speak in
my name”. Lebanon’s military Prosecutor had sought the death penalty for Assir and
more than 50 of his followers over the 2013 attacks against army forces in the Abra
neighbourhood of the Southern city of Sidon. The clashes resulted in the deaths of 18
army soldiers and at least 40 militants loyal to Assir.

On October 21, 2017, Lebanon’s top Court sentenced to death at least one Syrian
nationalist to death for the 1982 assassination of President-elect Bashir Gemayel. Habib
Shartouni, a member of the Syrian Socialist Nationalist Party (SSNP), was sentenced in
absentia but admitted his part in the attack in the 1980s. He spent eight years in prison
before escaping in 1990. Gemayel was a Christian in a predominantly Muslim country.
Gemayel was killed less than a month after being elected President - and just two weeks
before taking office - when a massive bomb tore through the right-wing Christian
Phalange Party headquarters in east Beirut on September 14. At least 23 of his support-
ers were also killed in the blast, with Reuters reporting that 32 others had died. In addi-
tion to Shartouni, fellow SSNP member Nabil Farah al-Alam was also sentenced, in
absentia, to death for his role in the bomb attack.

MALAYSIA

In Malaysia, terrorism  is punished with mandatory death sentence. On March
6, 2007, a new amendment to the Malaysian Penal Code went into effect, calling for
the death penalty as a mandatory sentence for terrorist acts that cause death.
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Providing terrorists with ordinance, training, equipment or money, as well as offer-
ing terrorists refuge or hiding information concerning terrorists, all fall under the
definition of a terrorist act. In investigating these crimes, the police can process and
arrest suspects without due process and there is no possibility of release on bail. In
the event that the terrorist act does not cause any lethal victims, the new law provides
for prison terms ranging from 7 to 30 years.

On June 14, 2017, the Malaysian Court of Appeal sentenced 9 Filipinos to death
over the Sabah stand-off that killed at least 70 people in 2013. Bernama, the national
news agency of Malaysia, reported that “the Court, in a unanimous decision, handed
down the death penalty on the 9 Filipinos for waging war against the Yang di-Pertuan
Agong,” who is Malaysia’s Head of State. The Malaysian Court of Appeal, in effect,
reversed an earlier sentence of life imprisonment against them by the Kota Kinabalu
High Court in 2016. The Sabah stand-off refers to the bloody incursion by some
200 armed Moro rebels from the Southern Philippines. Their move was inspired by
a self-proclaimed Filipino sultanate’s claims of historical dominion over Sabah,
which is claimed by the Philippine Government. The assault, the most serious secu-
rity crisis faced by Malaysia in years, led to a siege between the Moro rebels and
Malaysian armed forces sent to root them out. At least 70 people, mostly Moro
rebels, were killed over the 6-week ordeal. Bernama said the following Filipinos face
the death sentence in Malaysia over the Sabah standoff: Datu Amirbahar Hushin
Kiram, 54, the son of the late self-proclaimed Sultan of Sulu Jamalul Kiram; Julham
Rashid, 70; Virgilio Nemar Patulada; Mohamad Alam Patulada, 53; Salib Akhmad
Emali, 64; Tani Lahad Dahi, 64; Basad H. Manuel, 42; Atik Hussin Abu Bakar, 46;
Al-Wazir Osman, 62; and Ismail Yasin, 77.

SUDAN

In June 2008, under Sudan’s 2001 Anti-Terrorism Law, the Government estab-
lished special Courts in Omdurman and Khartoum to try Darfur “rebels” accused of
participating in the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM) May 10 attacks on the cap-
ital’s twin city of Omdurman that killed more than 222 people. More than 100 JEM
rebels received the death penalty for the attacks. However, President Omar al-Bashir
later remitted many of the sentences.

In November 2011, JEM joined the rebel Sudan Revolutionary Front (SRF), an
alliance between Sudanese factions opposed to the Government led by President
Omar al-Bashir. Besides the JEM, the alliance brings together the two other major
rebel groups in Darfur, the Sudan Liberation Movement/Army and the rebels of the
Sudan People’s Liberation Movement-North (SPLM-N) in Southern Kordofan.

In 2013, JEM, led by Bakhit Abdul Karim (Dabjo), signed a peace agreement
with the Khartoum Government. Shortly after the agreement, the group handed in
its weapons to the Government and in return the Sudanese President, Omar Hassan
al-Bashir, pardoned members of the group. However, the Presidential pardon did not
include South Sudanese nationals. The Government considered them foreign fight-
ers and brought them to trial for bearing arms against Sudan. 
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A change of this attitude was recorded on January 5, 2017, when 25 inmates
from South Sudan who were sentenced to death by the Government of Sudan were
pardoned, according to the Humanitarian Attaché at South Sudan’s Embassy in
Khartoum. The freed inmates are among the group which was arrested in 2011,
before the two countries separated, for rebelling against the then Sudanese
Government. They were charged with, among others, treason, terrorism and crimes
against the State. Abraham Kebi says the Government of Sudan released the inmates
following series of meetings between Khartoum and Juba regarding the fate of the
prisoners. He says the inmates have been in prisons in Sudan since 2011 before the
self-determination referendum for South Sudan. Mr. Kebi says two officials from the
Embassy in Khartoum accompanied the inmates to Juba. “But there they are freed
from any punishment against them, so that they can go back to their country South
Sudan,” said the Attaché. Mr. Kebi said the pardoned inmates come from different
parts of the country.

On March 10, 2017, Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir pardoned 259 rebels
captured during fighting with Government forces, including 66 who had been sen-
tenced to death. Bashir’s order came three days after a prominent insurgent group
freed dozens of prisoners, mostly soldiers, it had captured in fighting with
Government forces. “The decision to pardon 259 rebels aims at preparing the environ-
ment for achieving lasting peace in the country,” Bashir’s Office said in a statement. 

Of the 259 rebels to be released now, dozens were captured in 2015 after fierce
fighting in war-torn South Darfur between Government forces and rebels. Although
the Presidency did not specify which group these rebels belonged to, Government
forces in 2015 fought pitched battles with the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM)
in South Darfur. 

Among those pardoned, forty-four rebels were captured in the city of
Omdurman in 2008 after similar clashes between Government forces and JEM
fighters. “The decision to pardon is a progressive step and would help in the ceasing of
hostilities,” Nur Ahmed al-Nur, Editor-in-Chief of Assayha newspaper, told AFP news
agency.

On March 5, another prominent rebel group, the Sudan People’s Liberation
Movement-North (SPLM-N), freed at least 125 prisoners, mostly soldiers. The pris-
oners had been captured in Blue Nile and South Kordofan States, where the SPLM-
N has been fighting Government forces for years.  Bashir, who has ruled Sudan for
nearly three decades, is wanted by the International Criminal Court for alleged war
crimes in Darfur. He steadfastly denies the charge.

In 2017, Sudan did not carry out any executions. In 2016 executions were at least
2, in 2015 at least 4 and 23 in 2014. Sudan hanged at least 21 people in 2013. 

The last data on people on death row refers to the end of 2014, when there were
at least 215 people on death row. 

In 2017, at least 10 new death sentences were issued, of which at least two for
terrorism.

In February 2017, according to Sudan Vision, the General Counsellor, the
Prosecutor of Darfur Crimes Court has affirmed that the Court is going ahead in
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performing its legal mission to uphold the right and establish justice values. He out-
lined in a press report that two cases were settled, the first one was in a special Court
at Ad Dain town headed by Judge Nayel Ahmed Al Sidig, the Judge of the General
Court whereby the sentence was issued on the suit number 5410/2016 under
Articles 10-5-6 of the law of combating terrorism and Articles 142-21—168-182 of
the criminal law and Articles 26-42 of the arms law. The sentence of hanging by the
neck until death was issued against the first and the second accused, while a third
accused was set free. Further sanctions included confiscation of the pick up land
cruiser car in favour of the Government of Sudan and compensation of the plaintiff
and the victim at the civil road for the sums robbed from them, as well as the value
of the damaged made by the perpetrators on the police car

Public right was represented by counsellor Adil Mousa Daheya Deputy General
Prosecutor of the Criminal Court of East Darfur State in collaboration with
Counsellor Mohamed Hassan Mutaafi Prosecutor of Firdous locality. 

On May 4, 2016, Sudan was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review
(UPR) at the UN Human Rights Council. It took note of, but did not support, rec-
ommendations to establish an official moratorium on executions, abolish the death
penalty and ratify the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), aiming at the abolition of the death penalty. 

On December 19, 2016, Sudan voted against the Resolution on a Moratorium
on the use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly.

TUNISIA

On July 23, 2015, Tunisia’s Parliament passed a controversial anti-terrorism law
that provides for the death penalty, despite a de facto quarter-century moratorium on
executions. 

The law was rapidly approved over the course of a few days to beef up powers to
confront the jihadist threat, following the March and June deadly attacks in the
country claimed by ISIS, which caused the death of dozens of foreign tourists. 

Lawmakers voted heavily in favour of three articles imposing the death penalty.
Article 26 applies to anyone who “knowingly murders someone enjoying international
protection,” a reference to such people as diplomats and international civil servants.
The following article applies to cases in which people die in hostage-taking or kid-
napping situations, while Article 28 refers to people who commit rape during the
course of a terrorism-related crime.

Critics say the new law erodes defence guarantees and due process standards and
undermines the exercise of civil and political rights. Among other things, it makes it
easier for investigators to use phone-tapping against suspects and make public
expressions of support for terrorism a jail able offence. The law allows the authorities
to detain suspects for 15 days without access to a lawyer or being brought before a
Judge, as well as put harsh restrictions on journalists. 

Sana Mersni, an MP with the Islamist Ennahda party, noted ironically that the
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death penalty would not deter “terrorists seeking death in order to go to paradise”.
Ammar Amroussia, of the leftist Popular Front, said “we fear the fight against terror-
ism could be turned into a fight against social and popular movements”. Labiadh Salem,
an independent, was even more scathing: “This law will not limit the phenomenon of
terrorism; this law will fuel terrorism” as it “does not distinguish between social move-
ments and protesters and terrorist act.”

Since November 24, 2015, when an attack was conducted against the National
Guard, a state of emergency is in place and postponed constantly. 

Of the 25 new death sentences issued in 2017, 22 were on accounts of terrorism.

On January 18, 2017, the Tunis Criminal Chamber of first instance against
Terrorism sentenced 20 people to death for terrorism, including the dangerous ter-
rorist Atef Hannechi. The convicts are all wanted. Another 26 terrorists were sen-
tenced to prison sentences ranging from 2 to 30 years and to life imprisonment,
including Atef Hannechi’s father and the terrorist Makrem Mouelhi. They were con-
victed in connection with the Jendouba attack on February 15, 2014, in the Bulla
Regia region. The terrorists had dressed up as police officers and simulated a security
checkpoint. They fired at a National Guard vehicle, as well as another car where
there were a police officer, a civilian and a civil defence lieutenant.

On May 4, 2017, a Tunisian Court sentenced two people to death and 16 others
to jail terms for acts of “terrorism” in 2014 during which a security guard was killed.
Judiciary spokesman Sofiene Sliti told AFP that nine of those sentenced were tried
in absentia. The two death sentences were handed down for the murder of the guard
in Kebili, Southern Tunisia. The 16 others were condemned to prison terms of
between four and 36 years for “belonging to a terrorist group” and over a deadly
clash with security forces near Tunis.

As of  December 28, 2017, according to an official source quoted by Hakaek
online, there were 1,270 people detained for terrorism in Tunisia, 1,080 waiting for
the sentence and 190 sentenced.  According to Colonel Khalifa Chibani,
Spokesperson of the National Guard, there were 41 foreigners detained for terrorism
in the Tunisian prisons as of September 6, 2017.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

On August 20, 2014, President of the United Arab Emirates, Shaikh Khalifa bin
Zayed Al Nahyan, gave the nod to the country’s toughest anti-terror law that stipu-
lates from life imprisonment to capital punishment. The law stipulates that those
found guilty of attacking or threatening the President, the Vice-President or any of
the Rulers of the Emirates and their family members, and those conspiring against
the State and Government will face capital punishment. The law also includes a wide
range of related criminal issues, including human trafficking and money laundering,
financing of terrorist and other crimes. Those involved in carrying out, planning or
assisting to carry out terrorist activities in the country, or planning such activities
outside but conceiving them in the country, will face these penalties. The terrorist
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acts under the law include all kinds of intentions that are threat to the society and
the State, including hijacking, holding innocent people hostage and having links
with terrorist organisations outside the country.

On November 24, 2017, the Anti-Terror Quartet (ATQ); Egypt, Saudi Arabia,
the UAE, and Bahrain, added two entities and 11 individuals to its blacklist. The
blacklist included the Doha-based International Union of Muslim Scholars, and the
International Islamic Council. The States said the entities and individuals use the
Islamic rhetoric as a means to promote terrorism and a cover-up of their terrorist
activities. The States said the 11 blacklisted people carried out terrorist attacks with
a direct support from Qatar through giving them passports and hiring them in Qatar
institutions working under the umbrella of charities.

CAMEROON

In December 2014, President Paul Biya promulgated the new anti-terrorism law,
which provides for the death penalty for the perpetrators of terrorism acts. The law
specifies that terrorist crimes are the taking of action likely to cause death; to endan-
ger or damage the physical integrity of another; or to do damage to the nation’s nat-
ural resources, environment, or cultural heritage. Even those who finance terrorism,
engage in money laundering, recruit in the name of terrorism or acclaim terrorist
activities will face the death penalty. The new anti-terrorism law was criticised by the
opposition, civil society groupings and human rights organisations as severely cur-
tailing basic freedoms.

On October 12, 2017, a group of lawyers against the death penalty in Cameroon
said, through Agence Press Africa, that the detainees sentenced to death are about 235. 

More precisely, 21 are in the prison of Bafoussam, 22 in that of Yaoundé-
Kodengui, while 3 are in the prison of New-Bell in Douala. It is however in the
Northern part of the country that there is the largest number of 189 condemned to
death by military jurisdictions. They are mostly people related to the Nigerian ter-
rorist group Boko Haram.

In 2016, Military Courts in the Northern city of Maroua issued 160 death sen-
tences according to Amnesty International. Some have been commuted in appeal.

The last executions was carried out in the Mokolo prison in 1997. 

On May 1, 2013, Cameroon was reviewed under the Universal Periodic Review
of the UN Human Rights Council. The Government rejected recommendations to
establish an official moratorium on executions with a view to abolishing the death
penalty on the grounds of its perceived deterrent nature, and because public opinion
remains strongly in favour of capital punishment. Foreign Minister Pierre Moukoko
Mbonjo said that Cameroon needs “more time” to make progress on the matter. The
law is an expression of the general will and the Government must take account of
the electorate and the evolution of society... The death penalty is not applied de
facto, and its abolition “will happen one day”, the Minister told States Parties to the
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UN Human Rights Council.
On December 19, 2016, Cameroon abstained from the Resolution on a

Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General Assembly, as in pre-
vious years.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

In the last 14 years, the Federal system has not carried out executions. The
Federal death sentence was reinstated by law in 1988. Since then 76 death sentences
have been issued, only three of which have come to execution, the last in 2003. After
the natural death of some prisoners and some commutations, today (as of December
31, 2017) on Federal death row sit 60 men and 1woman.

In 2016, there were no new Federal death sentences, in 2017 there were 2
(Dylann Roof, 22, White, for killing 9 African American people on June 17, 2015,
in the African Episcopal Methodist Church “Emanuel” of Charleston, and Gary Lee
Sampson, 57, White, for killing 3 hitch-hikers in the summer of 2001. The initial
part of the crime, the kidnapping, took place on a highway, and in the US highways
are considered “Federal territory”).

The first trials against Al-Qaeda members began in spring 2012 at a war Court
in Guantanamo, a US Navy base in an extra-territorial area of the island of Cuba,
hosting also the infamous Guantanamo Bay detention camp, the centre of much
controversy.

Since President George W. Bush authorized the opening of the “detention camp”
in November 2001 , 779 people were taken to Guantanamo, all male. The peak of people
held at the same time was recorded in June 2003, with 684 men. Since then, at least 9
prisoners have died of natural causes. Since his first-term election campaign, President
Obama announced plans to close Guantanamo. Congress, however, has always
opposed the idea of bringing the detainees in prisons and ourts within the United States.
At the time of leaving the Presidency to Trump, Obama left 61 inmates at
Guantanamo, and agreements for the release/extradition of another 20, albeit on a
date and in a manner reserved. When he took office in January 2009, there were 242
inmates at Guantanamo.

During 2017 and early 2018, under Trump, the Obama Administration’s pro-
gram was respected, and 14 prisoners were extradited to Saudi Arabia, Oman, and 6
to unidentified countries. The detention centre is still active, with 41 inmates. The
Trump Administration announced its intention to send other inmates to
Guantanamo.

The three major trials against Al-Qaeda are proceeding very slowly.
The first regards Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri, a Saudi who is alleged to be the mas-

termind of the October 2000 bombing of the USS Cole while it was harboured and refu-
elled in the Yemeni port of Aden. Seventeen American sailors were killed, and 39 were
injured.

The second trial is that against the five members of Al-Qaeda accused of the
attacks of September 11, 2001. The trial, which in the US is nicknamed “Gitmo 5”,
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or “the 5 of Guantanamo”, sees in the dock Khalid Sheik Mohammed, Walid bin
Attash, Ammar al Baluchi, Ramzi bin al Shibh and Mustafa al Hawsawi.

In addition to the trials for the sensational acts of jihadist terrorism, other trials
for minor acts of terrorism have taken place recently.

The third is that against Ahmed Abu Khattala, accused of killing 4 US citizens
during the terrorist attack against the US Embassy in Libya in 2012. In his regard,
the Federal Public Prosecutor announced in 2016 that he will not pursue the death
sentence. The announcement was made by the Department of Justice, the
Washington-based Ministry of Justice, and traditionally the decisions of such impor-
tance are agreed with the Head of Government, which is the President of the United
States. At the time of the announcement the Office was still held by President
Obama.
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DEATH PENALTY FOR NON-VIOLENT CRIMES, 
POLITICAL MOTIVES AND DISSENT

According to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, “in coun-
tries which have not abolished the death penalty, the sentence of death may be imposed
only for the most serious crimes”. The ‘most serious crimes’ threshold for the lawful
application of capital punishment is also supported by UN political bodies, which
clarified that by ‘most serious crimes’ it intends only those ‘with lethal or other
extremely grave consequences’.

Regardless, in 2017, death sentences and executions for non-violent crimes and
essentially political motives were confirmed in China (number of executions
unknown), Iran (at least 5 executions) and North Korea (unknown) and Vietnam
(unknown).

CHINA

The restitution in 2007 to the Supreme People’s Court of China of exclusive power
in approving death sentences has caused the country’s Courts to handle capital cases
with greater prudence, in particular, those regarding non-violent crimes. In February
2010, China’s highest Court also issued new guidelines on the death penalty that
instruct lower Courts to limit its use to a small number of “extremely serious” cases.

Under the current law, 46 crimes are subject to the death penalty, among which
one-third are economic crimes such as corruption and bribery.

In August 2015, the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress
(NPC) amended the Criminal Law, eliminating the death penalty for nine crimes,
including non-violent crimes, such as counterfeiting currency, raising funds by
means of fraud, and arranging for or forcing another person to engage in prostitu-
tion. The maximum penalty for those crimes would become life in prison. 

Just before passing the amendment, the Standing Committee inserted a last-
minute provision altering Article 383, which covers the offences of corruption and
taking bribes. The provision authorizes Courts, in certain cases, to add a condition
at the time of sentencing to require an individual to spend life in prison without pos-
sibility of sentence-reduction or parole. The condition may only be applied in cor-
ruption cases where the defendant received a suspended death sentence and had that
sentence commuted to life imprisonment after the two-year period of reprieve.
Individuals given suspended death sentences can potentially leave prison after serv-
ing terms not much longer than the maximum sentence of fixed-term imprison-
ment, or about 18 years. 

In April 2016, China’s Supreme People’s Court and the Supreme People’s
Prosecutor’s Office, the country’s highest judicial authorities, ruled the death penalty
will be applicable to corrupt leaders who embezzle funds or accept bribes of over
$463,000. 

Therefore, it can be said that the death penalty for economic offences has been
substantially removed.
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The latest executions for accepting bribes date back to 2011 when three senior
officials were executed while from 2012, with the advent of the power of Xi Jinping
who launched an anti-corruption campaign, no other high-ranking officials were
executed for this kind of offence.

On August 2, 2017, China’s Court system concluded 45,000 graft cases in 2016,
implicating 63,000 people, a work report of the Supreme People’s Court (SPC) said.

The defendants included 35 former officials at the provincial and Ministerial
level or above, and 240 at the prefecture level, said the report to be delivered by Chief
Justice Zhou Qiang at a plenary meeting of the annual session of the National
People’s Congress (NPC).

Courts at all levels convicted 2,862 criminals of bribery, and concluded 15,000
cases involving corruption, embezzling funds and other crimes found in poverty alle-
viation.

In 2016, Procurators investigated 47,650 people for their suspected involvement
in duty-related crimes.

Prosecution proceedings were launched against 48 former officials at the provin-
cial and Ministerial level or above, including Bai Enpei and Zhu Minguo who were
sentenced to death for bribery with a two-year reprieve and life without parole, and
officials taken down in the anti-corruption drive had been sentenced to death, and
Zhao Liping to immediate execution for intentional homicide as well as bribery

On June 1, 2017, after months of haranguing by foreign chambers of commerce,
symposiums about draft versions of the law, and many news stories, the Cyber-secu-
rity Law went into effect. The law lists the death penalty as one of the worst penalties
related to the State Secrets provision in the law. The law also requires critical infor-
mation infrastructure operators to protect “important information”, though the law
does not clearly delineate what information is important. The consensus in this
important information refers to State secrets, intellectual property, and consumers’
personal information. The most significant change is that Chinese citizens’ “personal
information” and “important data” must now be stored on servers within China.
Any companies claiming an exception that is “truly necessary” must undergo a secu-
rity assessment before information can be released. 

Authorities continued to implement repressive policies in the Xinjiang Uyghur
Autonomous Region (XUAR) and targeted the region’s ethnic Uyghur population.
Officials in the XUAR continued to implement a pledge to crack down on the
Government-designated “three forces” of “religious extremism”, “splittism,” and “ter-
rorism”. Possession of publications or audio-visual materials discussing independ-
ence, autonomy, or other sensitive subjects was not permitted.

In a report of Dui Hua Foundation on the China’s average of the length of time
spent on death row depends on individuals or crimes. For example, all 16 Uyghurs
in the sample – 13 of them executed in June 2014 and another 3 in March 2015 –
had their executions for terrorist activity carried out between five and nine days after
the SPC approved their sentences, when the general average is of 50 days. This
means that warrants for execution had to have been issued more or less simultane-
ously with the Court’s decision to approve capital punishment. In fact, the timing of
executions may be tied to the social and political value of their publicity. Most of the
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Uyghurs were executed after region-wide mass rallies were covered widely in the
national press in 2014 in an apparent attempt to show Government resolve to com-
bat violent terrorism.

In November 2016, the Supreme People’s Court (SPC) published China’s most
recent interpretation of the Criminal Law’s articles on sentence reduction and parole.
The regulations, which took effect on January 1, 2017, will tighten rules for granting
reduced sentences and parole to prisoners serving time for endangering State security
(ESS) and other serious crimes including corruption. They reflect a 2014 guiding
opinion from the Communist Party’s Political and Legal Commission that mandated
tougher rules for “three types” of crimes including bribery, financial fraud and organ-
ized crime—and they are considerably more detailed than the Court’s previous inter-
pretation on sentence reduction and parole, issued in 2012.

NORTH KOREA

North Korea denies holding any political prisoners. Its official media say there are
no human rights issues in the communist State where everybody leads “the most dig-
nified and happy life”. 

Conspiracy against the State power, high treason, terrorism, anti-national treachery
and international murder, are capital offences in North Korea. However, people were
reportedly condemned to death for such “crimes” as “ideological divergence,” “opposing
socialism,” and “counter-revolutionary crimes”. Political prisoners, peaceful opponents,
deserters or repatriated defectors, those who listened to foreign radio broadcasts and
those found in possession of so-called “reactionary” material have been shot. In 2014,
the North Korean authorities added five extra clauses to Article 60 of the country’s
Criminal Code, which pertains to attempts to overthrow the State. The additional claus-
es codify harsh punishments for acts, including: illegal phone contact with foreigners,
including South Koreans; viewing South Korean dramas or DVDs and listening to [for-
eign] radio broadcasts; using or dealing in drugs; transnational human and sex traffick-
ing; aiding and abetting defectors and leaking State secrets. 

In North Korea, five Stalinist-style labour camps (kwan-li-so) are still operating,
holding between 80,000-120,000 inmates. North Korea’s political prison camps are
divided into a “Revolutionary Zone”, where prisoner families and accomplices are
imprisoned and can be released after a period of confinement, and the “Completely
Controlled Zone” where ‘criminals’ are imprisoned for life. Inmates at the Gulags are
reportedly forced to work more than 10 hours a day and denied access to medical care,
receiving only 100 to 200 grams of food rations, while the North Korean food ration
for children up to age four is set at 234 grams. The inmates include not only political
opponents or those who lost out in political struggles, but also ordinary people who
were penalised for making disrespectful remarks about North Korean leaders. 

In 2017, there was no reliable information on the total number of executions in
North Korea. They were at least 70 in 2016.
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On February 27,2017, North Korean leader  executed 5 security officials by anti-
aircraft gun for delivering “false statements” to the North’s leader, causing his rage.
The event was disclosed by the South Korean spy agency, the National Intelligence
Service, and discussed in a private meeting with South Korean lawmakers, reported
The Associated Press. The more likely explanation of the executions is that the North
Korean dictator is feeling insecure in his position, hence the shootings and the exe-
cution of his half-brother by VX nerve gas in Kuala Lumpur. The security officials
were members of recently purged State Security Chief Kim Won Hong’ staff. He was
fired due to reports of corruption and torture in his agency. The Seoul Government
has called recent events, a ‘reign of terror’. 

On July 19, 2017, Kim Jong Un’s brutal North Korean regime shot so-called
“criminals” to death in school yards and fish markets in a twisted attempt to create
an “atmosphere of fear” throughout the dictatorship. The report, released by The
Transnational Justice Working Group in Seoul, gathered information from more than
300 North Korean refugees who witnessed the regime’s firing squad executing crim-
inals in public areas to attract large crowds and instil fear in its citizens. “In ordinary
areas outside the prison system, our interviewees stated that public executions take place
near river banks, in river beds, near bridges, in public sports stadiums, in the local mar-
ketplace, on school grounds in the fringes of the city, or on mountainsides,” the report
stated.”Many interviewees said that the final decision for a public execution was often
influenced by individuals having a ‘bad’ family background in addition to the crime they
were alleged to have committed.” The report said people were publicly executed for
crimes such as stealing rice and livestock and distributing South Korean media.
Those prisoners were mixed in with citizens convicted of violent crimes, such as
murder and manslaughter, as well as organized prostitution and sexual assault.

IRAN

There have been some changes made in the new Islamic Penal Code which was
approved in its latest version by the Guardian Council in April 2013. The term
“homosexual” is presented as a charge in the new law for men who engage in same-
sex relations. Previously it was only used for women. In any case, sexual relations
between two individuals of the same sex continue to be considered Hudud crimes,
and subject to punishments from one hundred lashes to execution.

According to Article 233 of the new Code, the person who played an active role (in
sodomy) will be flogged 100 times if the intercourse was consensual and he was not mar-
ried, but the person that played a passive role will be sentenced to death regardless of his
marital status. If the active part is a non-Muslim and the passive part a Muslim, both
will be sentenced to death. In accordance with Articles 236-237, homosexual acts
(except for sodomy) are punished with 31-99 lashes (both for men and women).
According to Article 238, homosexual relationship between women where there is con-
tact between their sexual organs will be punished with 100 lashes.

On December 19, 2017, the UN General Assembly adopted a new Resolution
expressing serious concern over numerous human rights violations in Iran. The UN
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Resolution urged the Islamic Republic of Iran to end “widespread and serious restric-
tions, in law and in practice, on the right to freedom of expression, opinion, association
and peaceful assembly, both online and offline, including by ending the harassment,
intimidation and persecution of political opponents, human rights defenders, women’s
and minority rights activists, labour leaders, students’ rights activists, academics, film-
makers, journalists, bloggers, social media users and social media page administrators,
media workers, religious leaders, artists, lawyers and persons belonging to recognized and
unrecognised religious minorities and their families.”

Iran has continued to apply the death penalty for clearly non-violent crimes, and
for political motives and dissent. In 2017, at least 5 people were hanged for non-vio-
lent facts.  

Human rights observers believe that many of the people put to death in Iran for
ordinary crimes – particularly drug crimes – or for “terrorism,” may well be in fact
political opponents, in particular members of Iran’s ethnic minorities, including
Iranian Azerbaijanis, Kurds, Baluchis, and Arabs. Accused of “enmity against God”
(Moharebeh) and “corruption on earth” (ifsad fil-arz), those arrested are often subject
to rapid and severe trials that often end with a sentence of death. The punishment
for Moharebeh is death or amputation of the right hand and left foot, according to
the Iranian Penal Code.

The Province of Khuzestan, where ethnic Arabs adhering to Sunni Islam make
up the majority of the population, was theatre to harsh repression in 2007. Bombing
attacks were even reported in the city of Ahwaz in the Province of Khuzestan in
2005, apparently in response to rumours of a Government plan to reduce the num-
ber of ethnic Ahwazi Arabs in the Province. Contrary to Tehran’s propaganda, most
Arab movements in al-Ahwaz are not violent separatists. They primarily want an end
to discrimination, and affirm cultural rights, social justice and regional self-govern-
ment – not independence.

Also in Iranian Kurdistan, death sentences and executions have been the response
to political dissenters accused of “actions against national security” and “contact
with subversive organisations” such as the Party of Free Life of Kurdistan (PJAK), the
Kurdistan Democratic Party of Iran (KDPI) and Komalah party, which claim more
economic, democratic and cultural rights for Kurds in Iran.

According to information received by the UN Special Rapporteur on the situa-
tion of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, as of October 31, 2017, 1,828
Kurds had been detained by the authorities on charges related to various activities
such as environmental activism, eating in public during the month of Ramadan,
working as border couriers engaged in smuggling illicit goods, or for celebrating the
results of the referendum held in neighbouring Iraqi Kurdistan. Information received
indicates that 114 of these detainees were charged with political or security-related
crimes, often for engaging in civic activism or because of their membership in
Kurdish political parties. In 2017, information received indicates that at least 64
Kurdish prisoners were executed by the authorities, and at least 16 Kurdish political
prisoners were reportedly subjected to torture or ill-treatment, with 31 going on
hunger strikes to protest the circumstances surrounding their arrest and detention.
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15 were denied basic rights such as visitation by their family members, and 15 others
were deprived of adequate medical care.

The Province of Sistan-Balochistan has also been the centre of heated repression
towards Balochi dissidents, adherents of Sunni Islam.

On August 23, 2017, Sunni prisoner of conscience Seyed Jamal Seyed Mousavi
was hanged at Karaj’s Rajai Shahr Prison, reported Iran Human Rights. According
to close sources, it was the prison authorities who confirmed Seyed Jamal’s execution
to his family. The day before his execution, Seyed Jamal’s family was reportedly able
to meet him for a brief visit. The Iranian authorities buried Seyed Jamal’s body in a
location unknown even to his family. A week before his execution, Seyed Jamal was
held in solitary confinement, but he was returned to his cell on August 22, only to
be taken back to solitary confinement on the same day and executed the day after.
Seyed Jamal was reportedly arrested in 2008 by the Ministry of Intelligence in
Sanandaj and was sentenced to death by a revolutionary Court for the charge of
“Enmity against god through cooperation with Salafi groups”.

On September 18, 2017, Shahin Parsajoo, 42, was hanged on sodomy charges at
Ardabil Central Prison. Prison authorities forced approximately 50 prison inmates to
watch the execution being carried out. Shahin was arrested in 2012 on theft charges,
but he was sentenced to death for committing a sodomy offence in prison, according
to Iran Human Rights. 

On September 19, 2017, a prisoner identified as Yousef Ebrahimi was hanged in the
Tabriz Central Prison. He was in prison for twenty years on murder and sodomy charges.
He was able to gain forgiveness from the complainants on his case file regarding the murder
charge, but he was executed on sodomy charges, reported Iran Human Rights. 

On October 21, 2017, Ahmadreza Djalali, an Iranian-born academic and
Swedish resident accused of “collaborating with a hostile Government” was sen-
tenced to death for “moharebeh” (enmity with God) based on a forced confession.
The sentence was issued by Judge Abolqasem Salavati of Branch 15 of the
Revolutionary Court for Djalali’s alleged collaboration with Israel. Djalali, who has
been imprisoned in Iran since April 2016, has consistently denied collaborating with
any intelligence agency and has stated that he was imprisoned in Iran for refusing to
spy for Iran’s security establishment. On December 5, 2017, the Supreme Court
upheld the death sentence. In January 2018, the Iranian Supreme Court agreed to
review the case. However, they confirmed his sentence on February 5, 2018.

VIETNAM

In November 2015, Vietnam abolished the death penalty for seven crimes,
including five non-violent offences: disobeying orders in the military (Article 394);
surrendering to the enemy, which is applicable in the army (Article 399); producing
and trading in fake goods being food, foodstuffs or food additives (Article 193); ille-
gally storing narcotics (Article 249); and illegally appropriating narcotics (Article
193). The revised law also requires the commutation of the death penalty for corrup-
tion, if corrupt officials pay back at least 75% of the illegal money they made.
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However, capital punishment may be applied for economic crimes such as
embezzlement or accepting, offering bribes, and several political acts perceived as
“threats against national security”.

In fact, the amended Penal Code keeps applying the death sentence to vague polit-
ical crimes listed in the former Penal Code, now part of Chapter VIII, including high
treason (Article 108), activities aimed at overthrowing the people’s administration (Art.
109), espionage (Art.110), rebellion (Art.112), anti-Government terrorism (Art.113),
and sabotage of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam’s material-technical foundations.

The vagueness about crimes in Chapter VIII allows the Government to interpret
non-violent political remarks or activities as “carrying out activities aimed at over-
throwing the people’s administration,” which makes no distinction between violent
acts such as terrorism, and the peaceful exercise of freedom of expression.

On October  25, 2017, it was reported that according to the amended Code, five
felonies including robbery, manufacturing and trading of fake food and medicine,
destroying facilities crucial to national security, surrendering to the enemy, and dis-
obeying orders of commanding officers will no longer be subject to the death penal-
ty. The last two felonies are applicable to military personnel only. The highest pun-
ishment for these crimes will be reduced to life sentence. The amended Penal Code
will also treat the felony of stockpiling, transporting, trading or appropriating nar-
cotics under different articles.

Currently, those guilty of the crime faces capital punishment as the highest sen-
tence.

Under the amended Code, only the crimes of transporting and trading of nar-
cotics are eligible for the death penalty, while those who stockpile or appropriate the
illegal drugs will only face life imprisonment at most.

Additionally, criminals older than 75 years of age or those charged with corrup-
tion but had voluntarily submitted 75% of their embezzled property will be exempt
from capital punishment.

In 2017, the National Assembly, also revised sections of the Penal Code to crim-
inalize lawyers if they fail to report their own clients to authorities for a number of
crimes, including national security violations.

According to Human Rights Watch, in 2017, authorities arrested at least 21 rights
bloggers and activists, including former political prisoners Nguyen Bac Truyen,
Truong Minh Duc, Nguyen Van Tuc, Nguyen Trung Ton, and Pham Van Troi, for
exercising their civil and political rights in a way that the Government views as
threatening national security. In January 2018, Hanoi on Human Rights, FIDH and
its member organization Vietnam Committee on Human Rights (VCHR) revealed an
unprecedented repression of dissent during 2017 with at least 46 activists and
human rights defenders, including 7 women, detained or imprisoned for exercising
their rights to freedom of expression and freedom of peaceful assembly. The crack-
down accelerated in late December 2017, when 15 activists were sentenced to prison
terms. During the year 2017 and the first three months of 2018, Amnesty
International collected information on 97 prisoners of conscience, of whom 88 were
men and nine were women. This represents an increase compared to previous years
despite the release of people who have served their sentences.
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In 2017, there were no reports of executions and death sentences for crimes listed
in Chapter VIII of the amended Penal Code. However, the fact that Ministry of
Public Security revealed official figures in February 2017 that show 429 executions
carried out over the period from August 2013 to June 2016, reveals an average of 100
executions per year. 

On February 22, 2017, the People’s Court in Hanoi sentenced Tran Van Liem,
former Director General of Vinashin Ocean Shipping, and Giang Kim Dat, the State-
run shipping company’s former sales manager, to death after finding the two men
guilty of embezzling a total of more than VND 260 billion (USD 11.3 million),
according to local media. The two men received their sentences on February 22, after
a four-day trial. The Court also sentenced the company’s ex chief accountant, Tran
Van Khuong, to life in prison for embezzling around USD 110,000. Giang Kim Dat
was found guilty of embezzling around VND 255 billion through 16 transactions
related to buying or leasing vessels, as he conspired with foreign partners to set prices.
The investigators also revealed that the company’s former CEO received payments
of nearly USD 150,000, while the former chief accountant received USD 110,000.
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PERSECUTION OF ADHERENTS TO RELIGIOUS
AND SPIRITUAL MOVEMENTS

In 2017, repression of members of minority religious groups and religious and
spiritual movements not recognised by authorities continued in China, Iran, North
Korea and Vietnam.

CHINA

The Chinese authorities recognise, in theory, freedom of religion as a fundamen-
tal human right in the country’s Constitution and as established by principle inter-
national Treaties. Regardless, religious freedom is sharply curtailed.

In 2017, religious and ethnic minorities remained a key target of repression, in
particular religious or spiritual movements not authorised by the State: Protestants
and Catholics, Uyghur Muslims and Tibetan Buddhists. The Government has also
continued its persecution of so-called “cult” movements, in particular, the Falun
Gong.

On January 1, 2007, a new law went into effect “to regulate these religions”.
Approved in September 2006 by the Permanent Government Commission for Tibet,
rather than guaranteeing religious freedom, the law actually reinforces the power of
Chinese officials in restriction, control and repression of religious beliefs. The level
of liberty of worship depends on the region. For instance, in Xinjiang, there is a rigid
control exercised over Muslims, whereas, in the rest of the country they enjoy relative
freedom. The same applies to Buddhists in Inner Mongolia and Tibet as compared
to other regions. In Henan, Protestants undergo heavy prosecution, while in Hebei
it is the Catholics linked to the Vatican.

According to norms governing religious activity, places of worship must be
authorised by the State and it is not uncommon for the police to raid private homes
where the faithful have gathered to disrupt the meeting with the excuse that the
neighbours were disturbed or that the gathering was otherwise socially disruptive,
sometimes arresting participants and forbidding them to meet in the same place
again. Saying mass was once met with harsh punishment such as detention or actual
arrest followed by re-education or prison.

In the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, an increased security presence that
followed ethnic clashes in 2009 remained in place, and authorities intensified curbs
on Islam in the region. 

On April 1, 2017, China banned “abnormal” beards and full-face coverings in
the Xinjiang as part of tighter “anti-extremism” regulations that also prohibit reject-
ing State media. The new legislation lists a wide range of restrictions, including
rejecting or refusing “radio, television or other public facilities and services”, “marrying
using religious rather than legal procedures” and “using the name of Halal to meddle in
secular life of others”. The rules also ban not allowing children to attend Government
schools, not abiding by family planning policies, wearing robes that cover the whole
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body and face and “abnormal growing of beards and naming of children to exagger-
ate religious fervour”, according to the text of the rules published on a Government
website. A number of similar regulations had previously been introduced in some
places in Xinjiang. The new rules, however, expand the list and formally apply them
to the entire region.

In Tibet, the Chinese authorities have strengthened the campaign against sepa-
ratism and for maintaining stability despite no threats occurred and have forbidden
most residents to travel abroad. Among this, there is the program of demolitions and
evictions from the monastery complex of Larung Gar in Serta in Sichuan, according
to which the largest Tibetan Buddhist community in the world will be reduced from
the current 10,000 inhabitants to no more than 5,000 in September 2017. Tibetan
writers Shokjang and Lomik were sentenced to three and seven and a half years of
prison respectively, while Lu Konchok Gyatso and Tashi Wangchuk remain under
arrest. At least four Tibetans are believed to have died in custody, including the nun
Yeshe Lhakdron, who has not been seen since her arrest in 2008.

Beijing permits the practice of Protestant religion only within the framework of
the Movement of the Three Autonomies (MTA), born in 1950 after Mao came to
power and expelled both foreign and Chinese Church leaders from the country.
Official records indicate that there are 10 million official Protestants in China, all
united by the MTA.

In the past 30 years, however, Protestant house churches have become a major
phenomenon, with more than 50 million members who meet in homes or otherwise
private places to pray, carry out ceremonies and hold assemblies. Their love for free
worship has led them to reject official Protestant Churches, guilty in their eyes of
“worshipping the party” rather than God. During the same period, Chinese authori-
ties tried to suppress this uncontrolled movement by jailing pastors, torturing believ-
ers and destroying homes and places of worship. In 2012, China has launched an all-
out campaign against house churches, ministers and believers that should be com-
pleted in ten years with the complete annihilation of house churches, the China Aid
Association said based on Communist Party sources and documents.

The Government continued its repression of so-called “cults,” in particular, of
practitioners of the Falun Gong. Members of the Falun Gong continue to be arrested,
detained and there is evidence that points to some dying from torture and other
abuses. Members that refuse to abjure their beliefs often suffer cruel punishments in
prison or in re-education work camps and extra-judiciary detention centres.

The documentation on abuses is difficult to confirm within the country, partic-
ularly for a group that has no public profile. Practitioners living abroad confirm the
situation that is the result of State-run persecution that began in 1999. Hundreds of
thousands – if not millions – remain unlawfully imprisoned in Chinese labour camps
and prisons, the largest single population of prisoners of conscience in the country.
Tens of thousands have suffered torture at the hands of police and security agents. 

At least 974 practitioners were sentenced to imprisonment for practising Falun
Dafa between January and December 2017, according to reports from
en.minghui.org, the official Falun Gong website. In 2017, at least 72 practitioners,
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who had been given prison sentences, lost their lives for refusing to renounce their
faith. Some died while still imprisoned, while others perished after they were released
either on medical parole or after their terms were completed. Due to the Chinese
communist regime’s information blockade, the actual number of practitioners who
have died in the persecution is likely to be much higher than the number of con-
firmed deaths.

IRAN

The Constitution states that Ja’afari (Twelver) Shia Islam is the official State reli-
gion. It provides that “other Islamic denominations are to be accorded full respect” and
officially recognises only three non-Islamic religious groups, Zoroastrians,
Christians, and Jews, as religious minorities.

Although the Constitution protects the rights of members of these three reli-
gions to practice freely, the Government imposed legal restrictions on proselytizing.
Seeking to convert Muslims to Christianity or other religions is considered a crime.
Converts to Christianity from Islam are often harassed and persecuted and forced to
gather in home churches, while Christian missionaries are routinely expelled and
sometimes jailed for distributing Bibles and other religious material.

Repression of nearly all non-Shia religious groups – most notably of Baha’is, as
well as of Sufi Muslims, evangelical Christians, Jews, and Shia groups not sharing the
Government’s official religious views – increased significantly in the past few years.
Bahai and Christian groups reported arbitrary arrests, prolonged detentions, and
confiscation of property.

The Government considers Baha’is to be apostates and defines the Bahai Faith as
a “political sect”. The Government prohibits Baha’is from teaching and practising
their faith and subjects them to many forms of discrimination not faced by members
of other religious groups. Since the 1979 Islamic Revolution, the Government has
executed more than 200 Baha’is, although there were no reports of Bahai executions
during 2017.

On December 19, 2017, the UN General Assembly adopted a new Resolution
expressing serious concern over numerous human rights violations in Iran. Among
other things, the resolution censured Iran for “severe limitations and restrictions on the
right to freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief, restrictions on the establishment
of places of worship, attacks against places of worship and burial and other human rights
violations, including but not limited to harassment, intimidation, persecution, arbitrary
arrests and detention, denial of access to education and incitement to hatred that leads to
violence against persons belonging to recognized and unrecognised religious minorities,
including Christians, Jews, Sufi Muslims, Sunni Muslims, Yarsanis, Zoroastrians and
members of the Baha’i faith and their defenders.” The Resolution expressed specific
concern over Iran’s treatment of members of the Baha’i faith, the country’s largest
non-Muslim religious minority. It highlighted the economic and educational dis-
crimination against them and called on Iran to release the more than 90 Baha’is who
are unjustly held in Iranian prisons.
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NORTH KOREA

The Constitution and other laws and policies provide for religious freedom. The
Constitution also stipulates, however, that religion “should not be used for purposes of
dragging in foreign powers or endangering public security”.

The regime severely restricts religious observance, authorising four State churches: one
Catholic, two Protestant and one Russian Orthodox. However, they cater to foreigners
only, and ordinary North Koreans cannot attend the services. Other public and private
religious activity is prohibited and anyone discovered engaging in clandestine religious
practice faces official discrimination, arrest, imprisonment, and possibly execution.

Still, more than 30,000 North Koreans are believed to practice Christianity in
hiding, and an estimated 6,000 Christians are jailed in “Prison No. 15” in the North
of the country, with religious prisoners facing worse treatment than other inmates. 

The trend in the Government’s respect for religious freedom did not change sig-
nificantly during 2017. The Government continued to repress the activities of unau-
thorised religious groups. 

VIETNAM

The Constitution and other laws and policies provide for religious freedom. The
Constitution, Legal Code, and a 2003 Communist Party Central Committee reso-
lution on religion provide for freedom of belief and worship, as well as for non-belief;
however, restrictions exist in policy. 

The 2004 Ordinance on Religion and Belief and the 2005 Implementation
Decree (Decree 22) serve as the primary documents governing religious practice.
Both the ordinance and the 2005 decree reiterate citizens’ rights to freedom of belief
and religion, but warn that the “abuse” of freedom of belief or religion “to undermine
the country’s peace, independence, and unity” is illegal, and religious activities must be
suspended if they “negatively affect the cultural traditions of the nation”. In November
2012, the Government issued Decree 92/2012 to replace Decree 22/2005 on
January 1, 2013. The Committee on Religious Affairs (CRA) describes Decree 92 as
a vehicle for adding administrative improvements to the original 2004 Ordinance on
Religion and Belief and Decree 22. However, critics of the new Decree are concerned
that the Decree constitutes a further bureaucratic restriction of religious practice. 

On November 18, 2016, Vietnam’s National Assembly approved the Law on
Belief and Religion which replaces the current Ordinance on Belief and Religion.
The Vietnamese Government said the law, the first of its kind in the socialist repub-
lic, would optimise the administration of religious affairs. The new law regulates the
State’s responsibility for ensuring the right to freedom of belief and religion and cre-
ating conditions for registering religious practices, recognizing such organizations,
establishing religious training institutions, joining foreign religious organizations
and protecting the right to freedom of belief and religion of foreigners who legally
reside in Vietnam. According to the new law, it will take 5 years instead of 23 years
for being recognized as a religious organization.
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Opponents to the law acknowledged that some improvements to the previous
drafts were made during the revision process. However, these improvements, and the
inclusion of basic guarantees of the right to freedom of religion or belief, were under-
mined by onerous registration requirements and excessive State interference in the
internal affairs of religious organisations. The Vietnam Committee on Human Rights
(VCHR) described the new law as still “deeply flawed”, and a move to restrict reli-
gious freedoms rather than protect them. “Vietnam is once again using the law to
increase State control, criminalize independent religious activities and give the authorities
a cloak of legality to continue harassing, arresting and convicting its citizens at will,” said
VCHR President Võ V n Ái. 

Under the new law, which came into effect in January 2018, registration remains
mandatory, although the process is now accelerated, and makes no provisions for
religious groups who cannot, or choose not to register with the State. Mandatory reg-
istration is a violation of Article 18 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR), as UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion or
Belief, Heiner Bielefeldt, stressed after his visit to Vietnam in 2014. “Registration
should be an offer by the State but not a compulsory legal requirement,” he said.

Opponents to the law also criticised the law for “vague” wording which, if inter-
preted flexibly, could potentially be used to ensnare religious groups or individuals.
Human Rights Watch highlighted particular examples of elusive phrasing, found in
clauses prohibiting the use of religion to undermine “national security”, “national
unity” and “public order”. In fact, the law bans religious activities that infringe on
national defence, security, sovereignty, and social order and safety; harm social ethics,
personal lives and assets; offend other persons’ honour and human dignity; prevent
the performance of civil rights and obligations; and disunite the nation, religions and
among belief and religion followers and non-followers.

The Government officially recognises Buddhism, Catholicism, Protestantism,
Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Muslim religious organisations. Individual congregations
within each of these religious groups must be registered as well. Some leaders and
believers of alternative Buddhism, Protestantism, Hoa Hao, and Cao Dai organisa-
tions of these religions do not participate in the Government-approved religious
associations. The Unified Buddhist Church of Vietnam (UBCV), the Hoa Hao
Buddhists, the Cao Dai groups, independent Protestant and Catholic house churches
and Khmer Krom Buddhist temples, continue to face unwarranted abuses because of
their attempts to organise independently of the Vietnamese Government, including
the detention and imprisonment of individual members of these religious commu-
nities. 

In June 2017, the Giang province authorities set up a barrier to block people
from Quang Minh Pagoda celebrations on the founding day of Hoa Hao Buddhism.
According to the 2018 Report by Human Rights Watch, also ethnic Montagnards
continue to face surveillance, intimidation, arbitrary arrest, and mistreatment by
security forces. Authorities compelled members of independent Christian
Montagnard religious groups to publicly denounce their faith. According to the
United Nations Refugee Agency, UNHCR, Vietnam pressured the UN and refugee
resettlement countries to not accept Montagnards. In April 2017, the People’s Court
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of Gia Lai province sentenced at least five Montagnards to 8 to 10 years in prison for
the so-called crime of participating in independent religious groups not approved by
the Government.
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In December 2016, the General Assembly of the United Nations advanced again
its call to end the use of the death penalty with the passage of a new Resolution call-
ing on States to establish a moratorium on executions, with a view to abolishing the
practice. By its terms, the Assembly called on States “to make available relevant infor-
mation, disaggregated by sex, age, and race, as applicable, and other applicable criteria,
with regard to their use of the death penalty, inter alia, the number of persons sentenced
to death, the number of persons on death row and the number of executions carried out,
the number of death sentences reversed or commuted on appeal and information on any
scheduled execution, which can contribute to possible informed and transparent national
and international debates, including on the obligations of States pertaining to the use of
the death penalty.”

Several countries, mainly authoritarian ones, do not issue official statistics on
capital punishment; therefore, the number of executions may in fact be much high-
er.

In some countries, such as China and Vietnam, the death penalty is considered
a State secret and reports of executions carried by local media or independent sources
– upon which the execution totals are mainly based – in fact represent only a fraction
of the total of executions carried out nationwide every year.

The same is applicable for Belarus, where news of executions filters mainly
through relatives or international organisations long after the fact. 

In Iran, which carries out executions regularly without classifying the death
penalty as a State secret, the main sources of information on executions are reports
selected by the regime and carried by State media. These reports do not carry news
of all executions, as evidenced by information occasionally divulged by individual
citizens or by political opposition groups.

Absolute secrecy governs executions in some countries, such as Egypt, Malaysia,
North Korea, and Syria, where news of executions rarely filters through to the local
media. 

Other States, like Indonesia, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, and South Sudan,
divulge news of executions after they have taken place, while relatives, lawyers and
the condemned people themselves are being kept in the dark before the actual exe-
cutions take place.

This is the prevalent situation worldwide concerning the secrecy of the death
penalty. It points to the fact that the fight against capital punishment entails, beyond
the stopping of executions, a battle for transparency of information concerning cap-
ital punishment, for democracy, for the respect of the rule of law and for political
rights and civil liberties.

However, there are also countries considered “democratic”, such as Japan, India,
Taiwan and the United States itself, where the system of capital punishment is in
many aspects covered by a veil of secrecy.
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CHINA

Information related to the death penalty, including the number of executions car-
ried out each year, continue to be treated as a closely guarded “State secret”. This
despite the fact that there are many indications that China has significantly reduced
its use of capital punishment over the past decade.

Previously, information mainly filtered through diplomatic channels and to
Western reporters, but starting in 2002, some information started coming directly
from internal sources of the regime.

Disidai (The Fourth Generation), a Communist Party member writing under the
pseudonym Zong Hairen, said 15,000 people had been sent to their deaths in China
between 1998 and 2001. Disidai was published in 2002 in article form in the Wall
Street Journal. The book was based on confidential reports compiled by the
Communist Party’s highly trusted organisation department in order to assist the
Politburo in considering candidates for the highest offices, that is, to become the
fourth generation of Chinese Communist leadership. The total number of execu-
tions mentioned was more than four times higher than the highest estimates ven-
tured by Western analysts. Andrew J. Nathan and Bruce Gilley confirm the stagger-
ing total in their book China’s New Rulers based on Disidai.

In March 2004, Chen Zhonglin, a member of the People’s National Congress in
Beijing, said that China carries out 10,000 executions every year. His declaration was
published on the China Youth Daily on March 15, 2004. This was the first time that
a similar declaration was published by a State-controlled newspaper.

In February 2006, Liu Renwen, law professor and Director of Criminal Law
Department of the Institute of Law under the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, reaf-
firmed that 8,000 people were executed each year in China, according to estimates circu-
lated in academic circles. According to William A. Schabas, Professor of international law
at Middlesex University in London, in 2012 “China has probably executed about 3,000
people”; an estimate shared by some of the most senior academics in the country in the
field of criminal justice, Judges from Courts around the country and other professionals
from the criminal justice system. Also according to the US-based Dui Hua Foundation’s
estimate, the number of executions in 2012 amounted to “about 3,000 executions”. The
Dui Hua Foundation estimated that China had carried out “about” 4,000 executions in
2011, while there were “about” 5,000 in 2010, as in 2009, still a slight decrease as com-
pared to 2008, when the number of executions “exceeded 5,000 and may have been as
high as 7,000”. According to the Foundation, about 6,000 people were executed in 2007,
a 25 to 30% drop from 2006, in which estimates reported at least 7,500 executions. The
Dui Hua Foundation estimated that China executed approximately 2,000 people in
2016, less than in 2015 when the estimate was 2,400, roughly the same number in 2014
and 2013. It based its 2013 estimate on data points published in the influential Southern
Weekly newspaper, based in Guangzhou, whose data are consistent with information pro-
vided to Dui Hua Executive Director John Kamm in early 2014 by a judicial official with
access to the number of executions carried out each year in China.

In April 2016, Dui Hua reviewed decisions concerning 525 individuals, which
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were handed down by the SPC between April 2011 and November 2015. The SPC
rejected the death sentences given to only 11 individuals, leaving 514 facing execu-
tion. Then, Dui Hua drew upon public execution reports and was able to confirm
the executions of 102 of the 514 individuals whose death sentences were approved
by the SPC. In other words, no public record of any execution could be found for
80% of those whose sentences received final approval. An even smaller fraction of
those whose executions were logged by Dui Hua have had their Court decisions
made public on the SPC website. What is more, based on Dui Hua analysis of the
SPC decisions, China’s average “death row” prisoner can expect to wait roughly two
months from the time the Court approves their death sentence to the time of exe-
cution. But this period can vary considerably, with a small handful of people waiting
more than 200 days and others waiting less than a week. Based on Dui Hua sample,
the median length of time on “death row” was 50 days. The speed with which exe-
cution is carried out may be associated with certain individuals or crimes. For exam-
ple, all 16 Uyghurs in the sample had their executions for terrorist activity carried
out between five and nine days after the SPC approved their sentences. Timeliness
can also mean longer periods in custody. People who commit drug offences some-
times wait for weeks or even months after their sentences have been approved,
apparently in order for their execution to herald the International Day against Drug
Abuse and Illicit Trafficking commemorated on June 26.

On June 3, 2017, He Jiahong, a well-known legal scholar at Renmin University
Law School in Beijing, posted a piece with the rather provocative title:  He expressed
his ideas in support of greater transparency about capital punishment in China
through his public WeChat channel – a blog distributed to anyone who subscribes via
the social media platform. He Jiahong raises some familiar arguments in support of
greater transparency, including the importance of preventing wrongful executions,
demonstrating the progress made in reducing the use of the death penalty, and the
value of facilitating public discussion about the future of capital punishment. He
clearly believes that openness and greater transparency will help build public trust in
the judiciary and show respect for the public’s right to access such information.
“There’s no reason to treat the number of executions as a State secret,” he said. “All death
sentences in China are handed down and executed openly and in accordance with the law.
It’s all perfectly open and aboveboard-executions are not carried out in secret or indiscrim-
inately. Why does the government choose to be so secretive and why is it afraid of keeping
the public informed?” He Jiahong added: “Policymakers ought to abandon their anti-
quated ideas of closed-door justice and embrace the modern judicial norms of transparen-
cy. Practical experience shows that openness is the best publicity and offers the best route
to foster public trust. Publishing execution numbers also demonstrates judicial organs’
respect for citizens’ right to access information (zhiqingquan).” He noted that the trend
towards online publication of Court documents is making secrecy about capital pun-
ishment irrelevant. “On this point, he is perhaps overly optimistic,” reacted the Dui Hua
Foundation that has tried to use online platforms like the Supreme People’s Court’s
national database of Court judgements founding it seriously lacking when it comes
to information about cases involving the death penalty and other “sensitive” subjects.
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VIETNAM

The authorities of Vietnam did not publish any figures on their use of the death
penalty in 2017, but an effort to increase transparency has been recorded during the
year. According to a report (No. 05/BC-BCA-C81) of the Ministry of Public
Security - adopted on January 4, 2017,  and published in February 2017 - 429 pris-
oners were executed between August 8, 2013, and  June 30, 2016, at an average rate
of 147 executions per year in five facilities of  Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, Nghe An,
Son La, e Dak Lak. These data, despite their not being disaggregated per year, show
Vietnam as one of the top executioner countries. As of July 1, 2016, 681 people
remained on death row. In 80% of cases, the capital sentence is under revision while
36 people died in death row in five years. Between July 1, 2011, and June 30, 2016,
1,134 people have been sentenced to death.

On March 16, 2017, the Judicial Council of the Supreme People’s Court issued
Resolution No. 03/2017/NQ-HDTP on the publication of Court’s judgements and
decisions which will take effect from July 1, 2017. According to this Resolution,
judgements and decisions will be published on the Court’s web portal within 30 days
of their pronouncement. The publication of the judgements would be subjected to
restrictions under laws on national security, State secrets and other laws protecting
the identity of the defendants or entities. 

After a 2003 decision by the Vietnamese Government to classify death penalty
data as a State secret, on January 5, 2004, the Government even made it an offence
to report information on the death penalty. Before this decision, the head of the
People’s Supreme Court showed the number of death sentences handed down by
Courts nationwide in an annual report to the National Assembly, which was broad-
casted live on national television.

Until 2004, Vietnam was known as one of the countries that liberally fall back
on the death penalty in confronting crime: executions numbered typically between
80 and 100 per year, most of them involving drug-related crimes. In the years that
followed, these numbers have apparently decreased. 

In December 2014, Tran Van Do, Deputy Chief Justice of the Supreme People’s
Court, said at a conference that Courts around Vietnam sentence some 200 people
to death every year.

Amnesty International had news of at least 2 executions carried out in 2017, and
of at least 35 new death sentences imposed, including 1 for murder, 3 for embezzle-
ment and 31 for drug trafficking. However, no elements emerged to consider that
the average of around 100 executions per year, as referred by the Ministry of Public
Security in February 2017, has changed.

Conditions on death row are particularly inhumane. Three to four prisoners are
detained in each cell. The cells are extremely unhygienic, with one latrine bucket and no
ventilation. Prisoners are not allowed to leave their cells except to receive visits, which
are extremely rare. Their legs are chained to a long pole, and they are generally lined up
in order of execution – the first to be executed being nearest the door. Occasionally, for
“humanitarian reasons,” prisoners are allowed to change places in the line.
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Executions take place at 4:00 AM. As prisoners are not informed in advance of their
execution date, they stay awake in fear of being called, only going to sleep at 6:00 AM,
when they know their turn has not come. Prisoners’ families are not informed of the exe-
cution until after it has taken place. Relatives are not informed beforehand, but are asked
to collect the belongings of the executed two to three days after their death. In the past,
bodies of executed criminals were held for three years before being released to families
for funerals, but in 2006, the Ministry of Public Security proposed allowing families
access to bodies immediately as long as they dispose of them hygienically.

BELARUS

Information about the death penalty is classified as a State secret. Prisoners on death
row are told they will be executed only moments before the sentence is carried out. They
are shot in the back of the head. The convict’s relatives are not informed of the date or
place of execution even after the event, the body is not returned to the family and the
place of burial is not disclosed. Sometimes, executions are reported months after the fact.

On March 7, 2018, a Minsk-based human rights group said that more than four
months before Belarusian authorities had executed a man who had been convicted
of killing his own children. The Vyasna (Spring) human rights centre quoted the
mother of the convicted man, Kiryl Kazachok, as saying that she was only informed
in previous days that he was executed in October. Kazachok was sentenced to death
in December 2016 after a Court in the city of Homel found him guilty of killing his
17-year-old son and 9-year-old daughter in order to punish his wife for wanting a
divorce. The Court found that Kazachok was drunk when he carried out the killings.
Kazachok refused to appeal the sentence.

On May 5, 2017, the Belarusian centre for human rights Vyasna announced that
Belarus had carried out its first execution of the year in April. Homel resident
Syarhey Vostrykau, who was found guilty of rapes and murders, was most likely exe-
cuted on either April 13 or April 29, Vyasna said in a report posted on its website.
Judges in the Regional Court in the South-Eastern city of Homel found Vostrykau,
33, guilty in May 2016 of kidnapping, raping, and murdering two women in 2014
and 2015. The case was heard behind closed doors. The European Union issued a
statement reaffirming “its strong opposition to capital punishment in all circumstances.
The continued application of the death penalty goes counter to Belarus’s stated willingness
to engage with the international community, including the European Union, on the mat-
ter and to consider the introduction of a moratorium on the use of the death penalty,” EU
Spokeswoman Maja Kocijancic said in a May 6 statement. “The European Union
urges Belarus... to commute the remaining death sentences and to introduce without delay
a moratorium on the death penalty as a first step towards its abolition,” Kocijancic said. 

IRAN

In Iran, which regularly carries out executions without classifying the death
penalty as a State secret, authorities do not release statistics on the implementation
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of death sentences, the names of the hundreds of convicts executed each year, or the
crimes for which they were found guilty.

The main sources of information on executions are reports selected by the
regime and carried by State media. These reports do not carry news of all executions,
and additional information that occasionally arrives from scattered reports by
Iranian journalists or individual citizens or by political opposition groups, evidently,
cannot cover all the executions throughout the nation.

The Iranian system and its treatment of information regarding the death penalty
became even more opaque when, on September 14, 2008, the Mullahs’ Ministry of
Culture and Islamic Guidance (MCIG) warned newspaper editors to censor reports
about escalating numbers of executions, in particular those of minors in the country.

In 2017, the Islamic Republic carried out at least 544 executions: 112 execution
cases (20%) were reported by official Iranian sources (websites of the Iranian
Judiciary, national Iranian broadcasting network, and official or State-run news agen-
cies and newspapers), while 432 cases (80%) were reported by unofficial sources
(other human rights NGOs or sources inside Iran).

The actual number of executions is probably much higher than the figures
included in the Annual Report of Hands Off Cain.

Only a small part of those who were reported executed by official Iranian media
were identified by full name and an even smaller portion by age and charge.

Below, are published only the news of secret and unannounced executions carried
out in many Iranian prisons in 2017.

On January 3, 2017, five people were executed in two different prisons, Iran
Human Rights reported. A prisoner identified as Mahmoud Faramarzi, 36, was
hanged at Ghazvin’s central prison on murder charges. Another four prisoners were
executed at Karaj Central Prison on drug related charges. They were identified as:
Hadi Moghaddam, Ali Nouri, Alireza Haj Firouzabadi, Ali Nouri.

On January 4, 2017, seven people were hanged in three different prisons. Three
of them were hanged at Ghezel Hesar Prison in Karaj for drug related offences,
reported Iran Human Rights. They were identified as Khashiar Behrouzi, Mehdi
Kavousi, and Anoush Baluch. On the same day, another prisoner, identified as
Mohammad Zebardast, was hanged at Lakan, Rasht’s central prison, reported Iran
Human Rights. He was arrested in 2011 for possession of 2 kilograms of crystal meth
and 2 kilograms and 800 grams of opium. Iran hanged three people at Rajai Shahr
Prison in Karaj, reported the Human Rights Activists News Agency (HRANA). Two of
them, identified as Traub Rashidi and Ali Cheshmeh Noushi, were executed on
Moharebeh charges (enmity against God). They were accused of armed robbery. The
other prisoner, identified as Sajad, was executed on drug related charges. 

On January 5, 2017, two brothers identified as Hossein Salehi and Isaac Salehi
were hanged at Ilam Prison on drug related charges, reported Iran Human Rights. 

On January 10, 2017, a prisoner identified as Morteza Heydari was hanged at
Maragheh Prison on drug related charges, reported Iran Human Rights. He was
arrested in 2012 for possession of three kilograms of crystal meth and three kilo-
grams and 600 grams of heroin.

On January 11, 2017, a Kurd citizen identified as Nasser Soltani was hanged at
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Darya Prison in Orumieh on murder charges, reported the Kurdistan Human Rights
Network. 

On January 12, 2017, two prisoners were executed in two different prisons on
drug related charges. A 37-year-old prisoner, identified as Babak Asghari, was hanged
at Hamedan Central Prison, reported Iran Human Rights. He was arrested in July
2011 and was sentenced to death in May 2013 for possession and trafficking of four
kilograms of crystal meth and three kilograms of hashish. On the same day, an
unidentified prisoner was hanged at Ghazvin’s central prison, reported the HRANA. 

On January 14, 2017, at least 21 prisoners were executed in three different pris-
ons, said Iran Human Rights. At least 14 people were hanged at Karaj Central Prison
on drug related charges. Ten of them were identified as: Mohammad Soleimani, Ali
Ebadi, Ali Reza Moradi, Majid Badarloo, Omid Garshasebi, Ali Yousefi, Seyed Ali
Sorouri, Ebrahim Jafari, Ali Mohammad Lorestani, and Mohsen Jelokhani.
According to a family member of one of the executed prisoners, two women were
among these prisoners. At least five prisoners were executed at Karaj’s Rajai Shahr
Prison. They were sentenced to death on murder and Moharebeh (enmity against
God) charges. Four of them were identified as: Siamak Shafiee, Abouzar Alijani,
Saeed Teymouri, and Reza Naghizadeh. On the same day, two prisoners were execut-
ed on drug charges at Dizel Abad Prison in Kermanshah. They were identified as:
Seifollah Hosnian, 33 - arrested in 2010 for possession of two kilograms and 200
grams of crack and one kilogram and 80 grams of crystal meth - and Tofigh
Bahramnejad, 31, arrested in 2012.

On January 17, 2017, five people were executed in two different cities on drug
related charges. A 36-year-old prisoner, identified as Ramezan Yousef Heydari, was
hanged at Bandar Abbas Central Prison, reported Iran Human Rights. He was arrest-
ed in 2011 for possessing and trafficking 900 grams of crystal meth and two kilo-
grams and 200 grams of crack. On the same day, four prisoners were executed at
Mashhad’s Vakilabad Prison. One of them was identified by HRANA as Ahmad
Shekarabi, sentenced to death for possessing and trafficking five kilograms of heroin. 

On January 18, 2017, seven people were executed in two different cities on drug
related charges, reported the HRANA. Three prisoners were hanged in central prison
of Tabriz for possession and smuggling drugs (under 1kg). They were identified as
Parviz Soulati, Qorban Lotfi, and Ertekab Karimi. Another four prisoners, including
2 Afghan citizens, were hanged at Taybad Prison. The report identified one of the
prisoners as Habib Khazayi. 

On January 20, 2017, two prisoners were hanged at Khorammabad’s Parsilon
Prison on drug related charges, reported the HRANA. They were identified as
Jahangir Beiravand and Adel Beiravand.

On January 21, 2017, two prisoners were hanged in Orumieh Central Prison on
drug-related charges, Iran Human Rights Monitor reported. They were identified as
Ghabl Ali Bapir, an inmate paralysed to a wheelchair, and Sina Hosseinpour, 22.

On January 23, 2017, four people were executed in two different cities, reported
Iran Human Rights. Two prisoners, identified as Osman Ghavitasi and Hamed
Hamdollah, were hanged on murder charges at Orumieh’s central prison. Two more
executions were carried out at Maragheh Prison. The prisoners were identified as Iraj
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Ghafouri and Hossein Fatemi. Iraj Ghafouri was arrested for 800 grams of crystal
meth and some opium. Hossein Fatemi was sentenced to death for trafficking 500
grams of crystal meth and 700 grams of crack. 

On January 25, 2017, at least four prisoners were hanged at Karaj’s Ghezel Hesar
Prison, on drug related charges, reported Iran Human Rights. Two of them were iden-
tified as Majid Askari and Rahman Nourian. Majid was arrested for one kilogram
and 100 grams of crystal meth. 

On January 26, 2017, two drug offenders, identified as Saifullah Chzany and
Alireza Jaleri, were hanged in Arak prison, reported the HRANA. 

On January 30, 2017, 36-year-old Hashem Qareh Qazlou was hanged in
Hamedan Central Prison on drug related charges, reported the Iran Human Rights
Monitor.

On February 1, 2017, a prisoner was sent to the gallows in Maku Prison. Taher
Saidi, 38, was executed for drug-related charges, reported Iran Human Rights
Monitor. 

On February 13, 2017, ten people were executed in two different prisons on drug
related charges. Seven prisoners were hanged at Qom’s Langroud Prison, reported the
Human Rights Activists News Agency (HRANA). One of them was identified as Saeed
Shokri, 26. Another three prisoners were hanged at Zabol Prison, reported the
human rights news agency Baloch Activists Campaign. Two of them were identified
as Mohammad Sarani, 32, and Zaher Nahtani, 31. 

On February 14, 2017, a prisoner, identified as Ismael Hassanzehi and sentenced
to death on drug related charges, was hanged at Shiraz Prison, reported the Baloch
Activists Campaign. Prison authorities had told Hassanzehi’s family to travel from
Sistan & Baluchestan to Shiraz Prison in order to have their last visit with him, but
when they arrived, they were given Hassanzehi’s dead body instead.

On February 15, 2017, eighteen people were executed in six different prisons for
drug offences. Twelve prisoners were executed at Karaj’s Rajai Shahr Prison, reported
the Iran Human Rights Monitor. Eleven of them were identified as: Farzad Taghavi,
Mir Mohammad Musavi, Yousef Mohammadi, Mohammad Abdi, Masoud
Babanezhad, Arash Bayat, Aslani, Bahram Yazdani, Naser, Vahab, and Taher
Rezalou. The majority of the prisoners were sentenced to death on drug related
charges. Another two inmates identified as Mehdi Fayaz Pasandide and Jafar Javadi
were hanged in Ghezelhesar Prison, west of Tehran, reported Iran Human Rights
Monitor. A prisoner identified as Abdolhakim Kuhkan was executed at Minab
Central Prison for trafficking two kilograms and 200 grams of heroin, reported Iran
Human Rights. According to the HRANA, two prisoners were hanged at Semnan
Central Prison. One of them was identified as Javad Avakhtizadeh. Another prisoner
identified as Mostafa Abadi was hanged at Zahedan Central Prison, reported the
Baloch Activists Campaign. 

On February 16, 2017, according to the Baloch Activists Campaign, six unidenti-
fied prisoners were hanged at Birjand Prison on drug related charges. Another. One
of them was identified as Hamid Maleki. He was married and had a child.

On February 18, 2017, two prisoners were hanged on drug related charges at
Dizel Abad Prison in Kermanshah, reported Iran Human Rights. They were identi-
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fied as Mohammad Karim Azizpanah, 43, sentenced to death for trafficking three
kilograms and 350 grams of crystal meth, and Hamid Reza Reybaz, 35, for traffick-
ing two kilograms of crystal meth and 200 grams of crack. 

On February 19, 2017, two inmates were hanged in Khoramabad Central Prison
on murder charges, reported the Iran Human Rights Monitor. Mohammad Mir, 35
and Amin Mirdrikvand 31, were brothers in law and said to be innocent, and even
the complainant repeatedly announced they were not guilty of the alleged crime,
according to their families. 

Between February 21 and 22 , 2017, three prisoners were hanged in three differ-
ent cities on murder and drug charges. Two people were executed for murder. One
of them, identified as Hossein Darvishi Kouchaki, 32, was executed on February 21
at Qorveh Prison in Kurdistan province, reported Iran Human Rights. According to
the Kurdistan Human Rights Network, another prisoner identified as Farshid Sajjadi
Asl was hanged at Dizel Abad Prison in Kermanshah on February 22. On the same
day, Esmail Arabzamani, a prisoner who had been charged for “carrying one kilo and
eight hundred grams of methamphetamine”, was hanged in Shahrood prison in
Semnan province, the HRANA reported. 

On February 25, 2017, an inmate was sent to the gallows in Bandar Abbas
Central Prison. He was identified as Reza Keramat, 39, and was found guilty of mur-
der, reported Iran Human Rights.

On February 28, 2017, Hengaw website for human rights in Iranian Kurdistan
reported that three inmates, including two Kurds, were executed in Orumieh prison
on murder charges. The two Kurdish inmates were identified as Afshin Shawkati and
Murtaza Baqiri. The other inmate was identified as Ali Valizadeh.

On March 4, 2017, at least eight prisoners were executed in four different cities
on murder and drug related charges. According to Iran Human Rights, four prison-
ers, including two women, were hanged at Rasht’s central prison, Lakan. Three of
them prisoners were sentenced to death on murder charges, but no information is
available for the other prisoner. Only one of the prisoner names is known, Shah
Mohammadi. According to the unofficial news agency, Kurdpa, two Kurdish citizens
identified as Naji Payam and Eshgh Ali (also known as Ashkan) were hanged at
Orumieh’s central prison, Darya, on drug related charges. On the same day, an
unidentified prisoner was hanged at Orumieh’s central prison on drug-related
charges, reported thr Iran Human Rights Monitor. Another prisoner, identified as
Bahman Faridi, 35, was hanged at Hamedan Central Prison on murder charges,
reported Iran Human Rights. 

On March 5, 2017, four people were executed in two different prisons on drug
related charges. Three of them, identified as Isa Charami, Mostafa Ghorbani, and
Mehdi Jafari, were executed at Ghezelhesar Prison, reported the Human Rights
Activists News Agency (HRANA). Another prisoner, identified as Morad Seifi, 39, was
hanged at Maragheh Prison, reported Iran Human Rights. He was arrested in 2013
for possession of one kilogram and 300 grams of crystal meth and 750 grams of
crack. 

On March 6, 2017, four prisoners were executed in two different cities, reported
the HRANA. Two of them, identified as Parviz (Behrouz) Nedaie and Bahram
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Moradgholi, were hanged at Garmsar Prison, Semnan province, on the charge of
possession and trafficking 820 grams of narcotics. Another two prisoners, identified
as Ramezan Sabzi and Yousef Alizadeh, were hanged at Orumieh’s central prison on
murder charges. 

On March 7, 2017, according to the Baloch Activists Campaign, two prisoners
identified as Gol Mohammad Kiazehi and Mehrdad Vazifehdad were executed at
Zahedan Central Prison on murder charges.)

On March 9, 2017, a 35-year-old Afghan native, identified as Mohammad Nabi
Alizehi, was hanged for alleged drug offences in Zabol Prison, reported Iran Human
Rights Monitor. 

On March 11, 2017, a prisoner identified as Manouchehr Abkhiz was executed
at Chahabar Prison on drug related charges, reported Iran Human Rights. 

On March 12, 2017, according to the Baloch Activists Campaign, three prison-
ers, identified as Yar Mohammad Reigi, Ismael Reigi, and Rahim Reigi, were hanged
at Zahedan Central Prison on drug related charges. 

On March 13, 2017, three people were executed in two different prisons for drug
trafficking. Two inmates were hanged in Khoy Prison, reported the Iran Human
Rights Monitor. One of them was identified as Hushang Padashi. Another a prisoner
identified as Mohammad Reza Samadi Nasb was hanged at Dizel Abad,
Kermanshah’s central prison, reported Iran Human Rights. He was arrested in 2013
for trafficking two kilograms of crystal meth, but he always insisted on his innocence
and claimed the charges against him were false. 

On March 14, 2017, four prisoners were hanged at Darya, Orumieh’s central
prison, on drug related charges, reported the HRANA. They were identified as
Chengiz Badozadeh, Akram Hassanpour, Vahed Hamedi, and Kiumars Freydan
(also known as Delawar).

On March 20, 2017, two prisoners, identified as Cyrus Ebadi, 36, and
Farajbakhsh Amrollahi, were hanged at Adel Abad Prison of Shiraz on drug related
charges, reported Iran Human Rights. They were arrested in 2012 on the charge of
possessing three kilograms of crystal meth and a small amount of opium. 

On March 28, 2017, the Iran Human Rights Monitor reported that two inmates
in Torbat Heydarie Prison, identified as Ebrahim Badei and Ghasem Nahtani, were
sent to the gallows “recently” based for drug related crimes. 

In late March 2017, a prisoner was executed in Boroujerd prison, the Human
Rights Activist News Agency (HRANA) reported. on  August 17. Saeid Papi (Zadeh)
known as Saeid Keshvar was executed on charge of transporting and storage of hero-
in. He was married and had two children, and had been held in prison from 6 years.

On April 4, 2017, a prisoner identified as Morovat Abbasi was hanged at Tabriz
Central Prison on murder charges. According to HRANA, the prisoner, prior to
allegedly committing murder, was diagnosed with a mental illness and exempted
from mandatory military service. 

On April 5, 2017, Houshang Servati was executed in Isfahan prison while 2 days
earlier, after his transfer to solitary confinement, he had suffered a heart attack,
reported Iran Human Rights. His crime was not reported. 

On April 8, 2017, a father of a three-year-old child, identified as Maziar
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Geravand, was hanged at Khorramabad’s Parsilon Prison on drug related charges,
HRANA reported.  He was reportedly sentenced to death on the charge of possession
and trafficking of three kilograms of heroin. 

On April 12, 2017, a 27-year-old prisoner who reportedly suffered from a mental
illness was hanged at Tabriz Central Prison on murder charges, HRANA reported.
Rahman Hosseinpour, who was held in the “psychotherapy ward” of the prison, was
reportedly transferred to solitary confinement prior to his execution.

On April 16, 2017, a 37-year-old prisoner with drug related charges was hanged
in the Bandar Abbas Central Prison, reported the Iran Human Rights Monitor. He
was identified as Mohammad Sajedin. 

On April 18, 2018, at least three prisoners were hanged in three different cities,
HRANA reported. Hamid Moeini, a prisoner charged with murder and robbery, was
executed in Adel Abad prison in Shiraz in the presence of the victim’s family. He had
killed a 5-month-pregnant woman and her brother and had stolen their gold, and
therefore was sentenced by the Court to amputation of his hand for robbery and exe-
cution for murder. The amputation sentence was carried out about ten days before
his execution. Another two inmates, Vaheed Fathullah Astani and Ali Akbar, were
executed in the prisons of Tabriz. 

On April 19, 2018, at least seven prisoners charged with murder were executed
in Rajai Shahr prison in Karaj, reported Iran Human Rights. They were identified as
as Siamak Shafiei, Hassan Javadi, Saeid Rashti, Mohsen Babayi, Farzad Ghahreman,
Farajollah Hatami, and Isa Ebrahimi. 

On April 20, 2017, Mahmoud Torabi, charged with murder, was executed in
Borujerd prison, HRANA reported. This execution led to tribal tensions and violence
in his village, Kafshgaran. 

On April 22, 2017, a 29-year-old prisoner identified as Mehdi Mirzaei was exe-
cuted in Parsiloon prison of Khorram Abad, HRANA reported. He had been sen-
tenced to death for possession of 7 kilograms of crack. 

On April 30, 2017, a prisoner identified as Imran Askardasht, 30, was executed
at Hamadan Central Prison on murder charges, reported Iran Human Rights.

On May 3, 2017, eight inmates including two women were hanged for murder
in Rajaishahr Prison of Karaj, reported Iran Human Rights. The men were identified
as Maziar Alaie Bakhsh, Jabbar Mollahashemi, Shayan Shaddel, Mohammad Jegarki,
Mahmoud Bayat and Ali Maleki. 

On May 9, 2017, two prisoners were hanged in two different cities on murder
charges. The execution of Koroush Langroudi, 36, was carried out at Bandar Abbas
Central Prison, reported Iran Human Rights. Another prisoner identified as Davoud
Fateminasb was hanged at Tabriz Central Prison, Kurdistan Human Rights Network
reported.

On May 23, 2017, twelve detainees were hanged in five different prisons.
According to the Kurdish Human Rights Network, five prisoners were hanged in the
prison of Tabriz for murder. Three of them were identified as Kazem Hajaji, Seyed
Ali Mousavi, and Jaber Fakhri, from Shabestar served nine years in prison. All the
five prisoners were convicted of and sentenced to qisas (retribution in kind). The
website No to prison, no to death penalty reported about the execution of Davoud
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Hamdard in the prison of Ardebil on drug offences. Another inmate, Abdolkarim
Shahnavazi, 30, was executed at Zahedan Central Prison on murder charges, report-
ed the Baluch Activists Campaign. A 30-year-old prisoner identified as Ahmad
Delvari Ahmadpoor was executed at Bushehr Central Prison for murder, HRANA
reported. At least two prisoners were hanged at Kermanshah’s Dizel Abad Prison,
reported Iran Human Rights. One of them was identified as Mehran Ashrafi and he
was in prison since his arrest in 2012 on murder charges. The other prisoner, iden-
tified as Mehrdad Asgari, was hanged on drug related charges. According to the Iran
Human Rights Monitor, two unidentified inmates were hanged in Arak Central
Prison.

On May 24, 2017, a prisoner identified as Abdollah Ghaderzadeh, 34, was sent
to the gallows at Zanjan Prison on the charge of possession and trafficking two kilo-
grams of heroin and one kilogram and 200 grams of crystal meth, reported Iran
Human Rights. 

On May 25, 2017, two Kurdish citizens, identified as Mohammad Khosravi and
Omid Teymoori, were executed for theft and arson at Kermanshah’s Dizel Abad
Prison, unofficial Kurdpa news agency reported two weeks after the execution.

On May 26, 2017, five prisoners were hanged in three different prisons on drug
related charges. According to HRANA, three of them were executed at Orumieh
Central Prison: Osman Hosni was sentenced to death for possession and trafficking
ten kilograms of crystal meth; Salahuddin Shafikia for possession and trafficking 1.5
kilograms of heroin; and Ramezan Mokhtari for possession and trafficking 100 kilo-
grams of morphine. Another prisoner was hanged at Khorramabad’s Parsilon Prison
on the charge of possession and trafficking 850 grams of heroin. HRANA identified
the prisoner as Morteza Sanaie, 55. Another prisoner identified as Fakhroldin
Roshani was executed in Maragheh Prison, reported Iran Human Rights.

On May 27, 2017, another prisoner was hanged in Minab Prison, reported Iran
Human Rights. He was identified as Afshar Beiglou, 21. He was a driver of a moving
truck. In 2010, when he was delivering furniture from Orumieh to Minab, approx-
imately two kilograms and 700 grams of opium and crystal meth were planted in his
truck. He never confessed at any point and always insisted that he was innocent.

On June 6, 2017, a prisoner identified as Homayoun Toolabi was hanged at
Khorramabad Prison on murder charges, reported Iran Human Rights.

On July 1, 2017, at least four people were executed in two different prisons for
drug-related crimes. Two men and one woman were hanged at Rasht’s central prison
on drug related charges, reported Iran Human Rights Monitor. The two men were
identified as Sallaholdin Par and Jafar Saadanloo. The woman was identified as
Zeinab, wife of Jafar Saadanloo. Sallaholdin was sentenced to death for trafficking
and possessing three kilograms of crystal meth, said Iran Human Rights. On the same
day Omid Dinari was hanged in Isfahan Central Prison on drug related charges,
reported Iran Human Rights Monitor.

On July 2, 2017, a 38-year-old prisoner, identified as Abbas Savaghi, was hanged
at Zanjan Prison on drug related charges, reported Iran Human Rights. 

On July 3, 2017, at least four prisoners were executed in two different cities.
According to Iran Human Rights, three prisoners were hanged at Isfahan Central
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Prison on drug related charges: Omid Mohammadzadeh, charged with one kilogram
of crystal meth, Seyed Reza Mousavi, charged with 800 grams of crystal meth, and
Seyed Reza, charged with an unknown amount of narcotics. According to the Baloch
Activists Campaign, a prisoner identified as Hossein Reigi, 50, was executed at
Zahedan Central Prison on murder charges. 

On July 4, 2017, three people were executed in two different cities. Two inmates
were hanged in the central prison of Orumieh, HRANA reported. They were identi-
fied as Alireza Karimi and Firouz Eskandari, both found guilty of murder. Another
prisoner was hanged at Qaemshahr’s Prison on drug related charges. 

On July 5, 2017, eleven prisoners were hanged in three different prisons. Eight
of them were hanged at Rajai Shahr Prison, likely on murder charges. Iran Human
Rights obtained the names of four of these prisoners: Ghahreman Abbaspour, Abbas
Yousefi, Nasser Avangah and Omid Rostami. Iran Human Rights Monitor identified
two more as Reza Nieiati and Seyed Mohammad Seyed Abdullah. HRANA reported
that Ghahreman Abbaspour was sentenced to death for murder based on Qasameh
(a testimony given under oath) and despite the lack of evidence against him.
Qasameh is one way, within the Islamic jurisprudence and criminal law in Iran, to
prove crimes related to murder and physical injuries without enough evidence
against the suspect. Qasameh is used when a Judge believes the testimonial to be true
despite lack of evidence. Another two prisoners were hanged at Maragheh Prison on
murder charges, reported Iran Human Rights. They were identified as Hojat Imani,
34, and Jafar Seyed Rasouli, 36. Another inmate identified as Abbas was hanged in
Adel Abad Prison of Shiraz for murder, reported Iran Human Rights Monitor.

On July 8, 2017, five prisoners were hanged in two different cities for drug-relat-
ed offences. Four of them were hanged at Orumieh’s central prison on drug related
charges. Kurdistan Human Rights Network (KHRN) disclosed their names: Khalil
Mousavi Kousi, Mir-Jan Abdi, Kheiroldin Mashmoul and Soufi Koloukzadeh
Gangchin. A 32-year-old man was executed at Lakan Prison of Rasht, reported Iran
Human Rights Monitor. Hossein Hosseini was arrested in 2013, after the State
Security forces seized some tools and instruments which they claimed were used to
produce narcotics. The prisoner’s family said Hosseini was beaten up, tortured and
forced to confess that he had produced and sold drugs. There was also unconfirmed
news that six other prisoners were hanged along with Hosseini.

On July 9, 2017, at least twelve people were hanged in three different prisons.
Ten of them, including three Afghan citizens, were hanged at Taybad Prison on drug
related charges, said Iran Human Rights. Four prisoners were identified as: Nasser
Karimi, Mahmoud Teymouri, Abolfazl Mokhtebaz, and Ahmad Sheikhi. Another
prisoner identified as Vali Abedi was executed at Arak Central Prison on drug related
charges, reported Iran Human Rights. He was sentenced to death on the charge of
possession of ten kilograms of heroin. Finally, Sharif Reigi was executed on murder
charges at Zahedan Central Prison, reported the Baluch Activists Campaign. 

On July 10, 2017, three inmates were executed in two different prisons on drug
related charges. A prisoner was executed on the morning at Mahabad Prison.
According to Iran Human Rights, Sheikh Morad Ebrahimi, the father of a seven-year-
old girl with autism, was arrested on the charge of possession and trafficking of two
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kilograms of morphine. Another two inmates were executed on drug charges in
Central Prison of Gorgan, reported Iran Human Rights Monitor. They were identi-
fied as 50-year-old Saadatollah Nouri and 32-year-old Mohammad Taghi Saravani. 

On July 12, 2017, eleven people were executed in four different prisons. A pris-
oner was hanged at Zahedan Central Prison on drug charges. The Baluch Activists
Campaign identified the prisoner as Mohammad Shahnavazi. Another prisoner,
identified as Borzou Sheikhi, was hanged at Orumieh’s central prison on murder
charges. According to the HRANA, Sheikhi was a professor at the University of
Orumieh. Two other prisoners were hanged at Hamadan Central Prison on drug
charges. One of them was identified as Samad Abdoli by Iran Human Rights. Seven
prisoners were executed at Karaj’s Rajai Shahr Prison on murder charges, reported
Iran Human Rights Monitor. They were identified as Mehrdad Sabeie Afshar,
Mohammad Shirzad, Hamid Islami, Mehdi Ahmadi, Nader Kamani, Vali Khazaie,
and Mohammad Hamehvand.

On July 14, 2017, three inmates were executed in Darya Prison of Orumieh, Iran
Human Rights Monitor reported. The three drug offenders were identified as Parviz
Tamripour, Faramarz Asgharzadeh, and Ramin Hanareh. 

On July 15, 2017, at least eight people were executed in four different prisons on
drug charges. Two inmates were hanged in Orumieh’s Central Prison, reported Iran
Human Rights Monitor. They were identified as Mashallah Sayad Novin and
Mohammadreza Sadeghi (Mohammadi). Three more people were hanged at
Parsilon, Khorramabad’s central prison, reported Iran Human Rights. One of them
was identified as Najmoldin Safipour, a taxi driver sentenced to death on the charge
of 12 kilograms of crystal meth. Another inmate identified as Yousef Rigi, 28, was
hanged in Zabol Prison, reported Iran Human Rights Monitor. At least two prisoners
were hanged at Zahedan Central Prison. They were identified as Sheikh Mohammad
Baluchzehi, 50, and Dadmohammad Dehghanzehi. Dadmohammad was Pakistani
citizen who was arrested eight years before. 

On July 16, 2017, at least six people were executed in four different prisons. Two
of them, identified as 46-year-old Yousef Bozorgzadeh and Ebrahim Damani, were
executed in Zahedan Central Prison for murder, and another inmate identified as
Abdoljalil Shahli was hanged on drug charges in Iranshahr Prison, Iran Human
Rights Monitor reported. One prisoner identified as Akhardad Hamli was hanged at
Chabahar Prison on drug related charges, reported the Baluch Activists Campaign.
Two other prisoners were executed at Bandar Abbas Central Prison, reported Iran
Human Rights. They were identified as Nasser Khosravi, 45 years of age, and Hashem
Ghanbarloo, 41 years of age. They were convicted of possessing six kilograms and
800 grams of crystal meth. 

On July 17, 2017, at least five people were executed in two different prisons,
reported Iran Human Rights. One of them identified as Mansour Mohammadi was
executed at Rajai Shar Prison in Karaj on drug related charges. Four prisoners were
hanged at Isfahan Central Prison. Two of them were identified as Saeed Diyagar,
charged with 800 grams of heroin, and Morteza Barghi, charged with 2.5 kilograms
of heroin. The other two prisoners were hanged on Moharebeh (enmity against God)
through armed robbery charges.
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On July 19, 2017, two detainees were hanged in two different prisons on murder
charges, reported Iran Human Rights Monitor. A young inmate identified only as
Yaghubi was hanged in Nashtarood Prison, and another prisoner identified as
Mahmoud Damani was executed in Zahedan Prison. 

On July 22, 2017, three detainees were hanged in two different prisons on drug
charges. A father of two children identified as Salman Mirshahi was hanged at Zabol
Central Prison for possessing one kilogram and 900 grams of crack, HRANA report-
ed.  According to a report by the Baluch Activists Campaign, two prisoners, and two
Afghan prisoners, identified as Kheir Mohammad Saadat, 46, and Bashir Rasouli,
37, were hanged at Zahedan Central Prison. 

On July 24, 2017, three prisoners, including an Afghan citizen, were hanged at
Isfahan Central Prison on drug related charges. They were identified as Mohsen
Abdi, Javad Mir, and Afghan citizen Habib. Close sources told Iran Human Rights
that Javad Mir was under the age of 18 at the time of his arrest and was 22 years of
age at the time of his execution.

On July 25, 2017, at least five prisoners were executed in four different cities.
Two of them, identified as Jalil Dadyarvand and Mohammad Ali Yari, were executed
at Zanjan Central Prison on drug related charges, reported Iran Human Rights. Jalil
Dadyarvad was sentenced to death on the charge of three kilograms of crack, and
Mohammad Ali Yari was arrested in 2013 on the charge of trafficking two kilograms
and 100 grams of crystal meth and one kilogram and 900 grams of opium. On the
same day, a prisoner identified as Omran Ahmadvand was executed at Kermanshah
Central Prison on murder charges, reported Iran Human Rights. According to
HRANA, another prisoner, identified as Fattah Amini, was executed in the prison of
Mahabad on murder charges. Another prisoner, identified as Mehdi Saki, 38, was
hanged at Miandoab Prison on drug related charges, reported Iran Human Rights. He
was arrested in 2013 on the charge of trafficking 15 kilograms of heroin. 

On July 26, 2017, five people, including two women, were executed in three differ-
ent cities. Three of them, including a woman, were hanged at Orumieh’s central prison
on drug related charges, reported Iran Human Rights. The two men were identified as
Farhad Mousizadeh and Davoud Maldar. The identity of the woman was not disclosed.
An unidentified 25-year-old woman was executed at Babol Central prison on murder
charges, the HRANA reported. executed. Another inmate was hanged in the Prison of
Gachsaran for murder, Iran Human Rights Monitor reported.

On August 1, 2017, three young men were executed in Adel Abad Prison of
Shiraz, reported Iran Human Rights. The three, identified as Abolhasan Abrovan, Ata
Attarzadeh, Hassan Arefianfar, were under 20 at the time of committing murder
through attempted robbery. 

On August 5, 2017, three people were executed in two different prisons on drug
related charges. One of them, identified as Hamed Ghaedrahmat, was hanged in
Parsilon Prison of Khorramabad, reported Iran Human Rights. According to
Kurdistan Human Rights Network (KHRN), another two inmates were hanged at
Orumieh’s Central Prison. Hossein Shahini had been imprisoned since 2014 for car-
rying 0.5 kilograms and several grams of heroin, and Saeid Poor Hormozi for carry-
ing two kilograms of heroin. 
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On August 7, 2017, two people were put to death in two different prisons on
drug charges, reported Iran Human Rights Monitor. A 32-year-old prisoner identified
as Javad Rigi was hanged in the Central Prison of Zahedan for drug-related offences.
Javad Rigi had been transferred to a solitary cell along with his 36-year-old brother
Rahim four months before. Prison guards hanged his brother in front of him but
Javad was returned to his cell. From this family, eleven people have been killed. Six
of them have been hanged while five others were killed when Revolutionary Guards
Forces attacked their home. Another inmate identified as Nader Farokhnezhad was
executed at Isfahan’s Central Prison. He was sentenced to death on the charge of 50
kilograms of opium and 30 kilograms of hashish. 

On August 8, 2017, four people were executed in three different prisons. Two
inmates identified as Hamzeh Rahimpour and Abbas Soghi were hanged at Zanjan
Central Prison on drug related charges, Iran Human Rights reported. Hamzeh
Rahimpour was arrested and sentenced to death in 2014 for producing and selling 6
kilograms of crystal meth. Abbas Soghi was arrested and sentenced to death in 2015
on the charge of four kilograms of opium and heroin. A prisoner identified as
Ebrahim Eris was hanged for murder at Orumieh’s central prison, reported the
Kurdistan Human Rights Network. According to a report by the Human Rights
Activists News Agency (HRANA), Abdollah Rashidpour, who worked for an IRIB tel-
evision program, was executed at Ilam Central Prison for murder. 

On August 9, 2017, two inmates were executed in two different cities for murder,
reported Iran Human Rights Monitor. One of them, identified as R. Ansari, was
hanged in Central Prison of Ilam. On the same day a 27-year-old inmate, identified
as Fazel Mazraeh, was hanged at Sheiban Prison of Ahwaz. He was charged with
killing his uncle during a fight. 

On August 10, 2017, twelve inmates were executed in in two different prisons,
reported Iran Human Rights Monitor. Eleven were hanged on drug related charges
in Birjand Prison, eight of whom were identified as Khani Mary Khaled, Barat
Emadi, Mohammadreza Ayoubi, Abolfazl Yousefpour, Haji Moezi, Mehrdad
Baghershams, Hadi Eim and Hadi Jafari. Another inmate, identified only by the
name Alireza, was hanged at Matakala Prison of Babol for rape and murder. 

On August 13, 2017, a prisoner identified as Mojtaba Heydari Abbasali was
hanged on drug-related charges in Kashmar Prison, reported Iran Human Rights
Monitor. 

On August 15, 2017, five people were executed in three different prisons on mur-
der charge. A prisoner identified as Khaled Amini was hanged at the Central Prison
of Orumieh, reported the Kurdistan Human Rights Network (KHRN). His brother,
Fattah Amini had been hanged on 25 July. Three more inmates, identified as
Mahmoud Arab Khorasani, Mehdi Kaseb, and Mohammad Taghi Dehparvar, were
hanged at the Central Prison of Qom, reported the HRANA. Another inmate, 38-
year-old Tohid Haghmoradi, was hanged in Shirvan Prison, reported Iran Human
Rights Monitor.

On August 16, 2017, nine people were executed in two different prisons, report-
ed Iran Human Rights. Eight prisoners were hanged at Karaj’s Rajai Shahr Prison on
murder charges. Five of them were identified as: Mostafa Bashkouh, Rasoul Gol
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Mohammadi, Shahram Abadeh, Seyed Mohammad Seyed Abdollah, and Moharram
Abdi. A 26-year-old prisoner identified as Manouchehr Heydarkhah was hanged at
Maragheh Prison on drug related charges. He was arrested on the charge of 14 kilo-
grams and 800 grams of crystal meth. 

On August 21, 2017, another inmate identified as Abdolkarim Shahbakhsh was
hanged on drug related charges in Isfahan Prison, reported Iran Human Rights
Monitor. 

On August 23, 2017, a prisoner identified as Sadegh Gholami was hanged at
Karaj’s Rajai Shahr Prison on the charge of smuggling approximately one kilograms
of crack, reported Iran Human Rights.)

On August 27, 2017, an inmate identified as Faraj Hamdollahi was executed for
murder in Shirvan Prison, Iran Human Rights Monitor reported on September 12.
He had been convicted after he accidentally killed a man during a fight in 2013.
Hamdollahi had said on multiple occasions that it was an accident. 

On August 30, 2017, three people were executed in two different prisons. Two
prisoners were hanged at Ardabil Central Prison on drug related charges, Iran
Human Rights reported. Fardin Hosseini and Massoud Vaizadeh were convicted in
the same file for the charge of manufacturing three kilograms of crystal meth. Fardin
was a chemical engineer and had no previous criminal record. Another prisoner iden-
tified as Mohammad Mirzaei was executed at Parsilon Prison of Khoram Abad for
murder, the HRANA reported.

On September 3, 2017, three people were executed in two different prisons. Two
prisoners identified as Darush Rashidi and Kazem Shiri were hanged in central
prison of Tabriz, reported Iran Human Rights. They had been sentenced to death and
100 lashes for rape. They were flogged in prison yard before being executed. Another
prisoner, identified as Adel Karimi, a man in his 50’s, was hanged at Ardabil Central
Prison on murder charges, reported the Human Rights Activists News Agency
(HRANA). 

On September 11, 2017, a prisoner identified as Abouzar Ghadami was executed
in Shiraz for murder, reported Iran Human Rights Monitor. 

On September 13, 2017, an unidentified prisoner was hanged in Khoram Abad
Prison for murder, reported Iran Human Rights Monitor. The prisoners’ families wit-
nessed prison guards removing his body from prison. 

On September 18, 2017, at least two people were executed in two different pris-
ons. One of them, identified as Shahin Parsajoo, 42, was hanged on sodomy charges
at Ardabil Central Prison. Prison authorities forced approximately 50 prison inmates
to watch the execution being carried out. Shahin was arrested in 2012 on theft
charges, but he was sentenced to death for committing a sodomy offence in prison,
said Iran Human Rights. According to HRANA, a prisoner identified as Hossein
Dalvand was hanged at Broujerd Central Prison on murder charges. 

On September 19, 2017, at least four people were executed in three different pris-
ons. A prisoner identified as Mohammad Haji Sabzali was hanged at Khorramabad
Central Prison on murder charges, reported Iran Human Rights. According to the
Kurdistan Human Rights Network, another two prisoners identified as Sina Assadzah
and Ahad Pourtaghi were executed in the Tabriz Central Prison on murder charges. A
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prisoner identified as Yousef Ebrahimi was hanged in the Tabriz Central Prison. He was
in prison for twenty years on murder and sodomy charges. He was able to gain forgive-
ness from the complainants on his case file regarding the murder charge, but he was exe-
cuted on sodomy charges, reported Iran Human Rights. 

On September 20, 2017, at least eight people were executed in four different
prisons. An unidentified prisoner was hanged at the Parsilon Prison in Khorramabad
on murder charges, reported Iran Human Rights Monitor. Two prisoners were hanged
on drug-related charges at Choubidar Prison of Ghazvin. The Kurdistan Human
Rights Network (KHRN) identified the detainees as Tayeb Haji Zadeh and Mojtaba
Rahmati. Another four inmates were hanged for murder at Gohardasht Prison of
Karaj. One of them was identified as Saman Mohammadian, Iran Human Rights
Monitor reported. Another prisoner identified as Tofigh Yousefi was executed at
Ardebil Central Prison on drug related charges, Iran Human Rights Monitor reported. 

On September 26, 2017, two inmates were hanged in Orumieh Central Prison,
said Iran Human Rights. Moslem Tamrkhani was executed for murder, along with
another inmate named Javad Khayyeri, convicted of drug trafficking and the murder
of a police officer.

On October 14, 2017, a prisoner was executed at Rasht Central Prison, reported
Iran Human Rights. Hamidreza Khoshbakht, was sentenced to death on murder
charges.

On October 24, 2017, a prisoner identified as Ali Salari was hanged in the Yazd
Central Prison, reported Iran Human Rights Monitor. He was sentenced to death on
charges of participating in a murder during a street fight. 

On October 25, 2017, seven prisoners were executed at Rajai Shahr Prison of
Karaj, reported Iran Human Rights. The prisoners, mainly charged with murder, were
not identified.

On October 29, 2017, a prisoner identified as Majid Ramroudy, 25, was execut-
ed at Zahedan Central prison on murder charges, reported the Human Rights
Activists News Agency (HRANA). 

On October 30, 2017, a prisoner identified as Mojtaba Ghiasvand was executed
at Rajai Shahr Prison on murder charges, reported Iran Human Rights. The prisoner
had allegedly killed someone in a tribal dispute, although he insisted on his inno-
cence during the proceedings of the case. 

On October 31, 2017, a 29-year-old prisoner, identified as Hooshang Delijan,
was executed at Maragheh Prison on murder charges, reported Iran Human Rights.
He was sentenced to death on the charge of murdering a taxi driver in Maragheh
four years before.

On November 1, 2017, a death row prisoner, identified as Tohid Mohammad
Baqerloo, was executed on murder charges in the central prison of Orumieh, report-
ed the Kurdistan Human Rights Network (KHRN). 

On November 6, 2017, nine people were executed in two different cities on
drug-related charges, reported reported the Kurdistan Human Rights Network
(KHRN). Five prisoners were executed in Mashhad Central Prison, including
Hassan Yaghoubi, Hassan Haji Abadi, Shahreza Hassan Zadeh and Yousef Bagheban.
Another four people were executed at Taybad Central Prison. 
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On November 7, 2017, four prisoners, identified as Asghar Ranjbar, Hedayat
Shirzad, Hassan Bashoqi, and Ali Zare, were executed at Orumieh’s Central Prison
on drug related charges, reported Iran Human Rights. They were sentenced to death
for possessing 5 to 200 kilograms of heroin or meth.

On November 12, 2017, four prisoners, identified as Morteza Qolipour, Mehdi
Hajizadeh, Qobad Moradi, and Ramin Eshqi, were executed at Orumieh’s Central
Prison on murder charges, reported Iran Human Rights.)

On November 13, 2017, a 37-year-old prisoner, identified as Saber Soleimani,
was executed at Bandar Abbas Central Prison on drug related charges. He was arrest-
ed and sentenced to death for possession and trafficking of 9 kilograms of heroin and
2 kilograms and 700 grams meth in 2014. 

On November 18, 2017, a prisoner identified as Alireza Sadeghi was hanged at
Ilam Central Prison, reported Iran Human Rights. He was sentenced to death on the
charge of murdering a man during a street fight. 

On November 22, 2017, three prisoners, identified as Jamal Qanbari, Sa’ed
Askari, and Ali Delgoshadi, were executed at Tabriz Central Prison on murder
charges, reported the Kurdistan Human Rights Network.

On November 26, 2017, according to HRANA, three prisoners were executed at
Tabriz Central Prison on murder charges. One of them was identified as Taher
Amini, 30, from Maragheh. 

On November 29, 2017, nine prisoners were executed at Rajai Shahr Prison of
Karaj. Most of them were convicted of murder. Five of them were identified as Majid
Nazifi, Farshid Karimi, Hassan Aminzadeh, Hossein Alishir, and Qasem Mehrabi.
Majid Nazifi had killed a man during a fight but the victim wasn’t the one fighting him.
It was an unintentional murder. The plaintiffs agreed to give their consent for 200 mil-
lion Tomans (about 48,500 dollars) but Majid’s family failed to raise the money.

On December 10, 2017, a 35-year-old inmate identified as Sayad Ahadi was
hanged for murder charges in Ardabil Central Prison, Iran Human Rights Monitor
reported. 

On December 11, 2017, five inmates were hanged on murder charges in Dizel
Abad Prison of Kermanshah, Iran Human Rights Monitor reported. Only one of the
inmates was identified as Kavous Ashouri. 

On December 12, 2017, a prisoner identified as Ebrahim Rezaii was executed in
Central Prison of Tabriz for murder, Iran Human Rights Monitor reported. 

On December 14, 2017, another unidentified prisoner was put to death in Shiraz
Central Prison for murder, Iran Human Rights Monitor reported.

On December 19, 2017, two people were executed for murder in two different
prisons. A prisoner identified as Yasin Abedi was hanged at Zanjan Central Prison
for murder, reported Iran Human Rights. A young man identified as 23-year-old
Yaser Salar Rashidi was hanged in Zahedan Central Prison, Iran Human Rights
Monitor reported. 

On December 20, 2017, seven inmates were executed in Rajaii Shahr Prison in
Karaj, mostly on murder charges, Iran Human Rights reported. Three of them were
identified as Mostafa Chardouli, Amir Abbas Ardestari, and 24-year-old Hamid
Abdollahi. 
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On December 23, 2017, two prisoners were also hanged for drug-related crimes
in the prison of Tabriz, Iran Human Rights Monitor reported. They were identified
as Mohammad Zamani and Ebrahim Yaghubi.

EGYPT

There is very little official data available on death sentences and executions in
Egypt, where news of executions rarely filters through to local media. 

Condemned prisoners are not informed of the date and time of their execution,
and in practice their families are not made aware of the execution until they are
called to collect the body – despite claims by the Egyptian authorities that relatives
are permitted to visit the condemned person on the day appointed for execution.

The authorities never disclose how many people are awaiting execution.
After a de facto moratorium dating back to 2011, in 2014 Egypt carried out at

least 15 executions, of which only 8 were reported by local newspapers.
Another 22 people were hanged in 2015.
In 2016, according to the Arab Organization for Human Rights (AOHR), there

were 16 executions, but Amnesty International said there were 44, including 8
women. 

In 2017, Egypt carried out at least 31 executions, including a woman according
to AOHR, 15 were for crimes against State, which include terrorism. 

In 2017, according to AOHR at least 526 people have been sentenced to death:
479 by ordinary Penal Courts and 47 by Military Penal Courts. 

MALAYSIA

Authorities do not make any public announcement about the imminent execu-
tions nor is there any posthumous information about the executed individuals, while
families are often informed at the last minute that their loved ones will be executed.

Because the Government does not release annual data on its use of the death
penalty, it is difficult to confirm the real number of executions that are carried out
in the country. 

The secrecy around the use of the death penalty was very slightly  lifted in 2016.
In October 2016, the Interior Minister delivered, for the first time, disaggregated

data , referring to the parliament that 6 executions were carried out in 2014, 1 in
2015 and 9 as of September 2016. 

In 2016, statistics from the Prisons Department showed that between 2010 and
February 2016, the Courts sentenced 829 prisoners to death for various crimes,
including murder, drug trafficking, firearms trafficking and kidnapping, and 95 were
pardoned or given reprieves, said Ahmad Zahid, who is also the Home Minister.

As of April 30, 2016, the Government has stated that 1,042 people - comprising
of 629 Malaysians and 413 foreign nationals were sentenced to death due to murder,
drug trafficking, firearms trafficking or kidnapping. 649 of those sentenced to death
have a case pending before Courts and 393 are waiting for pardon.
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On February 21, 2017, Ahmad Zahid, the Home Ministry, in a written
Parliamentary reply informed that a total of 16 inmates - 14 Malaysian and two for-
eigners - had been executed between 2014 and February 21, 2017; and that a total
of 1,122 prisoners have been found guilty and sentenced to death by Court. His
reply did not state to when these convictions date back.

In 2017, 4 executions were carried out, and 38 new death sentences issued.

NORTH KOREA

There are no official records available on the death penalty from the Government
or reports in the newspapers. Some reports have been secreted out of the country. 

After a decline starting in 2000 amid international criticism, North Korea
resumed frequent public executions, targeting officials accused of drug-trafficking,
embezzlement and other non-violent crimes, and North Koreans who attempted to
cross into China or South Korea in search of food and to avoid political oppression. 

North Korea executed 1,382 people between 2000 and 2014 for a broad array of
crimes that ranged from anti-State activities to viewing South Korean pornographic
material. The statistics were included in an annual research report from the Korea
Institute for National Unification that compiled accounts from 221 North Korean
defectors who arrived in South Korea in 2014, South Korean news outlet Newsis
reported.

Executions in North Korea would be increased in an attempt to strengthen the
regime during the period of transition to power of Kim Jong Un, designated to suc-
ceed his father Kim Jong Il, which occurred on December 18, 2011, the day after his
father’s death.

On April 25, 2018, it emerged that at the end of 2017, six North Koreans were
executed by firing squad after trying to smuggle out the nation’s phone book. Their
relatives were booted out of the city and exiled in the countryside. North Korea’s
phone book is considered a secret document. It contains the phone numbers of fac-
tories and companies, managers, party Chairmen and other high-ranking officials
and office numbers and can sell for up to around 5,700 pounds in China.

A high-ranking source in the capital told Daily NK during a telephone call that:
“A phone book can be sold for 50,000 yuan in Chinese money. These individuals chose to
commit treason in order to avoid working hard to earn money”.

The seriousness with which the punishment was enforced is thought to be related
to the fact that the crime was committed in Pyongyang, the ‘Revolutionary Capital’
where the country’s most loyal subjects supposedly reside.

On December 14, 2017, a key member of Kim Jong Un’s inner circle touted as
a powerful military figure mysteriously vanished from public life, sparking rumours
he was executed by a North Korean death squad after allegations of bribery. Hwang
Pyong-so, a Vice Marshal who held the most senior position in North Korea’s mili-
tary, hasn’t been seen in public since October 13. News about Hwang’s troubles
within Kim’s regime emerged in mid-November, when South Korea’s spy agency
reported the top aide and his deputy, Kim Won-hong, were expelled from the mili-
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tary’s General Politico Bureau and “punished,” reported. “If Hwang was indeed
kicked out of the Workers’ Party, it would practically mean the end of his political career,
and possibly his life, though it is unknown whether or not he is still alive,” reported,
according to The .

Kim Won-hong was reportedly sentenced to one of North Korea’s prison camps.
As for Hwang, many of Kim Jong Un’s recent actions indicate the man who the dic-
tator has trusted for about a decade was executed — possibly by the infamous firing
squad that also killed Kim’s uncle Jang Song Thaek.

The two officials allegedly had been receiving favours for promotions, The
Telegraph reported. Kim ordered the two officials to be punished “as a warning to
others”.

Gen. Vincent K. Brooks, the top US Commander in South Korea, after rumours
swirled that Hwang Pyong-so said the political figures Kim Jong Un is ordering
killed have been accused of corruption.

“We’re seeing some increase in executions, mostly against political officers who are in
military units, for corruption,” Brooks said. “[The executions] are really about trying to
clamp down as much as possible on something that might be deteriorating and keeping it
from deteriorating too quickly.”

SYRIA

It is not possible to give the exact number of executions carried out in Syria since
2012, due to the ongoing civil war and the lack of official information provided by
Syrian authorities. 

In 2011, news of death sentences and executions were reported by humanitarian
organisations, although not confirmed by sources of the Syrian regime. In 2010, the
authorities carried out at least 17 executions. At least 8 executions were carried out
in 2009 and at least 1 took place in 2008. No executions were recorded in 2005
while 2 were recorded in 2006 and at least 7 in 2007.

IRAQ

After the fall of Saddam Hussein’s regime on April 9, 2003, the death penalty was
suspended by the Provisional Authority of the Coalition. It was reintroduced on
August 8, 2004, after the transfer of power to Iraqi authorities on June 28, 2004.

Executions began in August 2005. Since then, as of December 31, 2017, at least
953 executions were carried out, most of them related to acts of terrorism.

In 2017, Iraq executed at least 125 people compared to 92 in 2016. 
However, these numbers could be much higher, because there are no official sta-

tistics available and news published by national papers do not report all the facts. 
Since 2015, the Ministry of Justice instructed its staff not to communicate infor-

mation to the United Nations Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) in relation to
death sentences implemented in Iraq.

The Ministry of Justice rarely provides information about executions in advance.
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No information is given about the identities of those executed, places of residence,
exact crimes, trials, date of sentencing, or the appeals processes which Iraqi officials
say they have exhausted.

The Ministry says merely that they were “terrorists affiliated to the Islamic State or
Al-Qaeda,” who had been convicted under Article 4 of the Anti-Terrorism Law, No.
13 of 2005, who had participated in assassinations, explosions, and other terrorist
attacks. Execution orders for people on death row are handed down directly from the
Prime Minister’s Office to prison facilities.

SAUDI ARABIA

Executions become public domain only once they are carried out, while family
members, lawyers and the condemned themselves are kept in the dark. The execu-
tions are announced by the Minister of the Interior generally and, usually, filmed by
the official Saudi news agency SPA.

Many of those executed are foreign nationals, the vast majority being from the
poorer countries of the Middle East, Africa and Asia. The migrant workers are highly
vulnerable to abuse from their employers and the authorities. They are often not
aware that they have been sentenced to death. In many cases, they have not even
realised that their trial has ended. The condemned only begin to realise the gravity
of their situation, when a handful of police erupt into their cells, call the condemned
by name and drag them out to their execution. Humanitarian organisations have
denounced the absence of due process in Saudi Arabia. Often, the accused is denied
the assistance of a lawyer before the trial and in the courtroom.

In 2017, Saudi Arabia beheaded at least 140 people, including 51 foreigners
(among them 2 women), according to a Hands Off Cain tally based on media
reports.

On February 8, 2017, Lal Mohammed Abdulrazeq Khan, Pakistani national, was
executed in Dammam city for smuggling heroin. 

On February 16, 2017, foreign national Mohammed Akbar Mohammed Shafiq
was executed for drug trafficking in Saudi Arabia, reported the site capitalpunishmen-
tuk.org.

On February 23, 2017, I’tebar Khan Gul Salakhan, Pakistani national, was exe-
cuted in Dammam city for smuggling heroin. 

On March 23, 2017, Saudi Arabia executed Pakistani national Namtallah Khasta
Qul for drug trafficking.

On April 4, 2017, two Pakistani nationals, Assif Ali Taj Mohamed and Khalid
Khan Sadray, were executed in the Eastern region for smuggling heroin. 

On April 5, 2017, foreign national Fawaz Mahjub Kurkis was executed for drug
trafficking, reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.

On April 9, 2017, Saudi Arabia executed Mohammed Ashraf Shafi Mohammed,
Mohammed Aref Mohammed Anayt and Mohammed Afdal Asghar Ali, three
Pakistani nationals convicted of smuggling heroin. 
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On April 13, 2017, foreign national Raj Mohammed Shahnawaz Jawkiyu was
executed for drug trafficking, reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.

On May 22, 2017, a foreign national, Niyaz Min Zarayin Khan, was executed in
Saudi Arabia for drug trafficking, reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.

On July 3, 2017, foreign national Shahr Ahmed Qayed Hussein was executed for
murder, reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.

On July 10, 2017, a Pakistani citizen, Mohammed Wali Gulan, was executed for
drug trafficking, reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.

On July 12, 2017, foreign national Aiman Ahmed Quban was executed for drug
trafficking, reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.

On July 19, 2017, Syrian national Suleiman Hussein Hussein was executed in
Tabuk Region for smuggling amphetamine pills.

On July 24, 2017, two foreign nationals – Tuldi Hablu Ghabua Silazi and Berehi
Manfasha Bini – were executed for murder, reported the site
capitalpunishmentuk.org.

On July 26, 2017, a Jordanian national, Hamzah Mohammed Dawood Al-
Khatib, was executed in Tabuk Region for smuggling amphetamine pills. 

On August 1, 2017, a Pakistani national, Zubair Ahmed Muhammad Afdhal,
was executed in the Eastern Region for smuggling heroin.

On August 2, 2017, foreign national Ameri Hussein Ibrahim al-Qarini was exe-
cuted for drug trafficking, reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.

On August 15, 2017, three Yemeni nationals – Yahya Ali Moussa A’ti, Ali
Ibrahim Jibran Ahmad, and Shu’ei Issa Yousef Hajaji – were executed in Asir region
for smuggling cannabis and Qat.

On August 24, 2017, three foreign nationals – Abdullah Jaber Salem Baider,
Fawaz Abdullah Salem Ibrahim and Issa Mitan Mohammed Ajibi – were executed
for drug trafficking, reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.

On September 14, 2017, three Yemeni nationals – Ibrahim Ali Saeed Abbas,
Muhammad Ali Yahya Salem and Ali Mohammed Abdullah Hassan – were executed
in Asir region for smuggling cannabis. 

On September 20, 2017, foreign national Abdo Musa Kali Salem was executed
for drug trafficking, reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.

On September 21, 2017, Yusuf Yaqini Agy Boi, a Nigerian national, was executed
in Madinah Region for smuggling cocaine.

On October 1, 2017, Rahim Shah Khoshhal Khan, a Pakistani national, was exe-
cuted in Jeddah Governorate of Makkah Region for smuggling heroin.

On October 12, 2017, two Indian nationals, Kumar Beshkar Nam and Liaqat
Khan Rahman, were executed in Riyadh after being found guilty of murdering Babul
Hussein Jabbar, a Bangladeshi, and stealing money from the company where the vic-
tim worked. 

On October 12, 2017, Muhammad Jumaa Anbar, a Palestinian, was executed in
Al-Qurayyat in the Northern region of Al-Jouf for possessing amphetamine pills. 

On October 18, 2017, Safdar Iqbal Patty Khan, a Pakistani National, was exe-
cuted in the Eastern Region for smuggling heroin.

On October 24, 2017, two foreign nationals, Attallah al-Hawayatti and Salim al-
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Hawayatti, were executed for drug trafficking, reported the site capitalpunishmen-
tuk.org.

On November 1, 2017, Hamdi Akram Al-Samhan, a Syrian national, was exe-
cuted in Al-Qurayat Governorate in Jouf Region for smuggling amphetamine pills

On November 7, 2017, Shafaqat Ali Liaqat, a Pakistani national, was executed in
Madinah Region for smuggling heroin.

On November 15, 2017, Darwish Khalil Ahmed Darwish, a Jordanian national,
was executed in Tabuk Region for smuggling amphetamine pills.

On November 21, 2017, Hassan Mohammed Ali Hadi, a Yemeni national, was
executed in Abha city for smuggling a quantity of cannabis into the Kingdom. 

On November 28, 2017, six Yemeni men convicted of murder and robbery were
executed at Abha. Ali Ali Ahmed Al-Safali, Sadeq Ahmed Safir al-Qatafi,
Mohammed Mohammed Hassan al-Safali, Saleh Mohammed Hassan Maladhi,
Zayed MajderAhmed Aashi, and Abdullah Shuei Hassan Maladhi were convicted of
forming a gang that killed two men and a woman in three separate attacks on homes
in the Southern province of Assir. In each attack, they also stole cash and other items.

On December 7, 2017, foreign national Mohammed Badel Khan Othman Jaafer
Ali was executed for drug trafficking, reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.

On December 20, 2017, foreign national Hassan Ahmed Messaoud Assassefeh
was executed for drug trafficking, reported the site capitalpunishmentuk.org.

SINGAPORE

Since 2011, the Government has increased transparency because the Singapore
Prison Service (SPS) does systematically provide the number of executions each year
in its annual report, but other important information, such as the number of indi-
viduals on death row, and their names and background (i.e. gender, nationality and
socio/economic background) are not publicly disclosed.

In 2017, Singapore hanged 8 people, all for drug trafficking, according to the
SPS annual report. In 2016, executions were 4, two for murder and two for drug traf-
ficking. 

On August 7, 2017, a lawyer who acted as counsel for several death row prisoners
was fined with $6,000 under the new law. The High Court found him to have made
statements that were in contempt of Court in a Facebook post hours before one of
the prisoners he represented was executed for drug trafficking on May 19, 2017 [see
Chapter: “The War on Drugs”].

On September 3, 2017, the police required an NGO activist and nine others to
appear at a police investigation under the Public Order Act in relation to a peaceful
vigil that took place without a permit on July 13, 2017. The vigil was held to show
solidarity with the family of Prabagaran Srivijayan, a death row prisoner who was
executed on the morning of July 14. The authorities’ continued resort to restrictive
laws undermines the enjoyment of the rights to freedom of expression and peaceful
assembly, guaranteed under international law.
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SOUTH SUDAN

The Republic of South Sudan gained independence from Sudan on July 9, 2011.
Formed from the 10 Southern-most States of Sudan, South Sudan is highly diverse
ethnically and linguistically. Unlike the predominantly Muslim population of Sudan,
the South Sudanese follow traditional religions, while a minority are Christians.

Under the Penal Code Act, 2008 (pre-independence), the death penalty in South
Sudan is provided for a wide range of offences. The death penalty is also provided by
the Transitional Constitution adopted in July 2011. Executions are carried out by
hanging.

Anyone convicted of murder may be sentenced to death or life imprisonment,
but there is a third alternative. He or she may be fined, and imprisoned for a shorter
time, if the nearest relative of the deceased opts for the traditional “blood money”.

According to the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR), the overwhelming majority of individuals in prison in South Sudan do not
have legal representation or the right to free legal aid in serious criminal, civil, land and
family matters. An estimated 95% of prisoners in the country, according to South
Sudan’s Justice Ministry, go through the criminal justice system without legal aid.

In January 2012, President Salva Kiir established a Constitutional Review
Commission with the mandate to develop a permanent Constitution. The death
penalty has surfaced as a contentious issue in this process, as it did during the draft-
ing of the 2005 Interim Constitution and the 2011 Transitional Constitution. The
President is said to be extremely uncomfortable signing death warrants. Meanwhile,
voices against the death penalty are already emerging in South Sudan. Many South
Sudanese are Christian and oppose the death penalty on religious grounds. Others
contend that the death penalty, introduced under British colonial rule, is incompat-
ible with the customs and traditions of the people of South Sudan. Under the cus-
tomary laws of most communities, people found guilty of murder must pay compen-
sation to the family of the deceased, a remedy designed to restore relationships rather
than to exact retribution by taking away the wrongdoer’s life.

Information on the death penalty in South Sudan is difficult to come by. In
2017, South Sudan imposed at least 16 death sentences and executed 4 people,
according to Amnesty International. Two of them were juveniles at the time of the
commission of the crime [see Chapter: “The death penalty on juveniles”]. In 2016,
Hands off Cain recorded at least 4 executions and in 2015, at least five executions and
at least 17 death sentences. 

It could not be confirmed if judicial executions took place in South Sudan in
2014, while in 2013, there were at least 4 executions and at least 19 death sentences.
In 2012, South Sudan hanged at least 5 people. 

The Government, however, does not publicly disclose information about death
sentences or judicial executions. The actual number of individuals executed is likely
higher. 
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By the end of 2015, at least 305 people were being held on three death rows,
located at Juba Prison (Central Equatoria State), Wau Prison (Western Bahr el
Ghazal State) and Malakal Prison (Upper Nile State).

On November 7, 2016, South Sudan was reviewed under the Universal Periodic
Review of the UN Human Rights Council. The Government said the abolition of
the death penalty seemed to be some way off, because of tribal custom and custom-
ary law, and progress towards that goal had to be gradual for that reason.

In March 2017, South Sudan accepted recommendations by the Holly See to
continue efforts to improve conditions of detention and abolish the death penalty,
with a view to commuting all death sentences.

In December 2016, voted against the UN General Assembly Resolution on a
Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty. It voted in favour in 2012 and 2014.

INDIA

Statistics on executions in India since 1947 are not available. The Government of
India treats information on death penalty as a State secret. 

As per the 35th Report of the Law Commission of India relating to “Capital
Punishment”, a total of 1,410 death row convicts were executed in various states dur-
ing 1953-1963 alone. The 35th Report of the Law Commission of India however did
not cover States such as Assam, Jammu and Kashmir, Rajasthan and Delhi and the
figures are therefore not accurate. 

There is also no information concerning executions from 1964 to 1994 in addi-
tion to those prior to 1953. The National Crime Records Bureau started collecting
information on death penalty only from 1995 and as per the NCRB, a total of 5 con-
demned prisoners have been executed since 1995: “Auto” Shankar in 1995,
Dhananjoy Chatterjee in 2004, Ajmal Kasab in 2012, Afzal Guru in 2013 and
Yakub Memon Abdul Razak in 2015.

Secret executions of death row prisoners are increasingly becoming the order of
the day in India, after the executions of 2012 and 2013, which were shrouded in
secrecy and ended a de facto moratorium dating back to 2004. In November 2012,
Pakistan national Mohammad Ajmal Kasab was hanged in secrecy at 7:30 AM at
Yerwada Jail in Pune, just after Indian President Pranab Mukherjee rejected his plea
for mercy. In February 2013, Muhammad Afzal, also known as Afzal Guru, a 43-
year-old militant with the group Jaish-e-Muhammad, was hanged in the Tihar Jail
complex near New Delhi, a few days after President Mukherjee had rejected a plea
for mercy filed by Afzal’s wife. 

Each of the two cases has been characterised by three kinds of secrecy. First, where
the prisoner sentenced to death was not informed in advance about the circum-
stances surrounding his execution. Second, where the prisoner’s family was not given
prior notice of the execution. Third, where the date of execution of a prisoner was
kept away from the media and the public at large until after the execution took place.
The use of these covert tactics is intended to keep a lid, at least until the execution
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takes place, on expected repercussions and protests, and – most significantly – fore-
close the opportunity of moving a Court seeking a stay order for the execution.

General guidelines by the Supreme Court on the treatment of persons on death
row include: a notice of at least 14 days must be given prior to execution; a final
meeting between the prisoner and their family and friends should be facilitated. 

Despite the Supreme Court in 2015 making it clear that death warrants – an
order by a Court that has issued a death sentence specifying the time and date that
the execution is to be carried out - are not to be issued in haste, secrecy or before the
accused has exhausted all his or her legal options, the report published in March
2017 by the National Law University, as quoted by huffingtonpost.in, found that
Sessions Courts issued 5 death warrants in 2016 before the accused had exhausted
their legal options. These were later cancelled by higher Courts.

In 2017, the Centre on the Death Penalty at National Law University, Delhi, made
a second attempt to compile data on the use of the death penalty to be distributed
to the public.

The study filed a total of 200 applications under the Right to Information Act of
2005, covering “all prison and home departments, High Courts, and Governor’s Offices
across India” to collect information on death row prisoners. 

Most of the responses that the State Departments made were either incomplete
or incorrect, which caused delays in the data collection process. The High Court
websites were also not updated regularly and in most of the cases found, the Centre
had to contact lawyers to obtain information. During the research, the Centre found
that there is a significant revision in the amount of numbers that were released in
2016. “The total number of prisoners sentenced in 2016 now stand at 149 (previously
recorded as 136)  and the total death row population at the end of 2016 increased to 399
(previously recorded as 397).”

Through information provided, the Centre was able to compare the statistics to
the year of 2016. 

In India, in 2016, States including, Assam, Delhi, Gujarat, Odisha, Telangana,
Tripura imposed the death penalty, but did not in 2017. In Session Courts, the num-
ber of people sentenced to death also decreased. For example, in 2016, 149 people
were sentenced to death compared to the amount of 109 that were sentenced in
2017. 

Unlike Session Courts, the nature of crimes tends to vary. “The data on the nature
of crime of those sentenced to death in 2017 has been categorized and an analysis of the
nature of crimes reveals that death penalty imposed for murder simplicity and murder
involving sexual violence constituted 74% of the total crimes in 2016 and 86% of the
total crimes in 2017.” For example, in 2016, 24 persons were sentenced to death for
murder, involving sexual violence and in 2017, the number increased to 43. Also, 87
persons were sentenced to death for murder simplicity in 2016 and the number of
persons decreased to 51, in 2017. 

In the High Court of India, all 11 prisoners that have been accused in the highly
publicized Danupalya case have been acquitted. The number of cases that are dis-
posed by the High Courts slightly rose in number from 73 to 99. In the Supreme
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Court, only one case, involving the death penalty was decided in 2017: Mukesh v.
Govt. of NCT of Delhi, which concerned a 2012 gang rape case.  “The Court upheld
the death sentences of four accused persons confirmed by the Delhi High Court in March
2014. In comparison, the Supreme Court decided seven criminal appeals in 2016, con-
firming none, commuting seven, and acquitting three prisoners.” In 2017, the Supreme
Court reviewed two petitions, which upheld the death sentences of three prisoners. 

On December 4, 2017, the Indian Penal Code Bill, also known as the Madhya
Pradesh was passed by the Madhya Pradesh Legislative Assembly in December. The
bill was passed to amend the Indian Penal Code, punishing by death those who were
convicted of raping girls aged 12 and below. 

This legislative development encouraged other States to introduce similar strate-
gies, as well: the Governments of Rajasthan and Karnataka announced plans to bring
similar legislation into force. On December 22, 2017, the Uttar Pradesh
Government decided to bring in the death penalty for dealing in spurious liquor. 

JAPAN

The Government maintained maximum secrecy concerning executions until
December of 2007. The Government limited itself to reporting only the number of exe-
cutions without revealing the names of the executed. Executions were usually held dur-
ing the summer or at the end of the year, when the Diet, the Japanese Parliament, is not
in session, thus avoiding the possibility of debate. With the new Minister of Justice,
Kunio Hatoyama, an outspoken supporter of the death penalty who took office in
August 2007, the principles and taboos that Japan maintained with regard to capital
punishment were systematically broken down. In December 2007, with the first execu-
tion of the Fukuda Government, the then Justice Minister broke with the tradition of
not publicizing them and announced the names and crimes of the three convicts being
executed. The tradition of not carrying out executions while the Diet is in session in an
attempt to avoid unnecessary controversies was also broken. On August 27, 2010, the
Tokyo Detention House opened its execution chamber to the media, giving the public
its first peek at the place where death-row inmates are hanged. 

However, the use of the death penalty in Japan continued to be shrouded in
secrecy. 

From seven in the morning until seven at night death row inmates have to sit still
in a small space. If they move, fall over or lie down, the guards immediately force
them to sit up again. They only exercise twice a week, for 30 minutes. Cameras
watch them 24 hours a day, while they eat, use the toilet, do anything. In December
2011, the Justice Ministry said nearly half of death row inmates are on full-time
medication for mental stress. Inmates on death row have complained of psychologi-
cal symptoms such as insomnia and hallucinations and have been continuously treat-
ed with drugs, The Yomiuri Shimbun reported. Such symptoms can occur because of
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confinement in closed spaces for a long period of time, and since some inmates have
been detained for more than 30 years. 

Typically, the accused is not informed of the date of their execution until the
actual day of their hanging. Because prisoners are apprised of their execution only
one hour beforehand, prisoners are unable to see family members or make final
appeals. Family members and lawyers are generally notified after the execution, at
which even lawyers are not allowed to be present. 

The prison warden formally announces the execution in the ante-room to where
the hanging takes place; it is here that prisoners are also allowed a final chance to
speak with the chaplain. Inmates are then blindfolded, handcuffed in front and
escorted to the execution chamber. A curtain is the only thing that separates the front
and execution chambers, but it is usually closed, and inmates are unable to see the
execution chamber and the rope dangling from the ceiling pulley and hooked to the
floor. There was no rope visible in the execution chamber because “it is installed only
when an execution is carried out,” officials said. In the execution chamber, the inmate’s
legs are tied, the noose is tightened and the condemned stands on a trap door. The
30-minute tour showed the red square on the floor where a convict stands with a
noose around their neck before the trapdoor opens beneath them. Then three offi-
cials enter a side room where there are three buttons. They push them at the same
time so they don’t know which one actually springs the trapdoor. In the attendant
chamber, officials view the execution chamber and the room below. In five minutes
after a doctor confirms death, the corpse is lowered and put in a coffin.

In May 2017, Japan was reviewed by the UN Committee Against Torture. The
Committee asked Japan to provide information on the measures taken to ensure that the
regime governing the detention of prisoners on death row does not amount to cruel, inhu-
man or degrading treatment or punishment, inter alia, by giving death row inmates and
their families reasonable advance notice of the scheduled date and time of an execution and
introducing a mandatory system of review in capital cases, with suspensive effect, following
a conviction for a capital crime at first instance. Japan was requested to  provide data on
death row inmates, disaggregated by sex, age, ethnicity and offence and to  provide infor-
mation on any efforts taken by the State Party to consider ratifying the core United Nations
human rights treaties, including the Second Optional Protocol to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of the death penalty.

In 2017, there were 4 executions. According to Amnesty International, 3 new
death sentences were imposed, one on a woman.

TAIWAN

In Taiwan, executions usually take place close to dawn and are carried out by
prison guards who position the prisoner face down on the ground, and shoot him
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directly in the heart. An exception may be made, however, if the inmate is an organ
donor, in which case the guards won’t shoot for the heart. Three or more armed
guards usually carry out an execution. All prisoners receive anaesthesia and are
unconscious before they are shot. 

After the Supreme Court issues a final death sentence, the case is transferred to the
Ministry of Justice, waiting for the Minister of Justice to issue a final secret execution date. 

Death row inmates are kept under harsher conditions than general prisoners.
They are imprisoned 2 persons per cell, handcuffed and fettered all day long, only
allowed to leave the cell half an hour a day for exercise.

Executions are performed in secret: nobody is informed beforehand, including
the condemned and their family members, who only find out when they are invited
to collect the body from the mortuary.

In 2017, no execution was recorded after several years. At least two new death
sentences were issued and 43 people were on death row at the end of the year. 

Taiwan resumed executions in 2010 after a five-year hiatus, putting four people
to death. There were five other executions in 2011, six in 2012 and in 2013 respec-
tively, and five in 2014, six in 2015 and one in 2016. 

In 2017, the risk of executing the wrongfully convicted became the centre of
public attention in one case. On October 31, 2017, a Taiwanese man who spent
more than a decade on death row walked free after being acquitted of murder in a
retrial, boosting calls for the abolition of capital punishment.

Cheng Hsing-tse was condemned to death in 2002 after being found guilty of
shooting a police officer during a gun battle in a karaoke parlour. The death penalty
was confirmed in 2006, when he had exhausted the appeal process. But he was grant-
ed a retrial last year and released on bail when new evidence cast doubts on his con-
viction, suggesting he may have been tortured into admitting the crime. The High
Court in Central Taichung delivered its decision on October 26, overturning the
original guilty verdict, saying Cheng’s confession may have been forced and that evi-
dence pointed to another culprit firing the fatal shots.

“I’ve waited for this acquittal for 15 years,” Cheng told reporters on October 26
outside the Court after the verdict.

In May 2011, Taiwan moved one step closer toward the reduced use of the death
penalty as the Legislative Yuan amended the country’s law on military service viola-
tions. According to the amendment, those who carry weapons by group and obstruct
a military service causing the death or serious injury to a person will be subject to a
maximum life sentence rather than the death penalty. In May 2014, Parliament
passed amendments to the Criminal Code scrapping capital punishment provided in
cases of kidnapping for ransom, even if aggravated injury results from the offence.

After these amendments to the Criminal Code, the death penalty remains appli-
cable for 55 offences.

In recent years, the Taiwanese Government has often tried to manifest its political
will towards abolishing the death penalty by giving a broader scope to and greater
care towards human rights. 
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In 2008, then-Minister of Justice, Wang Ching-feng, voiced her opinion against the
death penalty, stating that it is cruel and fails to demonstrate that punishments should
also serve rehabilitation purposes. In March 2010, Wang Ching-feng resigned after fail-
ing to win support for her opposition to the death penalty. “I would rather step down
than sign any death warrant,”Wang Ching-feng said, adding she would gladly die instead
of any of the 44 inmates on death row, if only they got a chance to rehabilitate them-
selves. In October 2014, Justice Minister Luo Ying-shay voiced her support for repealing
the death penalty in Taiwan. “However this is at some divergence from the majority opin-
ion,” she told a Judiciary and Organic Laws and Statues Committee meeting, adding:
“We cannot subjugate the wishes of the majority to that of a minority… But as a Buddhist,
I hope that ultimately the death penalty will be repealed in Taiwan.” In May 2015,
President Ma Ying-jeou said the Government was unable to scrap capital punishment
“at the moment,” but will continue to work toward reducing its use. 

On June 21, 2016, the Ministry of Justice responded to European Union’s calls
to abolish capital punishment by saying that Taiwan’s justice system was moving
toward that goal in the long term. Deputy Minister of Justice Chen Ming-tang said
the Ministry’s ultimate goal is to abolish capital punishment in Taiwan, “but current
public surveys indicate that 82 percent of the people are against abolition of the death
penalty”. Chen said the Ministry has undertaken four measures toward this long-
term objective: ending legal requirements for “mandatory capital punishment” for cer-
tain crimes; taking steps for the judiciary to deliberate on “discretionary capital pun-
ishment”; handing out the death penalty with extreme prudence; and carrying out
the death penalty with extreme prudence. “The Ministry will take very careful
approaches on handling this issue and carrying out the death penalty, before our nation
has formally abolished it,” Chen said.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

The secrecy of the lethal injection process has increasingly become an issue on the
agenda in the United States, after a series of botched executions carried out mainly in
2014, but also in 2015 ((Brian Keith Terrell in Georgia) and in 2016 (Brandon Jones in
Georgia and Ronald Bert Smith in Alabama), and the unlawful one of Charles Warner
on April 13, 2016, in Oklahoma.

Many States of the Federation, increasingly reluctant to disclose information
about drugs used in the death rooms, have passed laws on secrecy (Secrecy Laws) that allow
penitential officials to not respond to journalists, lawyers or human rights groups when
they request the names of suppliers, and generally bar any public oversight by those who
oppose the death penalty.

The increased secrecy around lethal-injection protocols is only the latest tactic of pro-
death-penalty legislators and corrections officials around the country.

State secret on executions 

As we saw in the chapter “Legislation”, many States over the past few years have intro-
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duced laws to shield access to data on executions. In other States these laws have been
rejected because the liberal principle prevailed, supported also by several conservative par-
liamentarians, that the powers that the State can exercise towards citizens must be precise
and circumscribed, and always  “transparent” and therefore subject to control by public
opinion.

Of the 31 States that still use lethal injection, at least 25 provide for – de jure or
de facto – a State secret that prevent the public or inmates from knowing the source
and efficacy of execution drugs: Alabama (de facto), Arizona (de jure), Arkansas (de
jure), Colorado (de facto), Florida (de jure), Georgia (de jure), Idaho (de jure), Indiana (de
jure), Kansas (de jure), Kentucky (de jure), Louisiana (de jure), Mississippi (de facto),
Missouri (de jure), Montana (de jure), Nebraska (de jure), North Carolina (de jure), Ohio
(de jure), Oklahoma (de jure), Oregon (de jure), Pennsylvania (de jure), South
Carolina (de jure), South Dakota (de jure), Tennessee (de jure), Texas (de jure) and
Virginia (de jure).

Only California has explicitly rejected a secrecy law, believing that the trans-
parency of all administrative acts has priority over the economic worries of suppliers
fearing negative advertising.

Colorado does not have a law on this matter, but by Governor’s decision, execu-
tions will remain blocked at least until the end of 2019. Alabama and Utah do not have
a secrecy law, but according to media, the Administrations resist their attempts to access
documents.

The remaining States with the death penalty, Nevada, New Hampshire,
Washington andWyoming do not have laws that explicitly protect the lethal injec-
tion drug dealers.

In fact, it has always been relatively easy for the media to get information about
the prison staff participating in executions, but the media and defence counsel, with
a kind of moral self-control code, have never speculated on that aspect of the executions.
What in recent years the States want to keep hidden is, instead, the procedure of purchase
of lethal drugs. Some laboratories are willing to sell them to the Administrations
(according to some articles of investigative journalists, with an overcharge of 1000%)
but they put the condition not to be identified in order not to suffer the economic
effects of the negative publicity.

In fact, Linc Caplan speculates in an article in The New Yorker on May 21, the real
bone of contention is the primary source of the drugs. Now States are turning to com-
pounding pharmacies, but these laboratories, it is inevitable, must somewhere pur-
chase the active substance. It is obvious that, at the end, they buy it from those same cor-
porations that say they do not want to be involved in the deadly trade. But until the
pharmacies remain secret, you cannot establish a direct link between them and the
multinationals. It is a slender thread, whose thinness justifies the vehemence with
which many prison authorities even refuse to comply with orders of the judiciary, and
on the other side of the insistence with which Media groups and death row prisoners ini-
tiate collective action to unhinge what might be termed “the ultimate secret”.

The New Yorker article points out that States have begun to provide more and
more false and/or incomplete information, and have travelled roads often irregular
when not illegal to acquire drugs.
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Some media have tried to circumvent the secrecy laws, and often succeeded.

On January 8, 2017, in Missouri, as part of a long-standing legal dispute, the
website of a Federal Court (US District Court for the Western District of Missouri)
published a few acts that Judge Stephen Bough intended to remain confidential. The
documents, removed a few hours later when a reporter from BuzzFeed started asking
for confirmations, seem to indicate that the prison administration was able to buy
doses of lethal drugs not only from the Apothecary Shoppe laboratory (this source
was already known, see last year’s Hands off Cain Report), but also from another
source, which in the documents is called “M7”. Above all it seems that “M7” has sold
to the State several doses of Pentobarbital of industrial production, not compound-
ed. This is evidenced by the refusal of the Prosecutor to answer the question if the
regular information leaflets were attached to the drugs. The Attorney General’s
Office, Chris Koster, has repeatedly tried to circumvent the question, as the com-
pounded drugs do not have the package leaflet, while those produced by Akorn cer-
tainly have it. Akorn is the only multinational company that holds the license to pro-
duce and sell Pentobarbital in the USA. Akorn claims that it has long taken severe
measures to prevent all its commercial intermediaries from selling lethal drugs to
prison administrations. In this case, evidently something seems to have escaped the
control of Akorn, which however did not want to comment on the new revelations.

On January 10, 2017, through a public records request, Associated Press was able
to learn that between September and October 2016 Ohio had bought several doses
of lethal drugs. The procedure followed by AP is not entirely clear, but it seems that
it has requested access to the inventory logs of the Department of Rehabilitation and
Correction, from which, in accordance with the 2015 Secrecy Act, references to sup-
pliers have been redacted, but other data remain available. More precisely, between
September and October the Administration obtained 3 loads of Midazolam, 2 loads
of Rocuronium Bromide, and 3 loads of Potassium Chloride. The expiry dates of the
lots are not shown in the registers, nor is it possible to understand whether they are
products of “industrial” origin or come from compounding pharmacies. on January
26, 2017, BuzzFeed News - the media company that distinguished itself in recent
years for a series of in-depth investigations “against” the death penalty - published an
article on the legal dispute between the Prison Administration of Texas and the DEA,
the Drug Enforcement Administration. On October 22, 2015, BuzzFeed revealed
that in July the DEA had blocked a package at Houston airport containing Sodium
Thiopental and destined to the Department of Corrections of Texas. On January 3,
2017, the media reported that the Attorney General of Texas, Ken Paxton, as hierar-
chical superior of the Department of Corrections, had initiated a legal action against
the DEA asking for the return of the Sodium Thiopental escort confiscated in 2015.
Following this procedure, BuzzFeed found documents showing that the first compa-
ny to respond to the Texas Administration’s request was an Indian company called
Provizer Pharma, based in the city of Surat. But before the expedition was carried
out, the Indian authorities arrested five employees of the company on charges of sell-
ing active ingredients that were used in the United States to produce “recreational”
synthetic drugs. After this, the Administration turned to another Indian company,
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Harris Pharma, owned by Chris Harris. The package seized in July 2015 was sent by
Harris Pharma. The Penitentiary Administration has not commented on the news.

On April 24, 2017, theintercept.com published the news that the Medical Director
of the Arkansas Department of Corrections could have his professional license revoked.
The pharmaceutical company McKesson accused the health manager (whose name was
not published, but was easily obtainable since it was a public office) to have deliberately
and ambiguously “leveraged” its medical director’s medical license to purchase vecuro-
nium bromide, omitting that it would have been used for executions. The Arkansas
Medical Board prohibits the prescription and administration of drugs for anything other
than “a legitimate medical purpose”. Kevin O’Dwyer, one of the Board’s lawyers, said
one of the possible consequences could be the revocation of the license.

On September 19, 2017, in Arkansas, Judge Mackie Pierce ruled that Arkansas
prison officials cannot withhold labelling documents about the drugs used to con-
coct the State’s lethal injections. The polemic against the law which allows the
Administration to keep various aspects of the execution protocol secret has repeated-
ly led to the suspension of executions. Judge Wendell Griffen of Pulaski County did
so on April 14. That decision was cancelled 3 days later by the State Supreme Court.
On April 15, Federal Judge Kristine Baker suspended the executions. Her ruling was
then annulled on April 17 by the Court of Appeal for the 8th Circuit. On April 19,
executions had also been blocked by Judge Alice Gray of Pulaski County, but a few
hours later the provision was cancelled by the State Supreme Court, and on April 20
the State executed Ledell Lee. On September 19, Pulaski County Judge Pierce
diverged from his predecessors, and endorsed attorney Steven Shults in the part alleg-
ing that Arkansas Freedom of Information Act prevails over the law that regulates the
secrecy of executions (2015 Method of Execution Act/AR Code 5-4-617).

On September 21, 2017, in Arizona, US District Judge Murray Snow ruled Arizona
may keep  the identity of the entities that are supplying execution drugs to the State
secret from the media. The decision in a lawsuit arguing that the information would
help the public determine whether the death penalty is carried out humanely and pro-
mote confidence in the criminal justice system. The decision marked a defeat for news
organizations (Associated Press, The Arizona Republic, Guardian News & Media,
Arizona Daily Star, CBS 5 - KPHO-TV and 12 News - KPNX-TV) that sued to get the
information released. Judge Snow ruled that the media outlets did not show they had a
First Amendment right to knowing the suppliers of lethal injection drugs. The Judge
said the First Amendment protects the right of people to argue about the death penalty,
but it does not require Arizona to reveal “protected information to the detriment of the
State’s ability to carry out its constitutional, lawfully imposed criminal punishments”. The
news organizations won a partial victory last year when Snow ruled that the State must
allow witnesses to view the entirety of an execution, including each time drugs are
administered. Witnesses to Wood’s execution could not see that he was receiving addi-
tional doses of the drugs after the first ones failed to kill him. A new execution protocol
issued in May 2017 will let witnesses see the injections through a camera in a room
where the drugs are loaded into an inmate’s IV line. 

On November 8, 2017, Associated Press reported that one of the makers of the
Midazolam that Arkansas had planned to use for executions had been identified.
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This would be Athenex, a New York based company. On November 2, 2017, the
State Supreme Court had ordered the Correction Department to release a copy of
the insert to Steven Shults, an Attorney who had sued the State for the document.
The Court allowed the Correction Department to cancel the batch number of the
doses. This way, commentators noted, it would be possible to know the manufactur-
er of the drug, but not the wholesalers or other commercial intermediaries. This is
because the Supreme Court held that the law in force guaranteed anonymity to sup-
pliers and sellers, not to producers. Judge Mackie Pierce ordered the Correction
Department to hand over to Attorney Steven Shults what the Supreme Court
ordered to. On November 8, information from an unidentified source came to the
media. The company did not respond to a request for comment, but posted a state-
ment on its website: “Athenex does not accept orders from correctional facilities and
prison systems for products believed to be part of certain States’ lethal injection protocols.
Further, Athenex distributors and wholesalers have agreements with Athenex not to sell or
distribute any such products to these facilities. Athenex does not distribute these products
through wholesalers unwilling to implement distribution control to prevent capital pun-
ishment. Athenex does not want any of its products to be used in executions.”

On November 17, 2017, in Nevada, the Department of Corrections announced
that it would not return execution drug Diazepam to Pfizer, despite a demand by the
pharmaceutical company that its drugs not be used for lethal injections. A spokes-
woman acknowledged the Nevada Department of Corrections received a letter dated
October 4 similar to one received by officials in Nebraska and reported by the Omaha
World-Herald. The Nevada letter, obtained by Associated Press, seeks the return of the
sedative diazepam or the opioid painkiller fentanyl if it was manufactured by Pfizer.
Nevada prisons spokeswoman Brooke Keast says the State is under no obligation to
return Pfizer-made diazepam that the State obtained last May through its normal phar-
macy supplier, Cardinal Health. In May 2016, Pfizer said it would block distribution of
its drugs for executions in the 31 States in the US with the death penalty. 

On November 20, 2017, South Carolina Corrections Director Bryan Stirling, and
Governor  Henry McMaster announced the State does not have the drugs it needs for
lethal injection and cannot carry out an execution scheduled for December 1. That
would be South Carolina’s first execution in more than six years. State Supreme Court
Justices set a December 1 execution date for Bobby Wayne Stone. The State’s current
injection protocol requires three drugs: pentobarbital, pancuronium bromide and potas-
sium chloride. The State’s supply of pentobarbital expired in 2013, and Corrections
Director Bryan Stirling said that four years of trying to find an additional supply has
failed because drug companies won’t sell if it is publicly known they are providing drugs
for executions. Stirling has asked lawmakers for years to pass a bill allowing the State to
keep the providers of execution drugs a secret.

A more expeditious and secret “death penalty”

There is a kind of “death penalty” that the United States is using more and more
often, a more expeditious and secret type. We are talking about the extra-judicial executions
entrusted to the drones, and to their Hellfire missiles.
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These missions, launched in 2002 under the Bush administration, are carried out
in 4 countries: Afghanistan, Yemen, Somalia, Pakistan.

According to data collected by the New America Foundation in Washington and
the London Bureau of Investigative Journalism, during 2017 at least 2,609 attacks have
been carried out in Afghanistan, with 863-1456 dead and 150-298 injured. In
Pakistan data cite between 5 and 8 attacks, which would have caused between 15 and
39 deaths (3 civilians), and between 1 and 5 wounded. In Yemen during the same
period, between 46 and 129 attacks were carried out, with 181-235 dead and 12-13
injured. In Somalia, the attacks were at least 38, with 217-253 dead and 11-19
injured.

While some of the data, as we have seen, are public, much information remains
covered by the political-military secret. Also thanks to technological improvements,
the strikes would have intensified especially during the Obama Presidency. These
murders have extended to American citizens abroad (although of Arab origin) sus-
pected of un-American activities, citizens that at home would have had the guaran-
tees of a fair trial, even under the jurisdiction of a system antiquated enough to still
include the death penalty among its laws. “No American, no matter your political affili-
ation or ideology, should accept the idea that the president of the United States has the
power to order American citizens killed, not on a battlefield or anywhere else that is in a war
zone, but simply on the suspicion that they intend to engage in future criminal behaviour.
To describe that power is to describe the most extremist and out-of-control government you can
get,” said Glenn Greenwald, the former columnist for The Guardian who first broke
the story about Edward Snowden, now writing for The Intercept, a digital magazine.

At least 8 US citizens have been killed since the Obama Administration first gave
the order to hit a US citizen in 2010. It seems that the operations against US citizens
have ceased after a special forces ground operation against an Al-Qaeda camp in
Yemen in January 2017 also had among the victims Nawar al-Awlaki, an 8-year-old
girl born of a father of Yemeni origin but born in New Mexico.
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THE “HUMANE” LETHAL INJECTION
Countries around the world are increasingly viewing capital punishment as a

form of torture because it inflicts severe mental and physical pain on those sentenced
to death, UN Special Rapporteur on Torture Juan Mendez told the UN General
Assembly’s human rights committee on October 23, 2012. “Methods of execution can-
not be discounted as being completely painless,” he told reporters after addressing the
General Assembly’s Third Committee. In his report to the General Assembly,
Mendez said that several UN expert panels have urged the United States to review
its execution methods, including lethal injection, to prevent extreme pain and suf-
fering. “Following a number of executions in the United States, it has recently become
apparent that the (lethal injection) regimen, as currently administered, does not work as
efficiently as intended,” Mendez’s report said. “Some prisoners take many minutes to die
and others become very distressed,” he said. “New studies conclude that even if lethal
injection is administered without technical error, those executed may experience suffoca-
tion, and therefore the conventional view of lethal injection as a peaceful and painless
death is questionable.” 

Today, there are five countries that use or provide for lethal injection as a method
of execution: United States, China, Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam. 

Executions by lethal injection were carried out also in Guatemala and
Philippines, but they have not been used, since these two countries, respectively,
established an official moratorium on executions and abolished the death penalty.

In 1982, the United States was the first country to use lethal injection as a legal
means of carrying out the death penalty. However, the United States is not alone in
its use of lethal injection, and it is not in good company.

In 1997, China became the second country to use lethal injection to carry out
an execution, but the exact number lethal-injection executions is still unknown.
However, China’s main form of execution remains shooting. 

In October of 2003, Thailand officially changed its method of execution from
firing squads to lethal injection, and in December it carried out its first executions
by lethal injection, putting to death three people. But no one has been executed since
2009.

Since death by firing squad was replaced by lethal injections in July 2011,
Vietnam carried out its first execution by lethal injection in August 2013, ending a
two-year pause in capital punishment caused by difficulties in obtaining the needed
chemicals. 

In 1992, Taiwan was the first country outside of the United States to legislate
lethal injection as a form of execution. However, Taiwan has yet to execute anyone
by this method, and executions continue to be carried out by shooting.

In 2014, the Maldives and Papua New Guinea gave the green light for the
implementation of the death penalty through lethal injection, but then this option
was dropped.
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Guatemala carried out its first execution by lethal injection in February 1998. It
has not been used since 2000, when two people were executed on live television.
They were the second and third persons to die by lethal injection in Guatemala, and
remain to this date the last. Both executions were botched and the prisoners suffered
prolonged suffering. The macabre spectacle was replayed on Guatemalan TV
throughout the day. In July 2002, Guatemala’s then President introduced a morato-
rium on executions, and in December 2012 Guatemala voted in favour of the
Resolution on a Moratorium on the Use of the Death Penalty at the UN General
Assembly. 

In 1996, the Philippines passed legislation allowing for executions by lethal
injection, and in February 1999 it performed its first lethal-injection execution. The
last execution took place in January 2000. After seven executions by lethal injection,
a moratorium was established in December 2000, and Philippine legislators passed
a law definitely abolishing the death penalty in June 2006.

In 2017, executions by lethal injection were carried out in 3 Countries: United
States (23), China (number unknown) and Vietnam (about 100).

Countries that decided to abandon the electric chair, hanging or the firing squad
for lethal injection as the preferred method of execution, presented this “reform” as
a conquest of civility and a humane and painless way to execute the condemned. The
reality is very different.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Almost insurmountable difficulties in obtaining the lethal drugs

Lethal injection was used for the first time in the United States (and the world) on
December 7, 1982, in Texas, with the execution of Charlie Brooks, 40 years old, African
American.

Its protocol had long remained unchanged until 2010, and is based on the suc-
cession of three drugs. The first, Sodium Thiopental, a fast acting barbiturate, acts as
an anaesthetic to put the inmate to sleep. Its brand name is Pentothal. The second,
Pancuronium bromide, then paralyses the muscle system to the point of stopping the
breathing. Its brand name is Pavulon, and it’s a derivate of Curare. The third drug,
potassium chloride, stops the heart. It is a chemical element especially used in the
fertilizer industry, but also used in medicine to reintegrate potassium into plasma. An
excessive amount of potassium in the blood causes what is called hypercalemia. It
causes a sharp alteration of the heart rhythm to fibrillation and heart arrest.

From 1982 to December 2009, all US lethal injections were carried out following
the standard protocol.

In 2009, prisons ran into the first difficulties in buying new doses of lethal drugs.
This prompted a number of States to change protocols. On December 8, 2009,
Ohio introduced a protocol with only one drug, sodium thiopental.
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On December 16, 2010, Oklahoma made the first execution using Pentobarbital
instead of sodium thiopental in a 3-drugs protocol.

On March 10, 2011, Ohio, failing to find new Pentothal, changed its protocol again,
and used an overdose of Pentobarbital.

After years of debate and appeals, doubts on the method of lethal injections made their
way into the hands of the United States Supreme Court, which, on April 16, 2008, in
the case Baze v. Rees, ruled that the cocktail of lethal substances used does not repre-
sent a “cruel and unusual” punishment and is, therefore, not unconstitutional. The
Supreme Court recognised the risk of accidents and malfunctions, but argued that such
problems always exist in any system.The Court stated that the Constitution protects cit-
izens from “willingly” cruel and painful practices, but this does not mean that every
practice of the State must be free of pain and risk. The amount of pain and/or risk
involved in lethal injection, while being unpleasant and worthy of elimination, does
not represent a violation of the Constitution, but is, rather, “inevitable.”

From Pentothal to Pentobarbital

After the Supreme Court decision in 2008, it seemed that all would go smoothly
for prison officials and that they could resume executions at full pace after the “stop
and go” rhythms of the previous years. An unforeseen event impacted on the practice
of the death penalty in the United States: first, the shortage and then, the absolute end
of the production of Sodium Thiopental, also known as Pentothal.

In March 2009, Hospira Inc., which was the only pharmaceutical producer autho-
rised to produce and distribute Pentothal in the United States, declared its decision
to shut down the Sodium Thiopental filling line at the Rocky Mount Plant in North
Carolina and transfer this stage of the manufacture to the newer Hospira plant in Liscate
(Italy). This would have assured a first delivery no sooner than January-March of 2011.
However, after a campaign conducted, in particular, by Hands off Cain and Reprieve, to
impede Pentothal made in Italy from reaching American prisons, on January 21, 2011,
the drug company decided to halt production of Pentothal worldwide.

Following Hospira’s decision, the multinational Novartis, its subsidiary Sandoz and
the Indian pharmaceutical company Kayem Pharmaceutical placed restrictions on the sale
of Pentothal to US prison administrations. In December 2011, the European Union also
banned the export of all of active substances that can be used for lethal injections.

The last execution with Pentothal was carried out in Alabama on March 31,
2011.

Thinned out first, and then disappeared from the market alltogether, the States
started looking for alternatives to Pentothal.

Oklahoma was the first State to use Pentobarbital as first drug in a three-drug
protocol on December 16, 2010. 

Pentobarbital is a barbiturate very similar to Pentothal, but much more widely avail-
able, making it more economic and easier to find. Besides its use as an anaesthetic and
sedative, it is also used to treat Huntington’s disease, epilepsy and a series of diseases
that strike the central nervous system. It is also used by veterinarians for animal
euthanasia.
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In July 2011, the Danish pharmaceutical company Lundbeck Inc., which is not
the sole producer worldwide of Pentobarbital but the only one with an American affiliate
licensed to produce the drug in the US, said it would restrict the distribution of its
Nembutal (the trade name for its Pentobarbital) to prevent its use in lethal injections
in US prisons.

In fact, Pentobarbital has continued to be used, but at present it has become more dif-
ficult to understand where it comes from. As we have already seen in chapter “State Secret
on Executions”, the drug is no longer purchased in the “industrial” version, but from small
laboratories (compounding pharmacies), even if it is not clear how these laboratories
obtain the active ingredient.

At least 6 States have already used Pentobarbital produced by compounding
pharmacies (South Dakota, Missouri, Texas, Georgia, Oklahoma, Virginia). Ohio
also probably did so.

Mississippi, Louisiana, Pennsylvania and Colorado have publicly expressed their
intention to turn to pharmacies, but they have not carried out executions since this
communication.

As of December 31, 2017, Pentobarbital was used in 200 executions in 14 States.
All 2017 executions were performed with Pentobarbital, either alone, or within

the 3-drug protocol. In 2017, no one used the 2-drug protocol.

Midazolam and Hydromorphone, the Drugs of Botched Executions 

Midazolam is a sedative or anxiolytic that in hospital practice is used for anaes-
thesia. Until December 31, 2017 it was used in 19 executions in 6 States (Florida,
Ohio, Oklahoma, Alabama, Virginia, and Arkansas), administering it as the first
drug to induce deep sedation before the injection of deadly drugs. It has been used
in both 3-drug and 2-drug protocols. Midazolam was first used in Florida on
October 15, 2013, but it soon began to show problems.

On January 16, 2014, in Ohio, Dennis McGuire’s execution, carried out with
Midazolam and Idromorfone, lasted 15 minutes.

On April 29, 2014, in Oklahoma, Clayton Lockett died after 43 minutes of
agony. The protocol used Midazolam, vecuronium bromide and potassium chloride.

On July 23, 2014, in Arizona, Joseph Wood’s execution, carried out with
Midazolam and Idromorfone, lasted 1 hour and 57 minutes.

The use of Midazolam by Alabama in the execution of Ronald Smith in
December 2016, provoked an agony of almost fifteen minutes. In Kenneth Williams’
execution in Arkansas (April 27, 2017), witnesses reported coughing, convulsions,
and severe contractions lasting for a few minutes.

Despite the controversy that arose around the high percentage of defective or
botched executions carried out with Midazolam, in 2017 it was used in 11 executions.

But Midazolam is just a sedative, not a lethal drug. Lethal is instead the
Hydromorphone, a derivative of morphine, more powerful than heroin, used in
medicine as a painkiller and analgesic. Unlike other lethal drugs, it is commonly
used, and readily available. To date it has only been used 2 times. This was because
it was part of the lethal cocktail that was used in Ohio on January 16, 2014, to exe-
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cute Dennis McGuire, an execution that presented serious problems. After injecting
drugs into the vein, McGuire remained motionless for almost five minutes, then gave
a heavy rattle, and continued to gasp for several minutes. He opened and closed his
mouth several times without making sounds, while the abdomen rose and lowered.
A cough accompanied what seemed to be the last McGuire movement. Some death
row inmates have taken legal action against this execution protocol, an action that a
Federal Judge initiated, and during which one of the staff said he was puzzled by the
prisoner’s reactions and wondered what was happening. On the one hand, the action
under-way before the Federal Judge, on the other hand, the fact that the manufac-
turer of Idromorfone, Pfizer, has implemented measures against the sale to prison
administrations has meant that the use of this drug has not been repeated.

A new lethal drug, or rather, a drug used in lethal mode, made its début during
2017. The Etomidate (trade name Amidate, an intravenous hypnotic agent used in
anesthesia) was used by Florida for the first time on August 24, 2017, then for other
executions. Etomidate is a drug no longer protected by a patent, and is produced by
at least 8 different industries. Florida secrecy law is effectively shielding the original
source of the drug.

At the end of 2017, at least 36 pharmaceutical companies, including the major
multinationals, have officially made commitments not to provide lethal drugs any-
more: Abbott, AbbVie Inc., Akorn, AmerisourceBergen Corp, AstraZeneca,
Athenex, AuroMedics Pharma, Baxter International, B. Braun Melsungen,
Custopharm, Fresenius Kabi, Ganpati Exim, Gland Pharma, GlaxoSmithKline,
Hikma, Hospira, Janssen, Jiangsui Hengrui, Johnson & Johnson, Jonakayem
Pharma, Lilly Healthcare, Lundbeck, McKesson Corporation, Mylan, Naari,
Novartis, Par Pharmaceutical , Pfizer, Renaissance Lakewood, Roche, Sagent,
Sandoz, Shrenik Pharma, Sun Pharmaceutical, Tamarang, Teva.

From multi-national pharmaceutical makers to compounding pharmacies

Given the almost insurmountable difficulties in finding lethal drugs on the nor-
mal national market, some States have decided to seek  foreign supply.

Some journalistic investigations conducted together with human rights groups
have identified some of the drugs flows, and parcels in transit at airports have been
seized by Federal agents for customs violations. Once this channel was quickly
closed, the prison administrations asked the Parliaments to approve laws that would
allow them to derogate from the Constitutional principle of administrative trans-
parency, with the aim of keeping the new sources of lethal drugs hidden from
defence lawyers and especially from the press and human and civil rights associa-
tions. The “new sources” in almost all the States that actually execute are the so-called
Compounding Pharmacies. These are small laboratories, usually within pharmacies,
which produce drugs for individual patients, do not fall under Federal law, and
therefore the Food and Drug Administration has little control over them. 

Protected by laws passed in recent years, laws that go under the definition of
“secrecy laws”, these laboratories have managed to date not to leak where and how
they acquire the active ingredient used to produce the cocktail sold at prisons.
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Thanks to the work of some media groups, it has sometimes been possible to circum-
vent the secrecy laws, often using tax investigations. By digging into prison budgets,
media enquiries uncovered cash payments and the total lack of tax receipts. In some
cases the States were forced to provide details of these payments, because they risked
the accusation of tax evasion for those who had arranged them and for those who
had made them, and also for those who had accepted them.

All the main professional associations of the sector have taken a stand against the
collaboration in the executions.

On March 24, 2015, the International Academy of Compounding Pharmacists
(IACP) did so, followed by the American Medical Association, the American Public
Health Association, the American Board of Anaesthesiology and the American Nurses
Association. All have reiterated the already in force prohibition for their members to
participate in any role to the executions.

On March 30, 2015, the American Pharmacists Association (AphA) adopted a
Resolution discouraging pharmacists participation in executions. On June 9, 2015,
also the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP) spoke out against
lethal injections. 

But compounding pharmacies are many, and often they are small structures with
few employees. This seems to facilitate the maintenance of a certain secrecy, and as
of December 31,  2017, there were at least 10 States that used or intend to use lab-
oratories to buy lethal drugs: Colorado, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri,
Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Texas, Virginia.

However, predicting that sooner or later the secrecy system around pharmacies will
be in crisis, some States have asked the legislators to add other methods of execution.

Tennessee allows the possible alternative use of the electric chair. In Utah, a new
law provides that if 30 days before the date set for an execution it was not possible
to obtain lethal drugs, a firing squad can be used.

In New Hampshire a new law provides that hanging can be used if “for any rea-
son” the prison administration finds the lethal injection impractical.

And finally Mississippi and Oklahoma (and since 2018 also Alabama) have a new
law that provides for the alternative use of “nitrogen hypoxia”, i.e. a “nitrogen gas cham-
ber”, or “hypoxic gas chamber”. As is known, nitrogen is the inert gas, which in itself is
not poisonous, which makes up for 79% the air we breathe, together with 21% of oxy-
gen. A gas chamber, or a mask, which would be filled only with nitrogen would cause
asphyxiation due to total lack of oxygen. Its proponents argue that it would be a painless
suffocation as preceded by the loss of consciousness. It is not plausible that this new sys-
tem can be used soon. Up to now it has only been used by veterinarians for euthanasia
on very small animals, like birds. If you think you really use it against a human being,
you have to take into account appeals on death row at all levels.

CHINA

In China, executions are mostly carried out with a shot to the back of the head
or the heart from close range.
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An amendment to China’s Criminal Procedure Law in 1996 allowed for execu-
tions by lethal injection, using the same three-drug cocktail pioneered by the United
States. “Lethal injection is considered more humane, because it reduces the fear and suf-
fering,” Chinese authorities said. “It is more acceptable for convicts and their family
members.” Hu Yunteng, Head of the Supreme People’s Court’s Research Bureau, said
that lethal injection was considered cleaner, safer and more convenient than gunshot
executions. Kunming, the provincial capital of Yunnan, was the country’s first city to
adopt lethal injection on March 28, 1997.

It is impossible to know how many people have died by this method so far, as
execution figures are a State secret in China. However, it seems that execution by
lethal injection instead of shooting is a “privilege” reserved for foreign citizens.

On February 28, 2017, Ismael Arciniegas, a 72-year-old Colombian national sen-
tenced to death for smuggling cocaine, was executed by lethal injection.

China has also introduced mobile execution units. The units consist of specially-
modified vans manned by execution teams and equipped with facilities to put people
to death with lethal injections close to the venue of the trials. This removes the need
to transfer prisoners to execution grounds, a procedure that requires considerable
security measures. Convicts are strapped to gurneys a few minutes after their death
sentences become final, the needle is inserted into their arm, a member of the exe-
cution team presses a button, and the fatal chemicals are injected into their veins.
Executions in death vans are recorded on video and audio that is played live to local
law enforcement authorities – a measure intended to ensure they are carried out
legally.

Human rights observers believe that the transition from firing squads to injec-
tions in death vans would facilitate an illegal trade in prisoners’ organs. Injections
leave the whole body intact and require participation of doctors. Organs can be
extracted in a speedier and more effective way than if the prisoner is shot.

In the past, human rights’ organisations have denounced the link between the
high number of executions in China and the growing demand for organ transplants,
accusing the Chinese authorities of forcing those condemned to death to sign autho-
risations to remove their organs for transplant. The regime admitted in 2005 that it
had been harvesting the organs of prisoners on death row, a practice that started in
the mid-1980s, and in July 2006 China passed a law banning the sale of organs with-
out the consent of the donor. However, illegal organ harvesting does not seem to
have decreased. A revision of China’s Criminal Law, which the top legislature adopt-
ed in February 2011, marked the first time for authorities to single out criminal
activity related to transactions involving human organs. Criminals convicted of
“forced organ removal, forced organ donation or organ removal from juveniles” could
face homicide charges as a result of the revision. However, in March 2012, then Vice
Health Minister Huang Jiefu confirmed that executed prisoners were still the main
source of organs used in transplant operations in China due to the lack of voluntary
donations. In December 2014, Huang Jiefu, now Head of the Health Ministry’s
organ transplant office, said that by January 1, 2015, only voluntarily donated
organs from civilians can be used in transplants. A 2008 paper – prior to the 2015
ban – co-authored by Jiefu and published in The Lancet, suggested that more than
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half of organ transplants in China came from death row prisoners. However, organs
from prisoners, including those on death row, can still be used for transplants in
China, according to Chinese official sources.

On February 7, 2017, Huang Jiefu, now Director of Beijing’s transplant pro-
gram, said at a Vatican summit that China may still be using organs farmed from the
bodies of executed prisoners, despite China declaring zero tolerance for the practice
at the end of 2014. Huang Jiefu,  said to reporters: “There is zero tolerance. However,
China is a big country with a 1.3 billion population, so I am sure, definitely, there is some
violation of the law.” The spiritual group Falun Gong, which was outlawed in China
in 1999, is one of the most outspoken groups against organ harvesting. Members of
the group, and supportive Western politicians, have suggested that waiting times for
organ transplantation in China are so short due to the harvesting from prisoners.

VIETNAM

On June 17, 2010, the 12th National Assembly approved the Law on Execution
of Criminal Sentences, according to which death sentences in Vietnam should be
executed by lethal injection, instead of shooting. According to a paper issued by a
key group of deputies, injection of poison was “a more humanitarian method” of exe-
cution than firing squads, because “it causes less pain to people being executed, costs less,
and reduces psychological pressure on the executors”. Furthermore, lethal injection is said
to be more advantageous than shooting because families of death-sentence criminals
can take the bodies.

The condemned offenders will be injected lethal drugs by an automatic machine.
The execution chamber would be equipped with a hospital gurney, or bed, with
straps, IV (intravenous cannulae) lines, and heart rate monitors. The execution
chamber is also equipped with a remote observation system to assure that the execu-
tion will be strictly supervised by the executive committee. According to the process
of execution, the condemned prisoners will be brought to the execution chamber and
then strapped to the bed. Their veins will be linked to the drug lines, which operate
automatically. After that prison officials will check whether or not the prisoner is
dead. If the first injection does not work, the condemned prisoners will be injected
two or three more times with the standby lethal drugs to make sure that they really
die. 

In spite of the State’s recent building in 2014 of 5 national facilities to administer
lethal injections, the transfer of death prisoners from provinces to the execution sites
was so costly the Government decided to resort to mobile execution chambers.

A report by the Ministry of Public Security revealed official figures in February
2017 that show 429 executions carried out over the period from August 2013 to June
2016, reveals an average of 100 executions per year. On February 9, 2017, the
Ministry of Public Security announced that five more venues to facilitate lethal injec-
tions will be built in Vietnam in the coming time. According to the Ministry, there
have been many difficulties in carrying out executions using lethal injection instead
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of firing squads during the trial period, especially in obtaining lethal drugs and
relieving the pressure of holding hundreds of death row inmates in prison. “But this
is certainly a more humane method of execution which causes less pain to the convicted
and their family, and relieves pressure on executors,” the Ministry claimed. The injec-
tion will contain three substances — sodium thiopental, an anesthetic; pancuronium
bromide, a muscle relaxant; and potassium chloride to stop the heart.

Executions with the new method were to begin as of July 1, 2011, when the Law
on Execution of Criminal Sentences came into force, but they were delayed several
times, initially due to a lack of necessary facilities and trained personnel, then
because of a shortage of the drugs used in lethal injections. 

In May 2013, the Government issued a new law allowing domestically produced
chemicals to be used to execute prisoners. The poison would be provided by the
Ministry of Health, and includes the sensory paralysing drug, the drug that paralyses
the muscle-skeletal system and the drug to stop the heart’s activity. 

On August 6, 2013, Vietnam executed its first prisoner by lethal injection, end-
ing a two-year pause in capital punishment caused by difficulties in obtaining the
needed chemicals. Nguyen Anh Tuan, a 27-year-old man from Hanoi convicted of
murder and robbery, was executed with the new method in the morning at the
Hanoi Police Prison.

MALDIVES

On August 7, 2017, the Maldives will be ready to carry out the first executions
in more than 60 years next month, President Abdulla Yameen declared amid growing
international concern over the reintroduction of the death penalty. “By God’s will,
when the time comes in September, when the Supreme Court concludes [cases] to the point
where the death penalty can be enforced, our mechanisms and arrangements will be com-
plete enough to do it with the advice of the Islamic council and the word of the heirs,”
Yameen said at an event held to welcome new members to the ruling party. Three
young men are presently on death row after the Supreme Court upheld their sen-
tences in 2016. Rumours of their imminent executions in late July prompted Sir
Richard Branson, a British billionaire and philanthropist, to warn that the move
would send the Maldives “back to the Dark Ages of human rights”. Branson wrote: “As
a responsible global citizen, I care about where my money is spent and how I conduct my
business. President Yameen can still back away from the damaging path he has chosen for
his country. If not, I hope the international community – governments and business alike
– will react accordingly. The wonderful people of the Maldives deserve better than this.” 

Death penalty regulations specify methods of execution as lethal injection and
hanging. The Government initially decided to implement the death penalty through
lethal injection, but is now ready to carry out executions by hanging. A special unit
for the purpose has been built in the high-security Maafushi prison.

At least 18 people are on death row according to Correctional Services and 2 peo-
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ple have been sentenced to death in 2017.
On April 5, 2017, the Criminal Court sentenced two men to death after handing

down guilty verdicts over the murder of 25-year-old Ahmed Mirza Ibrahim in April
2011. Abdulla Nazeef, from the Zavia house in Gnaviyani Fuvahmulah, and
Mohamed Shifau, from the Fazeelamanzil house in Vilimalé, were convicted of mur-
der based on eyewitness testimony. Delivering the verdict, Chief Judge Abdul Bari
Yousuf reportedly said the testimony proves that Mirza was assaulted in a revenge
attack. The medico-legal report shows that he died of injuries sustained in the
assault, the Judge said. He also noted that Mirza’s heirs asked for the death penalty.
Under Maldivian law and Islamic sharia, the principle of qisas or retaliation in kind
allows the family to either demand the death penalty, ask for blood money, or pardon
the killer. A third defendant, Ali Rishfan, from the Bakuruge house in Gaaf Dhaal
Gahdhoo, was meanwhile found not guilty. A minor charged in connection with the
murder was also acquitted by the Juvenile Court in November 2012. Ahmed Mirza
Ibrahim was assaulted with iron bars on April 11, 2011, at a children’s park in
Vilimalé, an island near Malé that is considered an administrative ward of the capital.
He was declared brain-dead by doctors at the Indira Gandhi Memorial Hospital and
passed away three days later due to severe head injuries. Five suspects were arrested
and four of them, including a minor, were charged with murder. The defendants
have been in police custody since April 2011 and the trial was stalled over failure to
summon key witnesses. Judge Bari later took over the case from the former Chief
Judge who was demoted to the Family Court in February 2016. 

If the guilty verdicts are upheld by both the High Court and Supreme Court,
Nazeef and Shifau will join three convicts presently on death row.
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EXTRADITION AND THE DEATH PENALTY
All Member States of the European Union along with many other abolitionist

countries are committed, on the basis of their own laws and/or through international
Treaties they have signed, to not extradite persons suspected of capital crimes to
countries where they risk being condemned to death or executed. Some abolitionist
countries have not considered this commitment as obligatory.

On January 17, 2012, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) dismissed
the appeals against the extradition to the US by two murder suspects, Phillip
Harkins, a British national, and Joshua Edwards, an American, who were accused of
murder and other offences in separate incidents. Both suspects have resisted extradi-
tion to the US following orders made against them by the UK Home Secretary.
Despite assurances from US authorities that they would not be given the death
penalty, Harkins and Edwards argued that if sent back they could be executed.
Lawyers for the two men also told the Strasbourg Court they might receive life sen-
tences of imprisonment without parole that would amount to a breach of their rights
under Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights that prohibits inhu-
mane and degrading treatment. But their claims were dismissed by the ECHR. In a
summary of the decision, the Court said “the diplomatic assurances, provided by the
US to the British Government – that the death penalty would not be sought in respect of
Mr Harkins or Mr Edwards – were clear and sufficient to remove any risk that either of
the applicants could be sentenced to death if extradited, particularly as the US had a long
history of respect for democracy, human rights and the rule of law.” On the question of
life imprisonment without parole, the Court said it would not be disproportionate
if Harkins or Edwards were given life sentences. 

However, in July 2013, in the case of Vinter and Others vs. the United Kingdom, the
European Court of Human Rights held that “whole life” sentences with no possibility
of review and no prospect of release were inhumane and degrading treatment in breach
of Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights. Under UK law, the appli-
cants were each given a “whole life tariff,” meaning that they could only be freed at the
discretion of the Justice Secretary on compassionate grounds if they became terminally
ill or seriously incapacitated. After this ruling, the Strasbourg Court continued and has
explicitly targeted the Life Without Parole regime. Between 2014 and 2016, the ECHR
delivered six more judgements on Life Without Parole in which it held to be a violation
of Article 3 of the Convention: Ocalan vs Turkey 2, March 2014; László Magyar vs
Hungary, May 2014; Harakchiev and Tolumov vs Bulgaria, July 2014; Kaytan vs Turkey,
September 2015; Murray vs. Netherlands, April 2016. For completeness, we have to
mention also Trabelsi vs Belgium, September 2014 (extradition to the United States with
the risk of being sentenced to Life Without Parole). 

NEW ZEALAND – CHINA

On August 31, 2017, a New Zealand Court rejected an appeal from a man chal-
lenging the Government’s decision to extradite him to China. New Zealand Justice
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Minister Amy Adams had twice ordered that South Korean-born New Zealand res-
ident Kyung Yup Kim be sent to China to face murder charges, and both times Kim
had appealed against the decision in the High Court. Kim has denied the murder
accusation, according to Court documents. Judge Jillian Mallon, who had accepted
Kim’s first appeal last year, said that when Adams reconsidered she had sought extra
information that allowed her to conclude Kim’s rights would be protected in China.
A lawyer for Kim told the High Court in April that New Zealand’s Government
could not rely on assurances from China that the man would not be tortured or
receive the death penalty on murder charges after the body of a 20-year-old woman,
who had been strangled, was found in a Shanghai field in 2009. 

USA - ITALY

On February 16, 2018, US District Judge Brian M. Cogan in New York City sen-
tenced Al-Qaeda operative Ibrahim Suleiman Adnan Adam Harun, 47, to life in
prison. Harun, or Spin Ghul, as he was known to fellow militants, was not present
in Court for the trial. Since his extradition from Italy in October 2012, he has insist-
ed he is a “warrior” who should face a military tribunal rather than criminal proceed-
ings. He was convicted in the United States District Court for the Eastern District
of New York in March 2017 for participating in lethal attacks against US and coali-
tion troops in Afghanistan and for attempting to bomb the US Embassy in Nigeria.
Harun, who claims Niger citizenship, says he was born in 1971 when his parents
were on a pilgrims’ journey to Mecca in Saudi Arabia. Harun was seriously injured
in an April 2003 machine gun and grenade ambush attack at a US military base in
Afghanistan, that killed Pfc. Jerod Dennis, 19, and Airman 1st Class Raymond
Losano, 24, authorities said. Harun escaped across the border into Pakistan. US sol-
diers recovered a small brown Quran near the scene of firefight and the FBI found
Harun’s fingerprints on it. Harun was sent to Nigeria with orders to detonate a bomb
at the US Embassy, but the plan fell apart and he fled to Libya, where he was jailed
from 2005 to 2011, the Government said in a news release. In June 2011, Harun
was taken into custody by Italian authorities on a ship carrying 1,200 North African
refugees from an island on the Mediterranean Sea to the Italian mainland, Court
documents stated. Harun allegedly told Italian authorities that he was an Al-Qaeda
member and had sought to enter Europe in 2005 to carry out attacks, the Federal
Government said. In September (October) 2012, Italian authorities handed Harun
over to US authorities after the US government agreed not to seek the death penalty.
Since September 11, 2001, Federal Prosecutors have used civilian Courts to bring
more than 500 international terrorism cases, obtaining convictions in more than 400
to date, according to Fordham University’s Center on National Security. Most of the
others are pending. None of the alleged 9/11 conspirators, who were indicted in
2009 and remain at Guantanamo, has been tried. The earliest that might happen is
2019.
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APPENDIX
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Excerpts)
Adopted on 16 December 1966 (entry into force on 23 March 1976)

Article 6 
1. Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law. No one shall
be arbitrarily deprived of his life. 
2. In countries which have not abolished the death penalty, sentence of death may be imposed only for
the most serious crimes in accordance with the law in force at the time of the commission of the crime
and not contrary to the provisions of the present Covenant and to the Convention on the Prevention
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. This penalty can only be carried out pursuant to a final
judgment rendered by a competent court. 
3. When deprivation of life constitutes the crime of genocide, it is understood that nothing in this arti-
cle shall authorize any State Party to the present Covenant to derogate in any way from any obligation
assumed under the provisions of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide. 
4. Anyone sentenced to death shall have the right to seek pardon or commutation of the sentence.
Amnesty, pardon or commutation of the sentence of death may be granted in all cases. 
5. Sentence of death shall not be imposed for crimes committed by persons below eighteen years of
age and shall not be carried out on pregnant women. 
6. Nothing in this article shall be invoked to delay or to prevent the abolition of capital punishment
by any State Party to the present Covenant.

Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights Aiming at the Abolition of the Death Penalty
Adopted on 15 December 1989 (entry into force on 11 July 1991)

The States Parties to the present Protocol, 
Believing that abolition of the death penalty contributes to enhancement of human dignity and pro-
gressive development of human rights, 
Recalling article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted on 10 December 1948, and
article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, adopted on 16 December 1966, 
Noting that article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights refers to abolition of
the death penalty in terms that strongly suggest that abolition is desirable, 
Convinced that all measures of abolition of the death penalty should be considered as progress in the
enjoyment of the right to life, 
Desirous to undertake hereby an international commitment to abolish the death penalty, 

Have agreed as follows: 

Article 1
1. No one within the jurisdiction of a State Party to the present Protocol shall be executed. 
2. Each State Party shall take all necessary measures to abolish the death penalty within its jurisdiction. 

Article 2
1. No reservation is admissible to the present Protocol, except for a reservation made at the time of rat-
ification or accession that provides for the application of the death penalty in time of war pursuant
to a conviction for a most serious crime of a military nature committed during wartime. 

2. The State Party making such a reservation shall at the time of ratification or accession communicate
to the Secretary-General of the United Nations the relevant provisions of its national legislation
applicable during wartime. 
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3. The State Party having made such a reservation shall notify the Secretary-General of the United
Nations of any beginning or ending of a state of war applicable to its territory. 

Article 3 
The States Parties to the present Protocol shall include in the reports they submit to the Human Rights
Committee, in accordance with article 40 of the Covenant, information on the measures that they have
adopted to give effect to the present Protocol. 

Article 4 
With respect to the States Parties to the Covenant that have made a declaration under article 41, the
competence of the Human Rights Committee to receive and consider communications when a State
Party claims that another State Party is not fulfilling its obligations shall extend to the provisions of the
present Protocol, unless the State Party concerned has made a statement to the contrary at the moment
of ratification or accession. 

Article 5 
With respect to the States Parties to the first Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights adopted on 16 December 1966, the competence of the Human Rights Committee
to receive and consider communications from individuals subject to its jurisdiction shall extend to the
provisions of the present Protocol, unless the State Party concerned has made a statement to the con-
trary at the moment of ratification or accession. 

Article 6 
1. The provisions of the present Protocol shall apply as additional provisions to the Covenant. 
2. Without prejudice to the possibility of a reservation under article 2 of the present Protocol, the right
guaranteed in article 1, paragraph 1, of the present Protocol shall not be subject to any derogation
under article 4 of the Covenant. 

Article 7 
1. The present Protocol is open for signature by any State that has signed the Covenant. 
2. The present Protocol is subject to ratification by any State that has ratified the Covenant or acceded
to it. Instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United
Nations. 

3. The present Protocol shall be open to accession by any State that has ratified the Covenant or acced-
ed to it. 

4. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession with the Secretary-General
of the United Nations. 

5. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall inform all States that have signed the present
Protocol or acceded to it of the deposit of each instrument of ratification or accession. 

Article 8
1. The present Protocol shall enter into force three months after the date of the deposit with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations of the tenth instrument of ratification or accession. 

2. For each State ratifying the present Protocol or acceding to it after the deposit of the tenth instru-
ment of ratification or accession, the present Protocol shall enter into force three months after the
date of the deposit of its own instrument of ratification or accession. 

Article 9
The provisions of the present Protocol shall extend to all parts of federal States without any limitations
or exceptions. 

Article 10
The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall inform all States referred to in article 48, paragraph
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1, of the Covenant of the following particulars: 
(a) Reservations, communications and notifications under article 2 of the present Protocol; 
(b) Statements made under articles 4 or 5 of the present Protocol; 
(c) Signatures, ratifications and accessions under article 7 of the present Protocol: 
(d) The date of the entry into force of the present Protocol under article 8 thereof. 

Article 11
The present Protocol, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts are
equally authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of the United Nations. 
The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall transmit certified copies of the present Protocol to
all States referred to in article 48 of the Covenant. 

American Convention on Human Rights (Excerpts)
Approved in San José (Costa Rica) on 22 November 1969 (entry into force on 18 July 1978)

1. Every person has the right to have his life respected. This right shall be protected by law and, in gen-
eral, from the moment of conception. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.

2. In countries that have not abolished the death penalty, it may be imposed only for the most serious
crimes and pursuant to a final judgment rendered by a competent court and in accordance with a
law establishing such punishment, enacted prior to the commission of the crime. The application
of such punishment shall not be extended to crimes to which it does not presently apply.

3. The death penalty shall not be re-established in states that have abolished it.
4. In no case shall capital punishment be inflicted for political offenses or related common crimes.
5. Capital punishment shall not be imposed upon persons who, at the time the crime was committed,
were under 18 years of age or over 70 years of age; nor shall it be applied to pregnant women.

6. Every person condemned to death shall have the right to apply for amnesty, pardon, or commuta-
tion of sentence, which may be granted in all cases. Capital punishment shall not be imposed while
such a petition is pending decision by the competent authority.

Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights to Abolish the Death
Penalty (Excerpts)
Approved in Asuncion (Paraguay) on 8 June 1990 (entry into force on 6 October 1993)

Article 1
The States Parties to this Protocol shall not apply the death penalty in their territory to any person sub-
ject to their jurisdiction.

Article 2
1. No reservations may be made to this Protocol. However, at the time of ratification or accession, the
State Parties to the instrument may declare that they reserve the right to apply the death penalty in
wartime in accordance with international law, for extremely serious crimes of a military nature.

2. The State Party making this reservation shall, upon ratification or accession, inform the Secretary
General of the Organization of American States of the pertinent provisions of its national legislation
applicable in wartime, as referred to in the preceding paragraph.

3. Said State Party shall notify the Secretary General of the Organization of American States of the
beginning or the end of any state of war in its territory.

Article 3
This Protocol shall be open for signature and ratification or accession by any State Party to the
American Convention on Human Rights.
Ratification of this Protocol or accession thereto shall be made through the deposit of an instrument
of ratification or accession with the General Secretariat of the Organization of American States.
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Article 4
This Protocol shall enter into force among the States that ratify or accede to it when they deposit their
respective instruments of ratification or accession with the General Secretariat of the Organization of
American States.

African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (Excerpt)
Approved in June 1981

Article 4
Human beings are inviolable. Every human being shall be entitled to respect for his life and the integri-
ty of his person. No one may be arbitrarily deprived of this right.

European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms (Excerpts)
Adopted in Rome on 4 November 1950 (entry into force on 3 September 1953)

Article 2 
1. Everyone's right to life shall be protected by law. No one shall be deprived of his life intentionally
save in the execution of a sentence of a court following his conviction of a crime for which this
penalty is provided by law. 

2. Deprivation of life shall not be regarded as inflicted in contravention of this article when it results
from the use of force which is no more than absolutely necessary: 

   a) in defence of any person from unlawful violence; 
   b) in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the escape of a person lawfully detained; 
   c) in action lawfully taken for the purpose of quelling a riot or insurrection. 

Protocol No. 6 to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms Concerning the Abolition of the Death Penalty (Excerpts)
Adopted in Strasbourg on 28 April 1983 (entry into force on 1 March 1985)

Article 1 
The death penalty shall be abolished. No one shall be condemned to such penalty or executed. 

Article 2 
A State may make provision in its law for the death penalty in respect of acts committed in time of war
or of imminent threat of war; such penalty shall be applied only in the instances laid down in the law
and in accordance with its provisions. The State shall communicate to the Secretary General of the
Council of Europe the relevant provisions of that law.

Protocol No. 13 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms Concerning the Abolition of the Death Penalty in All
Circumstances (Excerpts)
Adopted in Vilnius on 3 May 2002 (entry into force on 1 July 2003)

The member States of the Council of Europe signatory hereto, 
Convinced that everyone’s right to life is a basic value in a democratic society and that the abolition of
the death penalty is essential for the protection of this right and for the full recognition of the inherent
dignity of all human beings; 
Wishing to strengthen the protection of the right to life guaranteed by the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms signed at Rome on 4 November 1950 (here-
inafter referred to as "the Convention"); 
Noting that Protocol No. 6 to the Convention, concerning the Abolition of the Death Penalty, signed
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at Strasbourg on 28 April 1983, does not exclude the death penalty in respect of acts committed in
time of war or of imminent threat of war; 
Being resolved to take the final step in order to abolish the death penalty in all circumstances, 
Have agreed as follows: 

Article 1 – Abolition of the Death Penalty
The death penalty shall be abolished. No one shall be condemned to such penalty or executed. 
Article 2 – Prohibition of Derogations
No derogation from the provisions of this Protocol shall be made under Article 15 of the Convention. 
Article 3 – Prohibition of Reservations
No reservation may be made under Article 57 of the Convention in respect of the provisions of this
Protocol.[...]
Article 6 – Signature and Ratification
This Protocol shall be open for signature by member States of the Council of Europe which have
signed the Convention. It is subject to ratification, acceptance or approval. A member State of the
Council of Europe may not ratify, accept or approve this Protocol without previously or simultaneously
ratifying the Convention. Instruments of ratification, acceptance or approval shall be deposited with
the Secretary General of the Council of Europe.
Article 7 – Entry into Force
1. This Protocol shall enter into force on the first day of the month following the expiration of a period
of three months after the date on which ten member States of the Council of Europe have expressed
their consent to be bound by the Protocol in accordance with the provisions of Article 6. 
2. In respect of any member State which subsequently expresses its consent to be bound by it, the
Protocol shall enter into force on the first day of the month following the expiration of a period of
three months after the date of the deposit of the instrument of ratification, acceptance or approval. [...]

Convention on the Rights of the Child (Excerpts)
Adopted on 20 November 1989 (entry into force 2 September 1990)

Article 37
States Parties shall ensure that: 
(a) No child shall be subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punish-

ment. Neither capital punishment nor life imprisonment without possibility of release shall be
imposed for offences committed by persons below eighteen years of age; 

(b) No child shall be deprived of his or her liberty unlawfully or arbitrarily. The arrest, detention or
imprisonment of a child shall be in conformity with the law and shall be used only as a measure of
last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time; 

(c) Every child deprived of liberty shall be treated with humanity and respect for the inherent dignity
of the human person, and in a manner which takes into account the needs of persons of his or her
age. In particular, every child deprived of liberty shall be separated from adults unless it is consid-
ered in the child's best interest not to do so and shall have the right to maintain contact with his
or her family through correspondence and visits, save in exceptional circumstances; 

(d) Every child deprived of his or her liberty shall have the right to prompt access to legal and other
appropriate assistance, as well as the right to challenge the legality of the deprivation of his or her
liberty before a court or other competent, independent or impartial authority, and to prompt deci-
sion on any such action.
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Statute of the International Criminal Court
Approved in Rome on 17 July 1998

Article 77

Applicable Penalties

1. Subject to article 110, the Court may impose one of the following penalties on a person convicted
of a crime under article 5 of this Statute: 

   (a) Imprisonment for a specified number of years, which may not exceed a maximum of 30 years;
or 

   (b) A term of life imprisonment when justified by the extreme gravity of the crime and the individ-
ual circumstances of the convicted person. 

2. In addition to imprisonment, the Court may order: 
   (a) A fine under the criteria provided for in the Rules of Procedure and Evidence; 
   (b) A forfeiture of proceeds, property and assets derived directly or indirectly from that crime, with-
out prejudice to the rights of bona fide third parties. 
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RESOLUTION ON MORATORIUM ON THE USE
OF THE DEATH PENALTYADOPTED BY THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY UNITED NATIONS

Seventy first session
Promotion and protection of  human rights: human rights questions, including

alternative approaches for improving the effective enjoyment of  human rights and
fundamental freedoms 

Resolution 71/187 
Adopted in new york on 19 december 2016 with 117 votes in favor, 40 against

and 31 abstentions (5 absent)

Moratorium on the use of the death penalty 
The General Assembly, 
Guided by the purposes and principles contained in the Charter of  the United

nations, 
Reaffirming the Universal declaration of  Human Rights, the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Convention on the Rights of  the
Child, 

Recalling the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of  the death penalty, and in this regard
welcoming the increasing number of  accessions to and ratifications of  the Second
Optional Protocol, 

Reaffirming its resolutions 62/149 of  18 december 2007, 63/168 of
18 december 2008, 65/206 of  21 december 2010, 67/176 of  20 december 2012
and 69/186 of  18 december 2014 on the question of  a moratorium on the use of
the death penalty, in which the General Assembly called upon States that still
maintain the death penalty to establish a moratorium on executions with a view to
abolishing it, 

Welcoming all relevant decisions and resolutions of  the Human Rights Council, 
Mindful that any miscarriage or failure of  justice in the implementation of  the

death penalty is irreversible and irreparable, 
Convinced that a moratorium on the use of  the death penalty contributes to

respect for human dignity and to the enhancement and progressive development of
human rights, and considering that there is no conclusive evidence of  the deterrent
value of  the death penalty, 

Noting ongoing local and national debates and regional initiatives on the death
penalty, as well as the readiness of  an increasing number of  Member States to make
available to the public information on the use of  the death penalty, and also, in this
regard, the decision by the Human Rights Council in its resolution 26/2 of  26 June
2014 to convene biennial high-level panel discussions in order to further exchange
views on the question of  the death penalty, 
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Recognizing the role of  national human rights institutions in contributing to
ongoing local and national debates and regional initiatives on the death penalty, 

Welcoming the considerable movement towards the abolition of  the death penalty
globally and the fact that many States are applying a moratorium, including long-
standing moratoriums, either in law or in practice, on the use of  the death penalty, 

Emphasizing the need to ensure that persons facing the death penalty are treated
with humanity and with respect for their inherent dignity and in compliance with
their rights under international human rights law, 

Noting the technical cooperation among Member States, as well as the role of
relevant United nations entities and human rights mechanisms, in supporting State
efforts to establish moratoriums on the death penalty, 

Bearing in mind the work of  special procedures mandate holders who have
addressed human rights issues related to the death penalty within the framework of
their respective mandates, 

1. Reaffirms the sovereign right of  all countries to develop their own legal
systems, including determining appropriate legal penalties, in accordance with their
international law obligations;

2. Expresses its deep concern about the continued application of  the death penalty; 
3. Welcomes the report of  the Secretary-General on the implementation of

resolution 69/186 and the recommendations contained therein; 
4. Also welcomes the steps taken by some States to reduce the number of

offences for which the death penalty may be imposed, as well as steps taken to limit
its application; 

5. Further welcomes initiatives and political leadership encouraging national
discussions and debates on the possibility of  moving away from capital punishment
through domestic decision-making; 

6. Welcomes the decisions made by an increasing number of  States from all
regions, at all levels of  government, to apply a moratorium on executions, followed
in many cases by the abolition of  the death penalty; 

7. Calls upon all States: 
(a)To respect international standards that provide safeguards guaranteeing

protection of  the rights of  those facing the death penalty, in particular the minimum
standards, as set out in the annex to Economic and Social Council resolution
1984/50 of  25 May 1984, as well as to provide the Secretary-General with
information in this regard; 

(b) To comply with their obligations under article 36 of  the 1963 Vienna
Convention on Consular Relations, particularly the right to receive information on
consular assistance; 

(c) To make available relevant information, disaggregated by sex, age, and race,
as applicable, and other applicable criteria, with regard to their use of  the death
penalty, inter alia, the number of  persons sentenced to death, the number of  persons
on death row and the number of  executions carried out, the number of  death
sentences reversed or commuted on appeal and information on any scheduled
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execution, which can contribute to possible informed and transparent national and
international debates, including on the obligations of  States pertaining to the use of
the death penalty; 

(d) To progressively restrict the use of  the death penalty and not to impose
capital punishment for offences committed by persons below 18 years of  age, on
pregnant women or on persons with mental or intellectual disabilities; 

(e) To reduce the number of  offences for which the death penalty may be
imposed; 

(f) To ensure that those facing the death penalty can exercise their right to apply
for pardon or commutation of  their death sentence by ensuring that clemency
procedures are fair and transparent and that prompt information is provided at all
stages of  the process; 

(g) To establish a moratorium on executions with a view to abolishing the death
penalty;

8. Calls upon States which have abolished the death penalty not to reintroduce it,
and encourages them to share their experience in this regard; 

9. Encourages States which have a moratorium to maintain it and to share their
experience in this regard; 

10. Calls upon States that have not yet done so to consider acceding to or ratifying
the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, aiming at the abolition of  the death penalty;4 

11. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the General Assembly at its
seventy-third session on the implementation of  the present resolution; 

12. Decides to continue consideration of  the matter at its seventy-third session
under the item entitled “Promotion and protection of  human rights”. 

Votes in favour (117):
Albania, Algeria, Andorra, Angola, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Austria,

Azerbaijan, Belgium, Benin, Bhutan, Bolivia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Canada, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Chile,
Colombia, Congo, Costa Rica, Côte d’Ivoire, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
denmark, dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Eritrea, Estonia, Fiji, Finland,
France, Gabon, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea,Guinea-Bissau, Haiti,
Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Kazakhstan, Kyribati, Kyrgyzstan,
latvia, liechtenstein, lithuania, luxembourg, Madagascar,  Malawi,  Mali, Malta,
Marshall Islands, Mexico, Micronesia (Federated States of), Monaco, Mongolia,
Montenegro, Mozambique,  namibia,  nauru,  nepal, netherlands, new Zealand,
nicaragua, norway, Palau, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Republic of
Moldova, Romania, Russian Federation, Samoa, San Marino, Sao Tome and Principe,
Serbia, Seychelles, Sierra leone, Slovakia, Slovenia, Solomon Islands, Somalia, South
Africa, Spain,  Sri lanka,  Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland,  Swaziland,  Tajikistan, The
former yugoslav Republic of  Macedonia, Timor-leste, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey,
Turkmenistan, Tuvalu, Ukraine, United Kingdom, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Vanuatu and
Venezuela.
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Votes against (40):
Afghanistan, Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belize,

Botswana, Brunei darussalam,  Burundi, China, democratic People’s Republic of
Korea, dominica, Egypt, Ethiopia, Grenada, Guyana, India, Iran, Iraq, Jamaica,
Japan, Kuwait, libya, Malaysia,  Maldives, Oman, Pakistan, Papua new Guinea,
Qatar, Saint Kitts and nevis, Saint lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Saudi
Arabia, Singapore, Sudan, South Sudan, Syria, Trinidad and Tobago, United States,
yemen.

Abstentions (31):
Bahrain, Belarus, Cameroon, Comoros, Cuba, djibouti, Equatorial Guinea, Ghana,

Indonesia, Jordan, Kenya, lao People’s democratic Republic, lebanon,
liberia, lesotho, Mauritania, Morocco, Myanmar, niger, nigeria, Philippines, Republic
of  Korea,  Seychelles,  Thailand, Tonga, Uganda, United Arab Emirates, United
Republic of  Tanzania, Viet nam, Zambia, Zimbabwe.

Absent (5):
democratic Republic of  the Congo, Gambia, Mauritius, Rwanda, Senegal.

Changes with regard to 2014 Resolution: Guinea, Malawi, namibia, Solomon
Islands, Sri lanka  moved from abstention to vote in favour;  nauru and
Swaziland moved from not present to vote in favour. Zimbabwe moved from vote
against to abstention; lesotho moved from not present to abstention; Equatorial
Guinea, niger, Philippines, Seychelles  moved from vote in favour to
abstention;  Maldives from abstention to vote against;  Burundi and South
Sudan from vote in favour to vote against; dRC, Gambia and Senegal went from
abstention to not present; and Rwanda from vote in favour to not present.
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RESOLUTION ON THE SITUATION OF HUMAN
RIGHTS IN THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN 

Resolution 72/189
Adopted by the General Assembly on 19 December 2017

   The General Assembly,

   Guided by the Charter of the United Nations, as well as the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, Resolution 217 A (III).
the International Covenants on Human Rights and other international human
rights instruments,

   Recalling its previous resolutions on the situation of human rights in the Islamic
Republic of Iran, the most recent of which is resolution  of 19 December 2016, 
   
   1. Takes note of the report of the Secretary-General of 31 October 2017,
submitted pursuant to resolution , and the report of the Special Rapporteur of the
Human Rights Council on the situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic
of Iran of 14 August 2017, submitted pursuant to Council resolution 34/23 of 24
March 2017;

   2. Continues to welcome the pledges made by the President of the Islamic
Republic of Iran with regard to some important human rights issues, particularly
on eliminating discrimination against women and members of ethnic minorities; 

   3. Acknowledges proposed or adopted legislative and administrative changes
in the Islamic Republic of Iran, including the new Code of Criminal Procedure,
the Criminal Procedure Bill in respect of Juveniles and Children, the amendment
to the Anti-Narcotics Law regarding penalties for drug-related offences and the
Citizens’ Rights Charter, which, if properly implemented, would address some
human rights concerns; 

    4. Welcomes the engagement of the Islamic Republic of Iran with human rights
treaty bodies, including through the submission of periodic reports, and notes in par-
ticular the engagement of the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran with the
Committee on the Rights of the Child and the Committee on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities and its participation in the universal periodic review; 

   5. Also welcomes the efforts of the Islamic Republic of Iran to host large
numbers of Afghan refugees, granting them access to basic services, in particular
access to health care and education for children; 
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   6. Further welcomes the ongoing contact with and dialogue between the
Islamic Republic of Iran and the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human
rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, as well as the invitations extended to other
special procedures mandate holders; 

   7. Welcomes the expressed readiness of the Iranian High Council for Human
Rights and other Iranian officials to engage in bilateral dialogues on human rights;
   8. Takes note of the outcome of the presidential and local council elections
of May 2017 and of the peaceful electoral process, which saw high voter turnout
and which resulted in an increase in the number of women representatives on local
councils, while expressing concern about the large number of candidates, includ-
ing all women presidential candidates, who were disqualified through processes
that lacked transparency;

   9. Expresses serious concern at the alarmingly high frequency of the imposi-
tion and carrying-out of the death penalty by the Islamic Republic of Iran, in vio-
lation of its international obligations, including the imposition of the death penal-
ty against minors and persons who at the time of their offence were under the age
of 18, and executions undertaken for crimes that do not qualify as the most serious
crimes, on the basis of forced confessions or against persons who at the time of
their offence were under the age of 18, in violation of both the Convention on the
Rights of the Child and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
expresses concern at the continuing disregard for internationally recognized safe-
guards, including executions undertaken without notification to the prisoner’s
family members or legal counsel, and calls upon the Government of the Islamic
Republic of Iran to abolish, in law and in practice, public executions, which are
contrary to the 2008 directive seeking to end this practice issued by the former
head of the judiciary; 

   10. Calls upon the Islamic Republic of Iran to ensure, in law and in practice,
that no one is subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment
or punishment, which may include sexual violence, and punishments that are
grossly disproportionate to the nature of the offence, in conformity with amend-
ments to the Penal Code, the constitutional guarantees of the Islamic Republic of
Iran and international obligations; 

   11. Urges the Islamic Republic of Iran to cease the widespread and systematic
use of arbitrary detention, including the use of this practice to target dual and for-
eign nationals, and to uphold, in law and in practice, procedural guarantees to
ensure fair trial standards, including timely access to legal representation of one’s
choice from the time of arrest through all stages of trial and all appeals, the right
not to be subjected to torture, cruel and inhuman or degrading treatment or pun-
ishment and consideration of bail and other reasonable terms for release from cus-
tody pending trial; 
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   12. Calls upon the Islamic Republic of Iran to address the poor conditions of
prisons, to eliminate the denial of access to adequate medical treatment and the
consequent risk of death faced by prisoners and to put an end to the continued
and sustained house arrest of leading opposition figures from the 2009 presidential
elections despite serious concerns about their health, as well as the pressure exerted
upon their relatives and dependants, including through arrest, and also calls upon
the Islamic Republic of Iran to establish credible and independent prison oversight
authorities to investigate complaints of abuse; 

   13. Also calls upon the Islamic Republic of Iran, including the judicial and
security branches, to create and maintain, in law and in practice, a safe and
enabling environment in which an independent, diverse and pluralistic civil soci-
ety can operate free from hindrance and insecurity, urges the Islamic Republic of
Iran to end widespread and serious restrictions, in law and in practice, on the right
to freedom of expression, opinion, association and peaceful assembly, both online
and offline, including by ending the harassment, intimidation and persecution of
political opponents, human rights defenders, women’s and minority rights
activists, labour leaders, students’ rights activists, academics, film-makers, journal-
ists, bloggers, social media users and social media page administrators, media
workers, religious leaders, artists, lawyers and persons belonging to recognized and
unrecognized religious minorities and their families, and further calls upon the
Islamic Republic of Iran to release persons arbitrarily detained for the legitimate
exercise of these rights, to consider rescinding unduly harsh sentences, including
the death penalty and long-term internal exile, for exercising such fundamental
freedoms and to end reprisals against individuals, including for cooperating with
the United Nations human rights mechanisms; 

   14. Strongly urges the Islamic Republic of Iran to eliminate, in law and in
practice, all forms of discrimination and other human rights violations against
women and girls, including with respect to the right to freedom of movement, the
right to enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental
health and the right to work, to take measures to ensure protection for women and
girls against violence and their equal protection and access to justice, to address
the concerning incidence of child, early and forced marriage, as recommended by
the Committee on the Rights of the Child, to promote, support and enable
women’s participation in leadership and decision-making processes and, while rec-
ognizing the high enrolment of women in all levels of education in the Islamic
Republic of Iran, to lift restrictions on women’s equal access to all aspects of edu-
cation and women’s equal participation in the labour market and in all aspects of
economic, cultural, social and political life; 

   15. Calls upon the Islamic Republic of Iran to eliminate, in law and in prac-
tice, all forms of discrimination and other human rights violations against persons
belonging to religious, ethnic, linguistic or other minorities, including but not
limited to Arabs, Azeris, Balochis, Kurds and Turkmen, and their defenders; 
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    16. Expresses serious concern about ongoing severe limitations and restrictions on
the right to freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief, restrictions on the
establishment of places of worship, attacks against places of worship and burial and
other human rights violations, including but not limited to harassment, intimidation,
persecution, arbitrary arrests and detention, denial of access to education and incite-
ment to hatred that leads to violence against persons belonging to recognized and
unrecognized religious minorities, including Christians, Jews, Sufi Muslims, Sunni
Muslims, Yarsanis, Zoroastrians and members of the Baha’i faith and their defenders
in the Islamic Republic of Iran, and calls upon the Government of the Islamic
Republic of Iran to release all religious practitioners imprisoned for their membership
in or activities on behalf of a recognized or unrecognized minority religious group,
including the members of the Baha’i leadership who were declared by the Working
Group on Arbitrary Detention of the Human Rights Council to have been arbitrarily
detained since 2008, to eliminate, in law and in practice, all forms of discrimination,
including economic restrictions, such as the closure or confiscation of businesses and
properties, the cancellation of licences and denial of employment in certain public
and private sectors, including government or military positions and elected office, and
other human rights violations against persons belonging to recognized and unrecog-
nized religious minorities, and to end impunity for those who commit crimes against
persons belonging to religious minorities; 

   17. Calls upon the Islamic Republic of Iran to launch a comprehensive
accountability process in response to all cases of serious human rights violations,
including those involving the Iranian judiciary and security agencies, and calls
upon the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran to end impunity for such
violations; 

    18. Also calls upon the Islamic Republic of Iran to implement its obligations
under those human rights treaties to which it is already a party, to withdraw any reser-
vations that are imprecise or could be considered incompatible with the object and
purpose of the treaty, to consider acting upon the concluding observations concern-
ing the Islamic Republic of Iran adopted by the bodies of the international human
rights treaties to which it is a party and to consider ratifying or acceding to the inter-
national human rights treaties to which it is not already a party; 

   19. Further calls upon the Islamic Republic of Iran to deepen its engagement
with international human rights mechanisms by: 
    (a) Cooperating fully with the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights

in the Islamic Republic of Iran, including by accepting the repeated requests made by
the Special Rapporteur to visit the country in order to carry out the mandate; 

   (b) Increasing cooperation with other special mechanisms, including by facil-
itating long-standing requests for access to the country from thematic special
procedures mandate holders, whose access to its territory has been restricted or
denied, despite the standing invitation issued by the Islamic Republic of Iran,
without imposing undue conditions upon those visits; 
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   (c) Implementing all accepted universal periodic review recommendations
from its first cycle, in 2010, and its second cycle, in 2014, with the full and
genuine participation of independent civil society and other stakeholders in
the implementation process, and by engaging constructively in its upcoming
third cycle in 2019;

   (d) Building upon the engagement of the Islamic Republic of Iran with the
universal periodic review process by continuing to explore cooperation on
human rights and justice reform with the United Nations, including the Office
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights;

   (e) Following through on its commitment to establish an independent
national human rights institution, made in the context of both its first and its
second universal periodic reviews by the Human Rights Council, with due
regard for the recommendation of the Committee on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights;

   20. Calls upon the Islamic Republic of Iran to continue to translate the
pledges made by the President of the Islamic Republic of Iran with respect to
human rights concerns into concrete action that results in demonstrable improve-
ments as soon as possible and to ensure that its national laws are consistent with
its obligations under international human rights law and that they are implement-
ed in accordance with its international obligations;

   21. Also calls upon the Islamic Republic of Iran to address the substantive con-
cerns highlighted in the reports of the Secretary-General and the Special
Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, as
well as the specific calls to action found in previous resolutions of the General
Assembly, and to respect fully its human rights obligations in law and in practice;

   22. Strongly encourages the relevant thematic special procedures mandate
holders to pay particular attention to, with a view to investigating and reporting
on, the human rights situation in the Islamic Republic of Iran;

   23. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the General Assembly at its
seventy-third session on the progress made in the implementation of the present
resolution, including options and recommendations to improve its implementa-
tion, and to submit an interim report to the Human Rights Council at its thirty-
seventh session;

   24. Decides to continue its examination of the situation of human rights in
the Islamic Republic of Iran at its seventy-third session under the item entitled
“Promotion and protection of human rights”.

73rd plenary meeting 
19 December 2017
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RESOLUTION ON THE DEATH PENALTY

Human Rights Council
Thirty-sixth session

11–29 September 2017
Agenda item 3

Promotion and protection of all human rights, civil, political, economic, social
and cultural rights, including the right to development
Albania, Andorra,* Australia,* Austria,* Belgium, Benin,* Bolivia
(Plurinational State of), Bosnia and Herzegovina,* Brazil, Bulgaria,* Chile,*
Colombia,* Congo, Costa Rica,* Croatia, Cyprus,* Czechia,* Denmark,*
Estonia,* Finland,* France,* Gabon,* Georgia, Germany, Greece,* Haiti,*
Honduras,* Hungary, Iceland,* Ireland,* Italy,* Latvia, Liechtenstein,*
Lithuania,* Luxembourg,* Malta,* Mexico,* Monaco,* Mongolia,
Montenegro,* Netherlands, New Zealand,* Norway,* Panama, Paraguay,
Peru,* Poland,* Portugal, Republic of Moldova,* Romania,* Rwanda, Serbia,*
Slovakia,* Slovenia, Spain,* Sweden,* Switzerland, the former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia,* Ukraine,* United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, Uruguay: * (State not a member of the Human Rights Council)
Resolution adopted by the Human Rights Council on 29 September 2017 
36/17. The question of the death penalty

The Human Rights Council, 

Guided by the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations,

Recalling the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights and all other relevant international human rights instru-
ments, and reaffirming that all States must implement their obligations under inter-
national human rights law, 

Recalling also the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights aiming at the abolition of the death penalty, 

Recalling further General Assembly resolutions 62/149 of 18 December 2007,
63/168 of 18 December 2008, 65/206 of 21 December 2010, 67/176 of 20
December 2012, 69/186 of 18 December 2014 and 71/187 of 19 December 2016
on the question of a moratorium on the use of the death penalty, 

Reaffirming the safeguards guaranteeing the protection of persons facing the death

 300 THE DEATH PENALTY WORLDWIDE
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penalty set out in the annex to Economic and Social Council resolution 1984/50 of
25 May  1984, and the provisions regarding the implementation of the guidelines
contained in Council resolutions 1989/64 of 24 May 1989 and 1996/15 of 23 July
1996, 

Recalling all resolutions of the Commission on Human Rights on the question of the
death penalty, the last of which was resolution 2005/59 of 20 April 2005, 

Recalling also Human Rights Council decision 18/117 of 28 September 2011 on
reporting by the Secretary-General on the question of the death penalty, Council
resolution 22/11 of 21 March 2013 on a panel on the human rights of children of
parents sentenced to the death penalty or executed, Council decision 22/117 of 21
March 2013 on a high-level panel discussion on the question of the death penalty
and Council resolutions 26/2 of 26 June 2014 and 30/5 of 1 October 2015 on the
question of the death penalty, 

Taking note of the reports of the Secretary-General on the question of the death
penalty, in the latest of which the Secretary-General examined the disproportionate
impact of the use of the death penalty on poor or economically vulnerable indivi-
duals, foreign nationals, individuals exercising the rights to freedom of religion or
belief and freedom of expression, and the discriminatory use of the death penalty
against persons belonging to racial and ethnic minorities, its discriminatory use
based on gender or sexual orientation, and its use against individuals with mental or
intellectual disabilities, 

Mindful of the work of special procedure mandate holders who have addressed
human rights issues related to the death penalty, including the Special Rapporteur
on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, the
Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, the Special
Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers and the Working Group on
the issue of discrimination against women in law and in practice, 

Mindful also of the work undertaken by the treaty bodies to address human rights
issues related to the death penalty, 

Recalling general recommendation No. 35 on gender-based violence against women
recently adopted by the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against
Women, in which the Committee recommends that States parties to the Convention
repeal all criminal provisions that affect women disproportionally, including those
resulting in the discriminatory application of the death penalty to women, 

Recalling also general recommendation No. 31 of the Committee on the Elimination
of Racial Discrimination on the prevention of racial discrimination in the admini-
stration and functioning of the criminal justice system, 
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Recognizing the role of regional and subregional instruments and initiatives towards
the abolition of the death penalty, which in some cases have led to the prohibition
of the use of the death penalty, 

Welcoming the fact that many States are applying a moratorium on the use of the
death penalty, 

Noting that States with different legal systems, traditions, cultures and religious back-
grounds have abolished the death penalty or are applying a moratorium on its use,

Strongly deploring the fact that the use of the death penalty leads to violations of the
human rights of the persons facing the death penalty and of other affected persons,

Acknowledging the report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights on the high-level panel discussion on the question of the death penalty,
during which it was concluded that a significant number of States hold that the
death penalty is a form of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment, 

Deploring the fact that, frequently, poor and economically vulnerable persons and
foreign nationals are disproportionately subjected to the death penalty, that laws
carrying the death penalty are used against persons exercising their rights to freedom
of expression, thought, conscience, religion, and peaceful assembly and association,
and that persons belonging to religious or ethnic minorities are disproportionately
represented among those sentenced to the death penalty, 

Condemning in particular the use of the death penalty against persons with mental or
intellectual disabilities, persons below 18 years of age at the time of the commission
of the crime, and pregnant women, 

Condemning the imposition of the death penalty as a sanction for specific forms of
conduct, such as apostasy, blasphemy, adultery and consensual same-sex relations,
and expressing serious concern that the application of the death penalty for adultery
is disproportionately imposed on women, 

Recalling that, particularly in capital cases, States are required to provide adequate
assistance of counsel at every stage of proceedings, including during detention and
arrest, 

Emphasizing that access to consular assistance for foreign nationals, provided for in
the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations, is an important aspect of the protec-
tion of those facing the death penalty abroad, 

Emphasizing also that lack of transparency in the use of the death penalty has direct
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consequences for the human rights of the persons sentenced to death as well as for
other affected persons, 

Acknowledging the interest in studying the question of the death penalty, as well as in
holding local, national, regional and international debates related thereto, 

1. Urges all States to protect the rights of persons facing the death penalty and other
affected persons by complying with their international obligations, including the
rights to equality and non-discrimination; 

2. Calls upon States that have not yet acceded to or ratified the Second Optional
Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights aiming at the
abolition of the death penalty to consider doing so; 

3. Calls upon States that have not yet abolished the death penalty to ensure that it is
not applied on the basis of discriminatory laws or as a result of discriminatory or
arbitrary application of the law; 

4. Calls upon States to ensure that all accused persons, in particular poor and econo-
mically vulnerable persons, can exercise their rights related to equal access to justice,
to ensure adequate, qualified and effective legal representation at every stage of civil
and criminal proceedings in capital punishment cases through effective legal aid, and
to ensure that those facing the death penalty can exercise their right to seek pardon
or commutation of their death sentence; 

5. Urges States that have not yet abolished the death penalty to ensure that the death
penalty is not applied against persons with mental or intellectual disabilities and per-
sons below 18 years of age at the time of the commission of the crime, as well as pre-
gnant women; 

6. Also urges States that have not yet abolished the death penalty to ensure that it is
not imposed as a sanction for specific forms of conduct such as apostasy, blasphemy,
adultery and consensual same-sex relations; 

7. Calls upon States to comply with their obligations under article 36 of the Vienna
Convention on Consular Relations, and to inform foreign nationals of their right to
contact the relevant consular post; 

8. Also calls upon States to undertake further studies to identify the underlying factors
that contribute to the substantial racial and ethnic bias in the application of the
death penalty, where they exist, with a view to developing effective strategies aimed
at eliminating such discriminatory practices; 

9. Calls upon States that have not yet abolished the death penalty to make available
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relevant information, disaggregated by gender, age, nationality and other applicable
criteria, with regard to their use of the death penalty, inter alia, the charges, number
of persons sentenced to death, the number of persons on death row, the number of
executions carried out and the number of death sentences reversed, commuted on
appeal or in which amnesty or pardon has been granted, as well as information on
any scheduled execution, which can contribute to possible informed and transparent
national and international debates, including on the obligations of States with regard
to the use of the death penalty; 

10. Requests the Secretary-General to dedicate the 2019 supplement to his quinquen-
nial report on capital punishment to the consequences arising at various stages of the
imposition and application of the death penalty on the enjoyment of the human
rights of persons facing the death penalty and other affected persons, paying specific
attention to the impact of the resumption of the use of the death penalty on human
rights, and to present it to the Human Rights Council at its forty-second session; 

11. Decides that the upcoming biennial high-level panel discussion to be held at the
fortieth session of the Human Rights Council will address the human rights viola-
tions related to the use of the death penalty, in particular with respect to the rights
to nondiscrimination and equality; 

12. Requests the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights to organize the high-level panel discussion and to liaise with States, relevant
United Nations bodies, agencies, treaty bodies, special procedures and regional
human rights mechanisms, as well as with parliamentarians, civil society, including
non-governmental organizations, and national human rights institutions with a view
to ensuring their participation in the panel discussion; 

13. Also requests the Office of the High Commissioner to prepare a summary report
on the panel discussion and to submit it to the Human Rights Council at its forty-
second session; 

14. Decides to continue its consideration of this issue in accordance with its program-
me of work.

40th meeting
29 September 2017 

[Adopted by a recorded vote of 27 to 13, with 7 abstentions]. 

The voting was as follows: 

In favour: Albania, Belgium, Bolivia (Plurinational State of ), Brazil, Congo, Côte
d’Ivoire, Croatia, Ecuador, El Salvador, Georgia, Germany, Ghana, Hungary,
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Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Mongolia, Netherlands, Panama, Paraguay, Portugal, Rwanda,
Slovenia, South Africa, Switzerland, Togo, United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of ) 

Against: Bangladesh, Botswana, Burundi, China, Egypt, Ethiopia, India, Iraq, Japan,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, United States of America 

Abstaining: Cuba, Indonesia, Kenya, Nigeria, Philippines, Republic of Korea, Tunisia
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